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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the interaction between the Kirk’s institutions and the
state between the fall of the earl of Arran’s government in 1585 and the full
restoration of diocesan episcopacy in 1610. Due to the lack of focussed secondary
material, reliance has been placed upon primary sources, especially information from
the courts of the Kirk above the parochial level - the presbyteries, synods and the
general assembly - on personal correspondence and on governmental and diplomatic
sources.
The role of the general assembly has been investigated by analyses of its
composition and its interaction with the crown. The part played by the presbytery
of Edinburgh and its successor as the principal standing committee of the Kirk, the
commission of the general assembly, provides a more focussed investigation of the
personnel involved in ecclesiastical politics at the highest level. Chapters are also
devoted to the synods and the presbyteries, concentrating on how these regional and
local courts responded to matters of national significance. Finally, a chapter on the
question of ecclesiastical representation in parliament complements the analysis of the
institutional framework of the Kirk by demonstrating how opinions on a particular
issue were formed and changed by political circumstances.
This analysis demonstrates that many of the historiographical constructs which
have been placed upon the issue of ecclesiastical politics in the reign of James VI
require fundamental reassessment. The idea of factions within the &rk ‘Melvillians’, or ‘Presbyterians’ and ‘episcopalians’ - is misleading and has done
much to cloud the true picture. The alternative view presented here suggests that
there were, throughout the period, shifting patterns of opposition and obedience to
the policy of the crown rather than fixed clerical parties. Opinions remained fluid
and were affected by events. Historians have approached the sources with
preconceptions concerning the existence of such factions and have thus tried to find
what was often not there.
It is also demonstrated that there was a crucial difference in royal policy on
either side of the regnal union which, along with 1596, should be seen as a turning
point. Prior to 1603, James VI had a firm gnp on his ecclesiastical policy as a result
of direct personal involvement after 1596. Consequently, he was able to carry out
a successful policy based on consensus. After his accession to the English throne,
however, the indirect nature of hs contact with ecclesiastical politics caused him to
lose that grip. The centralising tendency in government, which had become evident
prior to 1603, accelerated and was a major factor in increased clerical opposition to
royal policy during the first decade of the seventeenth century. It is, therefore, also
asserted here that, contrary to the view of most historians, it was this factor and not
the liturgical innovations of the second decade of the seventeenth century which
brought about the loss of clerical confidence in the religious policy of James VI.
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Introduction

In recent years, many historical works have discussed the Scottish Jacobean
Kirk in varying depth and detail. No specific study has, however, been carried out,
although the late Professor Donaldson, in a short essay written more than three
decades ago and in a chapter in his volume of the Edinburgh History, came closer
than anyone else.’ The period has fallen victim to the fact that it drops neatly
between two historiographical stools - the Reformation and the National Covenant and is, too often, seen as part of the aftermath of one or the origins of the other.2
As a result, it has been subsumed within other agendas and other topics of study.

The prodigious amount of work carried out by Maurice Lee on various aspects of the
politics of the reign of James VI has done much to fill the gap in the study of the
politics of secular central government but no comparable work has been devoted to
the Kirk.3 Accordingly, this thesis has been written as if it were an exploration of
terra incognita. It is hoped that h s approach reveals a number of things which

would, otherwise, have not come to light had the preconceptions of recent
historiography been carried into the research.
The study of ecclesiastical politics cannot reasonably be argued to be more
or less important than any other field of historical investigation in this or any other
period. Simply because the ‘traditionalist agenda’ which ‘identified the centrality of
the Kirk-State controversy’ is not as widely accepted as it once was, it does not mean
that any study of such themes is ‘pushing against the frontiers of dead history’, nor

I

G. Donaldson, ‘The Scottish Church 1567-1625‘, in ed. A.G.R. Smith, The Reign of Jams v7 and I
(Aylesbury, 1973); Donaldson, Scotland, ch. 11.

2

Donaldson. Reformation, covers the personal reign of James VI very briefly as a postscript and Foster,
Church Before the Covenants, traces the hlstory of the Kirk prior to 1638 by starting in 1596. See also,
Mullan, Episcopacy, covering 1560 to 1638 and, therefore, not able to devote much space to any
focussed period.

3

M. Lee: Great Britain’s Solomon: King James v7 and I in his Three Kingdom (Urbana, 1990);
Government by Pen: Scotland Under Jams VI and I (Urbana, 1980); John Maitland of fiirlestane and
the foundation of the Stewart Despotism (Princetown, 1959).
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is it merely a ‘foot-note checking exercise’.4 Far from being dead, the history of
the early Reformed Kirk in Scotland, and of its relationship with the state, remains
crucial, not least because many mistaken notions concerning the basic political
structure of the Kirk and the sentiments of the ministry during the reign of James VI
require revision.
Each generation of historians questions and modifies what has gone before that is the very vitality of the discipline. Because there are no answers to satisfy the
perceptions of every age, new answers, and indeed new questions, constantly crop
up. A recent observation on the historiography of the Reformation throughout
Europe is an important lesson.
The past couple of decades in Reformation historiography have seen
substantial changes in interpretation of the phenomenon. There has been a
conscious attempt to transcend the rigidities of confessional historiography ,
in which one’s interpretation of the Reformation was closely tied to the selfjustification of one’s own religious creed?
T h s is no less true of Scotland, where sectarianism between Catholics and
Protestants, and even between different Reformed denominations, means that
questions of ecclesiastical politics and group affiliations remain intensely important
to the contemporary world.
By an analysis of the structures of the Kirk and of their relationship with the

state, this thesis attempts to discuss the basic mechanics and the broader significance
of the interaction between the two jurisdictions during the first twenty-five years of
the personal reign of James VI. The approach adopted examines the institutional
framework of the Kirk but also attempts to illustrate the important themes and
conclusions through the analysis of shftmg patterns of opinion on the specific issue
of parliamentary representation. This inevitably leads to a number of instances of
duplication of points and argument but, to achieve as rounded a picture as possible,
this is inevitable. One major caveat must be observed. The word ‘Scotland’, where

it is used, must be assumed not to cover the north and west Highlands. The

4

A.I. Machines, ‘Early Modem Scotland: the Current State of Play’, SHR, lxxiii, 1994, 3046, at 31-2.

5

R. Scribner, ‘Introduction’, in The Reformation in National Context, eds., Scribner, Porter & Teich
(Cambridge, 1994), 2.
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consistorial system of kirk session, presbytery and synod did not penetrate the
Gaidhealtachd in any significant way and record material for the Kirk in that area

is severely lacking.6 This thesis, therefore, deals overwhelmingly with the south
and the east of Scotland where the institutional fiamework of the Kirk was
operational.
Scotland, in the last years of the sixteenth century and the first years of the
seventeenth century, underwent radical change. Large-scale magnate violence was
reduced to a level unknown for generation^.^ Economic instability, characterised
by price inflation, was almost endemic, although the economy began to settle down
after about 1600.* Government in all spheres was intensifying - parliament was
legislating on more and more aspects of people’s lives and taxation reached
unprecedented level^.^ In this period, too, Scotland lost the personal presence of the
king, a factor which cannot be overestimated in any assessment of the nature of royal
government under James VI. In spite of the incidence of numerous minorities, the
accessibility of the monarch when he or she had reached adulthood had been a
marked feature of the Scottish constitution and 1603 was to change this irrevocably.
Power structures in government within Scotland were reorientated and access to the
king’s ear became much more limited. Individuals, such as the earl of Dunbar, who
were prepared to make the tiring journey to Court a number of times in any year,
became very powerful indeed. These changes at the centre of power in the state
inevitably impinged upon the Kirk which was always interested in the state of the
civil authority and had its own power structures which linked the centre with the
localities over a broad sweep of the realm. As the only institution, other than
government, which had any claims to being national, the crown’s desire to control
the Kirk is hardly surprising.

6
7
8

J. Kirk, Patterns of Reform (Edinburgh , 1989), ch.8 ‘The Kirk in the Highlands at the Reformation’.

K.M. Brown, Bloodfeud in Scotland, 1573-1625 (Edinburgh, 1986).

T.M.Devine & S.G.E. Lythe, ‘The Economy of Scotland Under James VI: a revision article’, SHR,1,
1971, 91-106.

9

J. Goodare, ‘Parliament and Society in Scotland, 1560-1603’ (Edinburgh PhD, 1989); and by the Same
author, ‘Parliamentary Taxation in Scotland, 1560-1603’, SHR, lxviii, 1989, 23-52.
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In the years immediately prior to the period dealt with here, Scotland had
experienced three changes of government. In 1581, James Douglas, earl of Morton,
who had been appointed regent after the death of the earl of Mar in 1571, was
executed for his involvement in the murder of Darnley in 1567. In 1578, the young
king, at the age of twelve, had been officially declared to have reached his majority

and so, for the last of his two years in power, Morton was not technically regent.
The duke of Lennox, a cousin of the king, took over the reins of power on Morton's
death. He was francophile, suspected by some ministers to favour Catholicism and,
as a result, his relations with the Kirk were somewhat frosty. His government fell
in 1582, to be replaced with one which included some of Morton's kinsmen and was
led by William Ruthven, earl of Gowrie. Although this regime did little to curry
favour with the Kirk, it was more in tune with the prevailing opinions in the general
assembly which endorsed the Ruthven faction's siezure of power as an 'actione of
Reformatioun .10
7

After less than a year in power, th_ls regime also fell and the Stewart faction
came to power once more, headed this time by James Stewart, earl of Arran.
Arran's government, in which Patrick Adamson, archbishop of St Andrews was
prominent, was extremely hostile to the independent tendency which had been
growing in the Kirk and to the new consistorial courts introduced in 1581, the
presbyteries. For the two years during whch the earl of Arran was in power, the
state did its utmost to take on more authority, one aspect of which was its attempt
to render the Kirk a virtual department of state. Presbyteries were outlawed, no
general assembly met and the power of the episcopate was greatly enhanced. As a
result, about twenty ministers opposed to this policy fled into exile while roughly the
same number were imprisoned or went into hiding in Scotland.''
In November 1585, the Arran regime fell and the personal reign of James VI.
by that time over nineteen years old, had finally commenced. Although political
stability cannot be said to have been restored immediately, the realisation of power

'O BUK,
11

ii, 594.

A.R. MacDonald. 'The Subscription Crisis and church-state relations 1584-1586', RSCHS,xxv, 1994,
222-255.
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by an adult monarch for the first time in nearly twenty years was of immense
significance.

The atmosphere in government changed markedly.

Policy was

modified and, where see-saw factionalism had prevailed, relatively stable royal
govemment was introduced. Compromise was pursued in ecclesiastical affairs and
the period began with an effort to introduce a polity which included authority vested
in individuals as well as in the courts of the Kirk. Political stability, however, was
not instantaneous. Although it is unlikely that the king was seriously threatened by
a coup involving a powerful faction of the nobility, the continual aggressive
behaviour of the earl of Bothwell and the activities of certain Catholic nobles, most
notably the earls of Huntly and Errol, did foster uncertainty for the first ten years

of the personal reign. It was only in the last few years of the sixteenth century that
genuine political stability can be said to have returned to Scotland. It was against
h s background of uncertainty and compromise that the political relations between

the Kirk and the crown begins to unfold.

14

Chapter 1. General Assemblies: Election and Composition.

The question of who attended general assemblies and by what authority they
did so is crucial to an understanding of the shiftmg patterns in ecclesiastical politics
in this period. Indeed, it is effectively the general assembly which is meant when

the ‘Kirk’ is spoken of, and therefore its composition had a direct bearing on what
the Kirk’s position was at any given time.
There does not seem to have been clear legislation relating to the composition
of the assembly until well into the period in question - at the general assembly in
1598.’ Early assemblies appear predominantly to have been meetings of whichever

ministers and laymen chose to come. Although they took something of the form of
gatherings of the ecclesiastical nation, they were not truly general in that they had
no representative structure. In theory, although dominated by the clergy, they were
not merely general assemblies of the Kirk but general assemblies of the nation Scotland with its ecclesiastical hat on. Attempts were made during the 1560s to
regulate attendance and to form some sort of representative structure but this appears
to have come to very little. In the assembly of 1562, it was stated that none should
go to assemblies save those sent by their superintendents and those with specific
petitions to present.2 In spite of thts, some later assemblies took on the ‘mass’, nondelegated form familiar in the early years.3
If the Second Book of Discipline had been adhered to, the lay element of the
general assembly would have disappeared. It stated that only ‘ecclesiastical personis’
- ministers, doctors of theology and elders - should be allowed to attend assemblies

to

This appears never to have been put into operation for delegation

continued to be carried out on a basis which, for the burgesses and barons, was
predominantly secular. There thus remained an element of ‘estates’, or separate

‘

BUK, ii, 947.

2

BUK, i, 14.

3

E.E. MacQueen, ‘The General Assembly of the Kirk as a Rival of Parliament’ (St Andrews PhD, 1927)
[hereafter MacQueen, Thesis], 54.

4

SBD. 204
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sections of membership, in general assemblies: the ministers, the barons and the
burgesses. Indeed, in 1588, they met separately to discuss what response ought to

be used against the perceived threat from Catholicism.’
The Ministers

Soon after the presbyteries came into being in 1581, they began to send
commissioners to general assemblies, although synods maintained a prominent role.
only mo presbytery records survive from the period prior to their suppression under
the regime of the earl of Arran during 1584 and 1585 and both show appointments

of commissioners to general assemblies.

In April 1582 and April 1583, the

presbytery of Stirling sent three ministers to general assemblies!

In April 1583, the

presbytery of Dalkeith elected its own commissioners to the assembly but, in the
previous year, commissioners had been chosen according to ‘the decrie of the
Synodall assemble’.? The three ministers appointed may have been chosen at the
last synod or the synod may have decreed that, henceforth, the presbyteries would

choose their own commissioners. Judging by the records of the presbyteries of
Dalkeith and Stirling, which was part of the Synod of Lothian at that time, the latter
seems more likely. In 1581, the presbytery of Stirling did not record delegation of
ministerial commissioners to the assembly and, since the lay commissioners were
explicitly elected by the synod, this was probably also the case for the ministers.’
The synod of Lothian therefore appears to have maintained a role in electing
commissioners until 1581, after which it relinquished this task to the presbyteries.
Whether this was the case for other synods is not clear due to lack of evidence. The
picture is likely to have been variable.

Since only thirteen presbyteries were

established in 1581, many synods must have acted in the same capacity after 1581

5

BUK, ii, 703-4.

6

Stirling Presb. Recs., 40 & 107.

7

8

Dalkeith Presbytery, fos. 12r & f57v.
Slirling Presb. Recs., 8 . Lay commissioners were mentioned presumably because, not having attended
the synod, they had to be told of their commission - because the ministers had attended, they were not

told.
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as they had before.
With the establishment of presbyteries for most of the country at the general
assembly of May 1586, they came of age as constituencies of election to general
assemblies. Because presbyteries had been effectively abolished by the regime of the
earl of Arran in 1584, it was the synods which had commissioned this assembly's
ministerial element. Fifty-two presbyteries were established and it was declared that
only ministers, doctors of theology and elders could attend general assemblies.' In
spite of the fact that the privy council's proclamation for the general assembly
explicitly stated that it was to meet 'for consulting upoun a gude and solide ordour
for convocating of the ministerie to General Assembleis thirefbr', nothing was
enacted governing the nature of delegation." No limits were put on numbers and
no systems of delegation were established.
The Kirk's commissioners of visitation were to have their commissions
reviewed after a year and continued in office or removed accordingly."

It is

unclear if they were to attend general assemblies ex uficiu, as the superintendents,
commissioners and reformed bishops were supposed to do in the 1560s and 1570s,
or if they were there merely to be examined and had no voting powers.'2 This
creates difficulties in attempting tcl assess the voting composition of assemblies. In
1587, all the commissioners of visitation attended. The presbytery of Stirling sent
James Anderson because he was commissioner for the diocese of Dunblane, as well
as two other ministers, but the presbytery of Edinburgh did not nominate David
Lindsay, commissioner of Lothian, then or in 1588, but he attended in both years,
perhaps suggesting that, because he was a commissioner, he did not require
nomination by his pre~bytery.'~In 1590, 'Commissioners of all countries' were

9

Calderwood, History, iv, 555-7; BUK, ii, 645, 648, 650.

10

11

l2

RPC, iv, 60-61.
BUK, ii, 653-5, 661.

S e e Shaw, General Assemblies, ch.7.

13

BUK, ii, 687; Stirling Presb. Recs., 266; Edinburgh Presbytery, i, 28 May 1587, 6 Aug. 1588.
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present but their role was to cease where presbyteries were established.14 In spite
of that, in 1592, when the privy council issued a proclamation for the next assembly,
commissioners over kirks and dioceses were explicitly summoned.
Between this assembly and that of May 1597, very little appears to have been
done regarding the questions of delegation to and composition of assemblies. In June

1589 it was decided that the roll of those who had been commissioned to attend was
to be read out at the beginning of each assembly and that absentees were to be
censured.16 It is puzzling, however, that there was no formal declaration or
enactment of which bodies were meet to send commissioners, nor is there any record
of anyone ever having been thus censured. That there was a general understanding
that it was predominantly the task of the presbyteries to send commissioners to
general assemblies is revealed in the records of the presbytery of Edinburgh early in
the following year. In its capacity as a virtual standing committee of the Kirk, it had
been commissioned by the assembly of 1589 to call the next general assembly by
writing to all presbyteries. This happened again in 1591 and probably also in
1592.17
In 1592, with the parliamentary legislation of that summer (which was to
become known as the ‘Golden Act’) in mind, the crown sent some questions to the
assembly concerning election to and composition of general assemblies. *

The

questions dealt with the method of summoning assemblies, who should have the right
to vote and who ought normally to be there. Unfortunately, there is no indication

in the records of the assembly of how, or even if, they were received. Soon after
parliament rose in May, the privy council issued a formal summons for the next
assembly to assert the state’s right in that sphere which had been enacted by
parliament.

l4

Regarding composition. the proclamation simply stated that all

BUK. ii, 768, 773.
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commissioners of visitation over kirks and dioceses and all ministers should attend
the assembly.19 The former was possible, the latter an unattainable ideal and not
in accordance with recent practice.

At the general assembly of 1594, perhaps in accordance with the act of June

1589, all those without commission to vote in the assembly were told to leave.20
This could have been due to the fact that a number of what could be described as

general assembly lobbyists, or even uncommissioned voters, appear to have attended
quite regularly. Some presbyteries appear to have attended assemblies in large
numbers, suspending meetings for the duration of general assemblies.21
Since the records of general assemblies during the decade after 1585 provide
little in the way of guidance as to how ministers were to be elected as commissioners
to assemblies, only the records of the lower courts of the Kirk, the presbyteries and
synods, shed any light on this question.22 Although the picture which predominates
is one of ministers being elected by presbyteries, there was a significant number of
regional variations.

The presbytery of Edinburgh appears to have nominated

commissioners to almost every general assembly between 1586 and 1596. There is
only one recorded instance of the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale having nominated
commissioners to assemblies and. that was in April 1593.23 T h s is also the only
year after 1586 in whch the records of the presbytery of Edinburgh do not mention
Of the seven years before 1597

delegation of commissioners to an

from which the records of the presbytery of Haddington which cover the dates of
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general assemblies survive, there are five recorded instances of delegation of
commissioners to general a ~ s e m b l i e s .This
~ ~ leaves only one year other than 1593

(when the synod took over) unexplained.

The other presbytery record which

survives from the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale, that of Dalkeith, displays similar
tendencies. Its records after 1584 do not survive from the time of a general
assembly until 1590 and they stop in July 1594. Of the five years during which
delegation could have been recorded, there are four instances of it - all but 1593.26
~ l the
l presbyteries in Lothian and Tweeddale were thus accustomed to nominate

commissioners to general assemblies. Why the aberration of 1593 occurred is not
clear, but it may have been in an effort to achieve unity in the face of the continued
Catholic threat and Erastian pressure from the state, notably in the ‘Golden Act’ of
the previous year.27
The records of the presbytery of St Andrews, which cover times at which
delegation to general assemblies could have been made, survive from six years prior
to 1597. In four of these years, the presbytery nominated commissioners to

assemblies but in 1591 and 1592 there is no record of delegation. There were,
however, no meetings during the general assemblies in these two years which would
suggest that some, if not all, of the ministers of the presbytery went.28 In 1592,
the assembly met soon after the synod of Fife had met, thus the synod could have

chosen the commissioners, but this was not the case in 1591.29 Thus, in Fife, the
synod may sometimes have had a role but clarity is laclung.
The nomination of commissioners by presbyteries appears to have been the
exception elsewhere, judging by the records of the presbyteries of Glasgow and
Stirling. Before 1597, the presbytery of Glasgow nominated commissioners to the
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Haddington Presbytery, i, f o s . 2 5 ~54v,
~ 62v, 90v, llOr, 125v. Haddington, and other presbytenes,
have gaps in their records, due, apparently, to missing folios. Thus, in some years, no records are
extant from the time that delegation to an assembly would be expected.
Dalkeith Presbytery, fos. 115v, 123r, 135v, 147r, 172r.
S e pp.61-2, below.

St Andrews Presbytery, fos.34r, 39v, 46r, 50r, 62r, 70v.
St Andrews Presbytery, fo.46r; Melville, Diary, 290.
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assembly only once (out of a possible four times), while the presbytery of Stirling
nominated commissioners twice out of a possible ten times. The uniform nomination
of commissioners by presbyteries in 1596 appears to have been due to the
commissioners of the general assembly having written to presbyteries instructing
them to do

On all other occasions, there was either no mention of delegation

to the assembly or evidence that the nomination of commissioners was a matter for
the synods. An isolated notice in the records of the kirk session of Elgin suggests
that the same might have been the case in Moray, as does the sederunt for the
assembly of 1590.31 It is the only sederunt of a general assembly which survives
for the period between 1585 and 1597 and it reflects this pattern of regional
variation, with some commissioners nominated by presbyteries and others nominated
by synods.32 Reasons for these variations are difficult to pinpoint since the
establishment of presbyteries in the Glasgow area appears to have been as successful
as it was in Fife and Lothian. There would thus have been no practical reason for
the synod to have maintained its role in delegation. In the north-east, however,
presbyteries may not have been as vigorous as they were in the south, thus delegation
remaining with the synods would have made
As a result of assemblies being held normally in Fife or Lothian, these areas,

and those within easy travelling distance, were over-represented. The sederunt for
the assembly of 1590 shows that, of the ninety-nine ministers there, --three

came

fkom Fife and Lothian; ten from the Merse, Teviotdale and Tweeddale; six from
Ayrshu-e; nine from the synod of Clydesdale; fourteen from Stirling, Dunblane,
Dunkeld and Perth; and fifteen from Angus and the Mearns. The other thirteen
came from the ‘fringes’: six from Galloway and Dumfhesshire; two from the synod
of Aberdeen; one from north of Inverness; one from Argyll; and three from Moray.
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The central and south-eastem domination was clear. As far as can be seen from the
records of the other general assemblies of this period, although it is difficult to get
a clear impression of their composition, the situation in 1590 was not
The composition of these assemblies, compared to those after 1596 cannot be
said to reveal an unrepresentative platform on which sustained tension with the crown
could have rested. Contrary to one recent assertion, the proportion of ministers
attending general assemblies in this period may have been closer to one in five than
one in twelve.35 The view that ‘Melville appears to have converted to his views the
majority of the ministers, or at any rate the majority of the ministers who regularly
attended the General Assembly,’ must be re~onsidered.~~
Many ministers from the
supposed ‘Melvillian heartland’ of Fife, Lothian and the south-east continued to
attend assemblies after 1596 and those parts of Scotland continued to dominate
assemblies. The difference between the assemblies of 1590 and 1602 is striking in
its negligibility . At the former, 42 % of ministers came from Fife, Lothian and the
south-east, while at the latter, the figure was 39%.37 David Lindsay, John
Spottiswoode, Peter Blackburn and James Law, who received some of James VI’S
first episcopal appointments, were not only frequent attenders at general assemblies
prior to 1597 but also were very much involved at the highest

This

continuity of personnel and change in sentiment could be partially explained by the
fact that, notably on the crucial issue of the king’s inaction against Catholicism in
the later 1580s and early 1590s, many ministers actively opposed royal policy. After
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thereafter.
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1596, when such opposition had become viewed by James as almost treasonous,
many ceased to speak out.
The first move the king made in relation to the composition of general
assemblies was to send Sir Patrick Murray, a gentleman of the king’s bedchamber,
to the north east to ‘provide himself of a party against that meeting’. His efforts are
said to have brought ‘moe out of the North than wer wont to be seen at any General1
Assembly’, although that would not necessarily mean a great many, judging by the
number from those parts at the assembly of 1590.39 This increase in ministers and
indeed their having been ‘brought’ from the ‘north’ was to be noted again in 1598,
perhaps suggesting that the number attending from this area had risen markedly4’
Such claims have to be treated with caution, however, for they may have been later
attempts to explain away the change of so many ministerial minds. At the assembly
of 1590, there were seven ministers from the west Highlands, the north-east and
parts of Scotland further north; in 1602, that number had risen only to ten, hardly

a massive influx!41
Early in 1597, the king challenged the constitution of the general assembly
in some of the fifty-five questions concerning polity which he submitted to all
Two of the questions concerned the

presbyteries prior to the Perth

composition of general assemblies. One asked who should be allowed to vote in
assemblies, ‘all men of guid leming and religion’, ‘ilk particuler Pastor. . .or. . .onlie
Commissioners.. .fra ilk particular Sessioun, Presbyterie, or Synodall[?]’ . The other
asked what the quorum was. The only responses extant come from the synod of
Fife. It replied that commissioners, rather than all the godly, were sufficient and
only those with a commission from a presbytery or a synod should vote.

No

standard form, even theoretical, for electing commissioners to assemblies was
39

40
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Spottiswoode, History, iii, 45: Scot, Apologetical Narration, 88; Melville, Diary, 403; see also CSP
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mentioned. When it came to the question of a quorum, the answer was vague: ‘ A
certean of everie Province, and fewer or ma, as the maters to be intreated of craves’.
The counter-productive potential of such equivocation was not realised. The king
was talung control of the Kirk and little was being done to resist, perhaps because
few felt inclined to. Nothing, however, was done at the assembly at Perth in
February and March or at that in May 1597 at Dundee to establish any formal means
of election to general assemblies.
It was not until March 1598 that anything decisive was done to establish a
system of delegation to general assemblies for the clergy. Although the king had
managed to achieve a good deal, the last two assemblies had proved a little
troublesome. This problem may have derived from the fact that presbyteries could
still send unlimited numbers to assemblies. In 1598, ‘the hail presbitrie’ of St
Andrews was commissioned to attend and ‘the maist part’ of the presbytery of
Edinburgh, now free to elect the ministers previously warded for their part in the riot
of December 1596, was commi~sioned.~~
Such efforts appear, however, to have
been insufficient, probably because those who opposed the drift of royal policy were
already in a minority - they had failed to prevent the recognition of the king’s power
over assemblies in 1596 and 1597. Addcd to this was the royal use of a w h p system
and the encouragement of the ‘Northland’ ministers, although their numbers should
not be overestimated. At this assembly, the representation of the ministry at general
assemblies was restricted to three per presbytery .4J No longer could presbyteries
llke St Andrews send mass representation to assemblies. Ambiguity, however.
remained. Earlier on in the assembly, provision had been made to ensure and even
compel the attendance of commissioners from the

This may have been

because a number of areas still appointed their commissioners at synods, yet the lack
of any restriction on the number of synodal commissioners is surprising. The fact
that nominations were not made exclusively by presbyteries was acknowledged by
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the privy council in March 1601 in its proclamation for the general assembly to
meet; it instructed all presbyteries and synods to send their c ~ r n m i ~ ~ i ~ It
ner~.~~
may have been the case that, although presbyteries and synods were involved in the
election of commissioners, not more than three ministers from any presbytery could
be nominated by commissioning synods.
For the three general assemblies after 1598 - those of 1600, 1601 and 1602 -

the pattern of delegation changed. As a consequence of the act of 1598, no
presbytery commissioned more than three ministers and the presbytery of Glasgow
took over from the synod of Clydesdale in appointing its commis~ioners.~~
When
the records of the presbytery of Paisley become extant in 1602, it can be seen to
have conformed to the same pattern as Glasgow. There is no evidence for the
appointment of commissioners to general assemblies by the presbytery of St Andrews
in this period, although its records are complete only for 1600. The synod of Fife
may have taken on the role exclusively, perhaps attempting to take advantage of the
act of the assembly of 1598 relating to synodal commissioners to achieve unity
against what the ‘Melvillian’ rump, still perhaps prominent in Fife saw as attacks on
the &k’s

liberties.48 In Lothian and Tweeddale, the picture is unclear.

The

presbytery of Edinburgh elected commissioners to all three assemblies but Peebles
appointed commissioners to two assemblies and Haddington did so once out of two
extant years of

The picture in the north-east shows that the appointment

of commissioners was a matter for the synod of Aberdeen. The records of the
presbyteries of Aberdeen and Ellon do not record the appointment of commissioners.
That of Aberdeen mentions the names of the commissioners appointed in 1600 but,
since their appointment was not recorded, it is probable that they had already been
nominated by the synod?’
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Lobbying appears still to have been practised by some presbyteries. The
presbytery of St Andrews did not meet during the general assembly of 1600,
suggesting that many of its members were absent and, in 1601, ‘ye maist part of ye
brether’ of the presbytery of Edinburgh were at the general assembly?

In 1600,

there is also evidence that more than three members of the presbytery of Edinburgh
actually attended the assembly, in spite of the fact that only three were
commi~sioned.~~
This is most likely to have been due to the fact that they (Robert
Pont, David Lindsay and William Cranston) were members of the commission of the
general assembly. These ministers appear to have attended assemblies ex oflcio after
their reappointment by the king in 1597. They certainly sat as such in 1602 as is

revealed in the ~ederunt.’~It is not clear if they sat ex oflcio in their incarnation
as appointees of the Kirk rather than of the lung prior to 1597. There was thus a
substantial bloc of ministers at every assembly who were appointed by the king,
although they would have been far from a majority.
In spite of this, and as a consequence of the act of 1598, the next few years
saw the advent of general assemblies which were much more genuinely representative
of the ministry as a whole. This is probably epitomised in the second sederunt which
survives from this period, from the assembly of 1602.54 It reveals that some of the
ministers were still nominated by synods yet no presbytery had more than three
ministers in the synodal lists. That the regional variations continued is clear from
presbytery records, whch includes, by this time, presbyteries from the north-east.
The sederunt of 1602 shows a much more even representation than that of 1590 with
nine ministers from the synod of Aberdeen compared to two in 1590?

The

number of ‘northland’ ministers, however, was not remarkably high.

The

representation from Fife and Lothian had dropped from --three

~

~~~
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to twenty-four.

Again, this relatively small reduction in numbers cannot explain the loss of
‘Melvifian’ domination. The most likely explanation for the changes in the nature
of assemblies must thus be that a shift in the sentiments of a large number of
ministers had taken place. General assemblies which were characterised by tension
between the lung and the Kirk were a h g of the past and the conciliatory
atmosphere at assemblies after 1598, and most notably at that in 1602, is testament
to that?
The last three assemblies before James left for England in 1603 gave him
little cause for concern. This royal success was, however, soon to be squandered.
No assembly was held in 1603, 1604 or 1605 and the treatment of those who tried
to hold one in Aberdeen in 1605 demonstrated a growing determination on the part
of the crown to stamp out clerical opposition. Due to a combination of failure to
allow assemblies to meet, lack of support from the state for action by the Kirk
against Catholics and the harsh methods used to deal with dissidents, that opposition
does not appear to have been smothered, rather it was lundled and its flames were
fanned. Many ministers were either warded or banished. The leading members of
the opposition were thus out of the fray; yet when the next national meeting of
ministers was held by the crown, it was not freely elected.
In late November and early December 1606, letters were sent to most of the
presbyteries naming ministers to be sent to meet with members of the privy council
and the nobility at Linlithgow on 10 December.57 There is evidence for letters
having been sent to the presbyteries of Dunfermline, Haddington, Ellon, Jedburgh,
Aberdeen and Deer?

Glasgow is the only presbytery whose records are extant

whch does not appear to have recorded a letter from the king, but the register for
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this period is very badly damaged, so definite conclusions are not possible.59

Glasgow nominated commissioners to the assembly and that fact in itself would
suggest it had received a royal letter. Such was not the case for all presbyteries
however. In the following year, the first from which the records of the presbytery

of Melrose survive, that presbytery protested that it had not been given the
opportunity to send commissioners to Linlithgow.@ It is impossible to say how
many presbyteries were not told of the meeting and why.
The presbyteries were led to believe that the meeting was a preparative for

an assembly, a meeting to resolve differences and provide a basis for a trouble-fi-ee
assembly at a later date?

The only presbytery for which any suspicion was

recorded is Haddington and, although it voiced misgivings about how the meeting
would be used, it explicitly believed it was not to be a general assembly since it told
its commissioners to request that one be allowed to meet?* Because it was not

described as an assembly until after it met, some things were agreed to in the belief
that they would still have to be ratified by a freely elected assembly. The later
description, by the commissioners of the general assembly, the kmg and the privy
council, of the Linlithgow meeting as a general assembly must have come as a
surprise to many who had attended.

It set a precedent for the nomination of

assemblies and gave the newly re-established episcopate ex oflcio membership,
which they had been denied by the assembly of

The agreement for

presbyteries to have constant moderators, whch all bishops would automatically be,
meant that as well as giving bishops an unelected place in assemblies, a bloc of over
fifty ministers nominated by the crown, the constant moderators, would sit in
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assemblies by right.64 All presbyteries would be allowed to send two (or possibly
three) commissioners as well as their moderator, in theory, but they do not appear

to have had the opportunity to do so for the next few years?
Over the next four years, any minister who criticised the crown’s policy
the Kirk risked imprisonment or warding?

The first signs of such ploys

bv the crown to Control the ministerial representation at assemblies can, however, be

Seen much earlier. In 1602, Robert Bruce, one of the ministers of Edinburgh, had

been excluded outwith a four mile radius of the capital for his continued refusal to
accept the king’s version of the Gowrie conspiracy and Henry Blyth, minister of
Canongate, was warded in Edinburgh Castle for criticism of the privy council.67
Neither of these voices of opposition was thus able to be heard at the assembly in
Edinburgh in November. It is doubtful, however, that they would have had much
influence, had they been able to attend.
Although the membership of the assembly of 1608 was not nominated as that
of 1606 had been, there is evidence that the presbyteries did not elect their
commissioners freely, even without taking the numerous wardings into account. In
October 1607, the visitors of the kirks of Stirlingshire and Perthshire were ordered
to carry out their visitation and to choose two or three from each presbytery who
would be amenable to the lung’s policies as commissioners to the next assembly!*
The presbytery of Stirling nominated its commissioners in July 1608; it may thus
either have defied the visitors’ nomination or recorded that nomination at the
visitation and formally appointed the nominees at a later date.69 The bishop of
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James VI to John Caldcleuch and James Martin, 18 Oct. 1607, OL, i, no.lxxi.
Stirling Presbytery, iv, 20 July 1608; as so often before, ‘most’ of the ministers went to the assembly
and the exercise was suspended.

Orkney, James Law, was visitor for Teviotdale and, on his visitation of the
presbytery of Melrose, he certainly asserted his mfluence on their choice of
commissioners and, since he visited Jedburgh as well, he may have done the same
there. Calderwood, a minister of the presbytery of Jedburgh, asserted that Law was
resisted by some in his visitation, but that he went ahead and nominated
commissioners to the assembly anyway.7o Since the presbyteries of Aberdeen,
Ellon and Deer were in a synod moderated by the bishop of Aberdeen, Peter
Blackburn, and since it had been common for the synod to appoint commissioners
to assemblies, episcopal control could have been exercised there with relative ease.
A similar state of affairs is likely to have prevailed in the presbytery of Glasgow.71

The presbytery of Haddington is the only one which might have been an exception;
its records declared that it ‘did by electioune appoynt’ its three commissioners to the
assembly.

This unusual phrase may signify an assertion of defiance.72 Some

ministers in Fife also tried to persuade the presbyteries of Fife to elect their
commissioners in defiance of the archbishop. Gledstanes, however, was able to
report a qualified success in hs visitation, claiming to be answerable for nine out of
twelve commissioners from the presbyteries of Fife.73
As with the assembly of 1606, that of 1610 was entirely nominated by royal

letters to presbyteries. There is clearer evidence this time of the direct involvement
of the bishops. The letter to the presbytery of Jedburgh was conveyed by Bishop
Law, who also ensured the attendance of a number of ministers from Orkney and
Caithness. The presbytery of Ellon, as well as receiving a letter from the lung, was
called to a synod at Aberdeen by Bishop Blackbum for the commissions to be given
out - perhaps t h ~ shad also happened in 1608. The presbytery of Turriff was
commanded by the king’s letter to accept the bishop’s nominees and the presbyteries
of the diocese of St Andrews were told to accept the names gven to them by
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Gledstanes .74
The third sederunt of the period comes from 1610.75 Twelve out of a
possible thirteen bishops were there; only David Lindsay, bishop of Ross was absent.
Many presbyteries had more than three representatives, over and above their constant
moderators - the act of 1598 had been ignored. For the first time, there were
representatives ffom the Isles and commissioners in appreciable numbers from
Argyll, Orkney, Caithness and Galloway. The ministerial contingent of the assembly
was entirely under the control of the government and its agents in the Kirk, the
bishops.

In the vote to choose the moderator, only five ministers opposed

Archbishop Spottiswood out of a total of 138.76
The Universities: the ‘doctors’.

The Second Book of Discipline, in accordance with Calvin’s Institutes,
categorised ‘doctors’, along with ministers and elders, as ‘ecclesiastical personis’
with full rights to sit in the courts of the Kirk. This was confirmed in the seminal
assembly of May 1586.77 There was. however, some ambiguity surrounding the
exact nature of the office of ‘doctor’, for the Second Book of DiscipZine was certainly
not ‘more polished’ than its predece~sor.~~
The ‘doctor’ was described as ‘Ane of
the twa ordiner and perpetual1 functionis that travel1 in the word’, thus putting it
above the eldership by classing it along with the office of minister; there is,
however, the implication that schoolmasters were included in this category, as well
as university arts masters and professors of theology and, in 1597, the synod of Fife
appears to have held such a broad view.79 In practice, only those who taught in
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universities appear to have gone to assemblies as commissioners of their presbyteries
and synods, the only possible exception being Robert Yuil, schoolmaster of St
Andrews in 1593.80 Significantly, most university masters who are recorded as
having attended assemblies also held parochial benefices so were indistinguishable,

for the purposes of delegation to assemblies, from ordinary ministers.81
There is no record or even a hint of anyone having sat in general assemblies
as a representative of the universties of Aberdeen or Edinburgh throughout the
period, although Robert Rollock, principal of Edinburgh, was often delegated by his
presbytery, as was David Rait, a master at King’s College Aberdeen, both held
parochial charges and were not delegated to assemblies specifically as doctors. 82
The same applied to Patrick Sharp, principal of the University of Glasgow and
minister of Govan, for most of hs visits to the assembly.83 Only seven university
teachers without parochial charges were ever commissioned to general assemblies and
they all taught at St Andrews. Their attendance stopped suddenly after 1597 and
none sat as a representative of that university per se until Robert Howie in 1610.84
It is likely that all of the masters and professors from St Andrews sat as

commissioners of the presbytery; the ill-kept rector’s book from both the rectorships
of Andrew Melville and Robert Howie, hs successor, gives no indication to the

contrary, nor do the records of the general a~sembly.~’
The first reference to university representatives in the period dates from 1597.
One of the lung’s fifty-five questions given to the presbyteries in advance of the
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assembly at Perth in February and March 1597 asked ‘Sould ilk Vniuersitie or ilk
Collage, or ilk Master or Regent within ilk Collage, haue vot in the the Presbyteries
or Synodals in the towns or countries whar they ar; and sic lyk, what form of vot
sould they haue in the General1 Assemblies’ .86 The response of the synod of Fife,
recorded by James Melville, is very clear that doctors, professors of theology and
ordinary instructors of youth (presumably schoolmasters, or perhaps regents) should
vote, the former as normal ecclesiastical office-bearers (as in the Second Book of
Discipline), the latter as ‘sym-presbyters’.87

Since the fifty-five questions were

reduced to thirteen before the assembly met, this issue appears not to have been
discussed either at Perth or at Dundee in May. One intriguing point, however, is
that Calderwood was later to claim that the meeting at Perth was not a general
assembly since it did not include university representatives.88 It is hard to
understand this since there is no evidence of universities having sent commissioners
in the previous decade since all those at assemblies who were exclusively university
teachers and held no parish were delegated by their presbyteries.
In the summer of that year, however, there was a visitation of the University
of St Andrews by the crown. Andrew Melville was replaced as rector and university
masters were barred from presbyteries.” The whole episode smacks of a ploy to
remove the staff of the university of St Andrews from the courts of the Kirk. The
rules applied only to St Andrews and. since most regents who normally attended
general assemblies held a parochial charge, only those at St Andrews who did not
would have been excluded from the assembly as a result?

The measure was put

into force immediately when, on 15 July, the provost of St Andrews came from the
lung to order the presbytery of St Andrews ‘nocht to permit or suffer anie to sitt in
as
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the presbyterie as judges in discipline of maneris yat war nocht actual1 ministers’.
Subsequent petitions and complaints appear to have been to no avail.91
In 1598, in defiance of the kmg’s order, Andrew Melville and John Johnstone
were commissioned by the presbytery of St Andrews to attend the assembly.
Melville was explicitly added to the commissioners five weeks after the ‘had
presbytery’ had been commissioned. He was ordered out of the assembly and both
he and Johnston were charged to leave Dundee.92 Andrew Melville tried to attend

the next assembly, in 1600, and was again excluded.93

Patrick Sharp, principal of the University of Glasgow, had often been
commissioned by his presbytery to attend general assemblies, although never
explicitly as a university representative.

In 1602, he was nominated by the

presbytery of Glasgow as such for the first time and he was thus recorded in the
sederunt from that year, while James Martin was named as commissioner for the
University of St Andrews.94 The assembly had been moved to Edinburgh from its
originally planned location of St Andrews, a move which meant that Andrew
Melville could not even try to attend since he had been warded w i h a six mile
radius of the university in July ‘for having rallit [railed] against the King’.95 At the
assembly, the synod of Fife complained about the exclusion of doctors from the
courts of the Kirk only to be told that they could vote in general assemblies if they
had a lawful commission, although what that was was not specified.96
All those summoned to Llnlithgow for the ‘assembly’ there in December 1606
91
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were called from presbyteries and, since it was not constituted as a general assembly
while it met, none appears to have attended in the capacity of a university
commissioner. In 1608, as so often before, the presbytery of Glasgow appointed
Patrick Sharp as one of its commissioners but not explicitly as a representative of the
university. In 1610, he was one of the crown’s choices to represent the presbytery
at the assembly and did not sit as a university commissioner, even though Robert
Howie did so for St Andrews.97
The plan of the Second Book of Discipline to have the regents and professors
at universities taking a full part in the ecclesiastical courts was somewhat obscured

by the fact that many of the men who held such positions, and most of those who

attended assemblies, also held parochial charges.98 They could, therefore , attend
presbyteries and synods as of right and could be commissioned to represent these
courts on the general assembly in their capacity as ministers. As a result, the
inclusion of representatives from the universities per se did not figure very
prominently in the general assemblies of this period and the question only became
relevant when the lung wanted to curtail the influence of the University of St
Andrews, especially in the persons of Andrew Melville and John Johnston.
The Nobility and Barons.

The role of the landed classes in the Kxk is a matter which merits more
detailed study than the scope of this thesis can provide. Although ‘The participation
of the laity in ecclesiastical affairs was to be one of the most prominent features in
the Church of Scotland’,w only at such times as the Reformation crisis, the civil
war of the later 1560s and early 1570s, the Ruthven Raid of 1582, the overthrowal
of the Earl of Arran in 1585 and the Revolution of 1638, did the Kirk and the landed
elite ever have a unity of political purpose, however short-lived. They appear to
have been involved in assemblies from the beginning, whether as shire or synodal
commissioners is not clear, and the ‘godliness’ of many of the lairds and nobles is
97
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not in question.'@'

Their enthusiasm for the political disputes between ministers

and king, however, was conspicuous by its absence."'

Nevertheless, lairds and

even nobles, did attend general assemblies and played a crucial part in the shiftmg
patterns of ecclesiastical politics.
The notion of there being no laity, strictly speaking, at assemblies seems to
have been an unfulfilled ideal of the Second Book of Discipline, an attempt perhaps
to restore a special status to ecclesiastical persons in the community which had
arguably been lost in 1560.'02 Although it is likely that some barons were elders,
the fact that they were never described as such in general assembly records or
designated as such in sederunts suggests that they sat by dint of their social status and
not as ecclesiastical

Indeed, in 1590, the lung actually distinguished

'nobles' and 'barons' from 'elders' but this raises one puzzle while answering
another, for who were the elders? Elders did not attend presbyteries after 1584 and
kirk sessions, with the curious exception of St Andrews, do not appear to have sent
commissioners to assemblies.'04 It does, however, suggest that the nobles and
barons did not necessarily sit by dint of ecclesiastical office. This is made especially
clear in the case of the fifth earl of Morton (William Douglas of Lochleven), who
was commissioned by the presbytery of Dalkeith on two occasions and appeared with
the commissioners of Fife on another. He cannot have been an elder in more than
one place!
The three sederunts surviving from this period show that the landed element
in general assemblies underwent changes even more drastic than those which affected
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the ministers. In 1590, they were listed along with the ministers, in the presbyteries
and synods which presumably commissioned them.106 In 1602, none is recorded
as having been present, while in 1610, they were listed in two categories en bloc as
'Nobility' and 'Barones .107 The reasons for these changes can be sought in both
9

exclusively ecclesiastical and broader political contexts.
If the sederunt for 1590 and the evidence from the presbytery records which
survive provide anythmg approaching an accurate guide for the earlier years of the
period, then the landed element in the assembly made up a sizeable minority at
assemblies before 1597, coming especially from Fife and Lothian. Prior to 1584,
the presbyteries of Stirling and Dalkeith both nominated members of the landed
classes to general assemblies. lo8 Stirling commissioned three, four and two barons
and gentlemen in 1581, 1582 and 1583 respectively, while in 1583, the presbytery
of Dalkeith commissioned three. After 1586, the first year for which evidence

survives is 1588. Edinburgh sent seven and Haddington six whle the presbytery of
Stirling did not record the delegation of any laymen since, as with the ministers,
appointment appears to have been by the synod.*Og The dominance of Fife and
Lothian is clear in the sederunt of 1590 where the landed element fiom the two areas
consisted of thuty-eight out of a total of fifty-four.
been unusual.

This does not seem to have

In 1589, Edinburgh sent six and Haddington seven; in 1591,

Edinburgh sent nine; in 1593, St Andrews sent nineteen members of the laity
(burgesses and lairds combined) at least eleven of whom were lairds; in 1594,
Dalkeith sent seven, Edinburgh sent six and St Andrews sent twenty-seven laymen,
at least twenty of whom were lairds."'
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1,

The method of appointing baronial commissioners to assemblies, as with the
appointment of ministerial commissioners, was not exclusively the preserve of
presbyteries. The presbytery of Edinburgh appointed landed commissioners in seven
out of the ten years for which records survive; Haddington did so for four out of six
years; Dalkeith for two out of four; Stding appointed them in three out of ten years;
St Andrews for two out of four; and in the four years for which records survive from
the presbytery of Glasgow, it appointed landed commissioners only once."*
It seems to have been normal for the presbyteries in the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale to commission their own landed contingents, although the blank years for
Haddington and Dalkeith remain unexplained. The presbytery of St Andrews was
inconsistent but, since records survive in only four years, a pattern is difficult to
discern. It is possible that, in some years, the landed commissioners from Fife were
elected at barons' conventions there.

The evidence is not direct, but such

conventions are recorded as having met in 1593 and 1596."3 These conventions
communicated with the presbytery of St Andrews and, although the two meetings
were at inappropriate times for delegation to general assemblies, it is possible that
similar occasions were used for that purpose. The Presbytery of Stirling, as with
their commissioners for the ministry, appears normally to have had its landed
commissioners nominated by the synod, but not in 1592 or 1593. In 1592, the
ministers were nominated by the synod but the landed contingent was not and, in
1593, the presbytery was explicitly told by the synod to appoint its own landed
commissioners. In 1593: even the lurk session of St Andrews appears to have
commissioned lairds to the general assembly in Dundee. I l 4
In 1596, Stirling again appointed its own landed commissioners, thls time on
the instructions of the commissioners of the general assembly who sent letters to all
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presbyteries telling them to send barons and gentlemen as well as ministers and
burgesses and, for once, the presbytery of Glasgow appointed landed
commissioners.

The presbytery of Haddington made the apparently

unprecedented move of calling a convention of all the barons of the presbytery to
nominate their own commissioners, having to do so twice because too few turned up

on the first occasion.116 The assembly of that year was designed by the
commissioners of the general assembly as a demonstration of national Protestant
solidarity. As large an assembly as possible was to be held for a national renewal
of the Covenant with God in an atmosphere of high tension. The threat of Spanish

invasion was raising its head again and relations between the king and the Kirk were
deteriorating.
The second, and perhaps more crucial, aspect of 1596 occurred in December
of that year. It has been suggested that the lairds, who had made up the vast
majority of the landed contingent at assemblies, stopped attending assemblies because
they entered parliament.'17 The argument was that, with the confmation in 1587
of James 1's act of 1428 allowing s h e commissioners to go to parliament, from

1592 they ceased to go to general assemblies."*

The number of barons at

assemblies after 1592 did not decline and many shires were slow to send
commissioners to parliament.

l9

If h e numbers commissioned by the presbytery

of St Andrews in the 1590s are indicative of wider trends, they may even have
increased.

The incidence of the commission of barons to assemblies stopped

suddenly after 1596. Could the riot of 17 December of that year have caused those
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who had previously been active in the Kirk to disassociate themselves from it'? As
long as the Kirk was not openly at war with the king, it was acceptable to be
involved with it. Only a few members of the higher nobility attended assemblies
after 1578, perhaps because the years of political instability between then and 1586
discouraged them from association with the Kirk. Only five earls and six lords
attended general assemblies between 1585 and 1597.I2O In the case of the earl of
Mar who attended at least three assemblies between 1586 and 1596, his attendance

may have been due to protestant zeal, as is suggested by his exile in England in
1584/5 and a similar case could be made for the attendance of the earl of Angus

who, along with the earl of Mar and the earl Marischal, attended the assembly of
1588 a year before his death at the age of thuty-three whch deprived 'the
Presbyterians of the one magnate who might have shielded them from the King a
decade later'.'21 The earl of Morton attended at least three times, in March and
August 1590 and in 1594 and he seems, in 1590 at least, to have had links with the
Edinburgh minister Robert Bruce.'22 The earl of Argyll, another noble with a long
protestant pedigree, attended only once. in 1596. The occasion of the renewal of the
Covenant with God may have moved lum to attend; he may also have gone to
demonstrate his opposition to the king's failure to carry through the forfeiture of his
arch-rival Huntly and the other banished Catholic earls.
Once a certain group of ministers had shown themselves to be dangerous,
would-be revolutionaries in the riot in Edinburgh on 17 December 1596, it was no
longer wise for these powerful men, none of whom would have sought such
revolution, to be seen to support them. T h s may explain why Lord Hamilton
handed to the king a letter from Robert Bruce, minister of Edinburgh, seeking
support at the time of David Black's trial. If the riot had not made Hamilton change
his mind virtually overnight, surely Bruce would not have trusted him enough to
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expect his support in opposition to the government.123 It would not be surprising
if other members of the landed classes to whom the Kirk had looked for support had

reacted in a similar way.
The factor of the fear of association is convincing, however, only for the
nobility. Since the lairds who had participated in greater numbers did not have the
Same political status to lose, it may be that their motives for supporting the Kirk
were genuinely religious. Other means were, therefore, used by the king to prevent
the attendance of ‘the backbone of Protestantism in Scotland .124 The frrst two
9

assemblies after the riot of December 1596, at Perth in February and March 1597,
and at Dundee in May 1597, were meetings exclusively of ministers at the same time
and place as conventions of estates. As well as a means of emphasising the king’s
power to wield both swords, it may have been an attempt to separate the ministers
and the lairds and set a precedent of presbyteries no longer commissioning barons
to assemblies. James was able to do this because the presbyteries sent exclusively
clerical commissioners to the first meeting since it was not called as a general
assembly. It may also have been an attempt by James to remind the lairds that, as

far as he was concerned, there was one kmg and one lungdom. The earls had
rejected political involvement with the Kirk; the lairds had to be pushed out.
The majority of lairds at assemblies prior to 1597 came from Fife and
Lothian; their enthusiasm to operate on a national stage and their freedom to do so

may have been because there were no major nobles in their localities. It has been
observed that the ministers of Edinburgh were more free to speak because ‘they were
less exposed to local lords’; this could equally be said of their lairdly

counterpart^.'^^ A detailed study of this class at a regional level might supply
some answers to the questions of why so many came to assemblies in this period and
why they suddenly stopped. The fact that assemblies became more amenable to the

krng in the aftermath of the exit from general assemblies of this group is also
interesting. To seek the reason for thls change in the composition of the landed
123
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element in assemblies is not satisfactory, however, for it remains the case that the
majority of ministers who attended assemblies before 1597 continued to do so
The absence of any claims, in the work of Archbishop
spottiswoode, that the lairds from Fife and Lothian constituted a ‘Melvillian heavymob’ before 1597 would suggest that they did not. Conversely, James Melville and
David Calderwood did not lament the absence of the lairds after 1596.
In 1598, barons returned to the assembly but it is not clear by what authority.
Judging by the reaction of James Melville, they did not favour his views and may
have been drafted in by Sir Patrick Murray along with the ministers from the northeast.’27 None of the surviving presbytery records shows the appointment of lay
commissioners. The act passed in this assembly which restricted presbyteries to
three ministerial commissioners also restricted them to sending one baron.12* After
the passing of this act, however, there is little evidence for any presbyteries having
sent barons to assemblies. In 1600, the presbytery of St Andrews commissioned the
laird of Dairsy, on which occasion it was noted ‘that the Baronis be adwerteist in all
tymis heirefter to be present at Synodall assemblies to the intent the ancient forme

of electioun of commissioners may be kepit’.129 How ‘ancient’ this practice was
is hard to tell but it may even date from as recently as the decade after 1586. Again,
at tlus assembly, it was alleged that many who ‘uere not ministers’ voted there in
favour of parliamentary representation for the Kirk?’
Lack of clarity surrounding the baronial element in the assembly at this time
continued in 1601 with a report by the English ambassador that the king had:
employed bvers persons to all parts of the country to stay and hinder any
great numbers of the well affected barons at the ministers’ suit to come lest
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they should effect ...more than the king sould grant.’31
Considering the ministers could not have sent more than one per presbytery and the
assembly in 1600 does not appear to have been subject to a swamping, the reasons
for this are difficult to imagine. The official record of the assembly, perhaps as a
consequence of the policy mentioned by the English ambassador, opens thus: ‘In the
quhdk the Kingis Majestie with his Commissioners of the Nobilitie ...were
present’(my italics).*32 None of the extant presbytery records shows the
appointment of baronial commissioners. Unless those whom presbyteries once
appointed no longer wished to go, if the ministry were generally opposed to the
crown’s ecclesiastical policy, they surely would have been sent, at least as a damagelimitation exercise. As already mentioned, the sederunt of 1602 reveals that no
barons were present.*33 The reasons for h s are obscure. Perhaps James decided
there was no need for a baronial bloc at the assembly since the ministry had shown
themselves to be amenable to h ~ policies
s
in 1600 and 1601.
There was no lay element at the illegal assembly of 1605 in Aberdeen,
perhaps supporting the suggestion that the lairds and their social superiors had no
wish to defy the king in the cause of ecclesiastical independence. As with the
ministers, the nature of the appointment of barons to assemblies changed radically

in 1606. By staging the ‘assembly‘ at Linlithgow in December, ostensibly as a
meeting between members of the privy council and the nobles on the one hand and
the ministers on the other, James established a royal right to appoint the baronial
contingent to the general assembly.

Only one of the letters sent by the king

summoning a baron survives, but copies of the standard form letter to members of
the privy council as well as to the barons are also extant as is a sederunt list of the
thrty-three nobles and barons present at L i n l i t h g ~ w . ’ ~
The
~ Letter to Ogilvy of
Inverquharity, dated at Whitehall on 1 November, tells the recipient that ‘We haue
131
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fisk foir appointit ane meitting of sum of oure Nobilitie and counsall with ane greit
Number of the Mini[sterie] quhome We haue knawin best affected to quyetnes and
gude Ordoure’. He was ordered to come ‘all excuses set asyde’, although it would
appear that he did not comply!
In 1608, unlike in the case of the ministers, no barons were appointed by
presbyterks at the direction of bishops and the baronial element, which was allegedly
crucial in the election of the bishop of Orkney as moderator, was nominated by the
crown once

Some ministers of Fife tried to persuade those who had been

commissioned to the assembly to prevent nobles and barons without commission

from presbyteries from voting. They failed.‘36 The last assembly of the period
had its baronial element appointed by the crown again. A letter from the lung to
William Stewart of Grandtully tells the recipient that he has been chosen to go
‘Inregarde of your knowne affectioun and love to the weill and peace of that church,
And of the manie good proofes we have had of your fonvardnes in our service’.137
Unlike Ogilvy of Inverquharity, Grandtully did turn up. One source alleged that
letters were sent to ‘such barons as pleased the King with advice of the Bishops’ and
that nobles and barons ‘either wanting commission or having a limited commission’
were able to vote.13* Since this source appears to date from some time after the
period in question and is somewhat derivative, tending to exaggerate the assertions
of James Melville. tlus strange statement may be clarified by others such as those

which stated that nobles and barons were all there without commission from
presbyteries or synods. 139
The sederunt for the assembly of 1610 includes seven earls and seven lords
under the heading ‘Of the Nobility’ and thirteen lairds under the heading ‘Of
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B~ones’.’40Presumably they were there to make sure that the ministers behaved
as they ought and to emphasise the constitutional legitimacy of the assembly by
including bcommissioners’ of the nobility, even though the hand-picked clerical
element would have made that unnecessary. Most notable among the barons who
attended the last three assemblies of this period were the new nobility - no earls or
lords were at assemblies between 1596 and 1606.

Sixteen earls went to the

assemblies of 1606, 1608 and 1610, seven of whom had been elevated to that status
since 1603.14’ Of the fifteen lords present at those assemblies, eight had been
given their titles since 1600 and another, Lord Torphichen, had his status confirmed

c

by the parliament of 1606 because his father’s charter of the lands of Torphichen

Preceptory had not included the right to the title of

This creation of new

peers owing their enhanced status to the kmg, many of whom benefited from the
erections of 1606, gave James a useful tool in general assemblies - the favour could
be repaid. Using these new nobles alongside, and in slightly greater numbers than,
their older colleagues can be seen as part of a broader crown policy which attempted
to increase central control of power and has been described as
Those who had benefited from the erections of 1606 were, however, to suffer from
Charles 1’s revocation.’44
The Burgesses.
Burgesses certainly attended general assemblies in the 1560s. As a result of
no system being established specially for the assembly, the number of burghs entitled
to send commissioners to assemblies coincided with the number entitled to
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parliamentary representation - the royal burghs plus St Andrews, Brechin and
Glasgow, although Leith appears to have had a special status since it was neither a
royal nor an episcopal burgh.’45 The first act of an assembly relating to their
commission was passed in 1568 when it was declared that they should be elected by
the ‘counsall and kirk [session] of thair awin townes’ and that they should bring
written evidence of their

The numbers they sent did not

correspond to the form used by the burghs in parliament of one for every burgh
except Edinburgh which sent two commissioners. 147
It was commonly the case that members of town councils also sat on kirk
sessions as elders and ths has led to some confusion over the appointment of burgh
commissioners to general assemblies, at least in the case of St Andrews.I4* In this
period, there is record of four occasions on which the kirk session of St Andrews
sent commissioners to general assemblies, in 1584, 1593, 1595 and 1600. In 1593,
the commission consisted of nine people from the town and the rest of the parish.
At least four of them had to go and the nature of the commission is puzzling. It was
clearly not the commission of burgess representatives but it is difficult to tell how
nine people commissioned to suit for a new minister could have the right to ‘voit
ressoun concluid and determing in all thingis with the.. .Assemblie’ .149 In 1584,
1595 and 1600, three, one and one commissioners respectively were sent by the kirk
session and were probably the burgh’s commissioners.

William Russell,

commissioned in 1600, was back again in 1602 and is listed in the sederunt as the
burgh’s commissioner.’50 The case of St Andrews is a peculiar one as is revealed
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by its presbytery records. In 1593, the presbytery commissioned six men to the

general assembly from St Andrews and two from Kilrenny who were not lairds and,
therefore, may have been burges~es.'~' Two of them were among those
commissioned by the kirk session of St Andrews. In the following year, the record
specifically stated that some of the presbytery 's commissioners were for 'burghs' ;
the list included the provost of St Andrews and six others who were not lairds.lS2
Other than these instances, there is no record of the presbytery of St Andrews having
sent any burgess commissioners to assemblies. It is clear, however, that in St
Andrews, the Kirk had a major role in the appointment of the burgh's commissioners
to general assemblies, whichever court had primary authority in the matter.
It has been noted that most burghs were not very enthusiastic about sending
commissioners to assemblie~.'~~
Indeed, there is evidence of only ten burghs ever
having sent commissioners in this period. Elgin did so in 1581 and not again until
1638: in the former year, one all-purpose commissioner was sent to the general
assembly, parliament and the convention of royal burghs!ls4 It was not particularly
common for such commissions to overlap, however.

Of the fifty-nine burgh

commissioners identified, only twenty-two ever went to parliament, and fourteen of
them were from Edinburgh.15s The three surviving sederunts reflect the lack of
urban interest in ecclesiastical affairs. In 1590, only Stirling, Leith. Wigtown and
Edinburgh sent commissioners; in 1602, they came only from Edinburgh, Dundee,
St Andrews, Burntisland and Leith; and in 1610, only Edinburgh. Perth, Dundee.

Aberdeen, St Andrews and Glasgow were repre~ented."~Stray references in other
sources add only Haddington to that list. In 1588, the presbytery of Haddington's

'
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list of commissioners included burghal representation but its nature is not clear.157
At the end of the list of barons is 'Andrew Scherchum and [blank]'for the burgh of

Haddington. The space is sufficient for two names, so the presbytery may have been
nierely endorsing the nominations by the burgh and had not received the
commissioners' names. In the following year, at the end of the list of barons there
was, once more, a blank space but t h ~ stime its purpose was not specified.
The only other instance of presbyteries having had a role in the appointment
of burgh commissioners to general assemblies was in 1596 when the commissioners

of the general assembly wrote to all presbyteries ordering them to appoint burgesses
as well as nobles, barons and

In spite of that, however, none of the

presbyteries for which records survive from that year recorded the election of
burgesses as commissioners.1m It was in this year, however, that the burgh
records of Stirling (incidentally the only presbytery whch recorded that the general
assembly commissioners' letter sought burgesses) show their only record of the
appointment of a commissioner to a general assembly.'61 Of all the printed burgh
records, only those of Edinburgh show consistent nomination to the general assembly
until 1598.'62 At the assembly of February and March 1597, there were no
burgesses but they attended the convention of estates in the same town at the same
time.'63 None of them appears to have sent commissioners to the assembly in May
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of h a t year in Dundee?

In the case of Edinburgh at least, the council’s desire

to disassociate itself from the Kirk would have been understandable after the riot of
17 December 1596 which nearly lost the capital its status.

In 1598, however, Edinburgh sent three commissioners to the general
It was at this assembly that the act restricting presbyteries to three
ministers and one baron was passed and it included a restriction on burgh
representation to one per burgh except for Edinburgh which could send two.’& In
1600, there is no record of commissoners from Edinburgh, or from any other burghs

for that matter, but there were commissioners from Edinburgh in 1601 and
1602.167 Glasgow sent one James Bell to the general assembly of 1600.’68 The
commission was specific, relating to teinds of the priory of Blantyre, and Bell was
explicitly told to deal with that matter and nothing else. The burgh could have been
exercising its right to send a commissioner so that it could sort out a specific
difficulty; it certainly does not appear that Glasgow wished to take any interest in the
broader remit of general assemblies.
In the assembly of 1601, the burgesses were described as commissioners of
the lung in the same way as the barons.’@ Since there is no evidence of royal
coercion in the nomination of the burgh commissioners of Edinburgh, the only ones
for whom evidence of appointment survives, it is hard to see what the use of the
possesive pronoun ‘his’ meant. Perhaps its intention was to differentiate the lay and
clerical contingents of the assembly by describing the former as the king’s. After
1602, the laymen at assemblies were indeed the king’s in more than just name.
As with the assembly of February and March 1596, that of December 1606

did not include burgesses. It was not called as a general assembly, being portrayed
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as a meeting between ministers and the nobility and members of the privy council

to resolve disputes among the ministry and to devise methods of dealing with
Catholicism.

In 1608, the council of Edinburgh appointed two commissioners

to the assembly, apparently without royal or episcopal interference. 17’ The council
of Glasgow, however, recorded a royal letter commanding them to send a
commissioner to the assembly at Linlithgow. Although the king did not tell them
whom to send, the bailies had been appointed by Archbishop Spottiswoode in
October 1607. The commissioner was one of those bailies, so he would have been
unllkely to have bitten the hand that fed by opposing royal policy.172 The king
also ordered the provost of Glasgow to attend.173 Some of the ‘brethren of Fife’
attempted to thwart effective royal appointment of burgh commissioners by urging
the ministerial commissioners from Fife’s four presbyteries to make sure that no
burgesses voted without commission from presbyteries. 174 Since it appears to have
been rare for presbyteries to appoint burgh commissioners, and since Archbishop
Gledstanes could vouch for the loyalty of nine of the twelve ministers from Fife,
their effort was to no avail. 175
In 1610, Edinburgh again appears to have elected its own commissioners

without interference,176while any commissioners from Glasgow, as in 1608, would
have been crown placemen. As with all other assemblies, however, it would seem
that the burghal contingent was of little significance since it never accounted for
anything more than a very small minority of those present. In 1610 there were only
seven commissioners ‘Of Burrowes’ in the sederunt; they had little influence on and,
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as a social group, apparently little interest in ecclesiastical affairs?

Conclusion.

After 1606, the general assembly was a creature of the king to all intents and
purposes. The act of the assembly of 1598 had been cast aside, probably because
James saw it as no longer adequate to ensure agreeable assemblies; too many
ministers appeared to oppose his ecclesiastical policies. Prior to 1598, the nature of
delegation to assemblies was confused, irregular and unregulated. After 1596, the
king’s anger and the, perhaps foolhardy, defiance of a relatively small number of the

most reactionary ministers appears to have alienated many of their brethren fkom
opposition to the crown. This was combined with royal efforts to woo the majority
of the ministry with persuasion, the prospect of enhanced stipends and position. Not
until 1598 was an, eminently reasonable, act passed to regulate and limit attendance
at assemblies. Ironically, forty years later, in 1638, the year of the National

Covenant: ‘This act was publicly distributed by the Tables to the presbyteries at the
end of August. It was held to be definitive; it was the founding charter of the
assemblies of the period’.*78The act, designed by the crown to make assemblies
more representative, was rehabilitated by a later generation of radicals as the
constitutional basis for their assemblies and as a means of defying the state.
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Chapter 2. James VI and the General Assembly.

The general Assembly, for the first seven years of its existence, met in a
nation with a Catholic queen. A meaningful relationship between the monarch and
the assembly was, therefore, hard to establish. During this period, the assembly had
intermittent contacts with the privy council which sometimes sat with it as such and
sometimes sent representatives to observe and report back but not to vote. In the
absence of a godly prince, enthusiasm for the council to become a godly magistracy
came more from the Kirk than the state. After 1567, the desire of different regents
to make the assembly a ‘group within the state’ appears to have led to a distancing
of the assembly from the government in reaction.’ The Regent Morton had a
particularly uneasy relationship with the assembly which frequently requested his
attendance without success. In 1578, James (still not 12 years old) was declared to
have begun his personal rule. Royal commissioners began to attend assemblies but
only as observers, in spite of a request in 1582 for commissioners of the Ruthven
regime to Join the assembly as full members. Even this supposedly ‘ultra-protestant’
government rejected the prospect of a place in the assembly.*
The rise of the earl of An-an in 1583 saw the beginning of attempts by the
crown to interfere directly with assemblies. A thinly attended assembly at St
Andrews in April 1584 was urged by a royal commissioner to condemn the Ruthven
government and excommunicate those who had tried to restore it to power a few
days previously. T h s was refused. In the face of this and wider clerical opposition,
the Black Acts were passed by parliament in May 1584 and no more assemblies met
until 1586.3 In an effort to set their own ecclesiastical precedents, the ministers who
had been in exile in England and had returned with the exiled nobles, tried to hold

a general assembly in Dunfermline in December 1585.

Perhaps fearing the

formulation of a hostile ecclesiastical stance by an assembly instigated by a group of
1
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ministers with a grudge, James ordered the provost of Dunfermline to prevent their
access to the town.4 It was then agreed to hold a convention of ministers and privy
councillors presided over by the king, to mete out an ecclesiastical settlement as a
preparative for a general assembly. The king was thus able to establish his political
authority at the first parliament held after his personal reign had truly begun before
he had to deal with the Kirk. This was the beginning of a sustained attempt to
demonstrate what he saw as his right to ecclesiastical supremacy.
The conference, akin to that held in 1572 at Leith, met at Holyrood Palace
in February 1586.

Many of its resolutions related to the power of general

assemblies, especially in relation to the episcopate. It was agreed that the first
general assembly of James’s personal reign should meet at Edinburgh on 10 May ‘or
where his majesty shall otherwise appoint; and to be convoked by proclamation, and
letters to the bishops and commissioners, and his majesty with their advice shall set
down good and solid order’.’ The ambiguity as to whose advice the king would
take notwithstanding, the precedent being set was Erastian. A new constitution for
the Kirk was being formulated by a joint committee of Kirk and state so the two
kingdoms were being mixed from the outset. The recently returned clerical exiles
must have had a place at the negotiating table; if not, Calderwood’s and James
Melville’s works would surely have recorded their exclusion. There was thus a tacit
recognition by even the more radical elements in the Kirk that the state had a role,

as of right, in ecclesiastical affairs.
Any decisions made at Holyrood in February were to be put to the general

assembly. A further conference which may have met in the middle of April appears
to have been inclined to grant the crown more power, coming up with more erastian

conclusions than that in February.6 That these negotiations were not to be seen as
binding, however, was reflected in the proclamation by the privy council on 5 April

for the general assembly on 10 May. It declared that the purpose of the general
4
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assembly would be ’for consulting upoun a good and solide ordour for convocating
of the ministerie to General Assemblies theireftir, and utheris materis concerning the
Kirk of God and his trew religioun.... ’ .7

When the general assembly met, in Edinburgh’s tolbooth, the lung asserted
his authority by calling it to his own chapel in Holyrood Palace:

Certayne commissioners from the Kinge declared to the assemblie, that his
pleasure was that they shoulde staye.. .further proceedinge, till the afternoone
and then to assemble.. .at the kingis house in the chappell. This charge from
the king.... ’ .8
Once there, the Kirk’s subordinate role became clear. In the chapel was ‘a great
number of noble men lords etc [with] ...the kinge sittinge at the ende of a long table
and the ministers on forms rounde about’

.’

The king began by saying that he had

called the assembly to allay allegations that he had fallen away from religion, to
discuss polity and to finalise the negotiations of the conference(s) . He chose David
Lindsay as moderator by casting his vote first and allowing the ministers to vote only
after the councillors who were there had done so. He also exercised a veto over one
member of the moderator’s privy conference.’’ Once this was done, the ministers
were allowed to return to the tolbooth with three royal commissioners.
The king was kept informed, by his commissioners, throughout the rest of the
assembly’s proceedings.” He wanted the bishops to be subject only to the general
assembly, not presbyteries or synods, and, after negotiation, this was agreed to. He
also pressurised

the

assembly to

absolve Archbishop

Adamson

from

excommunication by threatening that, if they did not, he would grant the Kirk ‘no
liberty’, abandon the compromise between episcopacy and presbytery and give the
episcopate pre-eminence. The king was granted a role in the convocation of general
7
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assemblies and it was acknowledged that they met by his authority. The assembly
asked the secretary, John Maitland of Thirlestane, to ask the king to allow the Kirk
to hold annual assemblies and to ask him when they should meet. This was used by

James as a bargaining counter in the debate over the episcopate. James Melville’s
account of the assembly shows that the ease with which the assembly had been
persuaded to absolve Archbishop Adamson demonstrated ‘what the feir and flatterie
of Court could work in a Kirk, amongs a multitud of weak and inconsiderat
breithring .12
7

At t h s assembly, the king achieved recognition of the de facta and even de

iure supremacy which he strove to realise later in his reign. The perception handed
down by the Presbyterian historians of the period and beyond - of a Kirk free and
self-governing until 1596, or at least 1592 - is thus misleading and appears not to
have been formed until the years following 1596.13 The events of the following
years were to bear thls out.
For the next few years, the king’s right to call the general assembly was not
questioned. The novelty of this situation is strilung, as is the fact that the ministry
appear to have been willing to accept the new relationship, without protest even from
the ‘Melvillians’ who had been exi€ed during 1584 and 1585. Until 1584, when
Arran’s government banned them, the date and location of assemblies were always
chosen by the assembly itself or some of the ministry appointed by it for the task.
Only once was t h s challenged in any way when, in March 1571, the Regent Lennox
asked the assembly to move from Edinburgh to Glasgow - it did not comply. l4 The

Second Book of Discipline explicitly asserted that:
The nationall assembleis of this cuntrie, callit commounlie the general1
assembleis, aucht alwayis to be retenit in thair awin libertie and to haif thair
awin place with power to the kirk to appoint tymis and places convenient
thalrfoir .l5
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For the first time, the country had a godly prince, an adult protestant monarch. Was
this the establishment of the relationship between Kirk and state that the Kirk had

sought since 1560? The implications of this for a Kirk supposedly dominated by
radical, two-kingdoms ‘Melvillians’ in the later 1580s and early 1590s appear not to
have been fully realised?
In March 1587, the presbytery of Edinburgh sent three ministers to the king
to seek his permission to hold a general assembly. There is no record of the last
general assembly having given it this task but the calling of assembliespro re nata
had previously been its remit.

Its role was merely mutated to suit changed

circumstances. In the middle of April, the three ministers reported that the king had
agreed to an assembly and, by the end of that month, a date had been set.I7 The
state then assumed responsibility and, on 24 May, the privy council proclaimed that
the assembly would meet on 20 June?

The proclamation emphasised the Kirk’s

subordination to the state by declaring that parliament would ratify decisions of the
general assembly but only if they were ‘fundin allowable’.
In 1588, the situation became confused. The Spanish threat loomed large
and, in February of that year, a general assembly was held at short notice. The
official record of the assembly explicitly stated that it was called by the king,
although Spottiswoode claimed that James was angered at it having met without his
permission.’g Another assembly was held in August after the defeat of the Spanish
Armada and there is no evidence that the king had any role in its convocation.20
In the confusion and fear engendered by the threat from Spain, James may have
allowed general assemblies to meet as focuses for patriotic and anti-Catholic feelings.
It is possible, because of the frequent contacts between the assembly and the king in
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August 1588, that the state had a role in choosing the date for the next general
assembly which was to meet on 20 June 1589.2’ An attempt to establish June as
a fixed time for the general assembly is discernible, this having been the month

chosen for 1587 and now for 1589. That meeting duly took place and it appears to
have appointed a meeting to coincide with parliament in September. Failing this, the
next assembly was to be in June 1590, again adhering to the form suggested
above.22 The Kirk seems to have been happy to accept the annual June assembly
but was keen to hold extraordinary assemblies pro re nata. The absence of any royal
objections could be due to the fact that, on the two occasions that extraordinary
meetings did take place, in early 1588 and autumn 1589, the king was amenable to
them. In 1591, the general assembly was again held in June, reverting to the posited
normal time. This date appears to have been appointed by the last general assembly
but its location was switched by the king, from Aberdeen to Edinburgh, ‘for sundrie
reasons’. Nevertheless, t h s was agreed not to have been prejudicial to the Kirk’s
liberties.23
While in Scandinavia, in the winter of 1589-90, the lung gave Robert Bruce,
one of the ministers of Edinburgh, a position of responsibility, corresponded with
him personally and through Secretary Mait.la~~d.*~
Before the king’s return, a
general assembly was held in March 1590 with the co-operation of the earl of
Bothwell whom the king had left in charge of g o ~ e r n m e n t .After
~ ~ James’s return,
another assembly met, in August, at which he made a speech praising the Kirk,
criticising the English church and posing himself as duty bound to censure the Kirk
just as it ought to admonish h m and ha nobles. He also promised to deal with

Catholics and to improve the Knk’s finances. This was received with fifteen minutes
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spontaneous rejoicing. 26
Relations between the Kirk and the king began to break down in 1592,
matters coming to a head with the king failing to take action in the aftermath of the
murder of the earl of Moray by men in the earl of Huntly’s employ in February of
that year.

Confusion over precisely who had the authority to call the general

assembly continued and it was in this context that the ‘Golden Act’ was formulated.
It was not the culmination of Presbyterian advances after 1586, nor was it a godsend
to the Presbyterians. On that, most historians agree. Many however, have seen it
as, primarily, an attempt by the crown, in the persons of James and his secretary,
Maitland of Thirlestane, to restore good relations with the Kirk.27 This
interpretation fails to realise that relations between the Kirk and the crown had rarely
been fnendly over the previous seven years. By dint of validating an ecclesiastical
matter, the civil power was asserting supremacy over the Kirk. It was an attempt

to combine a rearguard action against deteriorating relations between the king and
the Kirk, with the reaffirmation of the Erastian principles of 1586 dressed up in the
Geneva gown of presbyterianism and cleansed of all traces of episcopacy.
The reasons for h s , other than the question of the authority to call general
assemblies, can be seen in the king’s dealings with assemblies after 1586.
Throughout the later 1580s, there were frequent calls for the crown to act against
Jesuits and frequent complaints against the king’s favour to Catholic nobles. These
complaints, and consequent acts of parliament and privy council, were used as
bargaining counters by the king. The years before 1592 were thus not ones of
‘peace’ or ‘harmony’.28
In 1587, the assembly called for previous acts of parliament against Jesuits

to be enforced. The kmg responded by demanding a role in the trial of Patrick
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Adamson, archbishop of St Andrews, and insisting that John Cowper and James
Gibson, two ministers who had refused to pray for Mary Queen of Scots prior to her
execution, should admit fault to the assembly.

He also declared that Robert

Montgomery , the excommunicated ex-archbishop of Glasgow, must be received into
the Kirk again and that the excommunication of the Catholic laird of Fintry should
be annulled. The response of the assembly was guarded, asserting a desire for a
certain degree of independence. It accompanied these replies with a further call for
action against particular Catholics.29

The ‘Act of Annexation’, passed by

parliament in this year, like the ‘Golden Act’, has been portrayed as an attempt by
the crown, in the person of John Maitland of Thirlestane, to secure the ‘co-operation
of the kirk’.3o Its failure to do so, and the fact that its primary intention was to
bring revenue to the crown, illustrate the difficult relations between Kirk and state.
The ‘Act of Annexation’ and the ‘Golden Act’ could be portrayed as merely
Thirlestane’s Machiavellian schemes for the good of the state.31
In the following year, the assembly tried to please the king in the hope that
more stringent measures against Catholics would be carried out. It reserved sentence
on Patrick Adamson, found worthy of deprivation for giving collation without the
advice of the presbytery concerned, untd the king was consulted.

Robert

Montgomery was accepted back into the fold and allowed to take a benefice. The
king’s request to have John Cowper transferred from Edinburgh to Glasgow was
accepted and the assembly rejected James Gibson’s plea of innocence and suspended
him for offending the king.32 These tactics failed.
Calls for anti-Catholic measures continued in 1589 and, in the spring of that
year, relations between the king and the Kirk improved. Richard Bancroft’s sermon
at Paul’s Cross in London, criticising the Presbyterian system and the king’s inability
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to control it, may have pushed James and the Kirk into each others arms.33 To
placate the demands from England and the Kirk for action against the earl of Huntly,
a campaign against Huntly by the earl of Argyll was planned by the king.
The warmth which resulted from this calculated act continued through the
winter of 1589-90 with the king’s absence in Scandinavia for his marriage.34 In
response to a royal address to the assembly in August, praising the Kirk and
denigrating its English counterpart, it demanded the ratification of its liberties and
discipline, a national anti-Catholic purge, action against those who had congregated
at the Brig of Dee with Huntly in 1589 and provision for stipends, kirks, schools and
A number of acts, in favour of the Kirk and against Catholics, was
passed by the privy council and the relationship between the Kirk and the state
apparently could not have been warmer.36
In spite of this, underlying tensions were evident.

Proceedings against

Patrick Adamson were shelved to avoid jeopardising the king’s favour towards the
Kirk and the king’s speech to the assembly had included an assertion that he had the

right to censure the Kirk.37 James had also threatened to have Anne anointed by
Bruce
a bishop if Robert Bruce, one of the ministers of Edinburgh,
agreed to do it, but only with the persuasion of none other than Andrew Melville,
afraid of the consequences of a bishop performing the task. The good relationship
between the king and the Kirk was young and it was delicate; the Kirk would not
33

34
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risk its collapse.

An underlying feature of this period was the king’s persistent failure to act
decisively against the Catholic nobles . Despite numerous promises, most notably
during 1590, he signally failed to deal with what the Kirk saw as the greatest threat
to the nation since the French had been driven out in 1560. It is likely that calls for
anti-Catholic action at the assembly in August had been provoked by the king’s lack
of enthusiasm against a number of Catholics, most notably the Jesuit James Gordon,
Huntly ’s uncle. 39
Such a honeymoon period as there was after King James’s return from
Denmark and the assembly of August was short lived. In November 1590, James
was noted to have been acting favourably towards Jesuits whom the Kirk had been
trying to pursue. In the same month, Robert Bruce complained that Jesuits were
‘winked at’ but fnends of God were per~ecuted.~’In July 1591, the general
assembly demanded action against Catholics - specifically the expulsion of Huntly
and his wife from c0u1-t.~’In 1592, in the aftermath of Moray’s murder, the Kirk’s
demands were stepped up. The general assembly , purposefully meeting before
parliament sat, called for the abolition of the ‘Black Acts’ of 1584, the restitution of
the Kirk’s entire pre-reformation patrimony, the removal of prelates from parliament
(with the option of establishing a reformed spiritual estate) and the purgation of
Scotland of ‘fearfull idolatrie and blood’. Not only did it submit these articles to the
hng but also it demanded replies before the end of the assembly.42
James was angry. Some ministers, losing patience with him, had praised
b o x , Buchanan and James’s late half-uncle, the Regent Moray. This, and the
kmg’s difficulties with the earl of Bothwell who had posed as a fi-iend of the Kirk,

may have provoked James into passing the ‘Golden Act’.43 It was by no means
39
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Seen as something entirely positive for the Kirk at the time. Soon after it was
passed, the English ambassador, Robert Bowes, a noted sympathiser with the Kirk,
noted the confirmation of the king’s right to name ‘days and places for their
Assemblies’ as its main point. He also reported that action against Catholics was
promised but that the request for a place in parliament was rejected?

By 1606,

James Melville had realised just how potentially damaging the ‘Golden Act’ had been
when, in a letter to the synod of Fife, he portrayed it as having ended tturty-two
years of the Kirk’s freedom to call as~emblies.~~
Along with the calculated provisions of the act came renewed promises to act
against Catholics. Soon after parliament rose, the privy council passed an act
allowing commissioners of the general assembly to adjoin some royal commissioners
to their number. As with the ‘Golden Act’, th~scould have been a further attempt
by the secular power to gain a foothold in the Kirk under the guise of support. The
council soon sealed the Erastianism of the act by formally proclaiming the date and
place of the next general assembly. The proclamation left both blank but the
significance of the gesture was clear enough.46
It did not take some ministers long to realise the true nature of that
legislation. A convention of clergy at Edinburgh tried to take advantage of the
vagueness of the privy council’s proclamation by calling an assembly to meet in
Edinburgh in January 1593.47 The failure of the ‘Golden Act’ to placate the Kirk
was demonstrated by this convention’s declaration that the king could be
excommunicated. It also urged the king to promise to uphold the religion, punish
its enemies, establish a commission of nobles to execute acts of parliament against

Catholics, hold wappinschawings (local musters for the inspection of arms) for
defence of the Kirk, purge the privy council and remove Catholics from his
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company. The failure of this is illustrated in growing tension between the king and
the Kirk over the next four weeks. James received the earl of Arran at court again,
Walter Balcanquhall preached against t h s and Arran was called before the presbytery
of Edinburgh. James responded by threatening to resurrect proceedings against
ministers who had been involved in resistance to the state in 1584. Robert Bruce
preached that the king was surrounded by liars and John Davidson offended James
by alleging his f d u r e to punish Moray’s murderers was because he was still
‘infected’ by Esm6 S t e ~ a r t . ~
The
~ following years saw the king and the Kirk
drifting further apart. Possibilities for co-operation frequently arose but were never
realised because the two had markedly different agendas. The Kirk wanted Scotland
to be a Protestant nation, free from the stain of Catholicism,while the king felt it
necessary to maintain lmks with Catholic powers, through his Catholic nobles, to aid
his international position especially in relation to the English succession. The dispute
over the right to call general assemblies remained unresolved. The king demanded
that the assembly of April 1593 should acknowledge his right to this. This was
granted but the assembly appears to have appointed a date for its next meeting
without consulting J a r n e ~ .In~ ~
the following year, he again demanded that his right

to appoint the date and place of the next assembly should not be prejudiced?’ This
was agreed to. The records of the assembly explicitly state that the choice of the
date and location of the next assembly were made in co-operation with the king’s
commissioners. 51
There is no evidence, in 1595, of the appointment of a place or a date for the
next assembly.52 Continuing deterioration in relations was shown at the assembly
of March 1596. The king attended for the first time in nearly six years and, in an
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address, implied that he had called the meeting.53 The assembly asked to see a
copy of the ‘Golden Act’; perhaps preparing for a confrontation, it wanted to see
exactly where it stood in law.54 This uneasiness casts much doubt on the later
assertion that the Kirk had reached perfection in 1596? The request for a copy of
the act of 1592 and the renewal of the covenant with God were symptomatic of a
kirk uncertain of its future, not a confident one?

The origins of this situation can be traced in the wider interplay between the

king and the assemblies after 1592. The assembly of 1593, at Dundee on 25 April,
pressed the king and a convention of the nobility, meeting in Edinburgh two days
later, to punish Catholics, make a declaration against them and bar them from all
The king sent Sir James Melville of Halhill to the assembly with some
articles of his own. He demanded an act forbidding criticism from the pulpit of
either him or the privy council and asked to be informed of the activities of Catholics
and the earl of Bothwell. He emphasised that both the Catholic earls and the earl of
Bothwell should be preached against because an enemy of God was an enemy of the
king and vice versa. Of six royal articles, all but one were accepted but the demand
for a ban on criticism of the king from the pulpit was countered with a declaration
that no rash or irreverent speeches should be made, only just ones - not quite what
James had had in mind!
Meeting in Edinburgh in May 1594, the assembly lamented the king’s failure
to act against the Catholic earls? A number of remedies, including forfeiture and
pursuit of them with arms, was proposed. The assembly also demanded that the
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lords of the articles at the forthcoming parliament should be exclusively godly. The
king refused to forfeit the Catholic earls but agreed that no one suspect in religion
should be allowed on the articles. He agreed to a number of other anti-Catholic
measures but shied away from an ecclesiastically organised popular militia, saying
that one would be set up only as a last resort.
As well as his request that they would not prejudice his right to call the
general assembly, the king gave them a series of instructions: ratify the act against
criticism of himself and the privy council; make public criticism of Bothwell
mandatory and ban association with him; excommunicate Andrew Hunter for aiding
Bothwell and deprive John Ross, a minister at Perth, for criticising the lung publicly.
Hunter was deposed for desertion of his flock (he had left them to be with Bothwell!)
but not excommunicated. The assembly ratifed the synod of Perth’s admonition of
John Ross but would not deprive him. His doctrine was approved ‘except in sik

heiddis as seameth to be maist offensive’ although he was told to speak reverently
of the king in the future.59 D i s l h g the ambiguity of thls act, James banished
Ross.

The anonymous writer of the Historie and Llfe of James VI wrote that, at the
time of the assembly, the king was ‘in suspicion with them all [the ministers] in
general, and with dyvers of thayme in particular’.6o In an account by James
Melville of an encounter with King James at this time, the king expressed regret that
the Kirk was hostile. Melville replied that he felt it was due to mutual suspicion and
that they should be open about their grievances?

Accordingly, the king

complained about their having met without his permission and about their
excommunication of Lord Hume. Melville replied that all conventions of ministers
were lawful, with or without royal permission, and that Hume was a professed
Catholic who would be absolved as soon as he had satisfied the Kirk. It is hard to
imagine how t h ~ smeeting could have ‘cleared the air’ and led to increased
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understanding. 62
Mutual suspicion arose from the lung’s unhappiness with the independent
tendency in the Kirk and the Kirk’s unhappiness with the king’s failure to act against
the Catholic earls. James did promise to act and Spottiswoode suggested that a ban
on irreverent speeches was offered as a quid pro

Perhaps it was because of

the forthcoming baptism of Prince Henry that parliament did forfeit Huntly, Err01
and Angus and preparations were made for a military expedition against them?
James continually postponed the baptism, delaying action against the Catholic
earls, but, eventually, a force was sent north to pursue them. Some ministers were
even given a role in this royal expedition and the measures taken in its aftermath.
This, however, is more likely to have been due to their mutual suspicion than a

reflection of good relations with the king.65 The earls were banished and the
general assembly at Montrose in 1595 passed off fairly peacefully. No great amity
or enmity was evident but the mood was not relaxed. In response to a number of
articles from the king, the assembly agreed that excommunication should be
automatic on forfeiture and that it could not be carried out for a civil cause, but it
refused to agree to ban summary excommunication?
The king attended the assembly in March 1596 with five nobles.

The

moderator, Robert Rollock, thanked God for the kmg’s presence by which he ‘does
declare to the comfort of all the good men.. .present’ that he professed their religion
and wished to see it advanced.

Rollock went further in comparing James to

Constantine and the biblical David - perhaps more a view of an ideal monarch than
of the real one. He replied that he had never regarded it as a dishonour to be with
the assembly ‘counting it more honour to be a Christian than a King’. He declared
that he had come to show his good disposition towards ‘God, His religion and
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ministry’ and his resolve against those who would subvert them and he expressed a
desire to seek their advice for resisting the common enemy. He reminded them that
his chamber door was always open if any felt that he or any of his household

required a d m ~ n i t i o n . ~ ~ Some aspects of this assembly suggest a desire for
reconciliation; others suggest the reverse. The king promised the augmentation of
stipends and plantation of 400 empty kirks, a carrot which he was to dangle in front
of the assembly frequently in years to come but, also, he admitted personal
shortcomings. On the other hand, the assembly suspected royal backsliding and
complained about the king’s favour to Catholics, for he had let the forfeited earls’
wives keep their husbands’ property. It presented a list of requests, urging proper
forfeiture and military preparedness organised on a parochial level, indicating
dissatisfaction with the crown’s initiative in this sphere.@‘ Yet here, also, was an
assembly prepared, once more, to ratify the act against public criticism of the king
and extend its scope to readers, although admittedly the latter was somethlng of an
empty gesture since readers were permitted only to read set prayers and passages
from the Bible, hence the name?

The state of play is difficult to discern but

attempts to please combined with assertions of power on both sides reflect a
continuing uneasy relationship.

Many ministers were suspicious of Catholicism among the Octavians, a
fmancial commission established at the beginning of 1596. Tension rose in the
summer when Huntly returned to Scotland without the king’s public permission or
the consent of the Kirk and criticism of the king from the pulpit increased. The
commissioners of the general assembly met in Edinburgh in October and November
without royal permission. They appointed a general assembly for January to discuss
ways to combat the growing danger^.^' This angered the king who asserted that not
only did general assemblies require his commission but also their acts required his
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ratifi~ation.~’Amidst mounting tension, David Black, one of the ministers of St
Andrews, was accused of sedition by the crown for a sermon deeply critical of the
king and his progenitors. Hauled before the privy council, he rejected its right to
judge him, declaring that his sermon must be judged by his presbytery in the fust
instance. The commissioners of the general assembly supported Black’s assertion but
the king would have none of it. Black and the commissioners drew up a declinutor,
a formal rejection of the council’s right to judge him, and had it circulated to be
subscribed by all presbyterie~.~~
He was found guilty in absentia and the king
called a convention of the ministry to meet at Perth in February.73
A proclamation, issued early in December banning all unauthorised

gatherings, presumably covered the January assembly which had not been approved
by the king.74 A confused riot which arose when some ministers were refused
access to the king on 17 December appears to have destroyed any hope of
reconciliation. It is difficult to judge the truth of the assertion that the king’s plan
for the February convention was formulated before the riot had taken place.75 I t
could not have been the riot which made him call the convention at Perth but it may
well have persuaded him to conduct it as he did.
Whatever was the case, from 1597 onwards, a new stage of royal intervention
in the general assembly began. To prepare the ground for the convention at Perth,
he sent Sir Patrick Murray to the presbyteries of the north-east. There Murray was
to emphasise the royal supremacy; urge them to show their disapproval of the riot
of 17 December; urge them to receive Huntly’s submission and to ignore the
presbytery of Edinburgh in the matter. He was also to deliver to them fifty-five
questions concerning polity which the king had devised and to ask them to send ‘ane
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part of the most discreet of their members’ to Perth. He was to tell them that other
presbyteries had accepted these questions and that a commission had been established
for the augmentation of stipends which they could petition.76 One contemporary
also alleged that James had summoned particular people to the convention and that
Perth had been chosen because Huntly and Err01 were in arms nearby.77
The fifty-five questions were distributed widely. The king wrote to every
presbytery telling them of the Perth convention. Although one source, based in
Edinburgh, suggested that all delegates went only out of obedience, the responses of
only the presbyteries of Edinburgh, Stirling and Peebles are

All three

reflect suspicion as to the purpose of the meeting. Edinburgh and Peebles decided
to send commissioners in obedience to the king’s command, while Stirling told its
commissioner to report back so that it could discuss what answers should be given
in the general assembly.79 In Fife, the response came from the synod, the

presbyteries being told to send their commissioners out of obedience only. Once
there, they were to discuss only the king’s articles and request that all matters should
be remitted to the previously chosen date for a general assembly, at St Andrews in
April.80 The synod of Lothian also asked that the convention should be continued
until that time.81
Once the ministers had gathered at Perth, the king asked those there to
declare the meeting to be an extraordinary assembly. They complied. far from
unanimously, after a threat fi-om James that he would never call another assembly
if they did not. David Lindsay, minister of Leith, was made moderator without an

election, the implication being that the lung had taken his action of 1586 one stage
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further by simply appointing him.82
By the time of the Perth assembly, the fifty-five questions had been reduced
to thxteen articles. The first gave anyone the right to question polity, while the rest
were designed to restrict the Kirk’s jurisdiction and its right to question civil
authority.

Only the four least controversial articles were accepted by the

assembly.83 Pressure, however, was brought to bear and the ministers were called
to the convention of estates. Although they protested that they had come only to
obey the king and not to join the convention, a new set of answers to the thirteen
articles was subsequently submitted. All but one were agreed to, the one being
remitted to the next general assembly.84 There were numerous allegations that the
activities of Patrick Murray, threats, private persuasion and promises to release
David Black and the ministers of Edinburgh had been used to persuade many there
to favour the king’s

By turning a convention which had met to discuss

certain royal articles into a general assembly, James had established a precedent for
setting the agendas of assemblies.
Robert Pont, moderator of the assembly of March 1596, went to St Andrews
on 27 April to keep the previously chosen day for the general assembly, ignoring the
convention at Perth. Few came, so he took formal instruments of protest and left.86
James Melville saw h s as the death throes of free general assemblies. He lamented
that after this ‘the Court began... to govern all’ because the king called assemblies
whereas Christ used to; debate was contolled; God’s Word was ignored; fear of God
had been replaced with fear of the lung and the freedom of the Kirk had been
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subordinated to ‘the polytic esteat of a h e monarchie .87
9

The first general assembly after 1596 to be convened as such met at Dundee

in May, with the king in attendance. In April, fears were expressed that he might
pack the assembly but less crude means were used.88 As at Perth, James had called
a convention of estates to meet in the town at the same time.89 By this
juxtaposition, he asserted his right to wield both swords, civil and ecclesiastical.
Robert Bowes claimed that James had called particular laymen to the
assembly to intimidate it and that the presbyteries (probably some of those close to
Edinburgh where the English ambassador was based) had ‘employed especial
commissioners’ to achieve greater unity than at Perth. He feared, however, that ‘the
most part of the commissiclners in the North (with many others)’ would fall in behind
the court and that if the king did not win the day, he would adjourn the assembly.
The ministers of Edinburgh and David Black had been relaxed from the horn,
allegedly to ensure that the assembly at Dundee would be amenable to the absolution
of the Catholic earls and the approval of the Perth assembly?

Once more, the

king emphasised his desire to see vacant parishes filled and stipends augmented.”
Robert Rollock, principal of Edinburgh University, was elected moderator by ‘manie
and g r i t persuasiones.. .usit with the breithring bathe in publict and privat’ .92 This
is the first record of the use of a ‘whip’ system. Sir Patrick Murray even tried, in
vain, to woo James Melville and I s uncle, Andrew. The former later commented
that, at Dundee, the general assembly lost its fkeedom ‘by purchessit voitis’.93
The government’s system of persuasion, combined with a growing reluctance
to defy the crown in the aftermath of the riot of 17 December 1596, appears to have
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worked, for the Catholic earls were absolved, the Perth assembly was approved,
summary excommunication was suspended and the commission of the general
assembly was re-e~tablished.~~
This revised commission was ostensibly akin to that
which had been discharged during the turmoil at the end of 1596 but it proved to be
quite different. James Melville described it as the king’s ‘Ecclesiastic Counsall’ and
was later to describe its re-establishment as ‘the deid-stroke’ to the freedom of the
Kirk, while Calderwood saw it as ‘the King’s led horse .95
7

With the re-establishment of the commission of the general assembly, the king
was now more able to prepare the ground for assemblies. In December 1597, the
commission wrote to all presbyteries to explain why it had asked for the restoration
of the ecclesiastical estate in parliament.96 It urged them to send commissioners to
the general assembly who would agree to parliamentary representation and intimated
that it had been brought forward to March, from May, because delay could lead to
problems. The prospect of a ‘constant platt’ for stipends was also offered as a
further inducement. This would have been a scheme by which stipends would be
paid automatically and the complicated annual process of obtaining one’s stipend
from the thirds of benefices, held by the crown, through the Lords Modifiers would
become redundant.
In January 1598, the king wrote to the presbyteries reminding them that the
assembly had been brought forward and telling them to send their ‘maist learned wys
and experimented,[sic, experienced?]’ to the

The king made it clear

that the date had been chosen by hmself and the commissioners of the general
assembly. Their role was further enhanced when they met with the king prior to the
assembly at Dundee in March 1598, allegedly to arrange who would be allowed to
speak at the assembly.98
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The necessity of the king’s presence for the success of his plans was
suggested by James Nicolson, the new English ambassador in Edinburgh. He wrote
on 5 March that, ‘If the King had not gone the ministers would surely have

prevailed, but now it will go doubtful what will be the end of these things’?

This

assembly, even more than those of the previous year, was controlled by the king.
He appears to have nominated the moderator’s privy conference, ‘against all order’
and he ordered Andrew Melville and John Johnston, professor of divinity at St
Andrews, to leave Dundee, even though at least the former had been commissioned
by his presbytery.lW The whip system operated again. During the first two days
of the assembly, the king called individual ministers to him to persuade them to vote

for parliamentary representation.
The synod of Lothian and Tweeddale submitted grievances against the
commissioners of the general assembly; the accusers, the delegates from the
presbyteries of Lothian and Tweeddale, were removed and the remnant of the
assembly voted to approve the commissioners’ proceedings. lo2 The lung forgave
the ministers of Edinburgh for their part in the not of December 1596 and told the
assembly of his desire to restore the Kirk’s patrimony and establish discipline firmly,
promising to exert pressure on those who held tacks of teinds to pay what they owed.

For this, he said, parliamentary representation was required but he denied any desire
for bishops akm to Anglican or Catholic ones: only the wisest ministers would be his
bishops.Io3 There were allegations that the assembly had been packed and
intimidation had been used, summed up in the rhetorical plea written many years
later: ‘What availeth reasoning where force swayeth the matter[?]’, but there is no
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evidence for the assembly having been packed?
At the end of the assembly, John Davidson, minister of Saltpreston, submitted

a written protest.’05 He alleged the illegality of this and the preceding two
assemblies; he deplored the confusion and corruption that had reigned since the old
commission of the general assembly had been discharged; he asserted that a minister
could act according to God’s Word and the law of Scotland regardless of other laws
to the contrary and dissented in hs own name and those of the other ministers.
According to the official record, none supported him, but sources favourable to his
protest suggested that more than thrty and perhaps as many as eighty subscribed it.
On consideration, however, their names were allegedly removed from the document
before it was submitted, bringing their very existence into question.106
The king’s determination to eradicate the dregs of determined opposition in
general assemblies was soon carried into the localities. At the first meeting of the
presbytery of Haddington after the assembly, William Melville, commendator of
Tongland, and David McGill of Cranstonriddle, both Senators of the College of
Justice, came to pursue Davidson for his behaviour at the assembly. Although the
case was

eventually dropped, it was pursued for some weeks.

James’s

determination to exercise ecclesiastical supremacy had been demonstrated.
James’s Basilikon Doron was written during this summer and his anger with
the Kirk was clear.’o8 He criticised ‘seditiouse preachouris’ and the disorderly
nature of the Scottish Reformation itself. He urged that his son, to whom the work
was addressed, should rid the country of such ‘democratike’ ministers and ‘banish
their parity’. By the summer of 1598, it is clear that James, seeing hmself as much
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more than 'mere laicus', was determined to control the Kirk.'@ He advised h s
son to 'suffer na conventions nor meitings amongst kirkemen but be youre knauledge
& permission .110 Bearing this out, no assembly met in 1599 - the first year
7

without one since 1585. One was planned for July in Aberdeen but was postponed
because repeated meetings of representatives of the synods with the king and the
commissioners of the general assembly failed to resolve the question of parliamentary
representation."'

In May, the assembly was prorogued until the last Tuesday of

September; it was prorogued in July for a further week and, on 8 September, it was
finally prorogued until 19 March 1600, allegedly because of trouble on the West
March.
On 19 November, during a conference with representatives of the synods, the
king lost his patience, for some ministers had not come round to his way thinking.
He remitted the matter of parliamentary representation to the next general assembly,
threatening that, if they did not accept his scheme, the Kirk would remain in
financial straits and he would appoint his own ecclesiastical estate to ~arliament.''~
The king's view of general assemblies was now clear. Lrke parliaments, he called
them when it suited him. If it was not deemed expedient or necessary for him to call
one, he would not. If he was not sure if an assembly would be amenable to his
wishes, he would prorogue it. Furthermore, if it would not agree with what he
wanted, he might ignore its wishes. James did not hold annual parliaments; why
should he hold annual general assemblies?
When the assembly did meet, in March at Montrose, James was again
pre~ent."~The weakness of the ministers opposed to the king's plans is suggested
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by accounts of the assembly by James Melville and David Calderwood. They
alleged that, by putting a number of their own kind on the leet for the election of the
moderator, the votes were split and Robert Wilkie, minister of St Andrews, principal
of St Leonard's college and favourable to the king's course was c h ~ s e n . " ~Rather
than 'faultlines within Melvillian ranks', it is more likely, however, that the rump

of ministers who opposed royal policy were unable to persuade their brethren to vote
with them?
The king does, however, appear to have underestimated the level of
opposition to some aspects of the scheme for parliamentary representation. The
moderator's privy conference tried to resolve things in a set-piece debate. When
James heard of thls, he demanded that he and the privy council could sit in."7
The whip system was used, once more, to try to ensure approval of parliamentary
representation and Andrew Melville was again excluded fi-om the assembly."* The
proposal for parliamentary commissioners ad vitam aut culpam was narrowly
defeated. The lung's 'workmen' were able to save the day for James with surprising
ease, however, by adding that the parliamentary commissioners should give an
annual account of their proceedings to the general assembly and a second vote was
won. This was no royal climb-d~wn."~The vote having gone against him, James
Melville was later to observe ruefully that, although many had resisted the lung's
proposals, 'auctoritie dissimulation, crafte, and painfullness, cairied the matter
' 120
away.

The next assembly was to meet in St Andrews on the last Tuesday of July
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1601.*21As a result of the alleged attempt on the king’s life in Perth in August
1600 (the Gowrie conspiracy), the king had even less time for those who remained
staunchly opposed to his ecclesiastical policies; the ministers of Edinburgh were
discharged for refusing to accept his account of events at Perth. Why it was
originally intended that the assembly should meet at St Andrews is not clear.
Perhaps James felt that he would have overcome all opposition by this time but,
having failed to do so, he had the assembly moved to Burntisland and brought it
forward to May.’” Again he was present. Subsequent allegations were made that
the leets for the election of the moderator were changed to prevent the election of
Patrick Simson, minister of Stirling, and John Hall, whom William Scot described
as ‘a dissembler’, was elected

These allegations fail to convince. If

those who opposed the king’s policy were actually in the majority, as writers such
as Melville, Scot and Caldenvood have implied, then surely they would have been
able to outvote the others on any other issue at the assembly.
As the English ambassador suspected, James emphasised how disagreements
among the ministers would benefit none but the catholic^.'^^ He also admitted his
own shortcomings, professed his zeal for religion and his desire to see the pulpits of
Edinburgh refilled.125 Both James Melville and John Davidson were absent from
this assembly but they sent their advice in writing.’26 Melville’s letter was

suppressed but Davidson’s was read. Perhaps because of the trouble the latter had
caused at the last assembly, the h n g wanted further grounds to deal with him.
Davidson’s letter was denounced as seditious; he was warded in Edinburgh Castle
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and then confined to his parish for the rest of his life.’27
As in the previous year, 1602 saw the date and place chosen for the next

assembly (the last Tuesday of July at St Andrews) changed.12* The reasons given
for this prorogation until the middle of November were that neither the last
assembly’s acts against Catholics nor the commissions it gave out had been carried
out and the constant platt had not been finalised.’29 The assembly was again
switched from St Andrews, this time to Edinburgh. Andrew Melville was now
warded within a six mile radius of St Andrews and Robert Bruce was excluded from
a four mile radius of Edinburgh.13* Both could have attended an assembly at St
Andrews and behaved disruptively; neither could go to one at Edinburgh.
Some grievances were submitted from the synod of Fife. Among other
things, it complained that the assembly had been moved to Holyrood and the date
slightly altered.131 Spottiswoode was later to suggest that these gnevances were
inspired by ‘private discontents of such as grieved to see the affairs of the Church
carried by others than themselves’. Presumably t h s is how he saw the rump of
ministers still resisting royal policy.’32 The ministers appointed to review Fife’s
grievances answered the complaint about the alteration of the time and place of the
assembly by saying that assemblies should be held according to the ‘Golden Act’
which gave the king power, in the first instance, to call them.
The lung made further promises relating to stipends, plantation of areas
lacking ministers and the suppression of Catholicism. The assembly, in return,
ordained an annual thanksgiving on 5 August for the king’s deliverance from the
Gowrie Conspiracy and asked Robert Bruce to declare his satisfaction with the king’s
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version of it. It also granted that the bishops of Ross and Caithness, David Lindsay
and George Gledstanes, would be visitors in their d i 0 c e ~ e s . I ~ ~
Caldenvood was later to observe that the ‘King and his man, Mr Patrick
Galloway, ruled as they pleased’ at this assembly.’34 The apparent amity between
James and the assembly may, however, have been due to the fact that, over the
preceding six years, with an initial struggle in 1597 and 1598, opposition had
genuinely dwindled and those who remained opposed to the king, the so called
‘Melvillians’, had been sidelined, bereft of support.

After 1598, opposition

dwindled even more, since assemblies became more representative as a result of the
act of that year restricting presbyteries to sending three ministers and one elder to the
a~sembly.’~’This may suggest that, gradually, a via media had been found. Such

a view has recently been emphasised in England, where concentration on Puritans
and Arminians is being questioned. 136 This compromise, involving an episcopate
with severely limited powers representing the Kirk in parliament as well as the de
facto recognition of the royal supremacy, was, however, stifled before it could
flourish.
The assembly of 1602 was so amenable to the lung’s wishes that, when he
chose the last Tuesday of July 1604 for the next assembly, no dissenting voice was
raised.‘37 One view attributed the loss of annual assemblies to the ambitions of the
bishops but their lack of real power before 1606 suggests that James, anticipating
Elizabeth’s death and wishing to leave 1603 free of inconveniences, was largely
responsible for it.’38 There were. after all, only three bishops in office at this
time.
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assembly requesting an assembly before parliament met in June. Patrick Galloway
and David Lindsay came north from James to tell them that, because parliament
would only choose commissioners to negotiate union between Scotland and England,

an assembly was

It became clear that the king was ignoring

agreements made with the Kirk in his last years in Scotland. The very first of the
bishops' caveats stipulated that they could vote in parliament only with 'express
warrant and direction from the Church'.'40 Without an assembly, the Kirk was
unable to advise its parliamentary representatives, so the delegates of the synods, in
the Kirk's name, put their advice in writing. It is unlikely that the bishops would
have taken any notice of it since the king appears to have decided to disregard the
caveats.

James sent an article to parliament, via Lord Scone, to prorogue the assembly
until after the union.141 The Kirk was to be excluded from negotiations for an
incorporating union and the assembly was prorogued for another year. It is, of
course, possible that James expected opposition to hs union plans from the Kirk
which probably feared a drive towards conformity with England, especially in the
aftermath of the Hampton Court Conference where James had so roundly condemned
presbyterianism.'42 Later in that year, the earl of Huntly wrote to James, telling
the lung, probably for his own reasons, that to allow a general assembly would be
ill-advised because it would turn out to be a forum for opposition to the union.143
Only the presbytery of St Andrews chose to keep the original date for the
assembly at Aberdeen on 31 July. Before they returned home, its delegates took
instruments to signify that they had come and had held the assembly lawfully.'44
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The ‘guid Breitherine of the North’ (presumably the presbyteries of Aberdeen and
its hinterland), ashamed of their own negligence and perhaps inclined to defy the
crown because of its failure to support their action against Catholicism, resolved to
ask the synods to send commissioners to the synod of Fife in September to discuss
their grievances and crave an assembly. This they did and, in September, they met
at St Andrews with the king’s commissioner, Alexander Straiton, laird of Lauriston,
present. It was agreed that an assembly was allowable without the king’s consent but
Lauriston advised that they should abide by James’s counsel. He suggested they
should meet at Perth with the commissioners of the general assembly where they
could formally direct grievances to the king. 145

In the interim, James formally declared his religious sincerity, emphasised
that he had done n o h g without the consent of a general assembly and expressed
anger at ‘certane turbulent and unquiet spreitis amangis the ministerie’ who met
without his permission on any pretext which suited them.’46 Opposition to royal
policy was growing and James seems to have been out of touch with this fact. For
opposition to have been co-ordinated by ministers from the north-east who had not
indulged in such moves before, more than just a few ‘turbulent and unquiet spreitis’
must have been disgruntled.
The meeting at Perth took place in October. Its principal demand was for a
general assembly but it also expressed fear of domination by the commissioners of
the assembly and of the rise of episcopacy. The commissioners responded by saying
that their commission ran from one assembly to the next and, since there had not
been an assembly since their commission was last renewed (in 1602)’ it was still
valid.’47 Perhaps the king had miscalculated and, by his attention being drawn too
much to the concerns of his new kingdom, he had let things in Scotland slip. The
last assembly in 1602 had been content with the prevading conditions but James’s
reluctance to allow further assemblies appears to have pushed many ministers into
the opposition camp. The explosion of opposition in 1605 suggests that the meeting
145
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in October 1604 at Perth failed to satisfy many ministers and bears this thesis out.
The events surrounding the assembly of 1605 are hfficult to

The

assembly had been planned for the beginning of July in Aberdeen.'49 Reports
appear to have reached the kmg that the Kirk was not at peace and, if he allowed the
assembly to meet, it would not favour his policy. Attempts were thus made to
prorogue it?'

There are accounts which suggest that some presbyteries were not

mformed of this prorogation and there are others which suggest the contrary.
The weight of evidence suggests that those who met did so in defiance of the
crown.

151

Haddington is the only presbytery which recorded a letter of discharge,

registered on 19 June?*

In defiance of the crown, the presbytery appointed a

commissioner to the assembly a week later.153 The presbytery of Deer sent
commissioners to the assembly and has no record of the letter of discharge while the
other five presbyteries whose records are extant for this period recorded neither the
appointment of commissioners nor the receipt of the king's letter. 154 Whatever
were the circumstances, fourteen presbyteries did send commissioners to keep the
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meeting.
The ministers met on 2 July with the laird of Lauriston in attendance. He did
not read out the privy council’s letter of discharge until the afternoon, having
allowed those present to hear a sermon and elect a moderator. When he did, the
ministers obeyed most of the letter’s terms, taking instruments to that effect.
Although prorogation had been expressly forbidden in the privy council’s letter, a
new date in September was chosen, not wishing the assembly to be prorogued sine

die. Only then did Lauriston declare, perhaps having second thoughts, that all their
proceedings were unlawful and had been without his approval?
Lauriston was later to allege that the privy council’s letter of discharge had
been proclaimed at the mercat cross of Aberdeen the day before the assembly met.
Chancellor Dunfermline was told of, and approved, the prorogation by John Welsh,
who had reached Edinburgh before Lauriston. Regardless of what actually happened
at Aberdeen, it was Lauriston’s version which the king received.’57 Although
James would have been angered by what really happened, he was led to believe that
the ministers had actually defied a public discharge. The severity of the resulting
persecution may thus have been a result of Lauriston’s attempts to cover his tracks.
Perhaps, contrary to one recent examination of tlus episode, only Dunfermline really
appreciated the situation and, in hs attempts to distance himself from Catholicism,
was the only major figure in government to realise the extent of the growing tide of
ecclesiastical opposition. Had Dunfermline been allowed to pursue a moderate
policy towards the Kirk, the difficulties the crown was to have over the next few
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ecclesiastical opposition. Had Dunfermline been allowed to pursue a moderate
policy towards the Kirk, the difficulties the crown was to have over the next few
years might not have arisen.’58
As early as 9 July, the privy council denounced the ministers who had held
the assembly at Aberdeen and, ten days later, the lung wrote to Secretary Balmerino.
He declared that the meeting at Aberdeen savoured of ‘nothing els bot.. .seditioun
and plane contempt of us and our authoritie’. He called it an ‘oppin breache and
violatioun of the lawis and statutis of this realme’ and demanded that those involved
should be tried because, in proroguing the assembly, ‘thay committed ane manifest
contempt and disobeydyence’ by acting with the full power of an assembly. The
privy council promised to oblige. 159
Proceedings against fourteen ministers who had attended the assembly at
Aberdeen and refused to admit fault carried on into 1606. Eventually, six were
exiled and eight were warded in the north and west. This was in spite of shrewd
misgivings from the bishop of Ross, the earl of Dunfermline and the archbishop of
Glasgow’s fears that imprisonment could make the king’s ‘designe in the erecting of
Bischops the more hatit’?

That a number of those exiled or warded did not come

from areas where opposition might have been expected is surprising.’61 It would
seem that the Aberdeen assembly was really quite unexpected and that the reaction
to it was one of panic since it had not been realised just how much clerical
opposition there was. The crown over-reacted and made an example to the m k of
what would happen to ministers who refused to toe the king’s line.
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place?"

In August, the synod of Fife voted to obey this command but appointed

another date for the assembly (May 1606) and declared a national fast for the week
in which the assembly had been due to meet.163 The presbyteries of Ellon and
Aberdeen, not previously noted hotbeds of opposition, wanted to keep the September
meeting unless the prorogation was approved by their warded brethren?

Many

of those punished for attending the Aberdeen assembly in July had come from these
presbytenes and the persecution which resulted appears to have exacerbated
opposition which had arisen only recently.
On 12 September, another proclamation was made against holding the
assembly on the last Tuesday of that month and none other than the earl of H u t l y
was ordered to ensure that the order was obeyed?
designed to pour oil on the turbulent waters.

This cannot have been a move
Two weeks later, in reaction to

opposition from the presbyteries, the king appointed an assembly for July (without
specifying a year), declared his religious sincerity and criticised the presbytery of St
Andrews for malung things easier for Catholics by disrupting the Kirk. Since the
protest in the aftermath of the Aberdeen assembly had emphasised the Kirk's right
to hold general assemblies without the king's consent, James declared that the final
decision for the place and time of an assembly lay with parliament after a legal
assembly had made suggestions.
Many hoped that the events in London on 5 November 1605 would turn the
king's favour towards the Puritans in England and the Presbyterians in Scotland but

it was not to be.

As far as James was concerned, Catholics, in spite of the

Gunpowder Plot, remained less of a threat because they sought only his life whereas
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radical Puritans and presbyterians sought his

In February, the synods

met on the king’s order to receive a number of articles. These included commands
that no acts of assemblies which the lung had attended could be questioned and that
there would be no appeal from the commissioners of the general assembly to the
assembly itself?

A few days later, the privy council proclaimed the supremacy

of the king over all estates, citing the ‘Black Acts’ of 1584, reasserted the illegality
of the Aberdeen assembly and emphasised the danger of criticising the king?

In

March, the king issued a declaration of his version of the events surrounding the
Aberdeen assembly and the reasons for the necessity of proceeding against those who
had attended it. He expressed a desire for a peaceful Kirk but claimed to have been
thwarted by ‘euill disposed’ ministers. He dismissed conscience as grounds for the
meeting and rejected the assertion that there was scriptural warrant for ecclesiastical
independence. It was made clear that the treatment of those who had attended the
Aberdeen assembly should serve as an example to any who might contemplate
similar action in the future. 17’
The ministers who had attended the Aberdeen assembly were in ward and, in
May, the king called eight others to come south in September. He wrote of his fear
that the next assembly might overturn things which had been established so far and
of his concern about opposition to his ecclesiastical policy. 17’ Because King James
had implied that he wished to talk to them before the next assembly, this would have

confirmed any fears they may have had that the July in whch it was to meet would
not be in 1606.
The parliament in July 1606 at Perth passed the ‘Act anent the restitutioun of
the estate of Bischoppis’, restoring the full patrimony of the episcopate. It received
a number of petitions relating to the Kirk which it remitted to the general assembly,
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the date for which it then set as May 1607.’72 The eight ministers called south
would thus have left expecting to return in time to attend it. But then, in the words
of James Melville: ‘The speciallis of the Ministrie being now exilit, wairdit, and
confynit, they thought to mak ane assay [attempt] of a General Assembly, quhereby
to proceid one step forward’.’73 ‘They’ probably refers to the bishops and the earl
of Dunbar who had taken on the principal position in government after the fall of the
earl of Dunfermline as a result of the Aberdeen assembly. Once at Hampton Court,
the eight ministers were questioned about the Aberdeen assembly, the treatment of
those warded for attending it and the respective jurisdictions of Kirk and state. It
soon became clear that James had no desire to consult them in any meaningful way.
He toyed with them, frequently delaying meetings and he eventually warded them
all with different bishops. 174

Neither Andrew nor James Melville were ever

allowed to return to Scotland and those who did were confined to their parishes.175
The meeting at Linlithgow in December 1606 marked a new stage in attempts
by the crown to control the Kirk. Lrke that at Perth in February 1597, it was not
called as a general assembly and the next appointed date had not been publicly
changed.176 Unlike the Perth assembly, it was not even constituted as such wMe
it met. Not until after it hssolved did the king announce that it had been a general
assembly.177 Its membership was strictly controlled by letters from the king to
presbyteries telling them whom to send. The king had made his choices on the
advice of the episcopate and some presbyteries were not even given the opportunity
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to send delegates. 17’
Even with a packed ‘assembly’, all did not go smoothly. Patrick Galloway,
one of the king’s own ministers and the moderator of the last assembly in 1602,
refused to make the exhortation. Doing so would have recognised the meeting as a
general assembly. He did agree, however, to take the chair.179 The government
sbviously did not wish to arouse any suspicions that this might be described as an
assembly at a later date and, as a result, such things as the examination and renewal
of the commissions of the commissioners of the general assembly were not carried
out.180 As on many occasions before, financial promises were made on behalf of
the crown and, in response to a request from some of the ministers, it was stated that

a general assembly was to meet in July 1607. They were told that the king wanted
presbyteries to have permanent moderators until the questions of Catholicism in
Scotland and the disagreements among the clergy were dealt with. These had been
the reasons given in the letters calling specific ministers to the meeting. This
measure was passed but not without opposition even in this packed meeting.
Proceedings closed with the reassurance from the king’s commissioners that general
assemblies were to continue to be allowed to elect their own moderators and to meet
as before. Before what was not specified.”*
In the aftermath of the meeting, the king’s commissioners to the assembly

wrote to James. They stated that it had passed off successfully, in spite of some
opposition, that the ministry were satisfied as to the king’s good intentions (even
those who came to oppose) and that all there had asked the commissioners to thank
the lung.”* The secretary, Lord Balmerino, also wrote to James, praising the earl
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of Dunbar for his ‘uyis and secreit prosequuting’ of what had been achieved at
Linlithgow and noting that ‘his dexteritie in the leading of yis turne has gone beyond
all mennar of expe~tatioun’.’~~
It was alleged elsewhere that this ‘secreit’ dealing
involved the distribution of 40,000 merks in bribes, for it was:
notoriously understood, and manifestly knowen, to the wysest, that the Earle
of Dunber ...Thesurer.. .distributed amongst the most needy and clamorous of
the Ministrey to obtaine their...suffrages (or else move them to be
neutrals) . 84
Not only had the king felt it necessary to pack the assembly but also it had
been misled and possibly bribed. Only after it had adjourned was it stated by the
king that it had been a general assembly and, moreover, its minutes were falsified
to make out that it had approved constant moderators for synods as well as for
pre~byteries.’~~
This suggests that the king, advised by his bishops or counsellors
in Scotland, felt that, by 1606, he had overstepped the bounds of what most
ministers would accept and squandered the consent achieved in 1602. Rather than
backtrack, he pushed ahead, deciding to subvert the act of the assembly of 1598
relating to representation of presbyteries in general assemblies. The power of the
episcopate was increasing and that of the assembly was on the wane. In 1607, the
bishops were given authority over the allocation and augmentation of stipends. ‘This
was another mean, by which many of the Ministry were forced to give way to their
course; namely, such as cared more for their belly, then for a good conscience’.186
Although Caldenvood held these people in contempt, he still felt that they had been
coerced.
In spite of James’s realisation that he could no longer gain consent for his
ecclesiastical policies, even with the exclusion of the foremost members of the
clerical opposition, he did not look back. Had he stopped in 1602, when a via media
whch excluded a reactionary minority had been found, he may have achieved
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enough control to render heavy-handed coercion unnecessary. The fact that he had
felt unable to hold general assemblies for over four years is indicative of this loss of
consent. In May 1607, because constant moderators had produced new levels of
opposition, the assembly which was to have met in July at Linlithgow was prorogued
until 24 November and moved to Dundee.

Apparently fearing a repetition of

Aberdeen in 1605, it was explicitly stated that any who kept the original time and
place would be punished.

At the parliament in August, the archbishop of St

Andrews, George Gledstanes, affirmed the lung's right to call and control general
assemblies.'87 Opposition to constant moderators of synods did not abate in 1607.
Conferences were held to achieve resolution before the general assembly met but,
since agreement proved impossible, the assembly was prorogued in October until
April 1608. To illustrate that the prorogation was fundamentally the preserve of the
crown, it was proclaimed by the privy council.188 In December, because of
continuing lack of peace in the Kirk and an expected visit from the king in the
summer of 1608, the assembly was again prorogued, this time until July.189 The
conferences continued into 1608.
In June, the bishops, the commissioners of the general assembly and some
ministers met at Falkland Palace. Four articles were agreed by the ministers. They
called for the upholding of the caveats, the inviolability of the Presbyterian
discipline, the fi-eedom of general and provincial assemblies to meet and the
restoration of the banished and confined ministers. The bishops were favourable to
these articles but argued that they should be put to the assembly. They urged that
the lung needed to be satisfied that an assembly could be held peaceably. Five
articles were agreed upon to be sent to the presbyteries for consideration prior to an
assembly. The tenor of all but one was acquiescent to the lung's view of how the
general assembly should conduct itself. They stated that differences among the
ministers should be set aside until an assembly; that the king should be asked if they
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could hold an assembly at the end of July; that it would deal only with ‘the
commoun effairis of the Kirk’, the performance of the commissioners of the
assembly and Catholicism; and that disagreements were to be dealt with in the privy
conference rather than in open assembly. The fifth was the exception; it asked that
the ministers in ward should be relaxed and may have been tagged to the end to gain
consent for the other four from those less inclined to toe the royal line?

James

Melville alleged that the ministers had agreed to the articles, fearing the overturning
of the entire discipline of the Kirk by the earl of Dunbar, sent north with money and
three English clerics.1g1The bishops thus staved off a statement of opposition from
the ministry.
Calderwood alleged that the bishops, on visitation in April, chose
commissioners for the assembly.192 There is no evidence for t h ~ sin seven of the
eight extant presbytery registers, one of which is Calderwood’s own presbytery of
Jedburgh. The register of the presbytery of Melrose, however, does record such a
nomination in April, while the controversy between the visitor for the area, Bishop
Law of Orkney, and the presbytery of Jedburgh may have overshadowed the
appointment of commissioners to the assembly.’93 Plans to pack the lay contingent
of the assembly were formulated before the conference at Falkland met. On 14
June, the king wrote to the provost of Glasgow, Sir John Houston, telling h m to
go to the assembly to aid in the resolution of disputes in the Kirk and to assist in the
suppression of ‘contrarie professors’. About forty nobles and lairds were drafted in
by the crown.
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The assembly met on 26 July and James Law, bishop of Orkney, was elected
moderator. Again, there were allegations that the votes of the ‘best sort’ were split
by allowing more than one of their number onto the leet for moderator and that the
votes of the forty laymen had swung the decision in Law’s favour.195 Since the
assembly was substantially packed, however, the election of a moderator hostile to
the king’s ecclesiastical policy would have been unlikely. The lay contingent had
been appointed by the king, the bishops and constant moderators (accepted or
otherwise) sat ex uficiu and a large number of the other ministers had been
appointed by bishops. This was not a freely elected assembly and did not, therefore,
consititute a ‘happy example’ for the f h r e . 1 9 6As events were beginning to show,
the crown was having to use means which subverted the wishes of the ministry to
achieve its ends.
The king wrote to the assembly declaring that he had allowed it to meet
because of his zeal against Catholicism and his desire for an orderly Kirk. He made
it clear that free debate would be allowed but that ‘disorderlie speeches’ falsely based
on inspiration of the spirit would not. He described such speeches as ‘the ordinary
alleged ground of all the foolish new found sects in Europe’. He admitted that
assemblies had not been allowed in previous years because of the justification of the
Aberdeen assembly of 1605 by ‘factious’ ministers and he expressed the hope that
they could now combat the common enemy.197 This, of course, did not explain
the lack of assemblies in 1604 and 1605.
For years, the assembly had criticised the government’s failure to deal with
Catholics, especially the earls of Huntly, Angus and Errol. At this assembly, the
earl of Dunbar promised action against Catholics and measures against them were
devised, with Dunbar as co-ordinator.

Huntly was excommunicated and the

presbyteries of Glasgow and Perth were given permission to proceed to the
excommunication of Angus and Errol respectively. It is hard to believe that this was
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anything other than a ploy of the crown to gain favour from a disillusioned Kirk.I9*
The three earls were no longer of any use to the king, either as tools of international
diplomacy or foils to the Kirk, so he could further his ecclesiastical policies by
appearing to give in to years of cries from general assemblies for action against
them. This is borne out by a letter from the earl of Dunbar and the bishops of
Orkney and Galloway to the king which probably dates from 1610. They noted how
the confinement of Err01 and Huntly would incline men’s minds towards obedience
and how this augured well for the forthcoming assembly. 199
A token request for the release of the warded ministers was made and, before

the assembly dissolved, the last Tuesday of May 1609 was agreed as the date for the
next assembly. Articles concerning action against Catholics were sent to the king
and the commissioners of the assembly were to meet in November to receive his
replies.200 James’s replies took longer than expected; they were not received in
Scotland until 24 January 1609.201 They resulted in the enhancement of the power
of the episcopate by granting to it the principal role in combatting Catholicism, a
role confirmed by parliament.202 It was thus shown how the civil authority could
enhance what was arguably a spiritual aspect of the bishops’ powers without
reference to the general assembly.
The bishops wrote to James after the assembly to tell him of its success and
to praise Dunbar explicitly for his suppression of opposition whch was
acknowledged to be vigorous: ‘Nevir.. .wes more travel1 takin be our adversaries to
disapoint your Hienes service’.2o3 This may have been an exaggeration to impress
the king or a reflection of a desire by the bishops to misrepresent the situation in the
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cause of their own advancement.

Yet it may reflect the continued growth in

opposition to the policy of the crown among the ministry who did resist the granting

of the right of the episcopate to visitation in their own dioceses.2@’ Whatever was
the case, the king’s reply shows that he was pleased with the assembly, since it
showed ‘the good fructis that weill licenced and lawfullie convened Assemblies will
produce .205
9

The assembly, scheduled to take place in May 1609, never met. Further
conferences between bishops and representatives of the ministers failed to resolve the
matters in dispute. They agreed that all things enacted by legal general assemblies
should be unassailable (without defining a legal assembly) and that the major disputes
concerned constant moderators and the upholding of the episcopal caveats. The
assembly was prorogued until May 1610 to allow for further discussion whch never
took place, allegedly on the king’s instructions.206 In the light of these continuing

disagreements and a further prorogation of the assembly, the view that, by the end
of 1608, controversy had died down must be seriously doubted.207
On 13 February 1610, the privy council passed ‘Ane act anent the deserting
of the General Assembly’

-

it had been prorogued sine die.208However, with the

establishment of the archiepiscopal courts of High Commission soon after this, which
gave the two archbishops power, under the king, over all ecclesiastical causes, it was
decided to hold an assembly after all, perhaps to give these changes the gloss of
clerical

At first, Archbishop Spottiswoode doubted the wisdom of

thls, believing that many ministers feared the abolition of presbyteries.

His

colleagues, however, were confident of success, being able to declare that all the
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ministers, even those once ‘most refractarie’, would ‘suffer thingis to proceed and
be quyet’.210 Nevertheless, in late March and early April, the king wrote letters
to presbyteries, individual ministers and laymen calling them to the assembly and,
in late May and early June, he seems to have sent out reminders.211 Since the
names of the appointed ministers would have been supplied to the king by the
bishops, their claim that even the most intransigent ministers would cause no trouble
seems unconvincing.
Once more, English ministers were sent north with the earl of Dunbar as
were 10,OOO merks (&6,666, 13s, 4d.). The lung wrote that this was ‘to be devydeit
and dealt among suche personis as you sal1 holde fitting’ with the advice of the two
archbishops.

Prior to the assembly, Dunbar met with the bishops to plan its

organisation and, presumably, to apportion the money.212 This money was
allegedly given only ‘to such as served the King and the Bishops under pretence of
bearing their charges [as constant moderators of presbyteries], for such as voted
contrair the act or voted non-Ziquet got no money’. Spottiswoode denied that there
was anything underhand about the distribution of the money but the lung’s letter
surely refutes his
The assembly began at Glasgow on 8 June and was the most regulated there
had been.214 The earl of Dunbar addressed it, declaring the king’s desire for
strong discipline and his belief that events of recent years proved the folly of
headless government. The moderator was Archbishop Spottiswoode and the privy
conference consisted mostly of bishops, courtiers, nobles and ‘some ministers’. It
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Only five voted against them and a few more abstained. The articles declared the
Aberdeen assembly of 1605 null and recognised the king’s right to call general
assemblies. Synods were to be moderated by bishops (admitting the invalidity of the
1606 ‘act’?); the assembly could only advise the king to depose bishops; all
presentations, deprivations and visitations were to be done by bishops; and all
ministers were to swear obedience to the lung and their bishop - a de facto admission
of royal supremacy. Calderwood also claimed that many ministers of the west
protested but were silenced with threats and flatte~y.~’’
On 19 June, the ‘grite harmonie and uniformitie of myndis’ at the general

assembly was proclaimed by the privy council.

However, the proclamation

demonstrated the crown’s continuing lack of confidence and fear of opposition. It
ordered that no one was to criticise the assembly or call any of its acts into question
under pain of imprisonment.216 The assembly at Glasgow in 1610 thus can not be
said to have seen the ‘final completion of the task’ as far as King James’s
ecclesiastical policy was

The techmques whch the crown used to

gain approval for its policies in general assemblies mean that it can not be portrayed
as illustrative of consensus within the Kirk. The statement that ‘the vast majority’
of ministers accepted the new ecclesiastical setup is thus very much open to
question.218 In spite of the fact that most ministers may never have attended
i

general assemblies, that the lung and hs bishops felt it was necessary to hand pick
assemblies in 1606, partially in 1608 and again in 1610 hardly suggests that only a
tiny minority, the converse of a ‘vast majority’, were opposed to the king’s policies.
After 1596, there had been a gradual achievement of consensus between the
lung and the general assembly wfuch appears to have reached its peak in 1602.
There was then a gap of four years until the next officially recogmsed assembly,
however, and, since 1606, the king and his secular and ecclesiastical counsellors had
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not felt it possible to allow an assembly to meet without selectioii and bribery of its
personnel. The general assembly of 1607 had explicitly been prorogued because of
‘dissensioun among the ministrie’ and ‘discord and divisioun’.2’9 In 1610, James
was quite open about the fact that no assembly would meet until he was ‘fully
assured of the peaceable inclinatioun of suche of the Ministrie who should meit and
conveyne therat’.220 The fact that only three further assemblies were held after
1610, and a11 of them were strictly controlled by the crown, is testament at least to
the crown’s fear of opposition, if not to the strength of the opposition itself. What
had been achieved was not consensus but control.

The assertions of certain

historians that the lung’s ideas for the Kirk were acceptable untd 1610 but that his
liturgical innovations thereafter were not, are difficult to prove from contemporary
evidence. Evidence for extensive opposition to royal policy prior to 1610 and in the
second decade of the seventeeth century is clear.221 There was no significant
change in 1610, the crucial period was that from 1602 until 1606 when King James
squandered the consensus he had achieved with so much effort.
The acts of the general assembly of 1610 were ratified by parliament in 1612.
honically, it was not ‘the antithesis of what Andrew Melville had striven for ’ .222
Not only did it assert the power of the secular authority over the Kirk but also it
complied with the theory of two kingdoms which demanded that acts of assemblies
should be ratified wholesale by the civil power. By tlus time, however, James had
begun to nominate shire and burgh commissioners to parliament in the same way as
he had recently been doing for general a ~ s e m b l i e s . ~ ~
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Chapter 3. The Presbytery of Edinburgh and the Commission of the General
Assembly.

Most European Reformed churches which had the exclusive sanction of the
state were episcopal. Since their polities did not change at the Reformation they did
not find it necessary to change fundamentally their relationships with the civil
authority. In Geneva, after the mid-l550s, the authorities favoured Calvinism. As
a result of the city having become independent of the dukes of Savoy, the jurisdiction
of the local consistory was geographically coterminous with that of the supreme civil
magistrate and, being on good terms, they divided the rule between themselves.’
There was also no problem with the relative status of different courts of the Genevan
church for there was only one. After 1562, in France, the Huguenots’ consistorial
organisation had no legal status until 1598 and the Edict of Nantes. Although it
appointed a group of people to liaise with the crown, its position as very much a
minority interest meant that, in spite of strength in some provinces, it lacked political
strength on the national stage.2 The politically fragmented nature of Germany
makes it difficult to discern any pattern but, where protestantism flourished there,
it did so with the support, or even the instigation of the princes. Lutheranism
dominated, however, and, where Calvinism existed, it was very localised, attempts
at ‘national’ organisation failing.3 In the Netherlands, a consistorial structure was
set up in the 1570s but a national synod ‘remained a pious hope’.4 The Scottish

Kirk was unusual in European terms as a majority, non-episcopal protestant church
which was the sole church within a nation state and possessed a centralised
consistorial system.
1
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In spite of the rejection of the notion of priesthood and hierarchy in the
reformed Kirk in Scotland, clerical parity (which consequently implied equality of
all the courts of the Kirk with their counterparts) was never effectively reahsed. For
the first twenty-six years after the Reformation, the polity of the Kirk lacked clarity.
Although superintendents and bishops did possess superior jurisdiction over their
clerical colleagues in some spheres, they do not appear to have acted in concert as
an executive of the Kirk. The confusion surrounding polity abated to a certain extent
after 1586 with the coming of age of a Presbyterian system which covered most of
lowland Scotland - the ‘national’ organisational structure of the Kirk made little
headway outwith this area. A solution to the question of how a consistorial kirk
could remain constantly vigilant, active and responsive in a corporate sense was,
however, further from being found than ever.
Since the general assembly met no more than twice in any year and since
most of its commissions were issued to groups of ministers for specific tasks such
as visitation, there was no insdtutionahed standing committee to meet between
assemblies to deal with matters arising in the Kirk, the nation, or indeed in the
international Protestant community. This would have led to difficulties, since many
matters which required prompt responses inevitably did not arise conveniently to
coincide with general assemblies.

A system was thus required to obviate the

problems created by the absence of a priestly hierarchy which would have provided
a permanent executive to react to any problems or situations which could not be
specifically foreseen by assemblies.
The Presbytery of Edinburgh and the Emerging Commission: 1586-1596.

In the 1560s, it had been the duty of John Knox, principal minister of
Edinburgh, to call general assembliespro re nata and, in the following decade, this
task fell to the growing number of ministers in the capital?

This system was

probably used because these ministers, being in almost constant contact with the
course of national and international politics, would be best placed to judge when
assemblies were necessary. Extraordinary general assemblies were often called to
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convene a few days before meetings of parliament or conventions of the estates
because the Kirk commonly wanted to petition them on various matters. With the
advent of presbyteries, this duty appears to have fallen, by logical progression, to the
ministers of the presbytery of Edinburgh. A change took place as the presbytery of
Edinburgh gradually began to be given, and to take upon itself, more and more tasks
and responsibilities. Thus, with the tacit approval and even the encouragement of
the general assembly, it assumed the status of what could be called a national
presbytery - a standing committee of the Kirk.
Since the presbytery of Edinburgh met weekly, of all the presbyteries it was
best placed to keep in touch with central government, in spite of the stdl itinerant
nature of the royal household, in Scotland as a whole and even furth of the realm.
Edinburgh was where government and the judiciary were based, the place to which
foreign ambassadors resorted, where indeed an English ambassador was almost
permanently resident.

In October 1590, the minister of the French church in

London, writing on behalf of the church of Geneva, which was faced with external
pressures and was in dire need of money, looked to Edinburgh as a route into
Scottish s u ~ p o r t .It~ was in Edinburgh that the king was most frequently resident
and the privy council usually met. In short, Edinburgh was the hub of the nation
and any effective standing committee of the Kirk could sit in no other town.
In matters relating to the court, the line between the presbytery of Edinburgh
being a national presbytery or merely a local ecclesiastical court could never be a
clear one. Since the court was often within the bounds of the presbytery, the king,
the officers of state and members of the law-courts were automatically subject to its
jurisdiction because of their usual place of residence. Indeed, the king’s ministers,
although at times absent with the royal household, were deemed to be members of
the presbytery of Edinburgh.7 Whether those who resorted to court from other parts
of the realm were legally subject to it is not clear. A commission to the presbytery
by the general assembly in 1588 to summon all Catholics at court or in Edmburgh
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might suggest that they were not automatically wittun its remit.* Its jurisdiction
over the royal court notwithstanding, the presbytery of Edinburgh after 1586 was,
in the eyes of the general assembly, of the Kirk in a broader sense and perhaps even
of the lung on some occasions, pre-eminent among presbyteries.
Although other presbyteries were commissioned by general assemblies to
carry out specific tasks, none received commissions as often or in as large numbers
as did Edinburgh. Virtually no general assembly passed without the presbytery of
Edinburgh being commissioned to carry out a task which related to matters or people
outwith its bounds. Two early examples date from 1586, when it was commissioned
to examine Robert Montgomery, formerly archbishop of Glasgow, and Lord
Maxwell. Montgomery had been the minister of Stirling until his appointment in

1581 to the see of Glasgow by Esmd Stewart, duke of Lennox,and had been
excommunicated, probably by the synod of Lothian in March or April 1582. The
excommunication was recognised by the general assembly in the following June.'
He was to be examined by the presbytery of Edinburgh regarding the possibility of
liftmg his excommunication and it was still dealing with the case in 1587. Maxwell
was to be examined for his apostasy - he had been convicted of attending mass at
Lincluden collegiate kirk near Dumfries. He did not turn up and so the presbytery
of Edinburgh decided to write to the ministers of Dumfnes commanding them to
carry out the second public admonition of him @art of the process leading to
excommunication)."

The case of Maxwell may have been dealt with by the

presbytery of Edinburgh because a presbytery was yet to be established in Dumfries,
indeed in the following year, the minister of Dumfries was written to regarding his
actions against one Alexander MacQuhlme, suspected of saying mass.

That there

was no specific reason for the case having been given to the presbytery of Edinburgh
rather than any other, is evidence that it was perceived to hold a general remit not
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possessed by other presbyteries .
Subsequent years saw successive general assemblies granting numerous
commissions to the presbytery of Edinburgh. In 1588, it was to deal with benefices
in the parish of Strabrock, in the presbytery of Linlithgow, and to summon the
archbishop of St Andrews, Patrick Adamson, for having conducted the marriage of
the earl of Huntly, who had yet to satisfy the Kirk regarding his rejection of
Catholicism. Its deprivation of Adamson was ratified by the assembly in the
following year.I2 In 1590, it was commissioned to act against those involved in the
Brig of Dee rising and thus had the status of a judicial committee of the assembly
appointed for a specific matter.I3 It was recognised by the assembly among
presbyteries as primus inter pares. In 1589/90, it was given the power to try the
case of a minister in the presbytery of Haddington, deposed for giving the laird of
Newton’s children private baptism in October 1588. It reinstated the minister against
the wishes of the local presbytery. In 1591, it was empowered to arbitrate in a
dispute between the presbyteries of Glasgow and Hamilton. l 4
The number of things remitted to the presbytery of Edinburgh appears to have
been so great that, on more than one occasion, it drew up a list of its appointed
tasks, the better to facilitate their execution. In August 1588, James Ritchle, the

clerk to the general assembly, was to be asked by Robert Rollock, moderator of the
presbytery, to h s h him with a list of ‘all and quhatsomever thingis [as] ar
remitted fra the.. .Assemblie to thame’ , while in August 1591, ‘the remittis remittit

from the General1 Assemble to this Presbiterie wer presentit and concludit to be
followit furth’.15 At the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale in October 1592, the
presbytery of Edinburgh was clearly distinguished fiom its peers in the regular
examination of presbyteries when it was asked to give an account of its fulfilment
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of the various things it had been commissioned to do by the last general
Crucial to the status of the presbytery of Edinburgh was the fact that it
appears to have been commissioned by successive assemblies to appoint the time and
place of future general assembliespro re nata as it saw fit. This gave it a much less
specific remit than might at first be realised. The power to judge if, when and
where an extraordinary assembly should meet could not be subject to the ratification
of a future assembly, in the way that commissions to deal with examination of
individuals or groups could, since the very power to call an assembly was ratification
in itself.
Although there is only one instance of this having been recorded in the
official register of the general assemblies of the time, in 1594, the records of the
presbytery itself show that the summoning of extraordinary assemblies was more
c o m m ~ n . ' ~The first record of its role in this matter comes from March 1587,
when three ministers were sent to the king to ask for his permission for a general
assembly to be called. In the following weeks, ministers went to and from the lung
to discuss the date of the assembly.** In 1590, the presbytery's commission from
the previous general assembly was explicitly recorded. The entry for 20 January was
as follows:
Anent the Commissioun of the last Generall Assemble of the Kirk gevin to
the Presbiterie of Edinburgh, to convocat, and mak advysement to all the
Presbiteries within this realme, quhat tyme thei suld think expedient for
halding a Generall Assemble of the Kirk; it is thocht upon sindrie occasiounis
that letteris be direct to all the Presbiteries w i h &IS realm, desyring thame
to the effect foirsaid to convene in Edinburgh the first Tuesday of Marche
nexttocum. l9
In June 1591, the presbytery of Edinburgh had a commission from the previous
assembly 'to adverteis the brether of all the Presbiteries of this realme to keip the
Generall Assemble quhen thei suld think good in cais ony wechtie occasioun
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intervenit notwithstanding the Assemble was appointit to be haldin at Aberden .20
3

It switched the venue to Edinburgh - perhaps not an entirely disinterested move

judging by the fact that the number of commissioners it sent was, consequently,
vastly increased. Later that year, it called an assembly to coincide with a meeting
of parliament in November, again according to a commission from the last general
assembly .21 No assembly met, however, because parliament was prorogued. In
1592, according to a commission from the last assembly, it called a general assembly
to meet on 23 May because a parliament was to meet on the following day and, in
1593, it decided an assembly should meet in the following January?
As a consequence of the presbytery of Edinburgh being given such a central
role, its national status was ensured.

As well as calling or moving general

assemblies, it called for representatives from presbyteries to petition a convention of
the nobility in 1587, while in 1589, it took it upon itself, with the concurrence of
some ministers from outwith its bounds, to petition a convention of

Being

commonly in close proximity to the king, it frequently sent petitioners to him
concerning matters far beyond the geographical limits of its jurisdiction. It could
perhaps be argued that, as one of the members of the Kirk within its bounds, the
king and all his actions wers peculiarly subject to the presbytery of Edinburgh.
There is no evidence of the presbytery ever having explicitly asserted this, yet it
clearly took full advantage of its position close to the seat of government.
Such things as pressing the king to remove Catholics from his household and
calling upon him to deal with servants of the Edinburgh legal establishment who
were suspect in religion were probably strictly local

The very fact that

these matters also had important national implications did a great deal for the status
of the presbytery of Edinburgh. In 1587, the presbytery acted in a much less local
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context by urging the king not to offer acts of pacification to the exiled Catholic
bishops of Ross and Glasgow and by calling for national action against Jesuits and
Catholics in general?

In October 1589, it asked James to cause the privy council

to act against all abusers of the sacraments, while in 1591 it sought the chancellor’s
help in easing the conduct of ministers’ cases in the Court of Session and called on
the privy council to take action against Jesuits.26 Its status as the ‘watchtower’ of
the Kirk can be seen in its monitoring of Catholic activity and its response to Richard
Bancroft’s ‘sclanderous sermon preichit at Paulis croce’ in London in 1589,
criticising presbyterianism. In April of that year, it consulted with the king about
the sermon and, by the end of the year, it had made a written letter of protest to
Queen Elizabeth

In 1593, it acted as a focus for gathering information

on those who gave aid to the earl of Huntly and his allies, receiving reports from all
over the country.28
Early in 1589, at the time of the king’s raid to the north against the Catholic
earls, the presbytery of Edinburgh, acting on a suggestion fi-om the lung, had
organised a national collection among presbyteries to maintain a royal guard.29
This appears primarily to have been done in an attempt to ensure that the king could
not use lack of finance as an excuse for failure to deal with the rebel lords. All
presbyteries were to be asked to make collections and letters are recorded by the
presbyteries of Stirling, Glasgow, Dalkeith, Haddington and St Andrews?’

This

assumption of a national role, without a commission from the general assembly, had
already been exhibited in 1587 when the presbytery wrote to all other presbyteries
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warning them of the danger from the increase in Cath~licism.~'
As the self-appointed watchtower of the Kirk, the presbytery of Edinburgh

took on the responsibility of making sure that other presbyteries did their jobs
properly. In 1592, after the murder of the earl of Moray, it sent a letter to its
counterpart in Dunfermline, ordering it to excommunicate the earl of Huntly,
presumably because the murder had been committed within that presbytery's bounds.
In 1594, it ordered the presbytery of Stirling to ensure that no improper ceremonies

would be used in the baptism of Prince Henry.32
As a result of talung on this national role, the presbytery of Edinburgh began

to be seen, by other presbyteries and even by the crown, to have a special status.
In 1586, the presbytery of Elgin sought its advice in relation to a case within its
bounds; in 1587, the presbytery of St Andrews asked for Edinburgh's help in dealing
with Archbishop Adamson; in 1592, it requested advice concerning the presentation
of a minister to a benefice and when the dispute within the presbytery which led to
the creation of the presbytery of Cupar broke out, the help of the presbytery of
Edinburgh was again sought. In 1588, the presbytery of Gordon passed on Sir John
Edmonstone to Edinburgh to be examined for his religion and the presbytery of
Haddington sought advice in the matter of the king's right to transport a minister.
In 1589, the presbytery of Stirling appears to have followed the lead of Edinburgh
in ordaining prayers for the impending marriage of the king and, in 1591, the
presbytery of Dalkeith demonstrated its regard of Edinburgh as an authority on
polity, asking for its recent pronouncements on that subject to be copied so that
Dalkeith could proceed in a more orderly fashion in future.33 Other presbyteries

also treated that of Edinburgh as a privy council for the Kirk, the closest thing there
was to a standing committee.
It appears to have been common for ministers from elsewhere to meet with
the presbytery of Edinburgh if they happened to be in the capital and even to become
31
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involved in its activities. In May 1589, Thomas Buchanan and James Melville, both

from Fife, were recorded in the books of the presbytery as part of a delegation to
petition a convention of the

In October 1591, Andrew Melville sat with

the presbytery to discuss a problem relating to a request for a maniage to be allowed
to proceed.35 That this demonstrated Edinburgh’s political importance is supported
by the fact that there is no evidence for anythmg similar in the surviving records of
other presbyteries.
There is evidence that the lung saw the presbytery of Edinburgh, perhaps by
default since it happened to be on his doorstep, as first among equals. There are
some indications, however, that the presbytery itself was not entirely happy with this
royal view. In 1587, he tried to consult it about benefices under royal patronage in
Meigle, in Angus. It curtly responded that this was a matter for the presbytery in
which the benefices lay.36 In 1588, the lung asked it to examine the doctrine of a
canbdate for a chaige in the presbytery of the Merse. In this instance, no objection
was recorded. The same was the case in 1589, when the privy council called certain
Catholic nobles before the presbytery, and in 1591, when James sought its advice in
relation to dealing with
In 1594, the king asked the presbytery of Edinburgh for help against the earl

of Bothwell and the Catholic rebels and in dealing with ministers of Fife who
allegedly supported Bothwell. Its response must have surprised James, used as he
would have been to the de facto superiority of the presbytery of Edinburgh. It shied
away from the royal implication that it had the ‘power of the had1 ministery of
Scotlande’, objected to Bothwell, rather than Huntly, being portrayed as the worst
of the rebels and f d y told the king that it was the business of the presbyteries of
Fife to deal with the alleged misbehaviour of their ministers.38 This is in marked
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contrast to the presbytery’s response to the privy council’s request, in February of
the same year, for advice on how to deal with Huntly and his associates for breaking
the act of oblivion. The presbytery was quick to recommend warding on pain of
treason.39 The presbytery of Edinburgh was clearly happy to act as a superior court
if it was politically expedient to do so but, if it was not, it would staunchly resist
being regarded as of greater authority than its fellow presbyteries. This surely
reflects the inherent difficulties, already noted, of parity among the courts of a
consistorial kirk.
Although the presbytery of Edinburgh maintained a role until the last few
months of 1596, changes began to occur in the early 1590s. In January 1588, a
convention of ‘the maist wacryff and cearfull of the breithren’ was meeting in
Edinburgh because of fears of Catholic resurgence and invasion by Spain.

It

appointed a commission of thirteen, consisting of lawyers, burgesses and ministers,
which was to meet weekly in Edinburgh to confer on matters pertaining to the weal
of the Kirk.40 It has been implied, by a leap fi-om this date to the end of 1596, that
such a commission continued to exist for the next eight years but there is no evidence
for this.41 Another important point is that this commission included more laymen
than ministers, there being ten of the former and only three clerics (Robert Pont,
Robert Bruce and David Lindsay), all from the presbytery of Edinburgh. In its
personnel, it was entirely unlike the commissions of the future and it appears to have
been a one-off.
The next body which could be described as a standmg commission of the Kirk
did not appear until 1592. In November of that year, a convention of ministers from
various parts of the country met in Edinburgh because of increasing fears over the
king’s failure to combat what was perceived as a rising tide of C a t h ~ l i c i s m . ~ ~
39
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Many such conventions met in Edinburgh during the later 1580s and early 1590s,
often to petition parliament or in reaction to perceived threats from Catholicism or
Spain. Although there is evidence only for the convention of 1587 having been
called by the presbytery of Edinburgh, it seems plausible that the others were called
by the same body. This convention appointed a number of ministers to sit weekly

in Edinburgh to receive information on Catholic activities. All but one of these
ministers were from the presbytery of Edinburgh. The genesis of the general
commission can thus be seen to have been in the national presbytery, indeed it had
already established this standing commission on its own initiative in October. In
November, only one was added to its number: James Carmichael from the presbytery
of Haddington. 43
This standing commission was to meet until the next general assembly to
monitor the activities of Catholics, demonstrating the need, already outlined, which

an intermittently meeting national assembly could not fulfil.44 The situation over
the next two or three years is confusing and the evidence is contradictory. There are
many references to the presbytery of Edinburgh continuing to have national
responsibilities but there is also evidence for an unspecified body called the
‘commissioners of the general assembly’ or the ‘commissioners of the Kirk’. Clarity
is not aided by the fact that ad hoc conventions of ministers in Edinburgh were often
described as meetings of the commissioners of the Kzrk and delegations from general
assemblies to the king, the privy council, parliaments or conventions of estates were
normally similarly described. 45
In the summer of 1593, however, there was a body described as
‘the...commissioners deput be the general1 assemblie to treat & conclude [in] matters

serving for the glorie of god and weill of his kirk’.46 The personnel of this
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apparently truly general commission was not recorded, nor is there any evidence
relating to such a commission in the records of the general assembly itself.
Frustratingly, the first such reference to the general commission of the general
assembly dates from 1596.47 It is clear from thls that such a body already existed
and that its remit was wide - it had to report to the assembly on ‘universal
repentance, and earnest turning to God: And of order talung for resisting the
enemies, and maintenance of the liberty of religion and country’ - but there are no
indications as to its personnel or when and by whom it was appointed. It would
appear that it had been commissioned by the last assembly, because mention was
made of a letter of commission having been read out, but there is no indication of
this in the general assembly records for 1595 or in any previous years. It is possible

that thls may have been the commission for the ‘constant platt’ - a perpetual
arrangement for stipends. Although clear evidence for the appointment of such a
commission survives only from 1595, there does appear to have been an element of
prolonged meeting in its job de~cription.~~
In 1595, the records of the presbytery of Edinburgh underwent a radical
change. Suddenly they became filled with the names of ministers from all over
Lowland Scotland and numerous references to the commissioners of the general
assembly crop up. The atmosphere at the beginning of the year was tense. The king
had recently returned from his raid to the north against the earls of Huntly, Err01 and

Angus. Expectation of, and demand for, this action to be carried through to an
effective conclusion was reaching a peak.

Throughout February and March,

ministers from other parts of Scotland were meeting with the presbytery of
Edinburgh, petitioning the king and receiving his answers.49 It appears that the
contingent whxh met during February was not another ad hoc convention. Such a
convention was called at the end of February, by letters to all presbyteries since both
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a convention of estates and a parliament were to meet in March?’
Conflating an account by Archbishop Spottiswoode of the decision to agree
to the king’s request to excommunicate Douglas of Spott, an ally of Bothwell, with
the record of the presbytery of Edinburgh, the commission of the general assembly
may be detectable. Spottiswoode had it that Spott was excommunicated by the
commissioners of the general assembly ‘after some debating’?

The records of the

presbytery of Edinburgh show a list of thrrty-two ministers present on 12 February,
including fifteen from the presbytery itself, eight from Fife and the rest from

Lothian, Angus and the Borders.

They did not go ahead with Spott’s

excommunication but an augmented meeting six days later agreed to it, although the
excommunication was not finally carried out until after the middle of April.52
Spottiswoode was one of those listed as meeting with the presbytery of Edinburgh
in February and he was to remain on the commission of the general assembly after

1596. His account appears to suggest that, at the time of writing in the 1630s, he
may have been trying to disassociate himself from the presbytery of Edinburgh,
which he portrayed as having resisted the king’s request for the excommunication of
Spott, and attempting to portray the commission of the assembly as a moderating
influence to whitewash his apparently radical past.
The lists of names in the records of the book of the presbytery of Edinburgh
in February would put the whole commission at forty-four, a plausible, if slightly
large, total, especially since almost half of them came from the presbytery of
Edinburgh.53 Due to its special status, the domination of the commission by the
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presbytery of Edinburgh is not surprising. In spite of there having been no mention
of a general commission at the assembly in June, there are further references to the
commissioners of the general assembly in March, April, July and November. There
is, however, little indication of their personnel except for the puzziing fact that, in
April, of five names mentioned, only two of them featured in the lists from
February.54 In October, the commissioners were in Dundee where they and the
presbytery of the Mearns charged the countess of Angus to appear before the
presbytery of Edinburgh and the commissioners of the general assembly with a
testimonial from the presbytery of the Mearns that she was adhering to the Kirk?
This incident serves to confirm the continuing status of the presbytery of Edinburgh
and the permanent and jurisdictionally superior nature of the commission of the
general assembly by this time.
In the last few months of 1596, the commissioners of the general assembly
emerged into the full light of day amidst a political crisis for the Kirk. The dramatic
assembly of March of that year had seen the renewal of the Covenant with God in

an atmosphere of increasing fear of the Catholic threat and invasion by Spain. The
assembly had, indeed, been called by the commissioners of the general assembly
expressly because of rumours of a planned Spanish

At the assembly,

commissions to deal with the constant platt, visitation and corruptions within the
ministry were appointed. There was, however, no record of the appointment of a
general commission, even though it was suggested. The commissioners for the
constant platt had asked:
that a care and burdein of the commoun cause be laid upon some brethren be
the General1 Assemblie, either of them that are residents heir about Court, or
els of some uthers to be appointit in diverse parts of the c ~ u n t r e y . ~ ~
Four ministers were appointed to discuss this suggestion and, although there is no
record of further dealings, t h ~ smust have been the point at which a general
54
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commission of the general assembly per se was appointed. The involvement of the
commissioners for the constant platt lends weight to the theory that they may have
acted in the capacity of a general commission prior to this time.
Soon after the general assembly had risen, fourteen ministers from various
parts of the country arrived at the presbytery of Edinburgh on commission from the
general assembly for planting new ministers in the charges of the capital - it had
been resolved to augment their number from four to eight?* This group had a
quorum of seven and included some prominent men: both James and Andrew
Melville, Peter Blackburn, Nicol Dalgleish and Patrick Simson to name but five.
T h s was no ordinary commission of visitation for planting ministers. It may have

been the commission of the general assembly of 1596 minus the ministers of
Edinburgh, since the matter touched on their parish.
In the middle of the summer, Huntly returned to Scotland in violation of the
terms of his banishment. In spite of calls from many quarters for royal action,
nothing, save empty promises, resulted. Clearly acting as a standing committee of
the Kirk, the commission of the general assembly met at Cupar in September to
resolve on a course of action. At this point, its wide remit was confxmed by its
description as having been ‘apointed be the General1 Assemblie to sie to the dangers
of the Kirk at all occasiones’. Delegates demanding action against the Catholic earls,
for Errol had also returned, were sent to the king who reacted a n p l y , saying that
their meeting had been illegal. One of these delegates was Andrew Melville who
took the opportunity to remind James that there were two lungs and two kingdoms

and that he was but ‘god’s sillie vassal’ - not a move likely to lead to
reconciliation. 59
With no resultant royal action, the commissioners met in Edinburgh, in
October, at the behest of the synod of Fife?

They wrote to every presbytery in

Scotland to inform them of the danger caused by the return of Huntly and Errol and,
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explicitly with the advice of the presbytery of Edinburgh, they decided to call a
general assembly to discuss means of preserving the religion and the common
peace. 61
The commissioners of the general assembly appear to have sat in Edinburgh
throughout November and into December acting in many different spheres.62 At
the beginning of November, it was decided, for reasons of organisational efficiency,
to establish a rotating standing commision of twelve: six from the presbytery of
Edinburgh, one from the north, one from the centre, two from the west and two
from the

They continually sent delegations to the king and the privy

council to apply pressure for action against Huntly, Errol, their wives and Lady
Livingstone, Errol’s daughter.* The synod of Lothian and Tweeddale referred
Alexander Seton, the president of the court of session and one of the Octavians, to
them because of his alleged dealings with the Catholic earls?

They even found

time to deal with a dispute over a benefice in the presbytery of Glasgow and to
advise the presbytery of Stirling in the case of the persistently Catholic Lady
Livingstone. 66
Most crucially of all, however, they were closely involved in the trial of
David Black, minister of St Andrews, for allegedly having delivered a seditious
sermon in October. It was the commissioners of the general assembly who advised
Black to reject the right of the privy council to judge him and distributed copies of

h s declinator - a written denial of the privy council’s jursidiction in his case - to all
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presbyteries. They had insisted on the separation of the two kingdoms in spite of
apparently conciliatory overtures from the king, who promised action against the
Catholic earls as long as Black agreed to stand trial.67 The commissioners appear
to have looked upon the trial of Black as an attempt by the lung to set a precedent
by which freedom of speech in pulpits could be restricted.

They thus resisted

staunchly any royal pressure to compromise. Their view of the situation and its
wider significance is encapsulated in their criticism that ‘the ministeris of god his
word.. .[were]. ..chairgit and trublit upon calumneis and trifling dilations quhairas in
the mean tyme the inemeis of the treuth was favorit and overlukit .68
7

As November wore on, tension rose. More than just the standing committee

appointed early in the month were in Edinburgh?

The commission stoked the fire

by bringing Queen Anne’s religion into question and criticising her favour to
Catholics, the countess of Huntly and Lady Livingstone were two of her closest
companions. A copy of Black’s declinator was sent to all presbyteries and the
Octavians were publicly admonished. The aid of certain nobles, in Edinburgh for
the baptism of Princess Elizabeth and opposed to the Octavians, was sought.70 The
government’s response was swift. The privy council denied all favour to Catholics
and the lung summoned the moderator of the commissioners, James Nicolson,
demanding to see Black’s declinator and their commission. Both were provided and
the former was declared to be seditious. The commissioners decided to hold a
general assembly in January but the lung banned all meetings of ministers without
his permission, ordered the commissioners of the assembly to leave Edinburgh and

not to meet again and summoned Black once more. The commissioners ignored the
charge, although Spottiswoode, again probably with his own reputation in mind at
the time of writing his History, alleged that the ‘wiser sort’, himself presumably
67
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included, had wished to

The close involvement in opposition to the king

of many who were later to become noted loyalists to the crown, such as David
Lindsay, James Nicolson and Spottiswoode himself is notable. It is very likely that
the whole commission, carried along by their indignation at the lung’s lack of action
against the Catholic earls and by apparent support from some nobles, lairds and
burgesses in Edinburgh, felt their actions were entirely justified. It was only with
hindsight that they saw the disaster that was December 1596 and realised their folly
in having taken things too far. Their emergence as moderates was thus a product of
the changed circumstances after 1596; they ought not to be so labelled before that
time.
The commissioners continued to wait on David Black during his trial and
carried on lobbying the privy council. Black was found guilty and warded north of
the Moray Firth, a general assembly was summoned by James to meet on 5 February
specifically to resolve the polity of the Kirk and the bounds of the two jurisdictions
and the commissioners of the general assembly were ordered to leave Edinburgh once

This time they obeyed, having decided that it was permissible, but not
expedient, to stay. The ministers of Edinburgh carried on the struggle and were
summoned before the privy council as a result. They refused to go unless the
commissioners of the assembly were allowed to return to the capital.73 Continuing
the job of the commissioners, the ministers of Edinburgh met with a few lairds in

St Giles’. Walter Balcanquhal made an inflammatory sermon and, after the king and
council rejected their articles (including a demand for the removal of Catholics from
about the lung), a riot broke out, the consequences of which were far-reaching
indeed for the Kirk.
A radical stance is sometimes not defined entirely by the opinions of the
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alleged radical but rather by how those opinions are viewed by those in power. It
would seem to have been the case that ministers such as James Law, David Lindsay,
Robert Pont, Patrick Galloway, John Spottiswoode, James Nicolson, Andrew Knox,
Peter Blackburn and George Gledstanes (six of whom became bishops), in their
indignance at the lack of royal action against Huntly and Errol, were happy to stand
by the principle of two kingdoms in the later months of 1596. When certain
elements in the ministry had appeared to challenge the king, perhaps even to the
extent of endangering his person, they shied away from such extremism and thus,
throwing out the two kingdoms baby with the revolutionary bathwater, left a rump
of ministers which continued to hold to opinions no longer fashionable. Just as in

1584, the ‘radical’, perhaps better termed reactionary, group left in the open when
many more others had run for cover was in the minority.
The King’s Commission of the General Assembly

After the riot of December 1596, the commission of the general assembly
disappeared for five months. No mention of it was made at the assembly at Perth
in February and March 1597 - not untd the assembly at Dundee in May was it
revived. The king attended and:
declarit, that ...through the shortnes of tyme, ther were sundrie matters of
weght and importance, not only concerning particular flocks, bot quhilk did
in special hitch the hail1 estate and body of the Kirk, quhilk could not be
commodiouslie intreatit and concludit in t h ~ spresent Assemblie.. .therfor his
Majestie desyrit the brethren to considder, wither it were expedient that ane
general1 commissioun sould be grantit to certaine of the most wyse and
discreit of the brethren, to conveine with his Majestie for effectuating of the
premisses. 74
This was agreed to and a commission of fourteen was appointed, with a quorum of
seven.

Seven of the commissioners had been among the sixteen named by

Calderwood as commissioners in the previous November and a further three had been
the representatives of the presbytery of Edinburgh on the rotating committee
appointed at that time for the first month - the other three Edinburgh representatives,
Bruce, Balfour and Balcanquhal, had been directly involved in the riot and were thus
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The significance of t h ~ scontinuity cannot be
excluded from c~nsideration.~~
exaggerated. The king was taking control of the Kirk and the general assembly had
acknowledged his supremacy by agreeing to appoint this commission. The assembly
thus effectively placed the Kirk under royal power. No longer stoutly challenging
the king, the assembly, and thus many of the ministers who had previously defied
James, would become another instrument of royal power, another strand in the web
of royal absolutism. Looking back over the development of the commission after
&IS

date, James Melville, one of its members, was later to describe the re-

establishment of the commission as the ‘deid-stroake’, ‘the very neidle to draw in the
Episcopal1 threid’, and a ‘fatall Trojan horsse .76
9

The remit of the new general commission was wide. The assembly gave it
the power:
to take solid ordour anent the provisoun of Ministers to the townes of
Edenburgh, Dun&e and Sanct Androes, his Majesties and the Princes houses;
to give thair advyce and opinioun to his Majestie, anent the planting of
every... kirk within this realme; to make such overture as they can best
devyse twichmg the constant platt; and generally to give thair advyce to his
Majestie in all affaires concerning the weill of the Kirk, and intertainment of
peace and obedience to his Majestie within this realme; with expresse power
and command.. .to propone to his Majestie the petitiouns and greives, asweill
of the Kirk in generall, as of every member thereof in ~ a r t i c u l a r . ~ ~
‘The quhilk’ , according to James Melville, ‘transferrit the hail1 power of the General1
Assemblie in the hands of the king and his Ecclesiastic Counsall, these
Commissionars’.78 By makmg the general commission the principal link between
the Kirk and the king, the previously accessible James VI, perhaps because of the
danger he had felt himself to be in on 17 December 1596, was actively distancing
himself from the individual minister. He was thus beginning to retreat from the
Stewart tradition of intimate monarchy long before he took the high road to England
in 1603.
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The commission soon began to act as a judicial committee of the Kirk with
the lung at its head. As soon as the assembly had risen, it was involved in the
appointment of four new ministers to Edinburgh. In June, it overturned a decision
by the presbytery of St Andrews to depose one of its ministers for criticism of David
Black and suspended Robert Wallace, Black’s partner at St Andrews, who was
involved in a dispute with the lung’s secretary. In July, in a visitation of St
Andrews University, it removed Andrew Melville fi-om the rectorship and barred
theology students and masters who were not ministers fi-om attending presbytery
meetings.79 Later in the year, the new reluctance to defy the king and his
commissioners was revealed in the records of the presbytery of St Andrews when the
reinstated minister, John Rutherford, asked it what punishment should be given to
any opposing his ministry - two Sundays in sackcloth on the stool of repentance was
the reply.*O
In December, probably at the instigation of the king, for the general assembly
had not asked them to do it, the commissioners petitioned parliament for
representation for the krrk in the three estates. Most of the evidence suggests that
the revival of this issue was James’s idea and it could thus be inferred that, by this
time, he had decided upon the reintroduction of episcopacy, in some form at least.
The petition was successful, the parliament passing an act allowing all ministers
presented to the benefices of prelacies to sit in parliament for the Kirk.

The

commissioners then wrote to all the presbyteries informing them that the next general
assembly had been brought forward and that this offer of parliamentary
representation had been difficult to obtain and was the best they could hope for. It
was to be included in a package with a scheme for perpetual provision of stipends
and the commissioners urged the presbyteries to send representatives to the next
assembly who would approve the proposal, warning that acts unfavourable to the
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Kirk might be passed otherwise.81

Over the following years, the commission acted in many different ways,
normally as an instrument of royal power in the Kirk but sometimes as a moderating
mfluence on that policy and as a mediator between the Kirk and the king rather than
merely a one-way channel from the king. At general assemblies themselves, the
commissioners appear to have had an important role. In March 1598 at Dundee,
they met with the king prior to the sitting of the assembly to decide upon the matters
to be dealt with and to choose those who would speak. At the assembly of 1600,
they declared that acts passed in previous assemblies could not be questioned and
they revised the proposal for parliamentary representation just enough for it to be
passed without fundamental damage to the king’s policy.82
On a number of occasions in 1598, 1599 and 1600, the commissioners met
with representatives from synods to discuss the representation of the Kirk in
parliament. This process appears to have involved genuine endeavours to reach a
solution which satisfied as many ministers as possible.83 There is evidence that, in
November 1600, there was an attempt by the commissioners to ensure that the
caveats for parliamentary bishops, agreed to by the general assembly that year,

should be included in any act for the restoration of ecclesiastical representatives in
parliament.84 This, however, was unsuccessful.
At these conferences, the commissioners tried to resolve differences existing

between those dissatisfied with the political status quo in the Kirk and those who
were happy with it. The former group, abandoned by so many after 1596, were not,
however, inclined to negotiate, taking the attitude that they were guardians of the
truth which could not be cornpromi~ed.~’In 1598, the commissioners were also
involved in the controversy surrounding the readmission of Robert Bruce to his
81
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charge in Edinburgh. Deposed for his part in the riot of December 1596, the lung
wanted him to receive imposition of hands prior to his readmission. Bruce suspected
that this was to be a sign of reordination, since the laying on of hands was authorised
by the Second Book of Discipline for ordination which was for life.86 The
commissioners of the general assembly, after a number of attempts at negotiation,
eventually managed to have it agreed to that any imposition of hands was only for
admission to a particular charge and was not to be taken as a token of
reordination.87
More often than not, however, the commissioners were doing the king’s
business, trying to smooth the path of royal policy. In August 1600, they acted in
concert with the king against the five Edinburgh ministers (Bruce, Balcanquhal,
Balfour, Hall and Watson) who had refused to acknowledge the royal version of the
Gowrie Conspiracy and they resisted calls by the presbytery of Edinburgh to have
the five reinstated?

They helped the king to devise a uniform style of

thanksgiving for his delivery from the earl of Gowrie and urged the synods to follow
In 1602, they called upon the presbyteries of St Andrews and Edinburgh to
persuade the landed classes of the religious zeal of the king and his resolution for
justice?

Their adherence to the king’s position was not total but it was fairly solid

and would become increasingly so in subsequent years.
At every general assembly between 1597 and 1602, the commission was
renewed.” At the assembly held at Dundee in March 1598, the synod of Lothian
and Tweeddale submitted grievances against the commissioners but, for the weal of
the Kirk, they were ‘buried and obliterat’ and all the dealings of the commissioners
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were approved.92 The commission was renewed and augmented to over twenty with
a quorum of nine; all but four of the previous year’s commissioners remained in
place.93 The remit of the commissioners was also broadened. They were instructed
as follows:
in cace his Majestie find himselfe greivit, or crave redresse of any enormitie
done to his Heines be any of the Minisme, with power to them, or any nyne
of them, to sitt and cognosce upon the same, quherin, for thair better
informatioun of the cryme or fact quhilk sall happin to be committit, they sall
crave the advyce of the most discreit of the Presbytne quher the offender
dwells, as they sall think expedient, and therafter proceid in taking tryall of
the fact be themselves and conclude therin, as salbe most expedient to the
glorie of God, and peace and quyetnes of the Kirk within this ~ e a l m e . ~ ~
In future assemblies, the power of the commissioners was enhanced by the removal
of the clause relating to consultation with the presbytery concerned.95 In 1600
(there was no assembly in 1599), a commission of similar size and quorum was
renewed with sixteen members who had served in the previous year, eight of whom
had sat on the first c o m m i s ~ i o n .David
~ ~ Calderwood was later to note that: ‘It is
to be observed, that sindrie were nominated commissioners for the fashoun’. By
this, he meant ministers opposed to the king’s policy whom James would not have

needed to consult to ensure a quorum.97 In the following year, the assembly
enacted that the commissioners should have their proceedings examined by each
general assembly which could ratifj them or not as it saw fit. At that assembly, at
Burntisland in May 1601, James Melville renounced I s commission ostensibly
because of ill health and the commission was augmented to twenty-seven, still with
a quorum of nine, seventeen of whom had served in the previous year.98
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At the general assembly at Holyrood in November 1602, the synod of Fife
submitted a number of grievances, one of which complained that the commission of
the general assembly ran the Kirk in a manner prejudicial to the synods and
presbyteries.

The response of the assembly was that the commissioners could

conduct themselves only according to acts of the general assembly.

By the

subsequent approval of all their proceedings, this was deemed to have been the
case?

The commission was reduced to twenty-five, sixteen of whom had been

part of the previous year's contingent - the quorum remained the same. All three
new parliamentary bishops were included: David Lindsay of Ross, George Gledstanes
of Caithness and Peter Blackburn of Aberdeen.'('() There is no evidence to suggest
that it was planned at the time, but this commission was to continue unchecked and
unchanged for six years.
With the demise of anything approaching annual general assemblies after
1602, the commissioners became the supreme authority, under the king, in the Kirk.
They began to intervene in the affairs of presbyteries and, in doing so, met some
resistance. In February 1603, the presbytery of Glasgow wrote to the commissioners
asking them not to intervene in a case relating to presentations to two parishes
because the matter had been remitted to the synod of Clydesdale. In August, the
presbytery of Paisley refused an appeal from a discipline decision to the
commissioners, remitting it instead to the synod.'O'

In the case of Glasgow, it

would appear that the presbytery feared interference, while the appellant from
Paisley may have felt he might have obtained a better verdict from the
commissioners. The presbytery, however, adhered firmly to the normal system of
appeals through the consistorial hierarchy.
The commissioners were also active in blocking moves by some presbyteries
to take measures against prominent Catholics. In 1603, they intervened in the
presbytery of Aberdeen's action against Lord Glamis, who was later to be made earl
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of Kinghorn by James VI, and in 1604 they became involved with the presbytery of
Deer on two separate occasions. In March they ordered it, and all the presbyteries
of the synods of Aberdeen and Moray, to suspend action against the earl of Huntly
until the king’s will in the matter was known and in August they subverted the
presbytery’s action against Fraser of Philorth by declaring that he had satisfied them
regarding his religion.102 Their role in this sphere was given civil sanction for, in
January 1605, the privy council ordered the presbytery of Aberdeen to stop
proceedings against Huntly and his wife and went further in banning all presbyteries
from excommunicating nobles without the commissioners’ authority. They, in turn,
had to seek the king’s permission in the matter.103
The first major controversy involving the commissioners after James’s
departure occurred during 1604. In November 1602, the general assembly had
chosen the last Tuesday of July 1604 as the date for its next meeting.

In April,

the synods (which had incidentally been called by the commissioners to meet prior
to the parliament in the same month) petitioned the commissioners for the assembly

to be brought forward. They wanted it to meet prior to the parliament (which, by
the time of the synods’ meetings, had been prorogued until June) so that the
assembly could advise the Kirk’s parliamentary representatives on how to vote,
according to the episcopal caveats.’05 The first caveat stipulated that the
parliamentary representatives ‘should not propone to council, convention, or
parliament, in name of the Church, any thmg without express warrantfrom the
Church[my italics]. . .under pain of deposition’. ‘06 The synods’ request was denied
by the commissioners, explicitly on a royal command. Two of the commissioners -

Patrick Galloway, one of the king’s ministers in Scotland, and David Lindsay,
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bishop of Ross - had come north from James to announce that a general assembly
was unnecessary since the parliament would discuss only the king’s proposals for a
union in which the Kirk was to remain unchanged. Since the first caveat had made
no distinction between the bishops’ conduct in parliament in civil as opposed to
ecclesiastical matters, the commissioners of the synods responded by putting their
advice to the Kirk’s parliamentary representatives in writing.’07
In the following October, representatives of the synods met the commissioners
at Perth. They had been summoned to submit any petitions that they wished to be
passed to the king.lo8 The remoteness of the king had enhanced the power of the
commissioners of the general assembly as a channel of communication between the
court and the Kirk, and vice versa. Their assertion of this power in October 1604
was evident in their reaction to complaints agreed upon by the synods’
representatives. The complaints were: that freedom to preach was being restricted;
that the commissioners of the general assembly effectively ruled the Kirk and that
they were high-handed in their conduct; and that the bishops voted in parliament
without the direction of the Kirk.’Og
In response, the commissioners declared that their commission was valid until
the next general assembly at which they would give an account of their proceedings
for the assembly to judge. They also promised to enforce the caveats while all the
bishops there asserted their opposition to episcopal tyranny, the bishop of Dunkeld
stating: ‘I wold he were hanged above all thieves that presseth not to the uttermost
to see the Cautions keept’. The representatives from synods pointed out, however,
that the caveats had already been broken but the commissioners said that judgement
of that matter should be left to a general assembly.”* The problem was that the
complaints were made principally because it was nearly two years since the last
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assembly had met. The system which was to review the conduct of both the bishops
and the commissioners was thus unable to function. Eventually, the commissioners
agreed to pass four requests on to the lung. They asked for: a general assembly;
proper measures against Catholics; favour to the godly ministers in England (the

Puritans in the aftermath of the Hampton Court conference); and a review of the
platt for stipends, a question which had been on the ministers' lists of requests to the
king for years."'
Their request for an assembly must have been agreed to, for it was decided
to hold one at the beginning of July 1605. In the interim, the commissioners finally
deposed Robert Bruce from the ministry because of his continued refusal to
acknowledge publicly the king's version of the Gowrie conSpiracy.'12 His charge
in Edinburgh was fmally declared to be vacant and he was banished to Inverness.

In May, due to continued criticism from various pulpits of the way the Kirk was
being run, Sir Alexander Straiton of Lauriston wrote to the king. The tone of panic
in the letter is clear. Lauriston told James that he and the commissioners had
intimated the cancellation of the July assembly yet, in spite of this, he feared that
some ministers meant to go ahead with it.113
The commissioners of the general assembly were closely involved in the
further prorogation of the general assembly by corresponding with the king and
writing to the presbyteries. It was the commission which declared the unofficial
assembly in Aberdeen in July to have been illegal soon after it had met.'I4 It is
tempting to mfer that they postponed general assemblies for as long as possible as
a means of remaining in office, accountable to none but the lung. The increasing
clerical opposition to the crown's policy towards the Kirk after the illegal assembly
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at Aberdeen would have made them no more inclined to change their minds. Indeed,
certain ministers, writing in the aftermath of that assembly, asserted that assemblies
were not being held precisely because the bishops did not wish to be judged
according to the caveats and the commissioners feared censure.
As a result of the appointments of John Spottiswoode to the see of Glasgow,
James Law to Orkney, Alexander Forbes to Caithness (Gledstanes was translated to
St Andrews), Gavin Hamilton to Galloway, Andrew Knox to the Isles and Alexander
Douglas to Moray, nine of the commissioners of the general assembly had become ,
bishops by the end of 1605.

If none but the bishops assembled, they could form

a quorate meeting of the commissioners of the general assembly. As with those
laymen he elevated to the higher nobility, in the Kirk, James rewarded those who
had loyally served him as commissioners of the general assembly by giving them
prelacies. What better way of providing the espiscopate with powers which did not
need to be ratified by act of parliament or by the general assembly? Episcopacy was
thus not reintroduced at a stroke; it was drip-fed into the system via the commission
of the general assembly and parliamentary representation.

The death of Peter Rollock in 1606 led to a short succession of three bishops
for the diocese of Dunkeld. James Nicolson, another of the commissioners of the
general assembly, was appointed to the see only to die in the later months of 1607
and he was replaced by Alexander Lind~ay."~The number of bishops on the
commission was thus raised to ten and, since Andrew Lamb had been appointed to
the commission by January 1606, his elevation to the see of Brechin in April 1607
meant that all but two bishops were commissioners: George Graham, bishop of
Dunblane, and John Campbell, bishop of Argyll. The latter was not even a cleric,
having apparently inherited the see from his father."'
Throughout 1606, 1607 and into 1608, the commissioners continued to
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1,

no.xxii;

implement the king’s ecclesiastical policy. James wrote to each of the synods in
February 1606 suggesting that the commissioners should hold office, like the
bishops, ad vitam aut culpam and that there was to be no appeal from them to the
general assembly.

The latter part of this suggestion was, effectively, a further

enhancement of the power of the episcopate and may have been tied in with a plan
which involved parliament’s passing of the ‘Act anent the restitution of the estate of
Bischoppis’ in July, restoring the full revenues to the holders of episcopal
benefices. 120
In July, the commissioners refused to submit to parliament supplications from

the fourteen ministers in ward for having attended the illegal assembly at Aberdeen
in July 1605.12’ They assured some representatives of presbyteries, who had come
to lobby parliament, that any alleged breaches of the caveats and a protest against

episcopacy would be judged by the general assembly which was scheduled to meet
in August. They also refused to judge Archbishop Spottiswoode for his occupation

of both a civil and an ecclesiastical office - he sat on the privy council as well as
representing the Kirk in parliament. This stonewalling was at least partly caused by
a letter from the king to Patrick Galloway, the moderator of the commissioners of
the general assembly, instructing him to make sure that nothing would happen which
could interfere with the lung’s service or make his plans for the parliament, which
perhaps included the restoration of bishops, more difficult. At the rising of the
parliament, the assembly was prorogued for a further year. 122
In September, some of the commissioners attended the conferences at

Hampton Court between the king and eight ministers called south from Scotland
ostensibly to discuss remedies for the problems in the Kirk?
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superficially similar, this was not a Scottish version of the conference of January
1604.124There was no genuine desire to investigate grievances or to negotiate.

James resolutely favoured one side and was not particularly interested in what the
eight ministers whom he had called south had to say. Perhaps it was at this time too
that plans were made, with the commissioners of the general assembly, to hold the
‘assembly’ at Linlithgow in December. There, Patrick Galloway showed himself to
be the only commissioner with any misgivings about his role. At the time of the
parliament in the summer of 1606, he had warned that the caveats must be kept,
while his fellow commissioners refbsed to judge any alleged breaches of them and,
in December at Linlithgow, he refused to take the moderator’s chair or make the
exhortation at the beginning of the assembly. These h g s were normally done at
the beginning of each general assembly by the moderator of the previous assembly;
Galloway had been the moderator at Holyrood in November 1602, so to have carried
out these actions would have been to acknowledge that meeting as a legal general
assembly. lZ
The next four years saw an increasingly prominent role being taken by the
bishops. In this period, most of the letters which survive that were sent from the
commissioners of the general assembly to the king were signed either exclusively or
predominantly by members of the episcopate as such. Indeed the bishops appear to
have begun to act increasingly as an episcopate, rather than as commissioners of the
general assembly who happened to be bishops.

They were prominent in 1606,

1608 and 1610 in ensuring packed general assemblies. In June 1607, once the other
commissioners had left after a meeting of the commission, they remained in
Edinburgh with Lord President Dunfermline. They proceeded to devise a plan to run
ecclesiastical affairs by themselves by dividing Scotland into areas of oversight and
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meeting in Edinburgh every six weeks.'27 At the beginning of 1608, the king was
explicitly differentiating between the bishops and the commissioners and, later in that
year, the episcopate was given exclusive power over the assignation of stipends. By
1609, no letters explicitly from commissioners of the general assembly survive. The
correspondence from the king's ecclesiastical counsellors in Scotland was all
subscribed by archbishops and bishops as such. 12'
After 1606, this increasingly episcopal commission continued to operate as
an ecclesiastical executive. It planted ministers in the principal towns of the realm,
prorogued general assemblies on the grounds that none could meet until there was
peace in the Kirk, imposed constant moderators on presbyteries, restricted
presbyterial action against Catholics and met with the representatives of synods to try
to resolve differences among the ministry so that a general assembly could be

held.'29 When an assembly did eventually meet, at Linlithgow in July 1608 nearly
six years after the last, it was substantially packed and it met only after a meeting
of the bishops, the rest of the commissioners of the general assembly and
representatives of the synods had agreed upon an uncontroversial programme for it
to discuss. 13* At the assembly, the commissioners declared that they were unable
to provide a written account of their proceedings over the last few years. They
therefore offered themselves to be censured verbally and, since none in the assembly
voiced any criticism, their proceedings were approved.

James Melville even

admitted that the commissioners were good at their jobs. Since he saw tlus as the
implementation of royal policy and the thwarting of the freedom of the Kirk, that
was sometlung of a backhanded compliment.131
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At this assembly, the number of commissioners was raised to hrty but, since
the quorum was eleven and there were eleven bishops on the commission, episcopal
domination was almost

In 1609, the insignificance of the general

commission of the assembly, and the growing significance of the episcopate, became
even more apparent. At a convention of estates in January, the power to examine
the tutors and the sons of the nobility whom they taught, when leaving for study
abroad and on their return, was given to the bishops. They were also given the
power to exclude previously excommunicated individuals from inheritance or legal
process by being the sole certificators of their absolution and obedience to the

Kirk.’33 The parliament which met in June did even more to enhance the power
and status of the bishops. The acts of the convention of estates in January were
confirmed and the commissariat jurisdiction, with power over the confirmation of
wills (and therefore over inheritance) was returned to the Kirk, for the first time
since the Reformation, in the persons of the bishops. Each archbishop was to
appoint two ‘commisseris’ to be permanently resident in Edinburgh as officers of tlus
jurisdiction. The bishops’ livings were also enhanced by the feudal casualties of
their sees being restored to them.’34
In the following year, the crown gave the archbishops sweeping powers by
the creation of two courts of High Commission.’35 The archbishop of St Andrews’
jurisdiction covered the dioceses of St Andrews, Orkney, Caithness, Ross, Moray,
Aberdeen, Brechin, Dunkeld and Dunblane, while that of the archbishop of Glasgow
covered the dioceses of Glasgow, Galloway, Argyll and the Isles. The courts had
the power:
To call before them, at suche tymes and places as they sal1 W e meete, anie
person or persons dwelling and remaining within their provinces
respective.. .being offenders ather in life or religion, whom they hold anie
way to be scandalous; and that they take tryell of the same. And, if they find
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them guiltie and impenitent ...they sall give command to the preacher of that
parish where they dwell to proceed with sentence of
excommunication.. .which if.. .their command by that minister be
not.. .obeyed, they sall conveene anie suche minister before them and proceed
in censuring him. ..ather by suspensioun, deprivatioun, or wairding .136
The privy council was to back this authority up with its own powers. The courts of
High Commission were also given power to judge the speeches of teachers in schools
or universities and ministers in their pulpits and to deal with them if they were
deemed to be seditious or to have brought the conclusions of recent assemblies into
question or to have spoken in favour of any of the warded or banished ministers.
The general assembly at Glasgow in June 1610 further enhanced episcopal
power by making the bishops the source of all powers of visitation, collation and
deprivation, and by ratifying the acts of the 1606 assembly at Linlithgow, both
genuine and fabricated. Most significant of all, however, was that there was no
mention whatsoever of the commission of the general assembly. The previous
commission, appointed in 1608, was not examined or asked to give an account of its
proceedings and a new one was not nominated. The episcopate was now firmly
established as the sole source of ecclesiastical power in the realm and that power
clearly flowed directly from the lung.
The commission, which had emerged in the first half of the 1590s, had met
its demise.

Beginning as a means to try to provide the opportunity for an

independently minded Kirk to deal with the state on an equal footing, it had
subsequently been taken over by the king in a move to ensure that that independent
tendency in the Kirk would never again rear its head. In that process, it became an
extremely effective organ of control and a vehicle for the reintroduction of
episcopacy. Contrary to what Maurice Lee has argued, James did not reintroduce
episcopacy because the commission failed to achieve control; he did it to
institutionalise more firmly and ensure the continuity of the control already achieved
through the commission.137 It had helped the king to acheve consensus in and
control of the Kirk between 1597 and 1602. The level of opposition, provoked by
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the king’s failure to hold assemblies, caused the commission to become resented.
Further measures were thus required and, eventually, the commission was dissolved,
in an upward spiral of centralised power, as the episcopate took over.
The development of the commission provides further insight into the accruing
of patronage and power by the crown and into the attitudes of the ministry as a
whole. Many were involved with the commission both before and after December

1596. A substantial number of those who had stood to the principle of two
kingdoms and had continually pestered the king for action against Catholicism, in the
later 1580s and early 1590s, became his most trusted ecclesiastical advisors and were
rewarded with bishoprics - of the eighteen appointments to sees between 1600 and

1618, all but three had been

Conversely, ministers who have

been portrayed by subsequent generations of historians as radical firebrands, such as
James Melville and Robert Bruce, were part of the mainstream of clerical opinion
in the former period and it was only after 1596 that they became anathema to James
VI.

When matters reached the stage of a choice between loyalty to the Kirk and
loyalty to the king, the majority took the latter course. Circumstances, though, were
to dictate that the pendulum would swing the other way and when it did. and
opposition re-emerged in the years after 1602, the loyalty to the crown of most of
those involved in the commission of the general assembly was entrenched. They had

a vested interest in their new positions and more and more were given bishoprics.
As with the new nobility, in return for their loyalty, they were rewarded by the king.

They therefore became instruments of James’s absolutist ambitions - a part of the
royal policy to which, by that time, a growing number of the ministry appear to have
objected. In the game of musical chairs which was ecclesiastical politics in the reign
of James VI, the distribution of radicals and moderates changed quite markedly each
time the music stopped.
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Chapter 4. The Synods.

Introduction

In light of the recent abolition of synods by the Church of Scotland, their
importance in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries is striking. They were
‘active and vigorous” in the struggle for control of the Kirk which simmered
throughout the period. They had their antecedents in the diocesan synods of preReformation bishops. After the Reformation, synods were presided over by the
superintendents and it would appear that, at first, where there was no superintendent
there was no synod.’ By the beginning of the period dealt with here, the synods
appear to have covered most of the country, regardless of‘ the presence of
superintendents, of whom only one, John Erskine of Dun, remained alive.
The register of the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale between 1589 and 1596
is the only extant record of a synod from the period.’ There are also reports of the
meetings of synods in scattered manuscript sources and narrative histories, mostly
relating to the synods of Fife and of Lothian and Tweeddale but there is very little
direct information from synods for this period. Much information is, however,
available in presbytery records, fourteen of which cover the period in whole or part,
as well as records of general assemblies, the privy council and parliament.
The picture which emerges is dominated by the synods of Lothian and
Tweeddale, and Fife. It is unclear whether this is due to an accident of survival of
material or to a reflection of reality. It is much more likely to be the latter for these
two synods, judging by the degree of attention which the government devoted to
them, were the most active.

That the picture is balanced is suggested by the

unprecedented prominence in the records of the synods of Perth and Stirling and of
the Merse and Teviotdale in their opposition to constant moderators in 1607. It may
thus be the case that the other synods took little interest in the politics of the Kirk.
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There is no evidence for the sitting of synods in Argyll, Nithsdale, Galloway, the
Isles, Orkney, Ross or Caithness. The commissions of visitation of the general
assembly were arranged by province but that indicates only that the country was
divided into provinces where synods potentially existed, not whether they met. The
province of the Isles was never covered by these commissions of visitation, while
Argyll was not included until 1590, suggesting a lack of penetration into these areas
by the reformed Kirk.4 The silence of the other areas which were not so ignored
by the general assembly may either be a reflection of a similar lack of provision or
of a lack of political interest.
Under the rdgime headed by the earl of Arran, 1584 and 1585 saw the state
talung f m control of synods, a hatus in meetings of general assemblies and the
effective proscription of pre~byteries.~
The last recorded meeting of a synod before
the ‘Black Acts’ parliament comes from the kirk session of St Andrews. On 25
March, it appointed lay commissioners to the synod at St Andrews on that day!

On

29 March, all assemblies, civil and ecclesiastical, were banned by the g~vernment,~
thus any synods which had met without state approval, or to oppose the government
(as Arran undoubtedly saw it), were proscribed.
Although the Arran regime did not appoint any bishops, it did augment
episcopal power, the bishops being given some sort of diocesan jurisdiction over
synods. On 30 October 1584, all ministers in the diocese of St Andrews south of
the Forth - the synod of Lothian - were ordered by the privy council to appear before
the archbishop of St Andrews on 16 November to subscribe the acts of the May
parliament.’ The synod, if that was what it was, was acting as the bishop’s court.
It appears to have met again in Edmburgh in February 1585 when a revised version
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of the subscription oath was presented to it.9 It is unclear whether it was a regular
meeting of the synod or one held solely for the purpose of enforcing subscription of
articles approving the 'Black Acts' and promising not to criticise the government.
It might well be the latter since it took place during a period of intense activity by
the government to enforce Subscription." In Angus and the Mearns, John Erskine
of Dun was still superintendent and may have held synods in this capacity." There
is no evidence for meetings of any other synods in this period, however.
Calderwood wrote that the meeting of the synod of Fife in March 1586 was the first
to have been held since March 1584.l 2
Early on in the Arran regime's period in power, Archbishop Adamson of St
Andrews had written, in reply to a Presbyterian tract, that 'The Synodall Assemblie
would be moderat and governed be the Bischope, in everie Province and Dyocie, and
be him sould ordour be takin that the Kirks be weill servit'.I3 Probably the same
author, about a year later, asserted that bishops should be advised by thirteen of the
wisest ministers from their synods, presumably a reformed chapter, and that the
synods should meet twice annually.14
On 2 January 1585, commissioners were appointed for every vacant diocese
with the power to convene assemblies of clergy and university and schoolmasters.15
This may have been a plan to re-establish, or even revise, the episcopate. Whatever
was the intention, provision was being made for the continued meetings of the
diocesan courts with what were probably state-appointed commissioners. After all,
it is unclear who moderated the synods which, in 1583, had no bishops. The two
archdioceses could have been particular sources of tension.
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archbishop of St Andrews, had been suspended from all function in the Kirk in
October 1583 and Robert Montgomery, archbishop of Glasgow, had been deposed

from the ministry in April 1582 for taking up his post without ecclesiastical
sanction.16 It is thus probable that the synod of Fife in particular became a source
of trouble in the eyes of the government, especially since its suspended archbishop
was in England in the winter and spring of 1583-4. It probably appointed its own
moderators at least in the period of the absence or suspension of its theoretical
head. l7
A Failed Episcopal Experiment and the Development of the Synods, 1585-

1592.

Soon after the exiled ministers returned from England in November 1585,
Andrew Melville called a synod to meet at St Andrews in the following March and
Spottiswoode’s description of it suggests that, with archiepiscopal hindsight, he did
not approve of the form it took.’* The nature of synods prior to this time was so
unclear that an attempt was made to establish a proper constitution for them.”
The crown’s aim was to maintain synods as episcopal courts. A conference
of ministers and representatives of the king, meeting at Holyrood in February 1586,
decided that each bishop was to have a ‘senate’ composed of thirteen ministers,
chosen by the general assembly. The synod would have a role only in the choice of
interim replacements for positions on this senate which fell vacant. It was confmed
that synods were to meet biannually and that the first meeting would be on 12
April.20 It may also have been ruled then or at a later conference that the bishops
should moderate the synods since, when he was excommunicated by the synod of
Fife, Patrick Adamson alleged that the bishop in hs diocese was ‘president as is
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concludit in ye last c~nference’.~’Although not an explicit statement of their right

to moderate synods, it was implicit that the bishops would at least not be subject to
synodal jurisdiction. It was not, however, until the general assembly in May that
any detailed discussions arose relating to the nature of the synods.
The meeting of the synod of Fife in April raised controversial questions
relating to the powers, jurisdiction and constitution of synods which may have had
a profound effect upon the decisions of the general assembly. It met in St Andrews
and was opened by James Melville because he had been the moderator of the last
synod?

In his opening sermon he proposed scriptural justifications for

presbyterianism, he criticised episcopacy as ‘ungodly’ and attacked Adamson
personally for his conduct over the last two years.23 The synod approved his speech
in an atmosphere which, even Melville admitted, had intimidated the a r ~ h b i s h o p . ~ ~
Adamson was formally accused but he declined their jurisdiction, asserting
that he was the synod’s superior. He was called three times and, when he eventually
came, he denied the synod’s authority, especially since it was moderated by a
layman, Robert Wilkie, professor of Theology at St Leonard’s college, and because
votes of the laity had been sought in judgement of his case. He alleged that the
summons against him was illegal and that his original suspension in 1583, the breach
of which appears to have been their principal accusation against him, was
pronounced by a schoolmaster rather than by a clergyman?
The synod rejected his assertions and proceeded to excommunication. One
account, however, indicated divisions within the synod of Fife over the respective

‘Minutes of the Synod of Fife, 12 April 1586‘, NLS, Wodrow Folio, xliii, no.30; A.R.
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jurisdictions of the archbishop and the synod,26 Sportiswoode alleged that there was
a dispute over the very right of the synod to censure Adamson and that the
moderator, after a majority had approved of his excommunication, refused to
pronounce the sentence. He went on to allege that the sentence was not pronounced
until half of the synod had left and that it was done by ‘a young man named Andrew
Hunter’ who took the moderator’s chair. Lack of constitutional clarity was further
demonstrated on the following day when two of Adamson’s servants, acting on the
archbishop’s authority, excommunicated Andrew and James Melville and some other
ministers for their part in his excommunication.
The Kirk was in a state of flux and the constitution of the synods was in
dispute. Such basic things as the position of the bishop, the nature of moderation
and even the composition of synods were unresolved. According to Spottiswoode,
the king regarded the meeting of the synod of Fife in April as unlawful since it met
~
without his consent and because it was not moderated by the a r c h b i ~ h o p . ~The
former is unlikely since it met on the day assigned by the Holyrood conference for
all synods to meet. It would appear that? in his eagerness to discredit those who
opposed Adamson’s archiepiscopate, Spottiswoode slipped up here.
Adamson appealed to the general assembly which met at Edinburgh in May.
As soon as it convened in the tolbooth, the king summoned it to Holyrood Palace.28
The delegates of the synod of Lothian asked if anyone disagreed that the discipline,
implicitly presbyterianism, ‘which we had these divers years bygane, was according
to the Word of God’ .29 This was to be debated in the moderator’s privy conference
and no more was recorded of it. The excommunication of Archbishop Adamson by

the synod of Fife was debated by a committee. The sentence was overturned. James
Melville alleged that this was due to royal coercion but the atmosphere at the
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assembly was one of c o m p r ~ m i s e . ~ ~
There was, however, still room for disagreement, the assembly clashing with
the king and hs commissioners over the nature and authority of synod^.^' The
assembly, although it did not reject the idea of bishops per se, wanted them to be
subject to the synods for their visitations as well as for their ministry. It was felt
that the bishops could be appointed to visitation by the general assembly just as any
other minister would be, which is puzzling since this was an implicit admission that
the bishops could be visitors ex oflcio. The old dioceses were also to be abolished
and replaced with new, more streamlined, provinces for each of which there would
be a commissioner of visitation who could, but would not necessarily, be a bishop.
The bishops would have no more power than any other commissioner and all would
be subject to the synods.

The king’s commissioners objected to the reduced status of the episcopate.
The lung, attempting to compromise by recognising the new commissioners of
visitation, asked that the bishops and commissioners might be deposed only by the
general assembly and agreed that the general assembly could appoint ministers in
each diocese to try the bishops and commissioners, remitting final judgement to
assembly. This was accepted as an interim settlement. The commissioners were to
hold their offices for life unless deposed for misconduct and their provinces were to
be redrawn, altering the old diocesan structure. The synod of Lothian thus became
the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale with the addition of the presbytery of Peebles
from the archdiocese of Glasgow, while losing the presbytery of Stirling which went

to make up the synod of Perth and Stirling which comprised parts of the archdioceses
of St Andrews and Glasgow and the dioceses of Dunkeld and D ~ n b l a n e . ~ ~
There thus emerged, in 1586, the potential for a genuinely reformed
episcopate.

It was arguably the first such scheme since the 1560s since the

Concordat of Leith of 1572 did not deal with the spiritual role of the bishops.33
30
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This is borne out by the fact that the list of provinces given at this assembly did not
include Fife or Dunkeld - two dioceses with bishops. Moreover, the list of assessors
for the commissioners of the provinces covered twelve provinces and two bishops Fife and D ~ n k e l d . Although
~~
there was an active bishop in Aberdeen, he was
under process for adultery and threatened with suspension so was given no
Soon after the assembly, the commissioners of visitation began their tasks:
touring parishes, investigating the fabric of kirks, inquiring as to the current value
of benefices and planting ministers in vacant parishes. The record of one such
visitation survives. It begins with an explicit declaration that the commission of
visitation for the diocese of Dunblane and some adjacent parishes (the synod of Perth
and Stirling) came from the king. No mention was made even of an advisory role
for the Kirk or the general assembly.36
It was agreed at the assembly that the bishops and commissioners would
moderate the presbyteries and synods in which they resided and would be subject
only to the assembly in this capacity. This deal was apparently arrived at by Robert
Pont, Patrick Galloway and James Martin.37 It was a remarkable settlement which
could have led to a mixed polity with the general assembly being the only court able
to censure the new quasi-episcopate. That it failed to flourish meant that the synods
evolved into something quite different from what was envisaged here. As early as
the assembly of 1587, the Kirk took steps to change the compromise of 1586 by
declaring that all clergy were equally subject to the courts of the Kirk and ruling that
the commissioners of the various ‘countries’ would be annually appointed at general
a ~ s e m b l i e s . ~Perhaps
~
the compromise had been accepted because, although a
majority of ministers may have been more amenable to a strictly consistorial system
involving the parity of ministers, the difficulties over the previous two years might
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have led them to compromise.
Confusions or differences of opinion were still evident.

At the same

assembly, the crown’s proposal that Robert Pont, minister of St Cuthbert’s, should
become bishop of Caithness was rejected but the assembly ruled that he could be
minister of Dornoch, the cathedral city, and visitor of C a i t h n e s ~ . Another
~~
fact
which casts doubt on the assembly’s resolution to change the commission of
visitation regularly was its failure to change it in 1587 when it was decided that the
commissioners ‘may be continued yet, seeing there is no fault found with them for
the present’.40 Although not necessarily an affirmation of permanence, it was in
accordance with the decision of the 1586 assembly that they were to hold office
indefinitely barring misconduct.

Confusion continued.

In 1588, eight new

commissioners were introduced and eight were kept.

For the first time,

commissioners were named for Fife, Orkney and Dunkeld, while the commissioners
for Moray and Aberdeen were explicitly to be aided by their respective bishop^.^'
This again suggests that it was acceptable that some form of episcopate - a system
of authority with power vested in individuals - had a role.
How, then, did that ‘episcopate’ operate? The only evidence for moderation

of any ecclesiastical court by a provincial commissioner comes ffom the presbytery
of Stirling. On 21 June 1586, at its first recorded meeting since May 1584, ‘James
Andirsone, commissionar,’ was moderator and he remained in office until April 1588
when the presbytery began to elect a moderator after each
The commissioner for Lothian, David Lindsay the minister of Leith, was
active in visitations and admissions in the presbyteries under his charge but only until
the late spring of

A strilung survival from this period is the letter of

admission to the benefices of the parish of Heriot in the presbytery of Dalkeith in
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May 1588.44 The document is in the name of Lindsay and opens thus: ‘Maister
David Lyndesay Commissioner wisches mercie and peace to all christiens’ . The tone
suggests personal jurisdiction vested in Lindsay to whom the patron directed the
presentee for examination only ‘with adwyse of ye presbiterie of dalkeith’. The seal
affixed to the document is that of Lindsay himself. It was also dated at Leith, the
‘seat’ of the commissioner, not at Heriot or Dalkeith, and thus seven of the ministers
of Dalkeith presbytery, who witnessed it, had come to Leith for this event. The
episcopal nature of the whole proceeding is clear and weight is thus lent to the
argument that what existed in the first two years or so after 1585 amounted, in
Lothian at least but perhaps more widely, to an attempt at a reformed episcopate

which fell into abeyance as presbyteries and synods gained more power. This telling
fact has been missed by historians, perhaps paying too much attention to the Act of
Annexation of 1587. The evidence presented here suggests that there was an
experimental compromise between episcopacy and presbyterianism which lasted into

1588.45 Lindsay did not moderate the presbytery of Edinburgh. He was elected
moderator before the assembly of 1586 but stood down after the next synod. He
did, however, continue to stand in for absent moderators whenever the need arose
and was involved in all visitations of lurks in the p r e ~ b y t e r y . ~ ~
The crown’s failure to appoint to the episcopate for another fourteen years,
other than the abortive attempt to make Robert Pont bishop of Caithness in 1587, is
testament to the fact that the lung had, at most, a short-lived desire for the
restoration of episcopacy. His early enthusiasm for episcopacy may have prompted
the synod of the Merse and Teviotdale in October 1586 to affirm its unity in favour
of presbyterianism, deny the validity of episcopacy and refute the ‘Black Acts’ and
‘Subscription’ of 1584.47 It would, however, be a long time before that synod
would again be involved in national politics.
44
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The general assembly of June 1589 again set a time for all the synods to meet
and changed all but one of the provincial commissioners of v i s i t a t i ~ n . Coming
~~

so soon after the episcopal practices of David Lindsay and perhaps others, this
drastic alteration may have been an assertion, in light of the growing strength of
presbyteries, of the Kirk’s hostility to the elements of personal jurisdiction in the
commissioners of visitation. It is striking that the only one to be retained was John
Erskine of Dun.

As superintendent of Angus and the Mearns since 1560, he

personified the confusion surrounding the e p i s ~ o p a t e . ~
In~the previous year, in
spite of his infirmity, he had kept the post with someone assigned to his duties as
commis~ioner,~~
evidence, if any were needed, of what the Kirk of the 1580s felt
about the permanence of the office of superintendent. The new commissioners for
Aberdeen and Moray were no longer to co-operate with their bishops.
In August 1590, the assembly left the commissioners of visitation just as they
had been in the previous year, only examining them regarding their diligence against
Jesuits, seminary priests, Sabbath breakers, excommunicants and nonresident
ministers. It also enacted that there were no longer to be commissioners of visitation
where presbyteries were well established?

The episcopal compromise was being

undermined as the Presbyterian polity grew stronger and the tone of this enactment
appears to suggest that the prevailing opinion saw authority vested in individuals as
something which ought to be dispensed with if possible.
The stipulation of the general assembly at Edinburgh in July of the following
year, that the form of discipline used in the rest of Scotland should be kept in Angus
and the Mearns, probably resulted fkom the death of John Erskme of Dun in
March.52 Either his shadow, appointed in 1588, simply took over from him, or the
absence of any mention of commissioners in this assembly means that the office had
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fallen into abeyance. The synods would thus have been free of power vested in
individuals and, without a superintendent, Angus and the Mearns could now conform
to the national pattern. This desire to see authority spread around, was demonstrated
at the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale at Edinburgh in October 1591. It was
enacted there that the moderator of the synod must come from a different presbytery
from that which provided the last one.53 In another unidentified synod, also
meeting in October, a rigid system of referral of any disputes between ministers to
the moderator’s privy conference was in~tituted.’~This is likely to be from the
synod of Fife which had sought the aid of the synod of Lothian in the resolution of
the schism in the presbytery of St Andrews. A minority, led by Andrew Melville,
had seceded after a dispute over the choice of a minister.

In October, Bruce,

Lindsay and Spottiswoode came from the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale and may
have imposed this system on the synod to prevent the recurrence of such a
dispute.55
In 1592, in the ‘Golden Act’, parliament appears to have acknowledged the
demise of the episcopal experiment and recognised the independence of the synods.
It ratified the powers of the synods but made no mention of their subordination to
bishops or commissoners of visitation?

In 1593, however, the assembly kept the

commissioners of visitation as they were.57 Their nature and status at this time is
unclear but it is likely that they continued in a subordinate role, as officers of the
general assembly sent out to aid the synods and presbyteries in planting ministers.
As would be expected in a hierarchical system of ecclesiastical courts, it was
the general assembly’s self-imposed duty to oversee the synods. Just as presbyteries
examined the procedures of kirk sessions and synods examined the proceedings of
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presbyteries, the general assembly did the same for synods.58 In 1593, this was
formally instituted by the assembly’s enactment that it would examine the minute
books of all synods.59
Co-operation with the State.

In 1588, all the synods were to meet before 23 January to devise responses
to the Spanish threat and intimate an order to excommunicate Jesuits? They were,
on this occasion, called by an ad hoc convention of ‘the maist wacryff and cearfull

of the breithren’. This is perhaps an early example of how synods could be used as
an effective lever on the state since they might show a wider consensus than even a
general assembly could. The ‘wacryff breithren’ felt that not enough action was
being taken in response to the threat from Spain and from Jesuit missionaries so they
decided to exert pressure by holding extraordinary meetings of synods prior to a
general assembly in February. This was also a good way of preparing the ground
for the assembly. The synods reported that ‘the land was defiled...with popery,
superstitione bloodshed, and all kmd of villainy’.61
With the threat of Spanish invasion from 1588 onwards, the interests of Kirk
and state coincided on one issue at least. In a letter from the lung, via David
Lindsay, to the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale in April 1589,62James VI asked
if the synod had dealt with the minister of Pencaitland according to an ordinance of
the last general assembly. Their immediate referral of the case to his presbytery
shows the relatively warm relations which prevailed between the king and the Kirk
at a time when direct action was being taken against the Catholic earls. There was
not the reaction against royal intervention that might be expected from a Kirk
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enthusiastic for the strict demarcation of the two kingdoms.
David Lindsay, perhaps retaining some status as commissioner in the eyes of
the king, or because he was familiar at court, was used by the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale as a go-between with the government. In September 1589, he was sent
to speak to Chancellor Maitland to ask about the time of the next parliament and to
discuss the king’s marriage.63 The synod also sent John Craig, one of the king’s
ministers, to James to encourage him to deal with Huntly, Angus and Errol.
Encouragement, rather than pressure, appears to have been all that was required
since the earls had already been called to appear before the presbytery of Edinburgh
by the privy council?
In 1590, the synod of L o h a n and Tweeddale met in April but was adjourned
until May, to reconvene after the return of the king from Scandinavia, and its venue
was shifted from Dunbar to Edinburgh for easier access to the

A

number of requests was sent to the king relating to the representation of the Kirk in
parliament; dealing with Jesuits; the provision of stipends and punishment of abusers
of sacraments? The English ambassador reported that they had also asked that the
Presbyterian polity would be given legislative recognition and that ‘the King.. .put
them in good comfort to be well satisfied, and agreed to commend the same to
hrther consideration.’67 It was probably h s which prompted the general assembly
to ask the privy council to enact in the following August:
That all lawis and constitutionis that hes bene maid in Parliamentis for the
weill of the trew Kirk be decernit be Act of Counsall to be put to executioun.
That the jurisdictioun of the Kirk, the general1 and synodall assembleis,
presbitereis and discipline presentlie in use, be allowit and authorizit be Act
of Counsall and Conventioun, gif ony sal happin to be, to a Parliament.68
This was not actually enacted by the privy council nor was it given the force of an
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act of parliament until the very differenct circumstances of 1592.69 The ‘Golden
Act’ of that year ratified the Kirk’s polity and privileges and formally abolished all
acts against the ‘true religion’. It approved the biannual meeting of synods and
ratified their jurisdiction over all presbyteries and office bearers within their bounds.
In the following year, parliament meeting at Edinburgh in April passed an act that
the sentences of all ecclesiastical courts would be upheld, if procedural, by the civil
power. Ministers were given the right to petition the Court of Session against the
disobedient who would be homed if they failed to appear when ~ummoned.~’In
spite of the fact that there is little evidence for the crown having made any effort to
uphold the decisions of the courts of the Kirk, these acts were proof that the
prevailing polity had the sanction of the state.
In 1590, the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale, at a time of relatively friendly
L

relations between the Kirk and the king, petitioned the government about overtly
national issues. The general assembly of that year was not to meet until August and
so, similar to the presbytery of Edinburgh, the synod closest to the king and
government took it upon itself to make these overtures. Although it had no de iure
right to do this, the general assembly did not object and, judging by its requests, it
was acting in accordance with the prevailing opinion in the Kirk.
The synod of Lothian and Tweeddale’s request for ratification of the
discipline of the Kirk by the state could, of course, be seen as contrary to the spirit
of the theory of two kingdoms. As can be observed in an examination of the issue
of parliamentary representation for the Kirk in this period, however, the realities of
the relationship between Kirk and state meant that working compromises were always
better than dogmatic zeal.

It was safer for the Kirk to have the bases of its

constitution ratified by the state. Reactions to the ‘Golden Act’ also bear this
The commitment of the Kirk in general, and the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale in particular, to the Presbyterian polity was clearly demonstrated at its
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second meeting of 1590, in October. In accordance with an order from the general
assembly, it told its presbytenes to acquire a copy of the ‘Buik of Policie’ (The

Second Book of Discipline) for all ministers to subscribe.72 Continued frustration
with the king over the issue of Catholicism was revealed at this meeting when
another request was made to the king to deal with Jesuits. The synod also requested
that a ‘constant platt’, a plan to organise financial provision for the ministry, should
be brought into being. The king, clearly anxious to see a continuation of the good
feeling which had been expressed at the general assembly in August gave a prompt
and positive reply.73
The Growth of Opposition: 1593-1596.

The first serious clashes between synow and the king date fkom 1593. n
September, the synod of Fife, increasingly weary of the lung’s persistent reluctance
to act decisively against the rebel Catholic lords, excommunicated the earls of
Angus, Huntly and Errol, Lord Hume, Sir James Chisholm of Cromlicks and Sir
Patrick Gordon of A u c h i n d ~ u n .The
~ ~ synod had noted the kmg’s laxity in dealing
with these nobles, who were known by this time to have been in contact with Spain,
and, in a collective bout of impatience, excommunicated six people who were not
resident within its bounds. It decided to notify the other synods. The presbytery of
Stirling recorded, on 9 October, the order of the synod of Perth and Stirling, which
had met on 2 October, to intimate the sentence from all pulpits and to proceed
against the exc~mmunicants.~~
The latter instruction probably refers to Sir James
Chisholm since he was normally resident in the presbytery of Stirling. The records
of the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale show that it was also informed. On 9
October, Andrew Lamb came from Fife to tell that synod ‘quhat sycht god had given
thame [the synod of Fife] of the danger quhairin the kirk of god within this realme
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standis’ and what the best remedy was. They were asked to call a convention of
their ministers, barons and burgesses in Edinburgh on 17 October and to ratify and
advertise the excommunication~.~~
The synod of Lothian, however, was reluctant
to comply. It ‘concludit, that for a certen tyme sylence salbe keipit.. .and that na
intimatioun be maid out of pulpetts...to ye xxviii of this instant’, leaving the
presbytery of Edinburgh to make the

Perhaps it feared the king’s

reaction to such an unprocedural excommunication and felt it was politic not to
provoke him. It appears, although not apparent in the records of the presbytery of
Edinburgh, that the decision to intimate the excommunication in all the pulpits of
Lothian had been made by 18 October, perhaps at the convention, and carried out
a few days later.78
The king reacted angrily since his failure to act against the Catholic lords had
been important in the synod of Fife’s excommunication of them.79 He summoned
Robert Bruce, a minister of Edinburgh, to ask him to stay the sentence since none
of the excommunicants came from Fife.” Bruce replied that this was not within

his power. The convention (of barons, burgesses and ministers sent James Melville
and Patick Galloway, one of the king’s ministers, two barons and two burgesses to

James at Jedburgh.” Melville wrote that the king was ‘crabit’, and ‘bitterlie inveyit
against’ the synod of Fife, threatening to hold a convention at Linlithgow to ‘tak
ordour’ with the matter.

In 1594, other synods became involved, aggrieved at the king’s failure to act
against the increasingly apparent negotiations with Spain and open Catholicism of
Huntly, En01 and Angus. John Ross preached at Perth from the Book of Jeremiah
chapter 28 in which the prophet said that God promised to break the yoke of
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Nebuchadnezzar, the epitome of godless Kings.82 Ross allegedly called the king a
‘reprobate, a traitor and rebel to God’ and a son of the Guises ‘persecutors of God’s
Church’, all presumably because of his inaction against the Catholic lords. The
synod of Perth and Stirling merely admonished him, in spite of the fact that the king
demanded his deprivation. 83
The general assembly in May approved the excommunication of the rebel
lords and, during that summer, letters came to Edinburgh presbytery from the synods
of Aberdeen and of Angus and the Mearns asking it to urge the king to move against
them.84 Pressure from many quarters appears to have forced the lung into action.
The Catholic nobles had ignored ultimatum after ultimatum and royal procrastination
could not continue. They were forfeited in the parliament of June 1594 and an
expedition was planned against them.85 If the previous twelve months or so had
been a demonstration of the efficiency of the synods in uniting to pressurise the king,
it soon became apparent how quickly they would bury their differences with him to
stand against a common enemy, even if some effort had been required to persuade
him that it was an enemy at all.

In October, the king sent David Lindsay to the synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale, meeting at Edinburgh. He asked that it would call a public fast for the
royal expedition, pray for its success and that, while he was away, the ministers
would keep those left in charge in Edinburgh informed of any practices against the
state or the religion.

The synod agreed?

The synod of Perth and Stirling,

meeting on 2 October, received a similar request and also ordained a fast in defence
of the king, the ‘true religion’, Christians in general and against defenders of
ido1at1-y.~~It is likely that every synod received such a request from the king.
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In December, after the king’s raid to the north, the synod of Aberdeen held
an extraordinary meeting to discuss the situation amidst the heightened atmosphere
of a week-long fast in the city.88 James had left some ministers in the north to
advise his lieutenant, the duke of Lennox. Reconciliation was in the air. This is
reflected in the lack of pressure or protest from the two rounds of synods meeting
in April and October 1595.
The only murmuring from a synod occurred in the autumn when the earl of
Angus requested conference with ministers, seeking reconciliation with the Kirk. 89
Commissioners from the synod of Fife came to the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale
on 7 October to report that they had agreed to appoint ministers to confer with
Angus as long as the synods of Lothian and Tweeddale, Angus and the Mearns, and
Perth and Stirling agreed. The synod of Angus and the Mearns did agree but
Lothian and Tweeddale, after discussion, did not. It felt that only the general
assembly could take such action ‘in regard that Angus held not his excommunication
lawful trll the General Assembly had done it, and that they would not have such a
preparitive for Huntly and Errol?

Why the synod of Loth~anand Tweeddale was

less accommodating than the synod of Fife is unclear, although it may have been due
to their knowledge of negotiations between Queen Elizabeth and the earls of Huntly
and Errol, at that time in exile in E u r ~ p e . ~They
‘
may have felt that the situation
was too delicate to show any favour to another excommunicated lord in case it gave
the others hope of lenience. It is also possible that, after Fife’s excommunication
of people from outwith its bounds, the synod of Lothian and Tweeeddale was
judiciously keeping within its jurisdiction.
With hindsight, 1596 was marked as a significant year for the Kirk. It was
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looked upon as its annus mirabilis by James M e l ~ i l l e .These
~ ~ views were clouded
by a gap of many years during which the independent authority of the courts of the

Kirk had been drastically eroded. The activities of the Kirk in this year, as reflected
in the behaviour of the synods, suggest a Kirk riven with uncertainty and anxiety,
as if aware of an impending crisis. The general assembly in March, ordered that all
synods should renew the covenant with God.93 This was carried out in the synod
of Perth and Stirling on 5 May and in the synod of Fife on 12 May.94 Why, if the
Kirk had reached such a state of perfection did it think it necessary for all ministers
to examine their hearts, purge themselves and make a fresh start?
Their fears were confirmed when Huntly returned to Scotland in June or July
without royal permission and, in spite of ecclesiastical pressure, the king was
unwilling to banish him again.95 The synods, easier to convene than a general
assembly but possessing influence which the presbyteries lacked, quickly reassumed
their role as a means of pressurising the state. Mechanisms in Fife were activated
first. Early in August, an extraordinary synod met at Kirkcaldy ‘and all the principal
barons and gentlemen were there’.96 The support of the presbytery of Edinburgh
was sought and it wrote to the synod of Aberdeen in September aslung it to
excommunicate the countesses of Huntly and Err01 who had been allowed to keep
their husbands’ property after their forfeiture.97 The synod of Fife sent four
commissioners to the king aslung lum not to accept any offers from Huntly until he
had left Scotland and showed signs of changing his religion.98 Nothing resulted
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and, on 5 October, the presbytery of Edinburgh received a letter from the synod of
Fife asking for a date to be set for a meeting of the commissioners of the general
assembly to discuss the imminent danger to the Kirk?
According to James Melville, the presbytery of Edinburgh met with
commissioners of 'divers Synodalls' from 20 October until 17 December?' They
had much to consider. The countess of Huntly had made offers on behalf of her
husband to the synod of Moray which met at Elgin on 19 OctobedO' The Kirk,
however, was overtaken by events and the meeting of the commissioners during
November and December became occupied entirely with the case of David Black,
minister of St Andrews. The whole episode ended with the riot of 17 December.
Royal Supremacy and the Growth of Consent: 1597-1602.

By the beginning of 1597, it was clear that the king was no longer prepared
to suffer such criticism from the Kirk as had been common over the previous ten
years or so. On 6 January, all ecclesiastical courts, other than kirk sessions, were
banned from meeting in the capital and the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale was
commanded to meet in Musselburgh.'02 The level of royal intervention in the
synods rose markedly.

On 18 January, the presbytery of Edinburgh, with the

consent of representatives of the presbyteries of Haddington and Dalkeith, called a
synod for 1 February to reply to a call from the lung to provide for the vacant
Edinburgh pulpits.
The king sent three commissioners who were to tell the synod of James's
concern to see the Word preached in Edinburgh. They were to command the synod
to appoint interim ministers for Edinburgh and give the names to the council:
the which if it be not done, ye shall show the great slander and inconvenience
~~~
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which will arise thereupon as a thing [refusal to fill the pulpits] done by
faction with the advice and favour of the late ministers now fugitives fiom
our laws.’@’
The ministers in question were those who had been involved in the events
surrounding the riot of 17 December. The king’s commissioners were also to
command the synod to restore David Ogill, suspended by the presbytery of
Haddington for preaching in place of the suspended ministers of Edinburgh, to
censure that presbytery for carrying out the suspension and to summon the suspended
ministers of Edmburgh before the general assembly on pain of excommunication.
The synod was also to be asked if the presbytery of Edinburgh condoned the actions
of the ministers of Edinburgh and had advised them to ‘fly and eschew ...trial.. .for

the crime of the late treasonable uproar .105
7

The response of the synod was cautious. It agreed to make a rota for
covering the empty pulpits of Edinburgh; it alleged that Ogill had been suspended
for offences other than preaching in Edinburgh (Ogill himself admitted fault and
asked the king’s commissioners not to press the matter) and remitted the question
about the presbytery of Edinburgh to that body. It expressed sadness at the king’s
desire to summon the four ministers of Edinburgh, requesting that they be relaxed
fi-om the horn and accused by the King before their presbytery, the proper place for
their trial. lo6
Three days later, it petitioned the king, warning h m against missing the real
enemy, the Catholics. It insisted that the weal of the Kirk and the kmg were
inseparable, calling on him to support the Kirk, regretting the fact that some
ministers were ‘ill used’ and requesting that he would proclaim his good intention
towards the ministry. It asked specifically that the ministers who refused to fill the
pulpits of Edinburgh would be relaxed fiom the horn; that the general assembly be
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continued until its previously agreed date and place (April at St Andrews rather than
Perth in February); that he would not publish an account of the 17 December riot
in case it gave a bad impression to other countries; and that he would allow the
suspended ministers of Edinburgh to return. All their requests were refused. James
would relax the ministers only if they agreed to preach in Edinburgh. He asserted
that they had nothing to fear from the assembly at Perth; that he had to publish his
own version of the events of 17 December to prevent misreporting of his actions;
and that the Edinburgh ministers would only be keed if they came into his will.'07
The presbytery of Aberdeen wrote to the ministers of Lothian on 30 January,
saying that it had been charged to confer with Huntly on pain of homing and relax
him if he gave satisfaction. The ministers of the north east had been ordered to
subscribe a band condemning the ministers of Edinburgh, accepting the dissolution
of the commission of the general assembly and promising to absolve Huntly as
quickly as he had been excommunicated. They were also commanded to hold a
synod on 8 February to respond to these instructions. They also sought help from
the synods of Moray and of Angus and the Mearns, representatives of which were
to attend the synod at Aberdeen. log
On 3 February, the lung wrote to Sir Patrick Murray, his commissioner to

the synod of Aberdeen, telling him to command the synod to follow new royal
instructions. Its reply is dated 17 February. It acknowledged the king's authority
over them as subjects but not in ecclesiastical affairs. It remitted any reply about the
judgement of speeches made from the pulpit to the general assembly since that was

one of fifty-five questions submitted by the king to the Kirk for consideration at the
assembly. It also denied that the presbytery of Edinburgh had any authority over
them and refused to pass judgement on the not of 17 December, professing
ignorance of its circumstances.'09

The reply relating to the presbytery of
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Edinburgh suggests that the king was unhappy about the northern ministers having
been in contact with that presbytery for advice relating to the earl of Huntly.
~ decided that two from
The synod of Fife met on 8 February at C u ~ a r . " It
each presbytery should meet at St Andrews on 21 February to discuss the king's
fifty-five questions on the polity of the Kirk - the only recorded attempt to form a
unified front before the Perth assembly. It sent seven ministers to the king to request
that the assembly would be kept at St Andrews in April, rather than at Perth in
February, fearing that its freedom might be compromised by the coincidence of the
latter with a convention of the estates."'

A similar fear was expressed by the

synod of Lothian and Tweeddale, womed that the earls of Huntly and Err01 might
be near Perth in force, while the synod of Angus and the Mearns also asked that the
assembly be held at its originally intended time and place. 'I2
The synod of Fife asked for the release of the ministers of Edinburgh and
David Black and that nothing should be published in prejudice of the fifty-five
questions. Its delegates to the Perth assembly were instructed to go solely out of
obedience to a royal command and not to acknowledge it as a general assembly.
They were not to discuss polity for that was a matter only for the general assembly;
they were to deal only with the fifty-five questions and nothing else and, if the king
insisted on anything not specified in these instructions, they were to protest and
formally dissent.

They were also warned against private reasoning, something

apparently akm to the parliamentary whip system. If it was attempted they were to
remember that polity came from the Word of God and that it could only be judged
by ministers and doctors. They were also to urge the release of Black and the
ministers of Edinburgh. '13
The presbytery of Edinburgh laid down similar instructions for its delegates
to the assembly, and the same was done by the presbytery of Peebles on the
ordinance of the synod of Lothlan and Tweeddale. The register of the presbytery of
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Haddington is too mutilated to &scern if any instructions were given to its delegate
but, since he was asked to account for his commission on 16 March, they probably
were.’14

The synod of Perth and Stirling instructed the delegates from its

presbyteries that if anythmg was ‘concludit in this nixt assemblie against the actis of
ye general1 assemblie to protest against it,’ and when the commissioner for Stirling
presbytery returned, he was asked if he had done anything outwith his commission
and was criticised for having protested against nothing that was concluded.115
The king submitted thirteen questions to the synod of Fife, a more focussed
set than the fifty-five. A set of answers which survive reveal a determination to
assert the independence of the Kirk from the state.’I6 The king asked if polity
could be questioned; the reply was that it could not, asking how he would feel if
they questioned the status of parliament. The right of the Kirk to form polity by
interpretation of God’s Word was asserted as was the right of ministers to choose
other ministers. The laying on of hands was deemed to be purely ceremonial while
public rebuke of individuals by ministers in the pulpit was acceptable and ministers
could preach outwith their parishes. When asked if a minister could exercise
jurisdiction without consent of the majority of his session the response was that he
should exercise it with the consent of the ‘best part which commonly is not the
most’. In response to a question concerning the right of a Kirk under a Christian
lung to call a general assembly without royal consent, it was replied that a Christian
lung would allow the Kirk to do so and endorse all decisions of an assembly since
they had Christ’s sanction.

Summary excommunication was justified in some

circumstances, the king’s lack of power in excommunication being juxtaposed with
the Kirk’s lack of power in forfeiture.

Surely in relation to the flight of the

ministers of Edinburgh after the riot of December 1596, it was asked whether or not
a minister had the right to leave his flock. The reply, that they could only do so if
threatened by their flock and only then with the permission of their presbytery, is
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thus surprising.
The ecclesiastical convention at Perth met on 28 February and agreed to deem
itself a general assembly. Only ministers from Lothian asserted its illegality while
those from Fife, Angus and Strathearn affirmed that it was orderly and lawful
because it was required and because the king had called it. This must have come as
a blow to those from the synod of Fife who had just asserted the Kirk's
independence from the king and it may suggest that the answers to the thirteen
questions described above were drawn up by an unrepresentative section of that
In response to the excommunication of the Catholic nobles by the synod

of Fife, it ruled that no ecclesiastical court could deal with anyone from outwith its
bounds.'18 Opposition to the king, which had continued in a few places into the
beginning of 159',

appears to have been crumbling.

The synod of Lothian met at the end of the first week of April.'"

It

ordered the presbytery of Peebles 'to try Mr Archibald Douglas minister at Peblis
commissionar to ye general1 assemblie haldin at Perthe to sie gif he past to the
boundis of his commissioun <ornot'.'20 This shows the synod's concern with the
proceedings of the assembly at Perth yet there is no other evidence for its response.
The synod of Perth and Stirling did not meet until August and there is no evidence
for what it discussed although it did feel the need to call a humiliation and fast.I2'
In accounts of the general assembly which was held in St Andrews on 27 April,
the descriptions of the few who did turn up were given in terms of what provinces
they came from. 'Few or none conveened' except some from Lothian, Fife, and
Perth and Stirling.122 With too few to make a proper meeting possible, they
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proclaimed the liberty of the Kirk to call its own assemblies without royal
interference and adjourned. Most of the synods and presbyteries appear to have
regarded this assembly as having been superseded by those at Perth in February and
at Dundee in May. Both were called by the king, and the acceptance of them shows
that there was general acquiescence to such royal intervention. Perhaps in an attempt
to maintain contact with the crown, the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale insisted in
November 1597 that the hng’s ministers should meet with the presbytery of
Edinburgh when they were there.123
The synods were called by the king to meet on 21 February 1598 to prepare
for a general assembly on 4 March. The commissioners of the general assembly
having recently requested parliamentary representation for the Kirk and the synods
of Fife and Lothian and Tweeddale discussed the issue in February.’24 The king
sent Sir Patrick Murray to the synod of Fife and wrote to all the presbyteries of the
synod as a preparative. Perhaps as a consequence, and in spite of some resistance,
the synod approved the expediency of parliamentary representation for the Kirk, ‘the
quhilk seiming guid’. The synod of Lothian and Tweeddale seems to have rejected
the idea but only narrowly - Caldenvood stated that ‘At lenth the sincerest sort
prevailed .125
3

That Fife approved of parliamentary representation and Lothian and
Tweeddale rejected it only after protracted debate is telling. The atmosphere in the
Kirk had changed. Although the circumstances in which parliamentary representation

was being offered were now those of clearly asserted royal supremacy, most of the
ministry continued to want it just as they had done over the last ten years.126 The
ministers who had changed their minds on the issue but remained opposed to the
intentions of the crown were in the minority. Further evidence for the division of
opinion in the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale is discernible in their remission of
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the planting of new ministers in Edinburgh to the general assembly, leaving the
suspended ministers in their offices until then.'27

Had they been wholly

acquiescent, they might have given in to the plantation of Edinburgh anew; had they
been staunchly opposed to the crown's position, they might have resisted the plan
entirely.
At the general assembly in March at Dundee, the issue of parliamentary
representation was handed to the presbyteries. They were to report to the synods
whch would each appoint three representatives to discuss the matter with the king
and some university doctors.128 The king gathering a manageable number of
ministers to meet and to discuss important issues was to become a common means
,

of trying to achieve consensus in this period. The synods were all to meet on the
first Tuesday of June. T h s was later alleged to have been a royal ploy, forced
through the general assembly to make it impossible for the synods to know of each
other's deliberations.'29 It had, however, been common for the synods to meet at
the same time before 1597.
The synods met and there is evidence for opposition to the proposals for
parliamentary representation only from the synod of Fife. The synod of Lothian and
Tweeddale appears to have ceased to oppose, concerning itself with filling the
charges of Edinb~rgh.'~' Perhaps fearing opposition, the king sent two
commissioners to the synod of Fife at Dunfermline but there was little opposition to
parliamentary representation in prin~iple.'~'Three of the four presbyteries - St
Andrews, Dunfermline and Kirkcaldy - did, however, oppose certain aspects of the
proposals for selection, tenure and payment of the envisaged parliamentarians while
the presbytery of Cupar alone accepted them. 132 The circumstances surrounding
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the creation of the presbytery of Cupar may be an explanation for its
nonconformity. 133 According to James Melville, the royal commissioners secured
three pliable delegates from the synod who were then given power by the synod only

to report its conclusions to the conference.'34 In a later account, it was alleged that
the delegates from all synods had been chosen effectively by royal
commi~sioners.'~~
There is no evidence for this and it is hard to see how any
synod which opposed the sentiments of its delegates would have stood idly by while
they discussed such an important issue. The very fact that James Melville himself
was one of the delegates at the meeting in 1600 when three bishops were appointed
suggests that these conferences did reflect a wide range of opinion.'36
The conferences between the king, the commissioners of the synods and the
academics met periodically over the next two years. They were frequently prorogued
and, if impasse was reached, decisions were remitted to general assemblies which
were also pr0r0gued.l~~The king was determined to achieve agreement over this
particular issue before an assembly was held. The principal reason for the discussions
talung so long appears to have been his desire to gain consensus. By October 1600,
however, a minority continued in resolute opposition. This time, the delegates from
synods, the king and members of the privy council, settled the nature of
parliamentary representation. 13* This was allegedly achieved by trickmg the three
ministers who resisted the king's proposals into leaving to talk to the suspended
ministers of E d i n b ~ r g h . ' ~The
~ remaining ministers were happy to give their
approval to bishops voting in parliament on behalf of the Kirk.
The synod of Fife's role as the one synod in which there was persistent
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opposition to the crown was visible in other spheres too. James VI’S Basilikon
Doron was first made public at one of its meetings. On 26 October 1599, an English

agent in Scotland wrote that ‘The King is at great rage and examination with some
ministers of Fife anent something judged to be written by some of them in requittal
of the King’s testament’.I4’ Andrew Melville seems to have obtained a manuscript

copy of Basilikon Doron and a written criticism of it was presented to the synod of
Fife at St Andrew~.’~’Objections probably arose because the work was explicitly
in favour of an episcopate appointed by the lung, hostile to presbyterianism and
assertive of royal supremacy.

James Melville described these as ‘Anglo-pisco-

papistical conclusions’. A later writer was to state that thus ‘the King’s intention to
erect the estate of Bishops, was made manifest, howbeit it was then denied’.I4* At
the time, the ostensible policy of the crown was to allow ministers presented to
prelacies to sit in parliament but not for them to have any ecclesiastical supremacy;
this suggested that the king had other plans. The king was sent a copy of the

criticism by one Thomas Douglas who accused John Dykes, minister of Kilrenny,
of its author~hip.’~~
As minister of the adjacent parish to James Melville, he may
have been put up to revealing the king’s plans by either James or his uncle Andrew.
Summoned before the privy council, he was denounced as a rebel and homed for
failing to appear.
In 1600, the king called the synods to meet on the third Tuesday of

September to devise an official form of thanksgiving for the King’s escape from the
alleged assassins involved in the so-called Gowrie Conspiracy.’44 The crown was
using the synods, just as they had been used prior to 1597, to secure a quick
response which covered as much of the country as possible. The fact that there were
no objections to ttzls instance of the wielding of the royal supremacy is testament to
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the lack of opposition to the thrust of royal policy towards the Kirk since 1596.
Even the synod of Fife was happy to obey. James Melville reported that, having
been moderator, he went to the king himself to show him the form of thanksgiving
it had set down.'45 Of all the presbyteries with records extant for t h s period, there
is evidence only for the presbytery of Peebles having given thanks on royal

instructions. Since the thanksgiving took place at the first presbytery meeting after
the synod, it is likely that the order came via that court.146 There is no evidence
for forms of thanksgiving set down by any other synods. This, and the fact that only
certain ministers of Edinburgh saw it as a controversial issue suggests that the synods
were happy to accept the king's account of the Gowrie Conspiracy and give thanks
for his delivery. James Melville's brief mention of the matter without comment
would suggest that the synod of Fife did not take exception to the command.
The government wanted to give the synods a very limited role in the choice
and oversight of the parliamentary representatives of the Kirk. The caveats agreed
to in the summer of 1599 did not mention the synods at all. The only concession to
them was that the ecclesiastical parliamentarians would be subject, like other
ministers, to the courts of the Kirk for their 1ninistq7.l~~At the general assembly,
in March at Montrose, the caveats were modified slightly to give the synods an

explicit role.

It was enacted that nomination to the leets of six for each

parliamentary place was to be shared by the synods and the general assembly.148
It is clear, however, that the crown wished the true authority over the ecclesiastical
estate in parliament to lie with the general assembly alone.
In the following years, the synod of Fife fought a frequently solo rearguard

action against what some of its ministers appear to have seen as too much royal
intrusion into ecclesiastical affairs. Early in 1601, the king tried to prevent action
against Balfour of Burleigh for harbouring Jesuits by having the judgement remitted
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to h i m ~ e 1 f . l ~Perhaps
~
in response? the synod of Fife sent articles to the king
complaining of his inaction against Jesuits. He reacted angrily, saying that the
ministers ‘made mountains on midges’ and that he would deal with the matter.*50
At the same meeting of the synod of Fife, three ministers were sent to the lung to
request liberty for Robert Bruce, exiled and warded on his return for failing to accept
the king’s account of the Gowrie Conspiracy. The synod of Lothian and Tweeddale,
via the presbytery of Edinburgh, was asked to send delegates too and Angus and the
Mearns had also promised to do so. Because the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale
was not to meet until May, the presbytery of Edinburgh decided to send a delegate
and asked the presbyteries of Dalkeith and Linlithgow to do the same.151
Probably in the autumn of 1601, the synod of Lothian handed responsibility
for enforcing James Maitland of Lethington’s subscription of the confession of faith
to the presbytery of Edinburgh who passed it back to the presbytery of Haddington.
The presbytery of Haddington gave it to the synod again who promptly returned
i;!

152

Such reluctance to take responsibility suggests that the Kirk had no desire

to provoke the king at a time when the majority of ministers appear to have been
happy with the state of relations between themselves and the king.
In a petition to the general assembly in November 1602, the synod of Fife,
again apparently alone in opposition, submitted a list of complaints about the king’s
frequent intervention in ecclesiastical affairs and failure to act against
Catholicism.153 The complaints were put to reasoning among twelve of the
assembly who came up with answers which, at best, grudgingly accepted some of
Fife’s grievances? but have a greater appearance of having dismissed their urgency.
In accepting the lung’s right to deal with ministers for matters raised in their sermons

and failing even to answer questions about the Edinburgh ministers and the absolved
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earls’ failure to adhere to their conditions of absolution, the assembly was at odds
with the synod of Fife. The synod of Fife was, in fact, at odds with the majority
opinion among the ministry.
The Regal Union and the Re-emergence of Opposition.

The departure of the king in 1603 appears to have womed many in the Kirk.
Perhaps fearing that English influence would cause the king to seek ecclesiastical
conformity on an Anglican model and fall away from the widely accepted starus quo
of the time, the synod of LothIan and Tweeddale came to meet him as he passed
Haddington on his journey south in April. They asked that there would be no more
innovation in the Kirk, and called on James to suppress Catholicism and provide for
the Kirk at parochial 1 e ~ e l . lThe
~ ~ genuine fear of English influence was further
reflected when, in 1604, plans for an incorporating union emerged. In March, the
commissioners of synods requested a general assembly before the parliament which
was to be held in Perth in July. This appeal was a concerted one from all synods
and may thus reflect a widespread fear of conformity with England.155 With the
exception of Fife, this was the first sign for many years of any misgivings from
synods about the ecclesiastical policy of the crown. The commissioners of the
general assembly, whom the synodal delegates had petitioned, refused their call for
a general assembly. David Lindsay and Patrick Galloway, the bishop of Ross and
one of the king’s ministers respectively, came fkom the king to reassure them that
no general assembly was necessary since the parliament was only to choose
commissioners to negotiate union and that any union would not affect the Kirk?
That this lobbying of the commissioners of the general assembly was caused
by a general fear of union is reflected in the fact that the delegates of the synods
drew up instructions for the Kirk’s parliamentary representatives. They approved of
union as good for religion and the common weal but insisted that all acts of
parliament and general assembly which favoured the Kirk should be safeguarded and
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that no ecclesiastical innovations should result kom union. They also insisted that
the bishops’ caveats should be maintained.157 Crucial here were those which
compelled them to vote only with advice of the assembly and propose nothing
without its express direction while opposing all things hurtful to the Kirk - the two
which would have ensured genuine representation of the Kirk in parliament. Here
the Kirk, in the form of commissioners from synods, was exhibiting a lack of faith
both in the commissioners of the general assembly and in the king’s reassurances.
They were also striving, in the face of governmental pressure for change, to maintain
agreed constitutional arrangements.
This new clerical unity was re-emphasised when the general assembly,
originally to be held in Aberdeen in July, was prorogued until after union was
completed.158 It is easy to imagine the panic this may have caused in a Kirk
already fearing union with a country whose church many Scottish ministers saw as
too close to Catholicism for comfort. Now they were threatened with complete
exclusion from the decision-making process of a union in which those who
supposedly represented them in parliament would be involved. The presbytery of St
Andrews sent commissioners to Aberdeen, where the assembly was to have met, in
protest against the prorogation. This appears to have prompted the presbytery of
Aberdeen to get the next synod of Aberdeen to write to all the provinces of Scotland
directing them to send commissioners to the next meeting of the synod of Fife. lS9
The synod of Lothan and Tweeddale accused the two bishops whose parishes lay in
its bounds, John Spottiswoode of Glasgow and James Law of Orkney, of attempting
to overthrow the Kirk, presumably because they were involved with the government
and its plans for union and because they had not adhered to the caveats.’6o
The synod of Fife met at St Andrews in September, amidst much suspicion
f?om the government. The king’s commissioner, the laird of Lauriston, came with
letters of discharge in case they tried to declare their meeting a general assembly.
~~

~~
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They did not, so he approved it. They agreed that it was acceptable to hold a
general assembly without royal consent, arguing that just as barons, nobles and
burghs could hold their own courts without royal permission, so could the Kirk.
Lauriston, apparently seehng compromise, submitted to the logic of this but urged
them to wait for the king’s licence because if they did not, James would discharge

an unofficial assembly. He suggested that they should adjourn and meet again with
the commissioners of the general assembly in Perth in October.161
Before the convention could even meet at Perth, the king heard of the
meeting at St Andrews and its declaration that the assembly could meet without his
consent. His reaction was to order Andrew Melville and some other ministers into
ward but the privy council, perhaps under the moderating influence of the earl of
Dunfermline refused to carry this out.’62 All decisions had been remitted to the
convention at Perth and they may have felt that to act before it had deliberated could
be counter-productive.
The convention met at Perth in October and the delegates of the synods
protested that the Kirk was virtually governed by the commissioners of the general
assembly who took on the power of the assembly and that the bishops voted in
parliament without direction from the Kirk.163The commissioners replied that they
were in office until the next general assembly and posed as victims of circumstance,
saying that this situation was not their own choice ‘for thai wer wearie of the
office,. ..but] the King would acknawledge no u h r to deal1 with him bot them, and
that we wald find iff we attemptit any h

g without them’. The commissioners

claimed to be as potentially harsh censurers of the bishops as any of the delegates of
synods, while the bishops affirmed their enthusiasm for the caveats, in spite of
having broken them numerous times already.
Eventually four petitions were sent to the king. They asked that they might
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hold an assembly according to the acts of parliament and custom of the Kirk without
offending him. This was ambiguous since James interpreted those acts and customs
very differently from the Kirk. They also asked for order to be taken with Catholics
and those who ignored the discipline of the Kirk, it being a continuing problem for
the Kirk that it did not receive secular support against Catholicism. They reiterated
the old request for financial help for the Kirk which was of special relevance to those
who had held benefices of the priory of St Andrews which, at the last modification
of stipends, had reverted to the archbishopric. Their other request was probably seen
by the King as the most presumptuous since it amounted to the Scottish ministers
meddling in the affairs of his other kingdom. It was the aftermath of the Hampton
Court Conference and the deadline for English clergy to conform was approaching.
They asked that the ‘godlie and ffaithfull Britherine’ in England who were ‘vexit
with the Bischoppis’ might be favoured by James and that those already deprived
might be returned to their offices.’65 No royal reaction is apparent. In December,
Archbishop Spottiswoode of Glasgow carried a petition to the king fiom the synod
of Lothian again requesting a general assembly. Their request was refused.IM
The first few months of 1605 saw pleas fiom the synods of Aberdeen and
Moray for action against the Catholic nobles in response to the king’s banning of
Aberdeen presbytery from proceeding against Huntly .167 Opposition was mounting
and central control was increasing. All synods and presbyteries were forbidden to
excommunicate any noble without the say of the commissioners of the general
assembly who had obtained a status in the Kirk similar to that of the privy council
in government - James could normally govern with his privy council, calling
parliament only if absolutely necessary.’68 His government of the Kirk was
beginning to conform to this pattern. Assemblies were rarely held and the status of
the commissioners was soon enhanced when he declared there was to be no right of
165
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appeal from them to the

The main priority of the Kirk, the

extermination of Catholicism, was quickly overtaken by events of more immediate
concern. Some elements in the Kirk wanted a general assembly and the small matter

of the lung not having the slightest desire for one to go ahead would not stand in
their way.
The assembly held in July in Aberdeen became a cause ce'kbre. The state
insisted on its illegality while the Kirk, or an appreciable part of it, insisted that it
had been held with due form. Fears of a royal threat to the Kirk were expressed by
James Melville in April in a letter written from his sickbed to the synod of Fife,
warning it to be wary of the hng's promises to preserve the Kirk. He advised them
to familiarise themselves with scriptural warrant for the Presbyterian polity and to

take to heart the prorogation of the last general assembly.'70 This synod intended
to keep the meeting of the assembly planned for Aberdeen on 5 July and the laird of
Lauriston wrote to the lung saying that he had told them, and all the other synods,
that James no longer wished it to meet. Lauriston informed him that they meant to
continue regardless. 17'
The assembly met on 5 July. In the heated aftermath, the synod of Fife took
the lead in asserting the freedom of the Kirk. At an extraordinary meeting in
August, it declared that the holding of general assemblies was necessary to ensure
the liberty of the Kirk because it was the only way of dealing with Catholicism and
differences of opinion which it admitted existed amongst the ministry. It asserted
the legality of the Aberdeen assembly and, consequently, of the prorogation of it to
the last Thursday of September which had been decided when the laird of Launston
had discharged it. It was agreed, however, not to keep that meeting in deference to
the lung's command to that effect and a further prorogation of the general assembly

until May 1606 was proposed for which the king would be petitioned. This was to
be circulated to the other synods for their approval and a national fast was declared
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for 15 and 22 September.'72 The synod of Fife had taken on a role of national coordination, similar to that taken by the presbytery of Edinburgh prior to 1597.
All the presbyteries in the synod of Aberdeen agreed to this prorogation and
for a collection for the ministers imprisoned, on their own expenses, for attending
the Aberdeen assembly. 173 The government, in reacting so harshly to the assembly
which had been attended by ministers from the north-east as well as the parts of the
south from which opposition might have been expected, had ill-judged its actions and
created resistance in an area which was normally acquiescent.

The earl of

Dunfermline was perhaps the only man in government who had been aware of the
backlash that would result but his desire to compromise with the Kirk was not what
James VI wanted and he lost influence to' the earl of DUnbar.'74
The presbytery of Haddington also agreed to the prorogation of the assembly and
added, showing distrust of the King:
that seeing we understand his maiestie hes bein abusit in respect no sute hath
bene delyverit (as ane letter direct from his maiestie bearis) craving ane
generall assembly, quhairas the Sinod of Lawthiane and Tueddell convenit at
Tranent direct ane letter to his maiestie craving maist humblie ane generall
assemblie and send to his maiestie by M i John S p o t t i s ~ o o d . ' ~ ~
The synod of Lothian and Tweeddale met again in November and tried to placate the
king by expressing its thanks for hls deliverance from the gunpowder plot, a ploy

also used by the ministers imprisoned for their parts in the Aberdeen general
assembly.'76 The synod tagged on, somewhat awkwardly perhaps, a request for
the release of the imprisoned ministers. T h s may suggest a co-ordinated policy
involving the ministers in ward. Their requests were in vain.
The king's resolve to control the Kirk was stiffening. Late in the year, he
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directed Patrick Galloway, one of his ministers in Scotland, to instruct the synods
to meet in February.’77 In January 1606, he commanded the synods of Aberdeen
and Moray, presumably for disregarding his command of 1605, to stop acting against
the earl and countess of Huntly. According to one source, he had decided ‘to try the
patience and constancy of the rest of the ministrie’ - those who had not been at the
Aberdeen assembly.178 Patrick Galloway was to write to all the synods and the
king provided articles which were to be discussed at their meetings. The records of
the presbytery of Haddington, where on 5 February the moderator of the last synod
of Lothian and Tweeddale told them of the king’s letter and of the extraordinary
synod, show that Galloway did as he had been commanded.’79
The king’s articles were remarkably radical. He wanted nothing to be done
to alter the acts of assemblies at which he had been present; bishops were to have

full jurisdiction over the ministry and to be responsible to the king alone; the
commissioners of the general assembly were to remain the same with no appeal from
them to the general assembly and he was to be acknowledged as the supreme head
of the Kirk under Christ.’80 According to Calderwood, the synod of Merse and
Teviotdale had been sent a more moderate version but he offered no reason for this.
A further allegation of gerrymandering on the part of the government came from
James Melville who asserted that all the synods were made to meet on the same date
to prevent intercommunication. The synods had, however, often met at the same
times for many years prior to this, before as well as after 1596. When the royal
hands were not on the tiller simultaneous synods had been acceptable. Suddenly
they became a tyrannical imposition, another charge in the litany of injustices
perpetrated against the Kirk.’*’
James Melville, again too ill to attend the synod, wrote to it from his sickbed.
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He expressed astonishment at the 'plaine papistrie' of the king's articles, urged the
synod to reject them and not to remit them to the general assembly for, if it did,
parliament would enact them as law. He urged it to persuade his uncle Andrew to
write to the king rejecting any civil authority over the Kirk.182None of the synods
approved the king's articles but it is not clear how many rejected them and how
many remitted them to a future general assembly.183 Possibly many synods felt it
was better to pass matters of such import to the general assembly rather than
challenge the king individually. What is clear is that what seems to have been the
scheme of a king who had lost all patience with the Kirk was not acceptable to that
Kirk. This is supported by the fact that James was reported to have been angry at

their failure to accept his articles.184The only other synod for which there is firm
evidence at h s time is the synod of Aberdeen, which was as concerned with its own
problematic relations with the king as with his articles. It wrote to the court
bemoaning the plague of Jesuits, the lack of support from the civil authority against
the Catholic nobility and, pointedly, its frustration at being forbidden from dealing
with Huntly and Err01."~

By this time, plans for the restoration of a powerful episcopate were firm.
Bishops sat in parliament and on the privy council and the king's articles to the
synods had shown that he wished the bishops to be his lieutenants in the Kirk. The
synods had not accepted this and, as James Melville warned, what they remitted to
the general assembly was enacted by parliament. The parliament met in July 1606
and passed the 'Act Anent the Restitution of the Estate of Bishops ' .'81

The act

restricted itself to finance and the confirmation of the bishops as crown-appointed
parliamentarians. Their ecclesiastical role was left for the general assembly to
establish and this led to a dramatic confrontation between the king and the synods.
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The king called eight ministers to London in September, ostensibly to help
him to resolve disagreements in the Kirk. He refused to allow them to return and,
with them and the ministers who had attended the Aberdeen assembly in 1605 in
ward or in exile, he held a convention of ministers and nobles at Linlithgow in
December at which it was proposed that there would be constant moderators of all
presbyteries .
Spottiswoode and the official record both suggest that constant moderators for
synods were also agreed to but the furore of 1607 does suggest that the minutes were
later fa1~ified.l~~
Indeed, William Scot alleged that sight of the acts of that
convention was requested at the time by ‘Two noblemen’ but their request was
denied and nobody saw the act regarding constant moderation of synods for another
six months.’88 Many synods were showing increasing signs of opposition to the
crown - this might be eased by their being moderated by bishops. The ‘act’ stated
that where there was a bishop he was to moderate and in the absence of a bishop,
if there was more than one synod per diocese, the moderator should be elected with
the consent of the commissioners of the general assembly and f?om the moderators
of its presbyteries. The moderators of the synods were to be subject to the general
assembly of which they were to be members ex oficio.
The packed ‘assembly’ had not even been given the chance to vote on
constant moderation for synods.

The king, expecting resistance, appointed

commissioners to attend the synods in April.189 The crown’s intention appears to
have been to avert opposition before the synods met. A number of prorogations
therefore took place and negotiations with the synods were attempted. Unlike the
issue of parliamentary representation, however, these negotiations were signally
unsuccessful.
The synod of Perth and Stirling met on 7 April having been ordered by the
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king not to criticise the acts of Linlithgow.lw The synod forbade its presbyteries
from accepting constant moderators and elected a moderator without the consent of
the king’s commissioner, the comptroller Lord Scone, a beneficiary of the recent
erections of temporal lordships from ecclesiastical lands. 19’ Scone forced them to
put the moderators of the presbyteries on a leet but they protested that constant
moderation of synods had not been passed at Linlithgow. On the following day, he
threatened to discharge the synod and brought in James Nicolson, bishop of Dunkeld,
in an attempt to ensure obedience.

They voted to disregard the innovation,

demanding freedom to act according to the acts of the general assembly and
parliament and asked to see a copy of the act of Linlithgow. This was refused and,
again, Scone threatened to discharge the synod which then claimed the authority of
Christ, provoking Scone’s cry that ‘Thair is no Jesus heir!’. Chaos ensued. The
synod elected Henry Livingstone as moderator. Scone sat in the moderator’s chair
to prevent Livingstone from talung office. He ordered his men to remove the
moderator’s desk and pull away the stools. The synod camed on regardless. The
baillies of Perth refused to eject the ministers but after a recess the ministers returned
to find themselves locked out. Continuing outside, they found that the presbytery
of Perth was alone in having accepted a constant moderator and only because it had
been forced to. They sent a supportive letter to the eight ministers warded in
England, chose three from each presbytery as delegates to the general assembly and
appointed four to await on the privy council since Scone had threatened to charge
them.’92
The government’s response was swift. On 9 April, the privy council ordered
the ministers of the synod of Perth and Stirling to answer for obstructing Scone, for
refusing to accept their constant moderator and for refusing to appoint a moderator
for Auchterarder presbytery.

Some were called before the council and the

presbyteries of the synod were ordered to ignore its commands. The four who had
been called before the privy council were put to the horn and one of them, William
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Row, went into hiding.193 When the king heard of the events at Perth, he
commanded the privy council to charge the synod to elect Alexander Lindsay and to
summon Henry Livingstone and William Row and ward them in Blackness. He
commanded that the synod of Perth and Stirling should be forbidden to meet until
he was satisfied. The council promised to oblige and, on 11 June, Row and
Livingstone were summoned before them.'94 The synod next met in August 1610,
presumably having faded to satisfy the king in the interim.195
Fearing the spread of opposition, on 23 April the privy council prorogued the
synod of Fife u n d 2 June, allegedly at the instigation of Archbishop Gledstane~.'~~
The ministers of Fife formally protested by meeting on the shore at Dysart,
adjourned until 2 June and protested to the privy council.197 The synod was
prorogued for another week on 21 May because of a planned meeting of the
commissioners of the general assembly and, a few days later, the assembly planned
for July was prorogued and the synods ordered to meet on 4 August and choose two
of the 'most godlie, peiceable, wise, grave [and] of the best experience' to meet at
Holyrood on 27 August with the commissioners of the general assembly and some
privy councillors.198
The synod of Fife met at the beginning of June with three royal
commissioners in attendance who urged it to accept Gledstanes as constant
moderator. It refused, denying that there ever was an act for constant moderators
of synods and the royal commissioners refused to produce a copy of it. They
threatened horning if the synod did not adjourn and it threatened excommunication
of Gledstanes if it was homed! Gledstanes prorogued it until 18 August. On 4 June,
~~
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the privy council ordered the synod of Fife to accept Gledstanes as its moderator,
presumably at its next meeting?) In h s heated atmosphere, the strength which
a restored episcopate could give to government policy began to be realised. The
bishops of Ross, Caithness, St Andrews, Brechin and the Isles met and agreed to
divide Scotland up among themselves so that ‘everie ane of ws sal have ane secreit
oversight and the cair of ane several part’ and that they would meet every six weeks
to ‘fiustrat the plattis and purposis of the turbulent ’.200
The synods were prorogued again until 18 August because parliament was to
meet at the end of July. On 23 July, as a preparative for this, the council charged
all synods to choose their constant moderators from those of the presbyteries. On

12 August, fearing further unrest from Perth and Stirling, that synod was specifically
discharged.201
The synod of Lothian and Tweeddale met on 18 August at Dalkeith. The last
moderator, in his opening address, spoke out against constant moderators and against
the amended act of Linlithgow. This sermon was based on Genesis chapter 42,
verses 2 1-4. Verse 2 1 reads: ‘We are very guilty concerning our brother, in that we
saw the anguish of his soul, when he besought us, and we would not hear; therefore
is this distress come upon us.’ It was a thinly veiled reproach to any ministers
reluctant to defend an afflicted Kirk or to support their brethren in ward at home and
in England. It was also an admonition to the whole Kirk for having allowed this
state of affairs to arise.202 The synod, whether out of fear, naivety or simply
inability to agree, referred the whole matter to the next general assembly.203It met
again in October, however, and rejected constant moderation by forty-seven votes
to seventeen. The forty-seven were charged to change their minds on pain of
homing by Thomas Hamilton, the king’s commissioner, who was also the lung’s
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advocate. Because no bishop had his seat in the synod, they chose Patrick Galloway,
one of the king’s ministers, as their moderator in the hope that h s would be seen
as a via media. This failed and the synod was adjourned sine die by Hamilton who
had ordered Galloway to demit the moderatorship only to be contradicted by the
outgoing moderator.204
Four royal commissioners were sent to the synod of Fife this time and they
imposed Gledstanes as moderator.205

They met stiff opposition.

W illiam

Cranston, minister of Kettle, entered the pulpit to open proceedings as the previous
moderator.

He was called to leave but said that a greater lord than the king

commanded him to stay. The archbishop and all but one of the royal commissioners
left. When it came to the turn of the presbytery of St Andrews to be examined, the
synod, determined to emphasise that Gledstanes was merely a parish minister,
censured him for poor attendance at the exercise. The synod tried to elect its own
moderator and, after eight months’ delay, the act of Linlithgow was produced only
to be summarily rejected. Threatened with homing, six gave in while four left prior
to the vo’te. Finally the synod was discharged and forbidden to meet again without
the king’s consent.2M The synod of Fife had been prorogued until 29 September
but the archbishop of St Andrews and the privy council took action to ensure that it
did not meet. 207
The king was kept informed and, on 6 September, he wrote to the privy
council telling them, in light of his knowledge of the events at the synod of Fife, to
ward John Dykes, John Colden and John Scrimgeour for their behaviour there.208
Two weeks later, the council obliged when they discharged the meeting to be held
on 29 September.2w William Cranstoun, had also been warded for his behaviour
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at the synod of Fife but he repented and was released at the beginning of December
but was confined to his parish.210
On 24 July, the king wrote to the earl of Abercorn commanding him to go
to the synod of Clydesdale as his commissioner. Abercorn, elevated to his earldom
in the previous year, then wrote to all the presbyteries of the synod ordering them
to keep the diet on 18 August. He produced the act of Linlithgow and told them to
accept Archbishop Spottiswoode as moderator. There was opposition at first, with
assertions that only the presbyteries were to have constant moderators. Abercorn
forced the issue by asking if anyone would formally gainsay constant moderation of
synods but no one did. The ministers requested postponement of the meeting so that
they could have time to consider but Abercorn refused, saying that he had been
commanded by the king either to see the act obeyed or to denounce them as rebels
and discharge the synod. According to one source, he used ‘menaces and threats’
to ensure their acceptance of Spottiswoode. The earl’s own account of proceedings,
however, suggests that, perhaps to give his menacings and threats a veneer of
compromise, he allowed four ministers to be put on a leet for election of a
moderator. After discussion or coercion, depending on whose account is to be
believed, all but two voted for the archbishop.211
In April, the presbytery of Jedburgh had nominated one of its ministers to the
leet for the moderator of the synod of Merse and Teviotdale as was normal,
supporting the view that constant moderation of synods was not passed at
Linlithgow.212 The synod met again on 18 August but there is no evidence for
what occurred then.213 Not until its regular meeting in October did it take a stand.
It refused to accept a constant moderator and defied the crown hrther by discharging
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all the constant moderators of presbyteries within its bounds and ordering them to
elect their own as

Soon after this, the privy council summoned five

ministers to appear before it on 5 November on pain of rebellion. Of the five, three
were acquitted but two were warded in Blackness, although they were put to the horn
three weeks later for refusing to enter ward.215
It is unclear if the synod of Aberdeen resisted a constant moderator or not.
The lack of clarity is not helped by a misplaced document in the Register of the pn’vy

Council. For 1608, there is an undated charge to the synod to elect a constant
moderator according to the act of Linlithgow, that is to elect one fiom the
moderators of their presbyteries or to appoint their bishop to the office if there was
one in their bounds.216 The fact that there was a bishop in their bounds, Peter
Blackburn, suggests that this was a formal letter to all the synods, thus it is likely to
be that written on 23 July 1607 charging synods to choose constant
By the first meeting of the synod of Aberdeen in 1608, Blackbum was undoubtedly
its moderator.

*

According to Calderwood, only the synod of Angus and the Mearns, still
conservative even without its superintendent, put up no resistance to constant
moderation. It is unclear how the other synods reacted to the innovation but even
Archbishop Spottiswoode admitted that all the synods were forced to obey the
government on this matter.219 The fact that Spottiswoode devoted only a page to
what was a protracted and heated controversy, and one in which he was personally
involved, suggests that he did not wish to dwell upon it, perhaps because of the
resistance the government faced. Only the synods of Fife and Lothian had regularly
opposed the crown since 1586 but, by the latter half of the first decade of the
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seventeenth century, even Moray and Aberdeen were causing problems, so the
government felt it was necessary to take

firm

control of these courts. The heavy-

handed methods used in the imposition of constant moderators appear to have caused
more problems for the government than they solved. Opposition had got to such a
level by 1606 that the king was convinced that only by the restoration of
ecclesiastical jurisdiction to the episcopate could it be tackled. This, in turn, resulted
in a policy which was more dogmatic than was really necessary and may even have
caused some ministers who had not previously shown dissent to do so.
In March 1608, the king appointed the provost of Glasgow as commissioner
to the synod of Clydesdale and asked him to thank them for their obedience. He
urged the provost to ensure that they did not question any acts of general assemblies,
especially that at Linlithgow in 1606, and to act on the advice of Archbishop
Spottiswoode, not that of the synod.220 After the synod, the provost reported his
success to the king; he wrote that it had been orderly, the archbishop’s moderation
had been good and that:
evin the adverse partie, so many of thame as ar in thir bounds, have now
thair mouthis stoppit, and ar compellit to praise God for your Hienes most
wyse and provident caire in the redressinge of their former confbsion.221
Greater control was also evident in Fife, where Archbishop Gledstanes was
able to report to the king that ‘your honest servandis.. .exceid the seditious’, and that
if k s once ‘most seditious Province in all our Kingdome’ can be so easily controlled
then the rest will be easy.222 The ‘brethren of Fife’, perhaps the synod in an
unofficial capacity without its moderator or maybe a smaller number of opposition
ministers, wrote to the presbyteries of Fife, in anticipation of a general assembly,
attempting to create a united front against the government. This was, of course, to
no avail since the personnel of general assemblies was now so tightly controlled by
the crown in the person of the bishops.z23
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The Merse and Teviotdale, still with no constant moderator, continued to
resist. On 17 February 1608, the presbytery of Jedburgh received a letter from the
presbytery of Melrose intimating a royal command for the synod to meet in March
to answer for its misbehaviour at its last meeting and that it had been decided to hold
an extraordinary synod on 22 February in K e l ~ o .The
~ ~ presbytery of Jedburgh
agreed to the meeting but there is no evidence for it having taken place. On 24
March, the synod was discharged by the privy council for fear of unruliness.m
It finally met in June at Kelso when constant moderators of presbyteries were
nominally accepted but there is no evidence for the synod’s acceptance of one
itself?

Indeed, later in that year and in April 1609, the presbytery of Melrose

made nominations to the leets for the moderators of the approaching synods.”’
Requests for the restoration of the synods’ former liberties were made,
especially by ministers from Fife, at a conference of representatives of the synods
at Falkland in June 1608 with the bishops and the commissioners of the general
assembly.228 They were resisted then and again in the following year when, at
another conference at Falkland, the bishops and commissioners of the general
assembly refused to debate in writing thus thwarting the opposition. Neither side
would argue on the other’s terms so impasse was reached.z9
In 1610, the bishops were fully restored to their jurisdiction over the
ministers and the synods became courts of episcopal visitation. To emphasise this,
the boundaries of the medieval dioceses were restored as the boundaries of the
synods with, for example, the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale becoming the
diocesan synod of St Andrews south of the Forth, losing most of the parishes of the
presbytery of Peebles and gaining most of those from the presbytery of Stirling. The
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archbishop of St Andrews moderated synods in Lothian, Fife and that part of his
diocese north of the Tay. It is from thls time that the register of the synod of Fife
first survives and it is entitled the ‘Record of the Diocesan Synod of St Andrews

Benorth The Forth ’ .230 A new era had indeed dawned. There were some antiepiscopal outbursts in the synods of Lothian and Fife at their first meetings after the
general assembly in Glasgow but they were to no avail. The changes which had
been wrought at synodal level cannot be

Control of the Kirk by the

crown had apparently been achieved, but not with consent; the bishops stood at the
head of a Presbyterian system as the agents of the king. In the synods, as meetings
of the general assembly became less common, clerical independence and freedom to
oppose the government through formal ecclesiastical channels had grown in strength.
So it was that the synods received such close attention from a government determined

to stifle dissent before it could be co-ordinated.
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Chapter 5. The Presbyteries.

Introduction.

The first presbyteries were established in 1581 by the general assembly in an
effort to consolidate the consistorial system in places where the plantation of the
ministry had been most successful.’ The gap between parochial kirk sessions and
regional synods had been recognised in the Second Book of Discipline but it had
proposed to group parishes and abolish kirk sessions rather than add a further
consistorial tier.2 Kirk sessions remained in place while the presbytery emerged
from the weekly ‘exercise’ of doctrine, involving ministers from a group of parishes
gathering to expound upon and discuss scripture. The strongly theological bent of
the meetings may explain why the attendance of elders at presbyteries was almost
unknown, except in the first few years. Local enough to be in touch with the
parishes but able to link effectively with the centre, the thirteen presbyteries slotted
into the consistorial system. Although their establishment allegedly received royal
a p p r ~ v a lthey
, ~ had little time to gain a foothold in the Kirk before their abolition.
The general assembly’s support for the Ruthven regime had coincided with the
introduction of presbyteries and so, when the regime fell in 1583 to be replaced by
the faction which it had removed in 1582, the innovation was swept away.4 Seen
as instruments of sedition by the new government, headed by the earl of Arran,
presbyteries were outlawed.’
For almost two years, no presbytery met. Of the surviving records, the last
known meeting was that of the presbytery of Stirling on 19 May 1584, three days
before the effective proscription of presbyteries by parliament. The first recorded
meeting after the fall of the Arran regme was held by the presbytery of Edinburgh
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on 19 April 1586!

The returning exiled lords, who had fled to England in 1584

after failing to restore the Ruthven faction, issued a manifesto early in November

1585 on their entry into Scotland. It condemned the earl of Arran’s ‘proclamations
published inhibitinge . ..Presbyteriis . . .and other exercises, preveleges and Jurisdictions
[of the Kirk] ...without which the puretie of doctrine cannot...continue’.7 It had
probably been written by one of the twenty or so ministers who had fled to England
to avoid persecution for their opposition to Arran’s government. The subsequent
failure of the nobility, once restored to favour, to make any attempt to ensure the
reinstatement of presbyteries is testament to their lack of genuine interest in
ecclesiastical polity. While they were in exile, the support of the exiled ministers
was useful, not least for its propaganda value; the ministers soon became dispensable
once the returning exiled nobles were reconciled to their king.
The Reintroduction of Presbyteries- *

In 1586, presbyteries were reinstated as part of a scheme negotiated in the
first few months of that year between representatives of the ministry on the one part
and the king and the privy council on the other.’ It was agreed that presbyteries
should be erected in convenient places by the general assembly with the advice of the
The atmosphere at this time appears to have been uncertain. A r6gime

lung.”

which was explicitly hostile to presbyterianism had recently been ousted and those
who favoured presbyteries were careful not to jeopardise the possibility of their
return by pushing ecclesiastical independence too hard.
~
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English source observed that: ‘Towards the discipline of the church he [the king]
seems not soundly affected, because he has the impression that it takes away from
princely authority’.

Both sides were compromising.

The new crown-sanctioned polity was ratified by the general assembly at
Edinburgh in May 1584.12 The presbytery of Edinburgh had already begun to meet
by that time but that is not surprising, for some of the most prominent defenders of
presbyteries against the Arran rdgime had been ministers there.

Three of the

ministers of Edinburgh had fled to England after parliament passed the ‘Black
Acts’.13 Since the crown had accepted the reintroduction of presbyteries in
February, it was no challenge to the crown for a presbytery to meet before the
settlement had been ratified by the general assembly. The presbytery of St Andrews
may also have reconstituted itself before May. The general assembly remitted the
trial of those involved in the dispute over the episcopal jurisdiction of Patrick
Adamson, archbishop of St Andrews, to it, suggesting that it was already in
operation.l4
The assembly of May 1586 intended to establish a network of presbyteries
covering most of the country. It drew up a list of fifty presbyteries from Orkney to
Galloway. In 1593, forty-seven presbyteries were listed as functioning, as with so
many other aspects of Kirk government at this time, covering all but the western
isles and the western madand north of L ~ M O X .This
’ ~ assembly also set down the
jurisdiction of presbyteries. They were to keep the kirks within their bounds in good
order and to ‘inquyre diligentlie of naughtie and ungodlie persons’ and reform them.
They were to see preaching purely done, sacraments rightly administered, discipline
maintained and the fair distribution of ‘ecclesiastical1goods’, presumably poor-relief.
They were also to keep and execute the ordinances of general assemblies but were
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allowed to make local rules as long as these were approved by their synods and did
not clash with acts of general assemblies. Presbyteries could excommunicate and
give censure for: ‘Heresie, papistrie, apostasie, idolatrie, witchcraft, consulters with
witches, contempt of the Word, not resorting to the Word, continuance in blasphemie
against God and his bveth, pegurie, incest, adultrie, fornicatioun, [and] common
drunkennes’.16 The presbytery of Edinburgh, which clearly had a special status,
appears to have been the only one which was regularly involved in ecclesiastical
politics from the very start.’7 Since presbyteries were new in most areas where
they were erected after 1586, their establishment took some time. Even where they
had been in operation between 1581 and 1584 their re-establishment was not
immediate.
The acts of the assembly of 1586 were augmented at the general assembly of
June 1587 at Edinburgh.

There it was decided that presbyteries were to be

responsible for the frequent examination of new ministers to ensure the soundness
of their knowledge of scripture. It was also confirmed that all kirk sessions were to
be subject to their presbyteries.’* This suggests that the precise role of presbyteries
remained unclear, possibly because they had emerged from the exercise which was
not part of the consistorial system. The records of the kirk session of St Andrews
appear to show that it was used to dealing directly with the synod of Fife. It may
have been just such a practice that the general assembly was attempting to eradicate
in 1587.19
Evidence for the development of presbyteries might be sought in the Register
of Presentations to Benefices and the records of presentations to benefices under
crown patronage in the records of the privy seal.*’

The first mention of a

presbytery, a presentation to the vicarage of Kilburnie in the presbytery of
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Cunningham, dates from November 1586.” This mentioned the presbytery only,
yet at this time, and for the next few years, presbyteries were normally mentioned
after bishops and commissioners. By 1591, presbyteries had become commonly
mentioned but bishops and commissioners maintained a role in many presentations.
The ‘Golden Act’ of 1592 appears to have given a boost to this development in the
role of the presbyteries since it explicitly mentioned their right to recieve
presentations.22 By 1593, although some presentations still mentioned bishops and
commissioners, presbyteries became the primary recipients of royal presentations to
benefices.
It is very difficult to gauge the varying strengths of presbyteries in different
areas. It is often the case in the early years, judging by the Privy Seal Register
entries, that the crown was unaware of whether there was a presbytery established
where the benefice lay, or even quite what a presbytery was. In March 1587, a
presentation to a benefice in Ayrshire was directed to the bishop, commissioner or
six of the presbytery ‘within the bounds’; in May 1589, another was directed to the

commissioner, his assessors or the presbytery within Fife, but there were three
presbyteries in Fife. Perhaps the clearest illustration of the difficulties involved in
seeking regional variations in the establishment of presbyteries is the fact that the
first recorded presentation in the presbytery of Edinburgh was not untd February
1589, nearly three years after the presbytery had recommenced its register.23 If no
benefice under royal patronage became vacant, no presentation would be made. It
is thus impossible to glean detailed regional information from the Register of the

Privy Seal’s records of presentations to benefices in royal patronage and the Register
of Presentations to Benefices is wanting between July 1587 and February 1595.
It is, indeed, possible that the ‘Golden Act’ marked the point at whch the
crown became fully aware of presbyteries, which areas they covered and how they
worked.

In its aftermath, the crown, by making presentations exclusively to
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presbyteries, ensured its partial fulfilment.

Although presbyteries had been

increasing in strength before the ‘Golden Act’ was passed in May 1592, the greater
impetus given to their development by that act suggests that the description of it as
‘little more than a recognition of afait accompZi, might have to be, at least partially,
reassessed. 24
The Political Development of Presbyteries.

There is evidence in other spheres that presbyteries were beginning to be seen
within the Kirk as a crucial and effective part of its national system from at least the
beginning of 1588. In January of that year, amid growing fears of Spanish invasion,
a group of the ‘maist wacryff and c e d l l ’ ministers met at Edinburgh and petitioned
the king to allow all the presbyteries to meet and report their suggestions for means
to resist the threat by 20 January. The moderators of all presbyteries were told to
monitor the state of religion locally, liaise with specially appointed civil
commissioners and to report regularly to a standing commission of ministers, lawyers
and burgesses in Edinburgh?

In a more peaceful vein, in October 1589, at the

time of the departure of the king to meet his bride in Scandinavia, the presbyteries
of Dalkeith, St Andrews and Haddington all organised fasting and prayers in their
parishes to ensure the king’s preservation during his absence and his safe return with
his queen.26 In 1590, the presbyteries, with the backing of the privy council,

organised a collection for the afflicted Genevan Kirk,27and there are indications in
1592 of prayers having been organised by some presbyteries for the French
Protestants, after the conversion of Henri IV to Catholicism.28
In 1593, the presbytery of Edinburgh wrote to the other presbyteries in
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Scotland requesting a collection to pay for a royal guard.29 The presbyteries of
Glasgow, Dalkeith, Stirling, Haddington and St Andrews (all the presbyteries for
which records survive at the time) each recorded receipt of the letter and collections
were duly ~ndertaken.~’ This appears to have been an attempt, by the
demonstration of a widespread desire for action as well as by the provision of the
financial wherewithal for the guard, to force the king’s hand and to pressurise him

to act decisively against the Catholic lords for their liaisons with Spain.
As the Presbyterian system gradually matured, pressure fkom the Kirk for the

recognition of the new polity by the civil power began to emerge.
parliament passed an act conf-g

In 1587,

the ‘libertie’ of the Kirk. The act was not

specific; it ratified all acts previously passed:
anent the libertie of the kirk of god and religioun now presentlie professit and
be the lawis establischit within this realme.. .And cassis and annullis and
abrogattis all lawis actis and statuittis.. .contrair or in prejudice of the said
trew religioun. 31
It was, however, very unspecific and many in the Kirk may well have been

dissatisfied with it. In the summer of 1590, the general assembly, meeting at
Edinburgh in August, took advantage of the warmer relations between the king and
the Kirk to request ratification of the Presbyterian polity by the

Nothing,

however, was forthcoming.
The faith of the general assembly in the efficacy of presbyteries at this
juncture is borne out by its decision that, where presbyteries were established,
individual commissioners of visitation appointed by general assemblies should cease
to operate.33 The assembly attempted further to strengthen its hand in the argument
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for ratification of the new polity by ordering all presbyteries to have their ministers
subscribe the ‘Book of Policie’ - the Second Book of

The synod of

Lothian and Tweeddale, meeting two months later, commanded the moderators of
its presbyteries to procure a copy of the ‘Buik of Policie’ for sub~cription.~~
In
November, the presbytery of Stirling, presumably acting on a similar command from
the synod of Perth and Stirling, resolved to ask the clerk of the last general assembly
for a copy of the ‘Buik’. At the general assembly at Edinburgh in July 1591, it was
noted that most presbyteries were yet to

By the following October, in

the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale, the presbyteries of Dalkeith, Haddington,
Dunbar and Linlithgow had subscribed, Edmburgh was in the process of doing so but
Peebles had not.37 The failure of Peebles to subscribe can be placed alongside the
fact that it did not bring its presbytery books to the synod for examination nor did
it procure copies of the acts of general assemblies and synods, as all presbyteries had
been commanded. 38 Clearly some presbyteries became established more quickly
than others; indeed, it was not until October 1593 that the presbytery of Peebles was
granted authority equal to its peers by the synod of Lothian and T ~ e e d d a l e . ~ ~
Difficulties in at least one presbytery were not confined to its basic functions.
The presbytery of St Andrews split in 1591 as the result of a dispute over the
appointment of a minister to the parish of Leuchars. In August, early evidence of
tension was apparent when a number of the ministers, having been given three weeks
to ponder the ‘Buik of Policie’ were still ‘not resoluit in all poyntis’. In September,
it emerged that a petition had been given in for the erection of a presbytery of
Cupar. The presbytery of St Andrews, presumably on a majority decision, decided
not to proceed in the matter without sight of an act of authorisation fiom the general
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assembly along with a list of the ministers who wished to secede. The question was
remitted to the synod.40 According to Spottiswoode, who became involved in the
case, seven members of the presbytery favoured one candidate while over twenty
favoured the other. The minority group was led by Andrew Melville and it was he
who tried to set up a rival presbytery in St Mary’s College. At the synod of Fife in
October, Melville was allegedly charged with secession. He responded by blaming
those who chose an unworthy candidate, saying that, although his candidate was
supported by fewer ministers, ‘voices [ie votes] ought not to be numbered
but.. .weighed and pondered’. Although Spottiswoode’s account was coloured by a
combination of hindsight and his later occupation of an archbishopric, which put him
in a position very much opposed to Melville’s, this is a clear reflection of Andrew
Melville’s view of his own rectitude. The dispute over Leuchars was finally resolved
in 1592 by dividing the presbytery of St Andrews in two to form the new presbytery
of Cupar and appointing a third candidate to Le~chars.~’
What was later to become known as the ‘Golden Act’, to contrast it with the
‘Black Acts’ of 1584, was passed by the parliament of May 1592.42 Although it
left much power in the hands of the state, it was significantly different from previous
acts of parliament and the privy council in favour of the Kirk. It specifically
mentioned the different courts of the Kirk and confirmed their right to convene, with
the time and place of meetings of the general assembly alone being under royal
jurisdiction. The act also outlined the jurisdiction of presbyteries. They were to
ensure the Word of God was preached, the sacraments rightly administered and
revenues properly distributed, as set down in 1586 by the assembly. They were
given the authority to deprive benefice holders and to excommunicate, and all
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presentations to benefices were to be directed to them.43 Six years after their
reintroduction, presbyteries were formally recognised by the state. The crucial
aspect of this act was that it set the precedent of the civil authority legislating on
matters of ecclesiastical organisation and jurisdiction. It may have been designed to
placate a worried or even hostile Kirk but its architect, the king’s secretary, John
Maitland of Thirlestane, ensured that the power of the state, far from being
diminished, was enhanced. What the state could grant, the state could rescind.
Indeed it was clear, even prior to 1592, that James VI saw himself as competent to
deal with cases before ecclesiastical courts. He was quick to interfere with the
proceedings of presbyteries if he saw fit. In January 1587, a messenger came to the
presbytery of St Andrews from the king charging it to suspend a process against the
archbishop of St Andrews on pain of homing?

In 1588, the king and the privy

council intervened with the presbyteries of Dunblane and Stirling to prevent the
excommunication of the Catholic Bishop William Chisholm of Dunblane. Chisholm
was in Scotland temporarily, presumably to see to some affairs in his diocese. The
presbyteries of Stirling and Dunblane summoned him to subscribe the confession of
faith and, on two separate occasions, the king wrote to the presbytery of Stirling
asking it to delay Chisholm’s excommunication. The second time, the king himself

took caution that Chisholm would leave Scotland within forty days. He failed to
leave and, after forty days had passed, was exc~mmunicated.~~
Soon after this, the
excommunication was suspended by the privy council to allow Chisholm to settle his
In 1589, the presbytery of Haddington

affairs so that he could leave the

experienced similar difficulties in its attempts to ban a Sunday market held at Tranent
by Lord
It thus comes as no surprise that, in the aftermath of the ‘Golden Act’, state
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intervention in the activities of presbyteries continued. Just as in the years before
1592, h s largely involved interference in cases of discipline, most notably against
Catholics. In 1593, the king and the privy council intervened to stop the imminent
excommunication of Lord Hume by the presbytery of Edinburgh.48 In the
following year, the presbytery of St Andrews was commanded by the king to stop
a process against one of its parishioners since he had purged himself before the king.
The presbytery saw this as a subversion of its jurisdiction, so it insisted that the
offender must also purge himself publicly.49 After 1596, King James felt perfectly
entitled to take much further such intervention in the courts of the Kirk for, after all,
he had occasionally stepped in for years.
The frequency with which presbyteries met, as well as malung them effective
gatherers of money and information, made them ready sources of personnel for ad
hoc conventions of ministers in times of crisis, enhancing their political role. The

first recorded instances of such conventions occurred in 1593. In that year, the earls
of Huntly, Angus and Err01 were to be tried for treason by a convention of the
estates. That convention met at Holyrood, not before it had been prorogued more
than once. In July 1593, two ministers from each presbytery met in Edinburgh to
petition parliament, in vain, to deal with the rebel earls.50 In October, the
presbytery of Edinburgh, acting as it did so often in the capacity of a standing
commission of the Kirk, wrote to the moderator of every presbytery. Each one was
to tell those in the presbytery who were ‘well affected towards religion’ to be in
Perth on 24 October to lobby at the trial of the Catholic earls.51 The response
appears to have been healthy. On 5 November, the English ambassador reported that
the plan was going ahead: the presbyteries of Haddington, Dalkeith, Glasgow, St
Andrews and Stirling all recorded the delegation of ministers and laymen to the
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convention whch had been moved to Holyrood on 12 N ~ v e m b e r . ~It~ is,
unfortunately, impossible to gauge the level of support from a wider selection of
presbyteries due to the lack of survival of record material. The king, at least,
appears to have been so unnerved by the prospect of a number of uninvited ministers
and laymen lobbying his convention that, on 6 November, the privy council forbade
all but those called to the convention from

In spite of the disappointment

that many of the representatives of presbyteries must have felt when the convention
passed an act of abolition, giving the earls another chance, the Kirk had been given

a role. The act of abolition ordered the earls to satisfy the Kirk, in front of their
respective presbyteries or synods, before 1 February 1594.54 The following year
saw what could be described as a parliamentary affirmation of the act of the
convention at Holyrood in November 1593. In May 1594, the general assembly
decided that two commissioners ftom each presbytery should wait in Edinburgh to
lobby the parliament later that month. Parliament enacted that all presbyteries were
to summon suspected Catholics to satisfy the Kirk regarding their Protestant
orthodoxy. If they faded to do so, the presbyteries were to report this to the council
which would, in tum, summon the suspects under pain of rebellion and escheat of
all their lands and goods.?

The king’s aid to the countess of Huntly and Sir

William Chisholm, in their evasions of the summonses of the presbytery of Stirling
in that year, suggests, however, that the enthusiasm of the state to carry this measure
through was limited?
In June 1595, representatives of presbyteries again assembled at Edinburgh

to lobby parliament. Since relations between the king and the Kirk were warmer due

to the banishment of the earls of Huntly and Errol, the presbyteries may have felt
that their pressure would not be unwelcome. In April, the king had written to a
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number of presbyteries inviting them to send representatives to Stirling for the trial
of Douglas of S p ~ t t . ’ Earlier
~
that year, the Kirk had excommunicated the earl of
Bothwell for having allied with the Catholic earls and Spott had been allied with
Bothwell.’* James VI was happy to use the support of the Kirk in his action against
those whom both he and the Kirk viewed as anathema and the Kirk was happy to cooperate. By the spring of 1595, both Bothwell and Spott had fallen into that
category.
These actions on the part of the crown showed that it saw the presbyteries as
important links in the system of ecclesiastical authority. As a result, it was quick to
make use of them to strengthen links between the centre and the localities which
secular power structures were less able to do. In December 1595, following an
example given by the Kirk over two years previously, and as a consequence of a list
of demands from some ministers, the privy council resolved to use the presbyteries

to aid national defence. Fear of Spanish invasion had reached a height unknown
since 1588 and the council ordered that each sheriff was to liaise with the barons and
the ministers of each presbytery to devise ways of defending the realm. All ideas
were to be reported to the king or the privy council and ministers in each presbytery
were given permission ‘to convene the people in armour at their [the privy council’s]
first call to resist the incursions of the Spaniard or of any other papist’.59 This did
not give the presbyteries the power of military muster independent of the state.
Whatever they did in this sphere, they were to act as an arm of the state’s defence
policy and it is in such a context that presbyteries may indeed be seen as the first
effective link between the centre and the localities in Scotland, in the temporal as
well as the spiritual kingdom?
It was in 1596, however, that presbyteries appear to have been coming into
their own as quickly responsive bodies which could carry out tasks set by the Kirk’s
James Nicolson to Robert Bowes, 12 Mar. 1595 & Same to same, 17 Apr. 1595, CSP Scof, xi,
nos.485 & 520.
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central institutions and as the principal courts of the Kirk. Perhaps the idea, quoted

in many narratives, that the purity of the Kirk had reached a zenith at the beginning
of this year might relate, at least partially, to this?

It may, indeed, have been the

case that, with the absence of Huntly and En01 and with the renewed threat of
Spanish invasion, at this time many of the courts of the Kirk were able to act with
little or no state interference, perhaps even with the support of the state, and were
thus more effective than they had ever been.
In the late spring of 1596, a new plan for a ‘constant platt’, a system, for the
permanent provision of ministers’ stipends, devised by the secretary, John Lindsay
of Balcarres, emerged.62 A crucial aspect of the plan was that the revenues from
dissolved prelacies would be used to augment ministers’ stipends. As a consequence
of this, what passed for the clerical estate in parliament would cease to exist and
would be replaced by representatives of the presbyteries. It is arguable that this was
done in recognition of the growth of the power and the status of the presbyteries;
they had become of such importance that they were considered, by no less than the
king’s secretary, as the constituencies for the election of the Kirk’s parliamentary
representatives. The internal stability which might have resulted from thls link
between the organisational structure of the Kirk and the state could have been a great
benefit to both. As it was, however, the scheme never left the paper upon whch it
had been written.
The apogee of the presbyteries’ central co-ordination, and perhaps the clearest
demonstration of their political force, came about in the last few months of 1596.
The records of the meetings of the commissioners of the general assembly during
October and November show just how important the presbyteries were to the Kirk.
On three separate occasions, the commissioners contacted all the presbyteries in
Scotland. On 20 October, they resolved to inform the presbyteries of the dangers
to the Kirk as a result of the illegal return to Scotland of the earls of Huntly and
Errol; on 11 November, they appointed some ministers to inform all presbyteries of
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all past acts of parliament and privy council in favour of the Kirk; and on 20
November, most decisively of all, they sent copies of David Black’s declinator of
the jurisdiction of the privy council to every ~ r e s b y t e r y . ~ Although
~
the
commissioners had called a general assembly to meet in the following January, they
needed swift responses which would be as representative of the Kirk as a whole as
possible. The most effective way to carry this out was through the presbyteries.
They covered a small enough area to be quickly responsive to local problems whle
being relatively easy to co-ordinate at a national level.
Just how widespread subscription of Black’s declinator by presbyteries was

is difficult to tell. Of the five presbytery records which survive from the time, three
record an endorsement of the declinator, those of Peebles, Edinburgh and Stirling.64
The register of the presbytery of St Andrews does not contain such an endorsement
but, since virtually all of its ministers were in Edinburgh at the time, it is unlikely
that they omitted to subscribe it there. The only presbytery which definitely did not
record a subscription of Black’s declinator was that of Glasgow?

As in so many

other instances, the lack of record material means one is left guessing. An assertion
was later made that about 400 ministers subscribed it.& T h s was written many
years later but, if it were true, that would constitute over two b d s of the ministry
in Scotland at that time.67
Whatever was the case, the king was angered by the distribution and
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subscription of the decZinaor.68 James saw that, although presbyteries were very
effective agents of control and efficient dissemination of information which could be
used by the state, they posed a threat because they increasingly showed a tendency
to act against the crown. Fundamental questions relating to the authority of the
Presbyterian system began to emerge from the court.
On 24 November, perhaps fearing that presbyteries would wilfully
misinterpret the act of the privy council relating to military musters, presbyteries
were forbidden to ‘mak convocatioun of divers baronis and utheris his Heies
liegis’?

Two weeks later, presumably as the result of an outcry from those

ministers who were in Edinburgh, a further proclamation declared that this ban did
not apply to the normal meetings of the courts of the Kirk.70 Two days after that
clarification, and arguably in contradiction of it, on 11 December, the general
assembly, which had been called by the commissioners of the general assembly to
meet in January, was superseded by a convention of the ministry summoned by the
king to meet on 5 February. In the proclamation which announced this meeting,
polity was specifically questioned. This led a number of narrative historians to
declare that plans for changes in the Kirk’s polity were fomented long before the riot

of 17 December.71 That the lung had intended to clarify the bounds of the two
jurisdictions and entrench his supremacy prior to 17 December is unquestionable.
What was important about the 17 December riot, however, is that it convinced James
that the Kirk was more anarchic than he had thought, strengthening his resolve to do
something decisive about it.
The Presbyteries After 1596.

Fifty-five questions were drawn up to be presented to the Kirk for discussion
at the convention of ministers at Perth. To provide time for this, the convention was
delayed untd the last day of February. Meanwhile, the presbytery of Haddington
68
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provided a clear demonstration of its support for the ministers of Edinburgh who had
fled after the riot by formally admonishing one of its ministers, David Ogill, for
having occupied an Edinburgh pulpit at the command of the king. Ogill was later
judged to be worthy of deprivation.

It also resolved that no minister in the

presbytery should ‘teiche or subscribe ony thing’ requested by the king or the council
‘without the avise & consent of the hail1 presbytne’.72 The presbytery of Stirling
made a similar resoluti~n.’~Clearly they felt threatened and were attempting to
resist any moves by the crown to undermine their unity. The presbytery of St
Andrews reacted angdy when the burgh council asked for a replacement for David
Black by telling them it was their fault that he was lost to them and that they should
ask the king for his rest~ration.~~
King James, on the other hand, was at work with the presbyteries of the
north-east, presumably in an attempt to break the domination of the ministers of the
south. He sent Sir Patrick Murray to them to obtain an acknowledgement of royal
jurisdiction over sedition and treason, and a condemnation of the riot of 17
December. He was to order them to receive offers from the earl of Huntly for his
submission to the Kirk and not to take the advice of the presbytery of Edinburgh in
this matter. Murray was also to show them the fifty-five questions, tell them that

many ministers had already accepted them and instruct them to send ‘the maist
discreit’ of their number to Perth - those most likely to agree with the lung’s
In spite of this, the presbytery of Aberdeen wrote to the synod of

Lothian to seek its advice in the matter. By 26 February, however, the presbyteries

of Banff, Elgin and Aberdeen had all accepted Huntly’s offers.76
The fifty-five questions ranged widely and may have lost much of their
potential impact by concentrating on nit-picking detail rather than on the
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fundamentals of polity and jurisdiction. On the other hand, such a vast number of
questions may have been a ploy on the part of the crown to show just how much of
the constitution of the Kirk was unclear and remained undefined. In relation to
presbyteries, it was asked if a minister could leave his charge with the permission
of the presbytery but without the consent of his flock. It was also asked how many
presbyteries there should be and what were the respective jurisdictions of presbyteries
and sessions, and presbyteries and
The presbyteries of Fife were furnished with a uniform commission to Perth
by their synod which enjoined them not to allow polity to be questioned nor to
acknowledge the meeting as a general assembly. They were told that they went only

to obey the king’s command and that they were to discuss no more than the fifty-five
questions .78

The presbytery of Edinburgh gave its commissioners similar

instructions, as did those of Stirling and Peebles, while the presbytery of Haddington
asked its commissioner to give an account of how he had conducted himself at Perth
- it transpired he had not

The Perth general assembly, as it voted to style itself, was presented with
thirteen articles, rather than the fifty-five questions.

These were much more

focussed, asserting, among other things, that it was acceptable for anyone to bring
polity into question; that presbyteries should ensure that ministers preached only to

their own flocks; that summary excommunication had to stop; and that no
ecclesiastical court could sentence any one from outwith its bounds.80 Matters were
taken one stage further at the general assembly at Dundee in May. The articles of
the Perth assembly were ratified and presbyteries were acknowledged to be
subordinate to civil courts by the assembly’s agreement that they were to deal only
with ecclesiastical matters and that they must, on royal command, suspend any action
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which was prejudicial to a civil case.81 Before the year was out, the new rules
were already being used to the advantage of at least one offender. In November,
someone cited the act of the assembly of Dundee which forbade presbyteries from
acting against any one from outwith their bounds. The accused had committed the
offence in the presbytery of Glasgow but was normally resident in the presbytery of
Stirling.82
There was a marked reduction in opposition from presbyteries during 1597.
In the middle of March, the presbytery of Edinburgh was continuing to ask the king
to allow the ministers of Edinburgh to return - the presbytery did not cross the king
again in that year.83 By July, the presbytery of Peebles was supplying ministers to
fill the pulpits of Edinburgh and, in February, David Ogill had been reinstated by
the presbytery of Haddington, which made one last gesture of opposition to the new
broom being swept through the Kirk by urging its commissioners to the assembly at
Dundee in May to deal only with matters which were ‘not preiudiciall to the libertie
ue have bene theis monie yeiris and ar presentlie in possessioun of‘. It was probably
moves such as this which prompted the English ambassador to think that the
presbyteries had ‘employed especial1 commissioners’ to achieve greater unity than
there had been at Perth. Since the ambassador’s first-hand knowledge was restricted
to the south-east of Scotland, the apparent paradox of another successful assembly
from the king’s point of view is not as puzzling as it might seem. By July, an
anonymous observer, probably also based in the south-east if not in Edinburgh itself,
noted that: ‘The ministers carry a quiet grudge against the frame of the state as it
now goes but dare utter nothing’.84 The speed and strength with which the king
had taken control had cowed even those who were once keen to oppose.
Opposition from the presbytery of St Andrews persisted into the autumn.
Robert Wallace, David Black’s colleague in the ministry at St Andrews, was deposed
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in July by the king and the commissioners of the general assembly. He had been
charged with slandering the king’s secretary, John Lindsay of Balcarres, in February,
but the presbytery resisted attempts by Lindsay and the king to have Wallace dealt
with. The presbytery of St Andrews also resisted attempts by the commissioners of
the general assembly to reinstate John Rutherford whom it had suspended for
criticism of David Black. The commissioners of the general assembly, at the same
time as they tried to reinstate Rutherford and depose Wallace, banned the staff of the
university from sitting on presbyteries and this, too, was resisted. By the end of the

year, however, the desire of the presbytery to stand up to the crown had waned and,
when the reinstated Rutherford asked the presbytery what punishment should be
meted out to any who opposed his ministry, the presbytery ordered that they should
endure two days in sackcloth on the stool of r e p e n t a n ~ e . ~ ~
The presbytery of Stirling presents a stnking example of the effect of the
king’s decisive action to control the Kirk and to stamp out opposition. In February,
the presbytery excommunicated Lady Livingstone for her persistent refusal to

conform to Protestantism. Lady Livingstone was a daughter of the earl of Err01 and,
over the previous two years, had continually evaded the attempts of both the
presbyteries of Glasgow and Stirling to deal with her. Repeatedly, she had sought
continuations of their actions and had moved her place of residence to the other
presbytery whenever a deadline given by one was about to expire?

After her

excommunication, the presbytery wrote to the king’s ministers asking them to
admonish James VI for continuing to allow this stubborn apostate not only to be
received at court but also to look after Princess Elizabeth.87 After a long pursuit
of Lady Livingstone, however, the presbytery appears suddenly to have dropped the
case. The change is, in fact, visually stnlung - the presbytery minutes become
visibly more sparse.88 With the chance of royal support for the victimisation of
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Lady Livingstone for her Catholicism gone, Lord Livingstone soon took his
vengeance. On 27 April, he evicted the minister of the parish of Fallurk, of which
he was patron, refused him his stipend and forbade any one in the parish from giving
him shelter.

In spite of requests for moderation from the presbytery, Lord

Livingstone refused to change his mind.89 In a last gesture of defiance, the
homeless minister, Adam Bannatyne (or Bellenden), was elected moderator of the
presbytery in August, in spite of the fact that he was able to attend only three
meetings of the presbytery out of a possible nineteen between then and the end of the
year.%
During the following years, opposition from presbyteries seems almost to
have &ed away and a degree of peace and stability returned to the Kirk. The major
political issue which occupied the minds of the ministry in the last years of the
sixteenth century was that of parliamentary representation.

Just as the old

commission of the general assembly had written to presbyteries in the last months of

1596 to canvass support, so the new commission wrote to all presbyteries in
December 1597 seeking approval for parliamentary representation for the Kirk.”
They urged the presbyteries to send those commissioners to the next general
assembly most likely to agree to the plans for ecclesiastical representation in
parliament. They claimed that parliament’s recent approval of a scheme for this had
been hard won by the king and that the proposals were the best that the Kirk would
get.
In March 1598 at Dundee, the general assembly decided to remit the question

to the presbytenes which were to report their conclusions to the synods. Of the
presbytery records which survive from this time, there is evidence for discussion of
the matter only in the records of the presbytery of Edinburgh?

It approved of

parliamentary representation as long as the representatives were not permanent and
the Kirk was allowed to draw up leets from which the king would choose. At the
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synod of Fife, it emerged that the presbyteries of Kirkcaldy, Dunfermline and St
Andrews took a similar position to that of Edinburgh, while the presbytery of Cupar
was in favour of greater royal control of the membership of a revived clerical
Other than these isolated pieces of evidence, there are no other indications
of presbyteries having joined the debate, which appears to have been carried on
primarily at synods.94
Royal intervention in the actions of presbyteries became much more common
after 1596, as did public awareness of the subordination of the courts of the Kirk to
the civil power. In the aftermath of the assembly at Dundee in May 1598, the king
exerted pressure on the presbytery of Haddington to deal with John Davidson, one
of its ministers, for his criticism of royal ecclesiastical policy.95 In this case, it was
stated quite explicitly that the king was showing his good will by using the proper
channels of accusation, starting with the minister’s own presbytery. In December,
he wrote to the presbytery of Duns to persuade it to lift its excommunication of Lord
Hume, captain of the king’s guard, because he offered to satisfy the Kirk and banish
any Catholics from his company.96 Both Haddington and Duns appear to have
resisted this royal intervention, while the presbytery of Edinburgh pressed the king
in July about proposals to restore the Catholic archbishop of Glasgow, James Beaton,
to his revenues and, in December, protested about the royal celebration of
A minority of presbyteries had given in grievances against the

commissioners of the general assembly in March but these were set
The fact that some presbyteries were stdl prepared to stand up to the crown
and to resist some aspects of royal intervention in their affairs is intriguing. Clearly,
unease continued and the lung’s attempts to secure control of the Kirk, although
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largely successful in the general assembly, were not entirely smooth. In 1599,
renewed enthusiasm in the campaign against Catholicism appears to have emerged
in some presbyteries. In June, the presbytery of Linlithgow informed that of Stirling
that the recent excommunication of Lady Livingstone had been intimated in the kirks
of Lothian, yet she continued to be allowed to look after the lung's daughters. The
presbytery of Linlithgow said it had petitioned the king to have a care for his
daughters; the presbytery of Stirling endorsed that and resolved to pass on the
information to the presbyteries of Glasgow and Auchterarder?

In December, the

presbytery of Edinburgh pressed the king for action against Catholics by a
delegation, the sort of ttung which had not been seen for three years?
In 1600, a test of loyalty which very few ministers failed, was made available
to the king. Whatever the true circumstances of the so called Gowrie Conspiracy
were, everyone except five Edinburgh ministers believed that the king had escaped
assassination by the grace of God.'"

Between the events at Perth in August 1600

and the failure of a general assembly to take place in 1604, the only presbytery in
which any resistance to the crown is recorded was that of Edinburgh. It is, of
course, impossible to tell whether this was the result of the ministry having been
shaken into loyalty by realising what chaos might have ensued had James been killed
or whether it was caused by a more positive acceptance of royal policy towards the
Kirk.

The presbytery of Edinburgh appears to have retained in its self-image a
hankering after the pre-eminent status it had possessed between 1585 and 1596.'02
As a result, it clashed with the crown on a number of occasions. Its support for the
ministers who had been banished for their failure to accept the king's version of the
Gowrie Conspiracy led to a number of instances of resistance to the king and the
commissioners of the general assembly in their attempts to replace the banished
ministers.
99
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commissioners of the assembly to take any action without its co-operation.103 Its
requests for the reinstatement of the banished ministers continued throughout 1601.
Most other presbyteries, however, co-operated with the commissioners of the general
assembly. They remained vigilant during another Catholic scare and were permitted
to act against Catholics without royal interference.104 That the presbytery of
Edinburgh was out of line with the rest of the Kirk is suggested by the fact that the
general assembly at Burntisland in May voted by a 2:l majority in favour of the
transportation of three of the ministers of Edinburgh for their behaviour in the
aftermath of the Gowrie Conspiracy.'05
As a result of the events of the mid-l590s, the public perception of the role

of presbyteries changed quite dramatically. Judging by the Register of the Privy

Council, the king's determination that the jurisdiction of the state would be visibly
superior to that of the Kirk appears to have been successful. In 1600, four separate
cases were appealed fkom presbyteries to the council from as far apart as Garioch
and Paisley.106 In at least three of these cases, the privy council ordered the
presbyteries to cease their processes against the appellant. There is evidence that the
king was actively encouraging such appeals. The synod of Clydesdale, meeting in
September 1600, complained of 'the advocatioun be our souerane lordis lettres wsit
be incestuous persones [to appeal], ..ha the discipline of the kirk to the Lordis of
Secreit counsale'.'07 In 1601, the privy council ordered the courts of the Kirk not
to pursue the laird of Burleigh for reset of Jesuits and, in that and the following
year, there were further appeals to the privy council from the judgement of
presbyteries.lo8 In 1603, some ministers of the presbytery of Edinburgh asked the
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privy council to help them persuade the king to permit the return of Robert Bruce.
The council denied having any power in such a matter because it related to the
affairs of the Kirk!'Og The trend of intervention by the privy council in the affairs
of presbyteries was to reach its zenith in the atmosphere of heightened political
tension in 1605 and beyond.
As has been seen, the crown responded positively in the face of a Catholic
scare in 1601 and 1602, allowing the presbyteries of the north-east to act against
apostates without let or hindrance. This period of peace between the king and the
Kirk provided an opportunity for another attempt at regularisation of the payment of

ministers' stipends. Endemic economic instability meant that the finalisation of a
'constant platt' had long been one of the king's unfulfilled promises and, in 1601,
moves were made to fulfil it."'

The commissioners for the constant platt,

appointed by the general assembly in that year, sought the king's co-operation in
organising a survey of the value of all the benefices in Scotland. During 1602, the
presbyteries of Edinburgh, Peebles, Ellon and Aberdeen all recorded letters fiom the
king requesting details of the value of all the benefices within their bounds so that
better provision could be made in the hture.'" It must be noted, however, that
the presbyteries of Stirling, Glasgow and St Andrews neither recorded such a letter
nor show any evidence for a list of their benefices having been compiled. As a
result of such an uneven response, the commissioners for the constant platt reported
to the general assembly at Holyrood in November that the scheme was unable to
proceed due to the lack of co-operation from a number of presbyteries.'12

During 1602 and 1603, the presbytery of Edinburgh continued, although less
vehemently than before, to press for the return of its transported and banished
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ministers. 'I3

Generally, however, political opposition from presbyteries had died

away and the glorious succession of a godly monarch to the dominion of all the
British Isles gave the Scots cause for celebration. Even the presbytery of Edinburgh
went out of its way to congratulate the king on his English coronati~n."~Things
were to change profoundly in 1604.
It is not clear if the Hampton Court Conference contributed to a growth in
Scottish ecclesiastical opposition to the crown. The king's resounding condemnation
of presbytery and his obvious preference for episcopacy, already shown in his
Basilikon Doron, must have made many ministers in Scotland fear a push towards
conformity, if only in ~ o l i t y . " ~In October 1604, a meeting of commissioners

from all synods sought fiom the king the relief of the English Puritans as the
deadline for conformity to the articles, agreed at Hampton Court in January of that
year, approached."6

Added to the unease which news from Hampton Court

caused, came the prospect of an incorporating union with England, parliament's
prorogation of the assembly and its passing of another vague 'Act in favouris of the
kirk'. In spite of assurances to the contrary, the prospect of ecclesiastical conformity
with England loomed large. 'l7
The first move was made by the presbytery of St Andrews. Its opposition to
the new episcopate was beginning to show and, in March, some of its ministers
protested that Archbishop Gledstanes had been 'adwancit to honour to sit in counsaill
Parliament and checker'. On 12 April, the presbytery decided to fine its members
for absences; the fine was to be doubled for those whose residence was in St
Andrews. This was obviously a m
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was absent the following week.'I8 In July, the presbytery chose, in spite of
parliament's prorogation of the general assembly, to keep the original date set by the
assembly of 1602.'19 Although, perhaps surprisingly, St Andrews was the only
presbytery to do so, its sending of commissioners to Aberdeen for a general assembly
on 27 July led to an upsurge in opposition to the crown.
Meeting at Aberdeen, the three commissioners from St Andrews took legal

instruments to record that they had lawfully held a general assembly.'20 The first
meeting of the presbytery after their return was on 9 August when their protest was
approved and registered in the presbytery book.I2'

As a consequence of this

gesture, the presbytery of Aberdeen, allegedly shamed into action by the arrival of
the ministers from St Andrews, resolved to have the synod of Aberdeen write to all
the synods to ask them to send delegates to the synod of Fife in September to discuss
further action.I2 This went ahead and calls for a general assembly mounted. In
October, a two-week fast was to be held throughout Scotland and four out of the six
surviving presbytery records bear this out. 123
The reasons for the ministry of the north-east indulging in such unprecedented
opposition may be found in the records of the presbyteries of Deer, Ellon and
Aberdeen. Between about 1598 and 1603, they had been pursuing intransigent
Catholics in their areas without interference from the state. This may even have
been a crucial factor in the warmer relations between the king and the Kirk which
prevailed in the four years straddling 1600. Prior to 1604, there is no evidence of
their involvement in opposition to the king's ecclesiastical policies. In March of that
year, the presbytery of Deer received a letter from the laird of Lauriston and the
commissioners of the general assembly ordering it, and the other presbyteries north
~~
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of the Dee, to suspend their proceedings against the earl of Huntly, who was failing
to adhere to the Kirk in spite of his release from excommunication in 1597. A letter
had also been written to the bishop and presbytery of Aberdeen by the privy council
ordering the same thing and the bishop of Aberdeen, Peter Blackburn, passed the
instruction of the privy council on to the presbytery of Deer.’24 In September, the
king ordered the privy council to forbid the presbytery of Aberdeen from proceeding
any further against Huntly.125 Royal intervention in the affairs of the Kirk was
being concentrated in the north-east; it may thus have fuelled dissent among the
ministers there.
In spite of royal pressure, pursuit of the earl of Huntly by the presbyteries of
Deer and Aberdeen continued into 1605. At the end of 1604, Huntly wrote to the
king thanking him for his efforts on the earl’s behalf but, he wrote: ‘I find the
ministrie heir the mair malicious aganis me, the mair your most michtie maiestie
wreittis in my favours, for they have presentlie summonit me to Aberdein to the
second day of J a n ~ a r ’ . ’ ~
On~ 11 January, the presbytery of Aberdeen sent the
bishop to the privy council to counter Huntly’s requests to the king for immunity
from the censures of the Kirk.

At the same meeting, it was reported that

commissioners from the synod, on visiting Huntly to request his subscription of the
Confession of Faith, received only a charge from the privy council suspending all
censures of the Kirk. The dismay of the presbytery is evident in their reaction. The
minutes record their view that:
thair wes nevir sic ane chairge direct be his hienes auctoritie against the & r k
sen the first reformatioun of religioune within this realme.. .inrespect that the
said chairge wes not only uncouthe but appointit to be a begyning off
ane.. .triell quhairwith god is to temp his Kirk for probation off the faith off
his elect and chosyn chyldrene that thay quha persevaris wnto the end may
be saif.
The presbytery was divided as to how to proceed but its opposition to its treatment
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by the state is clear and the privy council continued to prevent its action against
Huntly.128

By the time the presbytery of Deer was again discharged from further action
against Huntly, it had reached the final stage in the process of excommunication, the
third public prayer for his conversion.129The case appears to have been passed on
to the synod of Aberdeen for, in May, both the presbyteries of Deer and Ellon
recorded an order that each was to provide E6 to pay the expenses of commissioners
from the synod 'direct to the c~onsall'.'~'Although the king appears to have been
losing patience with Huntly by this time, the events of the previous twelve months
were enough to turn the presbyteries of the north-east against the king.13* The
fiustration caused by the thwarting of their action against Huntly may thus be a
major factor in the involvement of so many ministers from the north-east in the
illegal general assembly held at Aberdeen in July 1605.
As a result of the king being told that, if a general assembly were allowed to

meet, it would resist his ecclesiastical policy and object to his leniency towards
Catholics, the assembly which had been intended to meet at Aberdeen on the first
Tuesday of July 1605 was p r o r ~ g u e d . ' ~Letters
~
were sent to every presbytery
informing them of the prorogation, although it was alleged that some letters gave 2
July as the date which was discharged, while others banned a meeting on 5 July.133
Only the presbytery of Haddington recorded such a letter. It was subscribed by the
laird of Lauriston and Patrick Galloway, moderator of the last assembly in November
1602.'34 The presbytery chose to ignore the letter, after having registered it on 19
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June but dating the copy in the presbytery book 7 July.

Twenty-seven

commissioners came f-rom fourteen presbyteries, as far apart as Kirkcudbright and
Ross.'~'

In its aftermath, clearly fearing the spread of dissent, the prorogation made
by the ministers at Aberdeen was discharged, presbyteries, burghs and barons were
banned fi-om appointing commissioners for that date and a l l ecclesiastical courts were
forbidden f-rom approving the assembly.'36 As a result of the positive reception of
the actions of the synod of Fife in September, the privy council wrote to all
presbyteries telling them of its enthusiasm for action against Catholics. This seems
to have been an attempt to reassure a Kirk which was losing all faith in the godliness
of the higher powers.'37
The three north-eastem presbyteries for which records survive stood by their
brethren in ward for attending the assembly in July. In September, the prorogation
of the general assembly made by the synod of Fife was approved by the presbytery
of Ellon 'provyding the brethren presentlie in war[d] in Blaknes consent to the said
prorogation'. Otherwise, the presbytery wanted the original prorogation to stand.
It was decided to send a supplication to the king to seek his consent for Fife's
prorogation, so the presbytery offered to pay the expenses of the bearers along with
the other presbyteries of the synod.'38 The presbytery of Deer also approved the
synod of Fife's prorogation of the assembly and both it and the presbytery of
Aberdeen suspended their meetings while some of their number were summoned
before the privy council.'39 In November, the presbytery of Aberdeen wrote to the
presbytery of Ellon:
Schawing that thai haid spokin with sum brethren of everie presbiterie within
the dyocie of Abirdene, And haid thocht it meit that everie presbyterie within
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the said dyocie suld collect xl merkis for releiff off the brethren in waird?
Expressions of solidarity with the warded ministers came from the south-east too.
The presbytery of Haddington approved the proceedings of those who had held the
assembly at Aberdeen. In September, a commissioner from the synod of Fife came
to Haddington to intimate the prorogation until 5 May 1606. The presbytery gave
its approval and agreed that the king should be petitioned for an assembly then or
sooner.141There is a gap in the records of the presbytery of St Andrews covering
the months of June and July and a large part of August. The presence of one corner
of the page suggests that it has been tom out and thus the record of any letter of
discharge of the assembly and the appointment of the presbytery’s commissioners to
it are missing. When, why and by whom t h s was done remain mysteries. In
September, the text used for the exercise was temporarily changed from the Book of
Revelation to the letters of Timothy ‘for learning the groundes of discipline’, that is
polity.142 Soon after that, a letter came ffom the privy council, assuring the
presbytery of the king’s love for the Kirk and asking the ministers not to be offended
by the treatment of those in ward. It blamed the persistence of Catholicism in
Scotland on the Kirk for stirring up trouble which had prevented decisive action from
being taken, yet how its prevention of the north-eastern presbyteries’ actions against
Huntly by the crown squared with this, was not explained. The presbytery wrote
back alleging that the king aided the Catholics’ cause by warding Protestant
ministers. The letter also declared that the presbytery would break the law rather
than its principles and criticised the harsh treatment the warded ministers had
received because they had acted on the commission of their presbyteries and not as

individual^.'^^ This was to become a common argument employed in the defence
of the warded ministers. It was used at the conference involving the eight ministers
called to Hampton Court in September 1606 as well as at the trial of the ministers
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who had attended the Aberdeen as~emb1y.l~~It was never addressed.

In

November, the presbytery of St Andrews commissioned three ministers to present

a supplication to the privy council for the release of the warded ministers with whom
they had been in frequent contact via David Rait, one of their

Not

surprisingly, it was ignored.
An area which conspicuously failed to support either the assembly of July

1605 or those prosecuted for attending it was west central Scotland. The records of
the presbyteries of Glasgow and Paisley show no indication of the assembly having
taken place, let alone of any support for it or for those who attended it.*46In spite
of ttus, the presbytery of Paisley appears to have been a particular victim of the close
attentions of the privy council in other matters. In 1605, there were three separate
instances of processes by the presbytery of Paisley being suspended or discharged by
the

This compares to a total for the rest of the country of three

processes by the presbyteries of Glasgow, Brechin and Dalkeith being suspended in

1605.14* The supremacy of the civil jurisdiction was exercised, it would appear,
without regard to the sympathies of the presbytery concerned.
The level of discontent with the state, its failure to allow a general assembly
to meet and its lack of action against Catholics, was epitomised at the beginning of

1606 by David Lindsay, minister of St Andrews. He had been appointed by the
crown in 1597, along with George Gledstanes, to replace the dissident David Black
and Robert Wallace. He began to criticise, from his pulpit, the crown’s lack of
effort against Catholics and Archbishop Gledstanes advised the king to move him to
a less influential charge.*49At the same time, the synod of Aberdeen complained
to the king about his frequent discharges of their processes against the earls of
144
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Huntly and EITO~.’~’The picture which the king was getting from his bishops,
from the privy council and from the Kirk itself, was not one of a kirk at peace.
The presbyteries of the north-east continued their campaign for the release of
the ministers warded for attending the assembly in 1605. In April, the presbytery

of Deer endorsed a letter from the presbytery of Aberdeen in favour of the warded
ministers and agreed to make a collection for their support - they, unlike the Catholic
earls, were warded on their own expenses. This was duly done and fifty merks were
gathered by 1 May.”’ In June, the presbytery of Aberdeen sent two ministers
south to visit those in ward and to take the money which had been collected for
them.15*
At least twenty presbyteries sent commissioners to Perth to lobby the
parliament which met there in July 1606. Although there is record only of ministers
having been commissioned by the presbyteries of Stirling, Aberdeen and Ellon,
ministers from many more presbyteries subscribed a protest against the enhancement
of episcopal power.1s3 They presented petitions in favour of the warded ministers
and Robert Bruce, now banished to Inverness, to the commissioners of the general
assembly who refused to pass them on to parliament.

The delegates from

presbyteries then made their written protest against the ‘Act anent the restitution of
the estate of bishops’, stating that episcopacy was contrary to the confession of 1581
because it had been abolished in that year by the general assembly. It asserted that
the confession of 1581 had also endorsed presbyterianism as the prevailing polity and
it alleged, inaccurately, that the ‘Golden Act’ of 1592 had abolished the ‘Black Acts’
of 1584. The protest was subscribed by more than forty-three ministers from at least
nineteen presbyteries concentrated around Perth but ranging from as far away as
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Wigtown, Jedburgh and Ellon.154
The conferences between eight Scottish ministers and the king, at Hampton
Court in September and October, resolved nothing. It is easy to conclude that,
unlike at the English counterpart more that two and a half years previously, the
king’s primary purpose had been to remove eight of the foremost opposition
ministers from Scotland, subject them to episcopalian propaganda and question them
closely on the right of the king to supremacy over the Kirk.

On Sunday 21

September, they heard a sermon by the bishop of Rochester in favour of episcopacy
and, two days later, one of the king’s chaplains, Dr Buckeridge, spoke in the chapel
of Hampton Court harking back to the writings of Patrick Adamson, archbishop of
St Andrews, in 1584/5. The sermon linked presbyterianism with Catholicism in its
claims for immunity from civil jurisdiction and countered this with St Paul’s Epistle
to the Romans chapter xiii, verses 1-7, commanding obedience to earthly
powers.*55 On the following Sunday, they heard the bishop of Exeter speak on
royal supremacy and on the following Tuesday, another royal chaplain, Dr King,
‘maid a most violent invective againes Presbyteries, cryeing to the King, “Doune!
Doune with thame all! .156
0 7

Constant Moderation and the Rise of the Episcopate.

Of all things which affected the presbyteries after their restoration in 1586,
the changes wrought in December 1606 were the most radical. Presbyteries lost
their rights freely to appoint commissioners to general assemblies and to elect their
own moderators. Although the meeting at Linlithgow was not deemed to have been

a general assembly until after it had dissolved, its decisions - both actually made and
subsequently tampered with - were held by the state to be binding. The meeting
decided that each presbytery was to appoint an agent to monitor and act against
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Catholicism within its bounds and he was to receive €100 per annum for this task.
The king also asked the meeting to institute constant moderators for presbyteries as
an interim measure to create stability until the disagreements in the Kirk were
eliminated and Catholics were dealt with.'57 Where a presbytery included a
bishop's seat, the bishop was to be the moderator. As with the bishops, caveats for
the constant moderators were set down. These stipulated that moderators were to be
answerable to the moderator of the synod and to the whole synod in which the
presbytery lay, the synod having the power to remove the moderator; that the
presbyteries should be allowed to appoint two other commissioners to general
assemblies as well as the moderator; and that the presbytery could reject the
moderator appointed for it and choose another. When these caveats were put to the
full assembly, it was added that the role of anti-Catholic agent would be combined
with that of constant moderator. Now that the state appears to have acquired some
enthusiasm against Catholics, they began to provide concrete means for the Kirk to
act. It was also agreed that the bishops would be subject to their presbyteries.158
The first presbytery to be pressed to accept its moderator was that of
Edinburgh.

Surprisingly, Walter Balcanquhal, that veteran of the Subscription

Crisis, agreed to its imposition. Others, however, objected, alleging that the act of
Linlithgow had been altered, the veto having been removed. They were allegedly
threatened with the loss of presbyteries if constant moderators were not accepted, so
they agreed to accept John Hall but only until the general assembly had met. The
assembly was scheduled for July and the fact that the constant moderator was to hold
office only until that time is further evidence that the meeting at Linlithgow was not
regarded as a proper general assembly.*59The presbytery of Dalkeith refused to
accept its constant moderator znd, allegedly, a number of other presbyteries followed
suit.
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It is likely that any resistance was intimated to the king for, on 3 January
1607, he wrote to the privy council expressing the fear that ‘sum of the prisbitereis,
being too muche addicted to this anarchie and confusioun in the estaite of the
Churche of that oure kingdome’, would refuse to accept their constant moderators.
James therefore ordered the council to charge any presbytenes who did resist to obey
on pain of homing. The charge appears to have been sent to all presbyteries, save
Argyll and the Isles, probably because they existed in little more than name?
Since so few presbytery registers survive, it is difficult to gauge how widely
accepted or opposed constant moderators were. During the spring of 1607, efforts
were made to impose constant moderators on a number of presbyteries, suggesting
that many, if not most, presbyteries would not accept their moderators without
pressure. The privy council sent representatives to the presbyteries, commanding
them to appoint a certain minister as their moderator.
At the end of March, Lord Roxburgh, himself a privy councillor and a major
local landowner, sent a messenger to the presbytery of Melrose with a charge from
the privy council ordering it to accept John Knox as its moderator. The presbytery
informed the messenger that this was the first time it had heard of such a h g , for
it had not been asked to send commissioners to the meeting at Linlithgow in the
previous December. The messenger from Lord Roxburgh changed tack and asked
Knox to accept the post but, pleading ignorance of the act of Linlithgow, Knox asked
for time to consider, since he did not know what the job involved. The messenger
left, having charged the presbytery to admit Knox within twenty-four hours ‘quhilk

was thoucht be the presbiterie to be hard & precipitant deilling’. The ministers
decided to protest to the privy council since they had not been at Linlithgow and had
not been informed of its acts.’62 A week later, the presbytery was charged by Lord
Roxburgh in person to accept its moderator. Instead, it appointed

Lord

Roxburgh returned on 21 April and the presbytery finally agreed to accept its
constant moderator before the last Tuesday of July, the day appointed for the general
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assembly. John Knox expressed his willingness to obey the charge but continued to
protest his ignorance of the nature of the job and was therefore unable to undertake
it until he was better informed. A further two weeks later, the presbytery was
informed by Lord Roxburgh that this was unacceptable. The presbytery stood its
ground, electing Alexander Justice as moderator.164 On 19 May, it received a
letter from Lord Roxburgh ordering it to admit Knox: ‘The presbyterie advysing
thairupon at last for obedience of his Maiestie his will hes admittit and admittis Mr
John Knox moderator foirsaid acording to the charge for ane tyme’. Knox, however,
would not accept the post unless he was allowed to see the act of Linlithgow. In the
following October, the presbytery of Melrose appointed a new moderator in the usual
fashion, after a meeting of the synod of the Merse and Tevi0tda1e.I~~
The affair continued into 1608, with the visitor for the presbytery, Bishop
Law of Orkney, ordering the presbytery to readmit its constant moderator in March.
An answer was promised in one week. In April, Law returned and the presbytery

again promised an answer in a week. Two weeks later, George Byres was appointed
moderator. On 5 July, however, Byres demitted office according to the ordinance
of the synod of the Merse and Teviotdale, and Knox was at last admitted as
moderator. The entry recording the election of Byres was subsequently heavily
scored out.’66 The issue did not raise its head again until 1610 when, apparently
in a mild gesture of protest, the presbytery formally ‘continewed Mr John Knox in
the office of moderator to the nixt assemblie’.167
The presbytery of Jedburgh also mounted prolonged resistance to the scheme.
This, and the opposition of Melrose, may have been due to the staunch resistance of
the synod of the Merse and Teviotdale to the imposition of a constant moderator for
its meetings. Indeed, it would appear that there was a campaign co-ordinated by the
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synod and supported by the presbyteries.168 In April 1607, the laird of Femihurst
and Sir Robert Ken of Ancrum came to the presbytery with a charge from the privy
council commanding it to receive its constant moderator. An answer was demanded
within a week.'@ It did not obey and, on 17 June, Ferniehurst returned with
another charge fiom the council to the presbytery to receive its moderator. The
presbytery again said that it would consider this and the nominee, Thomas
Abernethy, requested to see the act of Li.nlithgow.'70 By 8 July, the matter
remained unresolved and Ferniehurst gave the presbytery one week to accept its
constant moderator on pain of homing. The following week, he returned to charge
it to appoint Abernethy as its moderator 'for a certaine tyme' - the phrase came from
the act of Linlithgow and was probably used in an attempt to show that constant
moderators were not to be permanent. The presbytery then relented, although David
Calderwood and James Johnstone protested 'forasmuch as thair names wes not
contenit in the letters of homing'. The nominee agreed to his appointment.'7*
In spite of this apparent acquiescence, Jedburgh elected a new moderator in
the following October.'72 In February 1608, it decided to have the minister who
led the exercise as its moderator each week. In March, Bishop Law came to order
it to admit its constant moderator but he could not produce written authority for this
order. Like the presbytery of Melrose, Jedburgh admitted its constant moderator
according to an ordinance of the synod at the beginning of July.'73 As for the
other two presbyteries in the synod of the Merse and Teviotdale, resistance from
them appears to have been almost as staunch. In November 1607, their unofficial,
illegally elected moderators were called before the privy council and commanded to
demit office. It emerged that the synod had co-ordinated their resistance but that
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'thair presbiteryis had layed that charge [of moderator] upoun thame'.

On 10

December, both retuned to produce acts of their presbyteries confirming their
demission of office but the presbytery of Duns, at least, continued to resist - in June

1608, the privy council again ordered it to accept its constant moderator. 174
The synod of Perth and Stirling also appears to have directed the resistance
of its presbyteries to constant moderation.

Meeting in April, it forbade its

presbyteries from accepting their constant moderators, instructing them to elect
others. The presbytery of Perth alone had accepted a constant moderator thus far
and that had been the result of coercion.*75 The privy council ordered the
presbyteries to ignore the synod's instructions.*76On the same day, the presbytery
of Perth was charged to accept its constant moderator. In spite of what may have
been a token acceptance of its nominee in April or May, it did not comply for long.
In August, the privy council charged the commissioners responsible for the
presbytery of Perth to force it to receive its moderator within a week.'77 The lack
of further proceedings suggests that, at t h ~ spoint, it finally acquiesced. Evidence
from the presbytery of Stirling, however, would suggest that this is not necessarily

so. Immediately after the synod had met at Perth in April, the presbytery of Stirling
elected a moderator fi-orn a leet as had been the usual practice. No sooner had this
been done, however, than two local lairds, Sir William Livingstone of Kilsyth and
Sir John Murray of Touchadame came as commissioners from the privy council to

charge it to accept Patrick Simson as its m o d e r a t ~ r . ' ~The
~ presbytery protested
that Simson was old, ill and unfit for the job. The two lairds then ordered it to
choose another as constant moderator but it claimed that it did not have the authority

to comply. No further action was taken by the privy council and, intriguingly, the
presbytery of Stirling continued to elect a new moderator biannually, at the normal
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times of the synods which had been suspended by the crown for resistance to
constant moderation, well beyond 1610.179
The presbyteries of Glasgow and Paisley both accepted their constant
moderators, in spite of the fact that their synod required persuasion to receive its

own.’8o On 26 March 1607, the earl of Abercorn, who was also involved in the
imposition of a constant moderator on the synod, asked the presbytery of Paisley to
accept John Hay as its constant moderator: ‘Unto the quhilk...the haill brethrein al
in one voice m i s t willingly accepted .181 On 10 April, Abercorn came to the
7

presbytery of Glasgow along with Archbishop Spottiswoode.

It accepted the

principal of the University of Glasgow, Patrick Sharp, but only ‘for obedience of his
maiestie and counsall’ and not without some dissent because some ‘had not sein the
[act of Linlithgow and] culd not give thair h e woitt .182
9

In Lothian and Tweeddale, the picture is difficult to discern. The presbytery

of Haddington is the only one for which records survive fiom t h ~ speriod. Other
than that, the only evidence which survives is in Calderwood’s History and James
Melville’s Diary. On 11 March, the lairds of Wauchope and Clerkington, who was
Lord Privy Seal, came to the presbytery and ordered it to appoint James Carmichael
as moderator ‘for ane certayne tyme’ accordmg to the act of Linlithgow. Sight of
the act was refused but it unanimously accepted its constant moderator because the
presbytery of Edinburgh had done so. Some doubts surround this, for, in July, the

two lairds were back seeking written proof for the privy council that it had admitted
its constant moderator. None was provided because Carmichael was absent, so the
matter was continued for another week. There is no M e r record of this in the
presbytery records. 183 The proof was probably provided, for Carmichael was noted
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as moderator in the following January. 184
As has already been noted, the presbytery of Dalkeith refused its constant
moderator, but for how long is

Calderwood recorded that, by April
1607, only three out of six presbyteries in L o b a n and Tweeddale had accepted their

constant moderators but he gave no details?

He also noted that, in September,

the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale refused to be party to the imposition of a
constant moderator but, again, he failed to provide any details of the nature of the
imposition or the name of the pre~bytery?~ By 1610, however, it would appear
that the presbytery of Haddington was alone in the synod in its resistance to the
changes when it declined the visitation of the archbishop of St Andrews.'88
In the north-east, the response varied. In April 1607, the lairds of Muthill
and Leyis charged the presbytery of Ellon to admit John Reid as moderator 'for a
certayne tyme'. It answered that 'inrespect the said suit was groundit wpon the
act ...and wes relative to the same, than thai culd give thair answer to the same
[only].. .after the sicht thairof

It is likely that the presbytery accepted its

constant moderator in spite of this, for there is no further mention of the election of
a new one.'90 On 26 March 1607, the register of the presbytery of Deer recorded
David Robertson as moderator although Abraham Sibbald had been nominated by the
'assembly' at Linlithg~w.'~'In the following year, its defiance continued with the
election of a new moderator. It did so again in 1609 and 1610, although annually
rather than every six months as had previously been normal.192 Since the
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presbytery of Deer was defying the crown in allowing Charles Feme, supposedly
in ward for attending the 1605 general assembly, to attend its meetings, sit on the
exercise and carry out its commissions, its refusal to accept constant moderation does

not come as a surprise.'93 The presbytery of Aberdeen does not appear to have
been ordered to accept its constant moderator. Yet, after having intriguingly elected
a new moderator in April 1607 from a leet of three, Bishop Peter Blackburn was
made moderator in July, having been appointed by the last synod, as had been
common previously.'94 He continued in that post during subsequent years.
As far as the south-west is concerned, there is very little data. As early as
February 1607, two ministers of the presbytery of Irvine were charged before the
privy council for refusing to accept their constant moderator. They were, however,
standing apart from their brethren in this protest.195 In June 1608, the presbytery
of Dumfries was charged by the council to accept its constant moderator.'% As
with so many other presbyteries, the commissioners assigned to Dumfnes had
reported its acquiescence in 1607, yet a full year later, resistance continued.197 In
June 1607, the commissioners responsible for the presbyteries of Wigtown and
Kirkcudbright were put to the horn for failing to bring acts from these presbyteries
The crown's use of lairds

signifying their acceptance of constant

in their own localities to impose the decrees of the privy council on presbyteries is
of some sipficance. Many lairds would have been patrons of parishes within their
presbyteries, so their influence with the clergy was guaranteed. It also signifies,
however, the crown's drive to exert power in the localities. This was, arguably,
another thread in the web of the absolutist ambitions of the crown at this time. The
examples of the presbyteries of Galloway, however, suggest that these attempts to
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use lairds as the hand on the end of the long arm of the law were not always
successful.
It is difficult to make sense of this very varied pattern, but some regional
differences are discemible. The synod of the Merse and Teviotdale appears to have
led resistance to all forms of constant moderation within its bounds and, as a result,
a number of wardings occurred. In October 1608 and April 1609, the presbytery of
Melrose supported its synod by appointing a minister who was not its constant
moderator to a leet for election of the moderator of the synod?

The presbyteries

of Clydesdale seem to have acquiesced, while those of the synod of Perth and
Stirling exhibit a similar pattern to those of the Merse and Teviotdale. In Lothian
and Tweeddale and in the north-east, opinion appears to have been divided, while
in the south-west the lack of evidence means that little can be said. Perhaps
surprisingly, there is very little evidence for Fife, other than a document from 1608,
written by ‘some of the Brither in Fyfe’ demanding the freedom for presbyteries and
synods to elect their own moderators.200 The absence of evidence would suggest
that acceptance was more likely than resistance, especially since opposition would
probably have aroused the attention of the privy council. That resistance to constant
moderation of presbyteries may have been relatively widespread and enduring,
however (at least during 1607), is suggested by a charge given out by the privy
council in June to certain commissioners to ensure that the hrty-three presbyteries
under their charge, from Sutherland to Wigtown, accepted their constant moderators.
It was noted that many of the commissioners had yet to report back to the council
concerning ‘thair diligence in the executioun of thair... commissioun’. They were
ordered to do so ‘undir pane of rebellioun ’ .201 Later that month, acts of the
presbyteries of Chirnside, Duns, Haddington, Dunbar, Stirling, Dumbarton, Ayr,
Hamilton, Dumfiies and Peebles, signifying their acceptance of constant moderators,
were presented to the council.2” Since Duns, Chirnside, Stirling and Dumfhes
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continued to resist constant moderation after this date, however, the significance of
such acquiescence is hard to gauge.
In the last few years of the first decade of the seventeenth century, attempts
were made by the crown to win over the presbyteries by allowing them free rein to
act against Catholics. Once James had gained the English crown and after the flight
of the Catholic earls from Ireland in 1607, he neither required the services of the

earls of Huntly, Errol and Angus nor would he have feared an alliance with their
Irish counterparts.203 Huntly and Errol were warded and they, along with Angus,
were excommunicated.2w The registers of the presbyteries of Glasgow, Stirling,
Aberdeen, Ellon and Deer all show that they were allowed to act freely against
Catholics in 1608 and 1609.

This was paralleled by a marked decrease in

intervention by the privy council in the processes of presbyteries.

This is of

significance for a recent thesis which argues for the greater effectiveness of the
episcopate compared to presbyteries in dealing with Catholicism. The coincidence
of the reintroduction of a powerful episcopate and increased action against Catholics
has been portrayed as evidence of just that.205 The sterling efforts of some bishops
in this sphere notwithstanding, the effective action against Catholicism in Scotland
in this period was carried out by the presbyteries. The principal reason for their
unprecedented success was the crown’s novel willingness to back them up, via the
episcopate, with the censures of the civil authority.
In spite of this freedom given to the presbyteries by the crown, the level of
opposition to the king’s ecclesiastical policy does not appear to have abated.
Probably as a result of this, fearing another upsurge in clerical opposition, a proposal
to abolish what the king described in a letter to the assembly of 1610 as a ‘headless’
system of Kirk government was dropped.206 In the aftermath of the assembly,
possibly as a result of the shelving of the proposal to abolish presbyteries, an English
203
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cleric offered his aid to the king. Since, he said, the Scottish ministers were ‘so
long ago poysoned with puritane opiniounis’ and knowing that the king abhorred
force, he offered to begin a propaganda campaign by writing a pamphlet in favour
of episcopacy, to persuade them ‘by sweit meaniC207 No response is extant.
Although the bishops gradually acquired powers in many spheres after 1606,
other than in visitation, their enhanced authority did not begin to eclipse the
independent jurisdiction of the presbyteries before 1610, but when the change came
it was striking. Presentations to benefices continued to be directed to presbyteries
almost exclusively until 1609 when, although the majority continued to go to
presbyteries, one was directed to a bishop, one to a commissioner only and two to
a presbytery or

In January 1610, one presentation was directed

to the archbishop of St Andrews but, by March, all presentations were sent to
bishops.209 By 1612, a typical presentation was directed to ‘the rycht reverend
father in god Johne Archbischop of glasgow .210
7

Presbyteries continued to be the constituencies for election to general
assemblies, albeit under the close supervision of the episcopate.

Although

themselves subject to episcopal visitation, they continued to perform the visitation
of their own parishes. They also maintained a prominent role in the examination of
presentees to benefices, in deprivation and suspension of ministers and they could act
in any of these matters in default of a bishop.211 Also, the regular work of moral

censure which had been such a prominent part of the presbyteries’ work, remained
in their hands. In excommunication, however, the bishop was required to give final
permission for sentence to be passed.212 T h s appears to have led, in the second
207
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decade of the seventeenth century, to a decline in excommunications and, arguably,
to a reduction in the effectiveness of discipline. Power after 1610, however, lay
primarily with the episcopate and, therefore, ultimately with the king.
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Chapter 6. The Kirk in Parliament: c1578-cl606.

Part 1 : The Attitude of the Clergy - Two Kingdoms Theory and Practice.
In England, because the Protestant church was firmly episcopalian from its
inception, its bishops continued to sit in parliament as long as they conformed to the
new faith and the dissolution of the monasteries meant that any abbots and priors
who had attended parliament ceased to do so.' Thus no controversy over the nature
of ecclesiastical representation in parliament appears to have emerged. In Scotland,
however, because the Reformation came about, to use a phrase of James VI, 'be
populaire tumult', as a rebellion against the government of Mary of Guise, an
entirely different state of affairs arose. Having a Catholic queen, a separation
between Kirk and state emerged which may have been crucial in the development of
the theory of two kingdoms. The episcopate was effectively secularised: those who
refused to convert to Protestantism were allowed to continue to occupy their places

in parliament along with their conforming brethren.

To reform oversight, the

general assembly appointed superintendents. Although the old diocesan boundaries
were to be abolished and smaller provinces devised, only five superintendents were
ever created. To fill in the gaps where none presided, visitors and commissioners,
some of whom were conforming bishops, were appointed.2
The Reformation thus had the effect of separating the nominally ecclesiastical
element in parliament from the Kirk. The bishops lost their ex oflcio spiritual
jurisdiction and, unlike their English counterparts, continued to sit in parliament by
dint of their possession of sees, regardless of their faith. It may, indeed, have been
as a result of this separation that the question of ecclesiastical representation in
parliament did not arise until the tendency to question the existence of the episcopate
emerged in the second half of the 1570s.
We deny not in the meane tyme bot ministeris may and sould assist thair
princes quhen thay a r requirit in all thingis agreable to the word quidder it
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be in counsall or parliament or utherways.. .3

So the Second Book of Discipline put it in 1578 and it was in that year that the
general assembly first addressed the issue of representatives of the Kirk voting in
parliament and sitting on the privy council. The matter had been mentioned in the
assembly at Edinburgh in April when Robert Pont, James Lawson and David Lindsay
(ministers of St Cuthbert’s, Edinburgh and Leith respectively) were sent to the king
and the privy council to discuss the new ‘Buik of Policie’ and, among other things,
to reason on ‘How farre Ministers may meddle with civil1 affaires, and if they may
vote in Counsel1 or Parliament’.4 It is not clear whether the initiative for this
discussion came from the Kirk itself or in response to suggestions from the Regent
Morton’s government. The latter is likely since, in 1576, Morton had included
parliamentary representation in a list of questions to the general assembly for which
no answers exist. The next assembly, at Stirling in June, dealt with the matter
again:
As to the supplication devysit in the beginning of the Conference, tuitching
these that sall vote in Parliament in name of the Kirk: The Assemblie thoght
the advyce good, and ordanit Mrs [ie Messrs] John Row and Robert Pont to

pen the same, and to present it to the Assemblie on Monday.’
The ‘conference’ referred to here was the moderator’s privy conference, comparable
in the general assembly to the Lords of the Articles in parliament who were
appointed from among the personnel of parliament to discuss and draft legislation
before putting it to the full estates. No further mention of the matter was made,
however, and there are no clues as to what the ‘advice’ which they were to put in
writing was.
At a third assembly, in October, a slightly clearer picture emerged in a
number of points or ‘heids’ drawn up to be presented to the king and the privy
council. One of them demanded ‘that none vote in Parliament for the Kirk except
such as sall have commissioun of the Kirk for that effect?
___
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This was reiterated in

a list of ‘comptions’ for which bishops should submit themselves to the assembly,
one of which stated: ‘That they vote not in Parliament in name of the Kirk, without
commission from the Kirk.’7 This was to become a common plea from the general
assembly for a number of years to come.
Although 1578 was the frrst year in which the assembly showed any interest
in direct representation in parliament, the issue had been touched on indirectly
before. In the Concordat of Leith of 1572, in which representatives of the Kirk and
the crown established a reformed episcopate appointed by the crown but accountable
to the general assembly, parliamentary representation was mentioned once. In
relation to monastic benefices it stated that:
becaus the possessoure of the same mon supplie the place of ane of the
Ecclesiastical Estate in Parliament, neidful it is, that he quha sal1 have stile,
title, and place of Abbot, Priour or Commendatar, be well learnit and
qudifeit thairfore. *
The nature of this qualification was not defmed but, significantly, it was not
explicitly membership of the clergy. It would thus appear that, in 1572, the Kirk
was not interested in direct parliamentary representation, a desire for which only
emerged towards the end of the 1570s. This also serves to support the idea that the
secularisation of the episcopate at the Reformation meant that its parliamentary role
was not seen as pertinent to the Kirk which appears to have had no ambition to join
the estates. Its interest in this may have emerged as a reaction to the new style of
government under the Regent Morton; the Kirk was beginning to feel threatened by
the increasingly intrusive regime.’

Conscious of the reality of the state’s

constitutional power over the Kirk, they may have seen participation as their only
means of defence.

This, of course, sits somewhat uneasily with the rise of

presbyterianism in the later 1570s since it has often been characterised by the so
called two kingdoms theory in which the state was to have only a supportive role in
the Kirk and the two would remain entirely jurisdictionally separate.” Doctrinaire
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standpoints were commonly expressed in writing and debate but there are frequent
examples, such as this, of a failure to adhere to them. The study of these ideas is
fascinating; more pertinent here, however, are the actions of those who professed
them. In 1578, the Kirk discussed taking a place in parliament which had never
been considered before in the formal arena of the general assembly. The state of
relations between the Kirk and the crown was crucial in forming the views of those
who attended general assemblies on the issue of parliamentary representation.
In the later 1570s, general assemblies showed an increasing hostility towards
the prevailing form of episcopacy. This was not, however, coupled with the denial
of the idea of a place for representatives of the Kirk in parliament. The earl of

Morton had made episcopal appointments nepotistically and without reference to the
Kirk.”

Matters came to a head in 1577 when the general assembly refused to

r e c o p s e Patrick Adamson’s title, or to give him powers of visitation, as archbishop
of St Andrews because he had been appointed to the see by the regent but would not
submit himself to the authority of the general assembly. The anger of the Kirk at
the state’s appointment of such bishops led the assembly to enact in 1580 that ‘the
office of Bishop, as it is now usit, and commounly takin within this realme, hes no
sure warrand, auctoritie, nor good ground out of the Scriptures of God’.I2
The office was declared ‘unlawful1 in the selfe’ and all the bishops were
commanded to resign and cease their ministry until they were readmitted by the
general assembly. This failed because the very problem which had caused the
condemnation of episcopacy was the fact that the bishops were crown appointees,
rather than officers of the Kirk. This, in turn, meant that the general assembly had

no power over their appointment or their benefices and could not prevent them from
sitting in parliament, which they continued to do without reference to the Kirk. In
April 1581, the general assembly reiterated the declaration of 1580, explaining that,

in the previous year, they had ‘meanitt haillelie to condemne the [whole] estate of
Bischops as they are now in Scotland’.13
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In October, in response to the Kirk’s abolition of the episcopal office, royal
commissioners sent to the assembly asked, ‘What overture they wald show quherby
the King be not prejudgit be the t d m g away of that Estate’. James Melville feared
that this was a ruse by the duke of L ~ M O Xwho
, headed the government at the time.
had, ‘by Guisian counsall and direction, nocht daring to put
He alleged that L ~ M O X
at relligion pleanlie, pressit the restoring of the esteat of Bischops’.14
The general assembly responded by appointing a commission to discuss the
matter and ‘after long reasoning, they had aggreit in this farre, that tuitching voting
in Parliament, assisting in Counsell, Commissioners from the General Kirk [ie the
general assembly] sould supplie the place of Bischops’.

Thus, under the regime

headed by the king’s nephew, Esmd Stewart, duke of L ~ M O Xwho
,
favoured
episcopacy and had even been suspected of having Catholic sympathies, emerged the
first proposal for a new form of ecclesiastical representation in parliament. That this
was the result of pressure from the government, rather than of an initiative from the
Kirk, indicates the lack of enthusiasm in the ranks of the ministry for a place in
parliament but that, if they felt threatened, they were prepared to consider a
compromise rather than allow the state to dictate terms.
It is not surprising that enthusiasm waned under the Ruthven Regime, centred
on William Ruthven, earl of Gowrie, and a number of Morton’s kinsmen and
sympathetic towards presbyterianism. In October 1582, the government asked the
assembly who should represent the Kirk in the privy council and parliament. The
question suggested that bishops could be on the privy council; the assembly replied
‘That they could not aggrie that any sould vote in the name of the Kirk, bot they that
beares office in the Kirk, and are authorizit with commissioun of the Kirk, to vote
and sitt ther?

This, although very similar to the response of the previous year

was more vague, resembling the response of 1578 in being negative. The response

of 1581 had been prescriptive while this was proscriptive since it gave no idea of
who should actually represent the Kirk. It suggests that the Kirk felt no need to
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participate in a government which it perceived as favourable but that it wished to
ensure none would participate on its behalf who lacked its authorisation.
Governments, of course, did not always favour the prevailing opinion in the
Kirk and this may explain one of the motives for the clergy showing an interest in
a place in parliament from time to time. They must have realised that demanding
or humbly craving (depending on the state of relations between the Kirk and the
crown) that the government would carry out measures or enact legislation often did
not work. It was common for general assemblies to submit articles to the privy
council, conventions of estates and parliaments, asking for them to be ratified.I7
The theory of two kingdoms supposed that it was the government’s duty to enact
these automatically since they were the decrees of the Kirk and the general assembly
was, in spiritual matters, equal to parliament. Thus the so-called ‘Golden Act’ of
1592,18 which recognised the Presbyterian system, could have been excused as
merely the due constitutional process at work since the government was endorsing
the ecclesiastical stams quo. This was, however, a fundamental denial of the theory
of two kingdoms since it acknowledged a de facto superiority of parliament, and
therefore of the king, in all matters both spiritual and temporal. To have been
consistent, either the Kirk would have had to demand to be allowed to ratify all acts
of parliament or it would have had to deny any role for parliament in spiritual
matters. Confused politico-theological theory notwithstanding, fiustration with the
government must have been much more common than satisfaction, and this may have
created a feeling among the clergy that a formal place in central government would
be to the Kirk’s advantage.
In May 1584, the Kirk tried, quite literally, to gain access to parliament in
the person of David Lindsay the minister of Leith. He had been sent to protest
against the ‘Black Acts’, instituted by the reinstated Lennox regime, this time headed
by James Stewart, earl of Arran, but he found the doors to the Tolbooth locked and
was arrested for his tr~uble.’~
The ‘Black Acts’ reasserted episcopal privileges and,
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although the right of the bishops to sit in parliament was not explicitly stated it was
not questioned and they continued to do so.2o The attitude of the Kirk to this is
difficult to discern, for the general assembly never met and even presbyteries were
effectively proscribed during 1584 and 1585.
At least one element in the Kirk appears to have voiced the opinion heard in
1581, again in the face of a hostile government. Patrick Adamson, archbishop of
St Andrews, was the source of the information so it may have been no more than

propaganda, for at this time he was constantly trying to malign those ministers who
disagreed with the policies of the government in which he was a principal figure.
Certain articles, allegedly written by some ministers, stated among other things that
the general assembly had the power to direct commissioners to parliament without
the king’s authority and these commissioners would not be bishops unless they were
given a specific commission just like any other minister.

The response of

Archbishop Adamson was that the resort of prelates to parliaments and the privy
council was necessary, while it was an ‘intolerable arrogance’ that ministers, even
collectively as the general assembly, should presume to send delegates to these
bodies. 21
The attitude of the returning ministers, exiled in England during the Arran
regime’s term in power, modified the opinion common in the late 1570s. This was
illustrated in their gnevances, or ‘animadversions’, against the ‘Black Acts’
submitted to parliament at Linlithgow in December 1585. The ‘animadversions’
criticised prelacy and its abuses whose origins were discernible in ‘time of Papistrie’.
They went on to say that:
we thinke in our conscience, and have oft suited it of your Majestie, that
none sould vote in parliament, in name of the estate of the kirk, but they that
have their calling of God, and are constituted in ecclesiastical office and
functioun, according to his Word. And, therefore, discreit commissioners of
the most learned both in the law of God and of the countrie, being of the
function of ministrie, or elders of the kirk, [ought] to represent that estate,
at whose mouth the law ought to be required, namelie, in ecclesiastical
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matters. 22

This clearly echoed the Second Book of Discipline by recognising that there were
places where the two kingdoms overlapped and thus that there was a need for
representatives of the Kirk in parliament. These representatives would deal only with
strictly ecclesiastical affairs. Indeed, in such matters, consultation with them was
deemed to be absolutely necessary. This proposal also combined both the negative
and positive arguments relating to parliamentary representatives, since it stated not

only what they should not be but also what they shouM or could be. Although a
tendency towards separation of the spiritual and the temporal is discernible here in
the posited use of elders as ecclesiastical parliamentarians, it was not stated
dogmatically since the use of ministers appears to have been an equally favoured
option. This explicit call for parliamentary representation could be explained as a
reaction to two years of almost complete exclusion fi-om court under a government
wluch showed extreme hostility towards presbyterianism. Fearing a recurrence of
such an unfavourable regime, they felt it was expedient to press for a place in
parliament, for this - unlike the previous statements - appears to have been drawn up
voluntarily rather than in response to the government.
Although parliament did not respond to this proposal, the young James VI,
holding the reins of power for the first time, appears to have sought a compromise.
A conference, sirmlar to that staged at Leith in 1572,

was held between

commissioners of the government and of the Kirk, in February 1586 at H ~ l y r o o d . ~ ~
Although many thmgs were discussed, a place in parliament for the Kirk appears not
to have been one of them. According to one source, however, the matter ‘of voting
in parlyament & assisting his Maiestie in civil1 affaires’ was mentioned as having
been left, at one point, to ‘thafternoon to be intreated’ but nothing further is
recorded.24 Perhaps the ministers there were satisfied with the results of the
conference, which had made the bishops subject to the general assembly, so that they
felt no need to seek parliamentary representation.
~~
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It is also possible that the

successful clampdown on ministers in England who opposed the crown, witnessed
by a number of Scottish ministers in exile there over the previous two years, had
made them settle for less than they might have, given a more potentially sympathetic
climate south of the border?
The attitude of some of the ministry was demonstrated by the synod of Fife
in April 1586. A furious row arose over condemnation of Archbishop Adamson for
his conduct while involved with the Arran regime. Among other things, he was
accused of ‘usurping of temporal1 lordships, civill and criminal1 judgements,
supremacie in parliaments and counsells of the realme’.26 He was not charged with
having sat in parliament per se, rather of having assumed inappropriate precedence
as archbishop, both there and on the privy council. Although it may not have shown
particular enthusiasm for a place in parliament, the synod of Fife appears not to have
been actively hostile to it in principle. If it was here that the so-called ‘Melvillian’
ministers, the supposed champions of the theory of two kingdoms, had their
heartland, then the lack of enthusiasm for the separation of the temporal and the
spiritual whch they demonstrated suggests that the value of the very word
‘Melvillian’ must be questioned.
In July 1587, at the parliament held in Edinburgh, for which the privy council
ordered bishops, abbots and priors to be in the riding, David Lindsay, again chosen
as the spokesman for the Kirk to parliament:
protestit in name of the kirk that nane be sufferit to voit onie thing in name
of the kirk bot sic as hes functioun in the kirk and quha sal1 have commission
of the kirk to the effect f ~ i r s a i d . ~ ~
According to one account, Lindsay was part of a delegation from the general
assembly, which had met prior to the parliament to lobby it.28 Although
Archbishop Spottiswoode was later to write that the commissioners did not speak
directly of votes in parliament, he did say that they demanded the removal of the
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prelates from it. The Kirk was maintaining that anyone in parliament who was
supposedly a member of the spiritual estate should not vote without its commission
and it was making it clear that it was fundamentally unhappy with the personnel of
that estate as it stood. Since the vast majority of the ‘spiritual estate’ were not and
never had been ministers, being merely commendators or simply laymen in
possession of benefices of institutions which existed only in name, this is hardly
surprising.
The same

parliament passed the ‘Act of Annexation’, whereby the

temporalities of ecclesiastical benefices fell to the

The benefices and the

spiritual property which pertained to them (residences, yards and gardens) remained
with the holders of the prelacies, while any other lands were lost. It gave the Kirk
hope for the future, expecting that prelacies would be rendered unattractive and that
this would lead to the demise of what they saw as the corrupt spiritual estate in

parliament. They may also have hoped that, since it would fiee more money to the
crown, the king would have to take less fiom the thirds of benefices and thus the
Kirk would, indirectly, benefit financially. Early in the following year, perhaps with
this in mind, the Kirk asked to be allowed to investigate the distribution of the thirds

and, not long afterwards, perhaps in disappointment, it called for annullment of the
‘Act of Annexation’, demanding that the money should go straight to the Kirk
without touching the hands of the crown.3o Reliant on the state for its financial
position, the status of prelacies and ecclesiastical finance were bound up with the
issue of the Kirk in parliament. If the prelacies could be properly dissolved then,

so it was hoped, the money would accrue to the Kirk by some means or other and
a way might thus be opened for a reformed spiritual estate in parliament.
At this time, calls for representation of the Kirk in parliament waned,
probably as a consequence of greater participation in the affairs of state by individual
ministers. Co-operation between the Kirk and the crown coincided with the threat

of the Spanish Armada and repeated fears of further Spanish attempts on Britain in
subsequent years. An invasion of England via Scotland, or even an invasion of both,
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was feared. With the earl of Huntly refusing to conform to Protestantism, the Kirk
was continually pressing the king to act against him. James had little desire to do

so and he may thus have attempted to placate the ministry by allowing their
participation in government. It was better to have them inside where they could be
watched than outside causing trouble.
The Kirk appears to have forced the issue by demonstrating its unwillingness
to allow matters to go too far without action from the state. Early in 1588, some
ministers and laymen met to petition the king to enforce legislation against Catholics
and allow the Kirk to establish a commission to root them out. James was angered
by this unauthorised gathering but, because of its godly motives, he felt forced to
grant its requests and establish a commission of twenty, consisting of nobles,
burgesses and ministers, to address the pr~blem.~’The Kirk felt that it had the
right to make demands of the government when it came to such things as a Catholic
threat and, if the crown would not act, the Kirk would stage its own quasi-parliament
or convention to bring pressure to bear.
The Spanish threat appears to have worked to the Kirk’s benefit for, in the
following year, the government continued to respond to its persistent petitions.
Positive reactions to the Kirk’s demands from the king may also have been due to
James’s desire to establish internal order because of his imminent marriage and, in
the autumn of 1589, his desire to leave Scotland at peace when he left to meet his
new bride. In that year, an act was passed against the Catholic bishops of Glasgow,
Ross and Dunblane (all in office since before the reign of Mary and all in exile),

while one banning Sunday markets was ratified with the additional provision that
people would be appointed in each parish to enforce it.32 The latter is significant
in itself since it shows a link between the centre and the localities, used to the
government’s advantage, which had been facilitated by the establishment of the
consistorial system in the Kirk.
The Kirk continued to petition the government for various things and many
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were granted or ratified, especially pledges of punitive action against ‘jesuitis,
seminarie preistis, and trafficqing papistis’ .33 Relations between the Kirk and the
lung appear to have been so close in 1589 that, when the lung went to Norway, he
left the country in the capable hands of the privy council and the ministers, with
Robert Bruce apparently in a prominent role in government, although probably not
on the privy council as James Melville alleged.34 Soon after the king’s return in
1590, three ministers, David Lindsay, Patrick Galloway and John Duncanson (the
minister of Leith and the king’s two ministers respectively), sat in a convention of
It is unclear why this occurred, since the convention dealt only with

the

one act, regarding forfeitures, which did not mention anythmg relating to religion
or the prosecution of Catholics. Because of thls, and since it fell at a time of
relatively good relations between the king and the ministers (Andrew Melville had
written a celebratory poem for Anne’s coronation), it might indicate that James was
considering a new form of clerical participation in the legislature. This is supported
by the absence of bishops or ‘abbots’, since attendance at conventions of the estates
was by royal invitation. In May, the month before the convention, the synod of
Lothian and Tweeddale had requested that ‘ye kirk be not prejudget concerning thair
vote in the first conventioun and parliament’.36 This suggests that they may have
known that ministers were going to be called to the first meeting of the estates after
the king’s return, especially because all three who went were from that synod. The
synod may have feared that representation of the Kirk, by invitation, at such a
meeting would establish an unwelcome precedent.
No further conventions were held in 1590 or in 1591 and no bishops attended
the parliament of 1591.37 The Kirk may have been awaiting developments, for the
question of parliamentary representation became discussed much less fequently, but
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none occurred. In 1592, the general assembly, held in May in anticipation of a
parliament, called on the government to enact a number of its requests. Relations
between the Kirk and the crown were rocky once again and the common
supplications on issues such as pursuit of Catholics and provision of sufficient
stipends were couched in stronger terms and more demands were appended. The
assembly called for the abolition both of the ‘Black Acts’ of 1584 and the ‘Act of
Annexation’of 1587 , the banning of prelates kom parliament and their replacement
with proper representatives of the Kirk. The general assembly records refer only to
discussion of this issue but the English ambassador, Robert Bowes, and David
Calderwood were very clear that replacement of the old spiritual estate of prelates
with a new form of ecclesiastical representation was requested.38

Although

Calderwood said that the king had promised to abolish the ‘Black Acts’ and give the
Kirk a place in parliament, only the former was carried out and then only partially.

This second upsurge in demand for a parliamentary voice is more likely to
have been due to the Kirk’s renewed and increasing frustration with the king for his
lack of zeal against the earls of Huntly, Err01 and Angus, the three Catholic earls
who were to remain scourges of the Kirk for many years to come and would
continue to be a source of tension between the Kirk and the king. Thmgs had come
to a head early in 1592 with the murder by Huntly’s men of his long-standing rival
the earl of Moray. No action of any substance was taken against Huntly’s crime and
fears grew among some of the ministry that the kmg lacked enthusiasm against
Catholicism in general.

In t h s context, the ‘Golden Act’, recognising the

presbyterian system, has been quite convincingly portrayed as an attempt by the
government to placate growing ecclesiastical hostility.39
It may have succeeded, at least in preventing a complete breach between the

Kirk and the king, for the following year saw renewed co-operation, with ministers
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being invited to examine the laird of Fintry, an arrested Catholic, in February,40
while six ministers were put on a commission to consider petitions from the earls of
Huntly, Em01 and Angus.41 During 1593, an uneasy peace prevailed, with the Kirk
continually pressing for action against the three earls whom they saw as Catholic
threats to both Kirk and state and against whom the king appeared to be most
unwilling to act.42 They held another two unofficial conventions of all estates in
Edinburgh in January and October to discuss action against the Catholic earls.43 In
January, the king was angered by the unauthorised gathering but agreed to meet its
commissioners. In October, he refused to recognise the meeting or receive its
representatives.
Such conventions were clearly designed to intimidate the government by
demonstrating widespread opposition to its lenient policy towards the Catholic earls
and have been viewed as the Kirk asserting itself, albeit unofficially, in the capacity
of a rival parliament with elements of the laity, unhappy with the influence of these
n o b l e ~ . They
~ ~ were effective. A convention of estates was held in November
which set up the commission involving six ministers to examine the earls’ petitions
while the established religion was confirmed as the only one to be professed in
Scotland.45 Clearly, however, the Kirk was not on good terms with the
government. Each was wary of the other and, accordingly, each remained constantly
vigilant. It is likely to have been a degree of mutual suspicion as much as, if not
more than, a common enemy which had brought them together in the first place.
In this context, the Kirk, in the person of the moderator of the last general assembly,
David Lindsay, petitioned the convention of estates. Along with the stock requests
on finance and dealing with Catholics, they requested the convention to take order
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with the ‘auld estait’ of prelacies which, it said, could not stand by God’s or
Scotland’s laws.46
The forfeiture of Huntly, Angus and Err01 in 1594 and the planning of
military action against them seems to have resulted in much greater co-operation

between the king and the ministers, although a desire on the part of the latter to
ensure that measures were properly carried out probably figured strongly also. The
king had requested commissioners from the Kirk to advise him with regard to the
approaching parliament and ministers were involved in commissions for the disbursal
of the property of the forfeited earls and to aid the duke of Lennox in his lieutenancy
in the North after the king’s campaign there.47 In May Roger Aston, an English
agent in Scotland, had said that ‘The King and the Kirk are all one’.48 Later in the
year, the Catholic earls were banished from the country.
Co-operation appears to have continued in 1595, with ministers being invited
to help in the examination of arrested Catholics and in discussion of various matters
of state.49 By the end of the year, as a result of pressure from the ministers and
barons, a system of co-operation between sheriffs and presbyteries was established
to deal with Catholics and to muster troops in time of trouble - Spanish invasion
remained a serious fear?’ In January 1596, Aston was still able to say that ‘the
ministers and the King were never so great’
The atmosphere was soon to change, however. The appointment of the
Octavians caused the fear of royal favour to Catholics to emerge once more. In this
atmosphere, the issue of a place for the Kirk in parliament arose again, with the
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general assembly in March lamenting the prelates’ place there.52 A scheme for a
new form of ecclesiastical representation emerged as part of a financial package
drawn up by delegates of the Kirk in co-operation with Secretary Balcarres, one of
the Octavians.

Although some of the Octavians may have been suspected of

Catholicism or at least sympathy with that faith, their task was to regularise the
finances of the crown and bring spending under control and it was in that capacity
that the Kirk was prepared to deal with them. It was proposed that all the prelacies
would be dissolved, the money released going to support fifty-one presbyteries and
give each one the wherewithal to send a commissioner to parliament. From these
commissioners of presbyteries, the other two estates would choose sufficient
individuals to make the ecclesiastical estate up to fifty-one (its pre-reformation
number) and, as the current holders of prelacies died, their places would be filled by
presbytery commissioners until the spiritual estate was fully reformed.53 In his

Diary for that year, James Melville wrote that ‘the breithring of best judgement’
would have accepted the scheme and it is hard to believe that the majority of the
ministers would not have found this scheme attractive. The Kirk would have been
happy with parliamentary places as long as it controlled them, after all, that was
effectively what it agreed to, in a slightly more Erastian form, at the end of the
century. Lay financial vested interests in the prelacies, a number of which had
already been erected into temporal lordships and thus effectively secularised whle
others were held in commendam by laymen,54 meant that this remained no more
than a proposal.
In June or July, Huntly returned to Scotland without royal licence and, in
spite of pressure from the Kirk, the king was loathe to take effective action against
him?

Tension grew as the year wore on.

The king seemed eager for

reconciliation but the ministers were determined to see Huntly punished for flouting
the conditions of his banishment. Relations worsened in November with the trial of
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David Black. Attempts to achieve reconciliation were made but the not on 17
December appears to have ended the king’s patience with the ministers.
Convinced that the Kirk was too free to interfere with affairs of state, James
began decisively to take matters ecclesiastical into his own hands for the first time.
The importance of this cannot be over-emphasised for never before had he tried to
take direct control of the general assembly or any other mechanisms within the Kirk.
Only now, eleven years into his personal reign, did he begin actively to subvert the

Kirk’s administrative independence. He called a convention of ministers to Perth in
February 1597 which voted to deem itself an extraordinary general assembly once
it had met. In May, at Dundee, at the regular meeting of the general assembly, he
appointed the commission of the general assembly. James also voiced his intention
to have ministers appointed to prelacies sitting in parliament. In the aftermath of the
riot of 17 December 1596, opposition to the king had crumbled and only a rump of
ministers remained vociferously hostde to the crown. The assembly, therefore,
recommended this to the presbyteries, seeing in this proposal financial gain for the
Kirk as a whole through the acquisition of the revenues of the prelacies?
A sudden change in the attitude of the ministers who continued to de@ the

king - the so-called ‘Melvillians’ - is thus not surprising; indeed, James Melville
began to deny that the Kirk had ever wanted a place in parliament. One historian
has, mistakenly, asserted that James and Andrew Melville ‘sharply disagreed’ on the
issue of parliamentary representation. This, however, is likely to be due to the fact
that they both changed their minds in 1596/7 and that the two opinions come from
either side of that water~hed?~Andrew and James Melville would have realised,
after 1596, that parliamentary representation would now be likely to be established
on the king’s terms to a far greater extent than before. Essentially, it was not their
opinions that had changed, it was the form which parliamentary representation would
take that made them reject the very idea.
In describing the petition to parliament for representation by the
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commissioners of the general assembly, James Melville alleged that they mistakenly
thought that they had ‘sufficient warrand, because [the Kirk] haid oftentymes, yea
almost everie parliament compleanit, that men satt and votted.. .in nam of the Kirk,
that nather bure office in the Kirk nor haid anie commission thairfi-a?

Another

account said that the commissioners had requested votes for the Kirk without the
assembly’s warrant. This was condemned because, it was claimed, the general
assembly had often insisted that none should vote without its commission but it had
never actually requested votes in parliament for ministers .59
A similar, more theoretical, opinion further illustrates hostility, fiom certain

quarters, to the idea of a place in parliament for the Kirk. It is in the form of an
answer to one of a number of questions which had probably been posed to one of the
ministers still opposing state intervention in the Kirk. It stated that ministers had no
voice in parliament for the same reason that the laity had no say in ecclesiastical
affairs - a very different attitude to that expressed ever since the late 1570s?

It

is the first explicit rejection of the idea of ministers sitting in parliament that has

come to light hitherto. The same document went on to say that the Kirk should
present articles to parliament for automatic ratification and that the king should have
no authority over the Kirk; his role was only to defend it and such acts as it made.
T h s is a relatively clear example of the theory of two kingdoms which had rarely
been voiced during the days when the prevailing opinion at general assemblies meant
that parliamentary representatives would have been very much creatures of the Kirk
rather than the crown. Now that the tables were turned, the stance of the ministers

who remained opposed to the intervention of the state changed and, for the first time,
divisions of opinion within the Kirk on this issue began to appear.
In January 1598, the English ambassador, George Nicolson, noted
disagreement over the title of parliamentary representatives and, in February, he
reported that the synod of Lothian and Tweeddale had discussed the matter and,
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presumably unable to agree, remitted it to the general assembly.61 In the synod of
Fife, James Melville , now firmly convinced that parliamentary representation was
not desirable, warned against creeping hierarchy if they agreed to a place in
parliament for ministers, while David Ferguson, reputedly the oldest minister in
Scotland, spoke of it as a Trojan horse for episcopacy. The synod, however,
approved parliamentary votes, ‘the quhilk seiming g ~ i d ’ .Clearly
~ ~ those who had
changed their minds in 1596/7 were in a minority.
The general assembly, in March at Dundee, also approved the idea of votes
for the Kirk in parliament, much to the chagrin of James Melville. He held Gilbert
Body, that ‘drunken Orkney ass’, and ministers voting for worldly reasons partly
responsible.

This was probably because the king had spoken to the assembly

promising to improve the Kirk’s finances if it would accept a place in ~ a r l i a m e n t . ~ ~
Allegations of royal engineering of the composition and business of the assembly as
well as coercion were made but in an account written many years later?

In that

account it was alleged that northern ministers were brought in to sway the vote, as
if they had less right to be there than those of the south. It was also asserted that the
matter had been left until the second week of the assembly so that the southern
ministers would get tired and go home. Judging by the prevailing opinion at the
synod of Fife, however, it would seem unlikely that even an assembly dominated by
southern ministers would have rejected parliamentary representation.
James Melville’s tendency to rewrite history is demonstrated by his different
accounts of the assembly’s vote on parliamentary representation in his Diary and its
appendage, A True Narratioune of the Declyneing Aige of the Kirk of Scotland. The
latter was written in 1610, the former presumably closer to the events it described.

In the former he claimed that it was the votes of lay commissioners which swayed
the decision in favour of votes for the Kirk in parliament but in the latter he alleged
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that it was the votes of laymen ‘that

M no commissioune?

The vote as

originally described was legal. Melville changed his description to make it appear
to have been otherwise.
This assembly at Dundee in 1598 showed that the theory of two kingdoms,
the issue of polity and political control of the Kirk, were not of paramount
importance to the majority of the Scottish clergy, to whom serving their parishes and
surviving on meagre stipends in a time of high inflation were likely to have been
higher priorities. If giving prelacies to ministers would release money to support the
Kirk at the parochial level they were happy to support it. John Davidson protested
that the assembly was not free but no-one supported him.%
It was decided that there should be fifty-one representatives of the Kirk in
parliament as there had been before the Reformation and that their election should
be partly royal and partly ecclesiastical. This scheme was thus much more Erastian
than that of 1596. The matter was remitted to the presbyteries which were then to
send delegates to the synods which, in turn, were to each send three delegates to a
conference with the King in July at Falkland.67 Of the seven presbyteries with
records extant from the time, only the records of Edinburgh and St Andrews contain
any reference to it?

The presbytery of Edinburgh appears to have accepted the

general assembly’s scheme and it decided that the ofice of commissioner of the Kirk
to parliament (not bishop, abbot or prior) should be renewed by each general
assembly and not held for life. The presbytery of St Andrews planned a discussion,
but none was recorded.

The synod of Fife, however, meeting in June in

Dunfermline, did deal with the matter. The presbytery of Cupar favoured a greater
degree of royal control than the other three (Kirkcaldy, Dunfermline and St
Andrews). It was happy for the lung to choose from leets supplied by the Kirk, as
had Edinburgh been, and for parliamentary representatives to have life tenure and to
be called bishops. The other three wanted exclusive nomination by the Kirk, annual
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election by the general assembly and the title of Commissioner of the Kirk?

The

proposals of the three less royalist presbyteries were much more centralist than those
of 1596. Perhaps this was due to the fear of some in these three presbyteries that
individual presbyteries would be more easily swayed by the crown whereas the
general assembly would be more able to resist its pressure.
A scheme for parliamentary representation was drawn up at Falkland in

conference with the king. There were to be fifty-one Kirk representatives chosen by
the king from leets of six, nominated by the Kirk, for each place. Certain caveats

were drawn up to limit their power: they were to receive the revenues of their
prelacies only after all lurks, schools and colleges under the benefice were paid for;
they should not vote in parliament without the Kirk's warrant; they should be
annually accountable to the general assembly; they should not abuse their finances
(ie by feuing); they should serve a congregation; they would be subject to their

presbytery, synod and the general assembly just as other ministers were and, if
deposed from the ministry, would lose the right to sit in parliament; finally they
would be called Commissioner .70
Because the king had promised the general assembly in March that he wanted
to restore the Kirk's patrim~ny,~'
the return of all the revenues of the prelacies to
the Kirk, by giving the prelacies to ministers who would sit in parliament, must have
been anticipated. Since so many of the prelacies and their revenues were already in
lay hands, James probably never considered giving every prelacy to a
To retrieve them and hand them over to ministers would have risked alienating too
many men of influence. Also, it is unlikely that James would have considered
introducing another entirely new voting bloc of such a size to parliament since the
shire commissioners had been introduced only a decade earlier. It is possible that,
behind the scenes, James reassured the holders of abbacies and other monastic lands
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that they would not be threatened.73
The conclusions of the conference were remitted to the next general assembly
which was repeatedly

Alleged royal coercion of the assembly of

March 1598, and its being continually prorogued during 1599, may suggest that
James was not confident of success. Alternatively, he may have been seeking
compromise, for another conference was held in July with the commissioners of the
general assembly and delegates of the synods ‘to lay the ground of his purpose for
erecting bishops at the next general assembly,’ and another met in A~gust.~’At a
further conference in November, some ministers argued that there was no need for
a place in parliament for the Kirk since ministers could be represented, as Scottish
subjects, by their shire or burgh commissioners and if they wanted to advise the king

on spiritual matters they were always able to do

In response to a challenge

from the king, they admitted to having asked for parliamentary representation in the
past but, they alleged, in the persons of elders or deacons rather than bishops since
that office had been abolished by the general assembly in 1580. They said that k s
would have ensured there would be no risk of mixing the two jurisdictions or
distracting ministers from their duties. The conference then reached impasse over
the title and tenure of the representatives. The king threatened that they must accept
his scheme or nothing, saying that he would keep the patrimony of the Kirk and

place whomever he pleased in the parliament if they remained intransigent. The
matter was remitted to the general assembly which was to be held in March 1600.
The assembly met at Montrose with the king in attendance. Discussion of the
matter of bishops in parliament was protracted. Two groups of four ministers were
chosen to reason it out separately and present their conclusions to the assembly.77
The ‘better sort’ (as James Melville termed them) asserted that parliamentary
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representation in the form of bishops suggested hlerarchy, mingled the two kingdoms
and removed ministers from their charges. The other side was clearly not convinced
by these arguments, or at least did not consider them to be important, feeling that
the benefits of a place in parliament and of more money for the Kirk far outweighed
any disadvantages. This again demonstrates a sharp division of opinion among the
ministers which had not existed prior to 1596. Some now portrayed the issue as
doctrinally crucial, others as indifferent. Unsurprisingly , the separate debate appears
to have resolved nothmg, since the ministers opposing parliamentary representation
were unlikely to compromise.
It seems, however, that representation in parliament per se was not in
controversy among the majority of the clergy. The only question that was put to a
vote was whether the representatives should be annually elected or appointed
indefimtely barring serious misconduct - annuan‘m or ad vitam aut culpam. The

other caveats agreed in the previous year must have been accepted by assembly on
the nod. The vote was fifty-one in favour of annuan‘m, forty-eight for ad vitam aut
culpam.

However, the king and his commissioners, certamly not ‘rebuffed

decisively’, realising they were not far from success, offered life tenure with annual
account to the assembly. This stratagem, by no means indicating a royal defeat,

succeeded. Figures for the second vote were not recorded; perhaps it revealed the
opposition to have been embarrassingly small.78
The king had secured his scheme for ecclesiastical representation in
parliament. At the parliament in November, three ministers sat for the first time in
the capacity of new bishops - David Lindsay, minister of Leith, as bishop of Ross,
George Gledstanes, minister of St Andrews, as bishop of Caithness, and Peter
Blackburn, minister of Aberdeen, as bishop of Aberdeen.79 None had been chosen
from leets supplied by the Kirk, all having been appointed by the king, who had thus
instantly disregarded the scheme that he had agreed with the Kirk.
The story ends here in one sense but had just begun in another. Over the
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next ten years, the status and powers of the episcopate grew, their full restitution in
a constitutional sense having begun with their official return to parliament as
representatives of the ecclesiastical estate. Although the assemblies of 1601 and 1602
made no objections, protest from some quarters continued. In 1601, the synod of
Fife tried to admonish George Gledstanes for sitting in parliament as archbishop of
St Andrews. He admitted having done so without shame although he did express
disapproval of the title of bishop.80 A letter James Melville sent to the general
assembly in that year, urging a re-enactment of the caveats, was suppressed by the
king who was already unwilling to allow contrary opinions to be aired.” In 1602,
the synod of Fife complained to the assembly that the caveats were not being
properly kept. The assembly replied that they should be as far as it was
concerned.82 The problem was that, just as after 1572, the episcopate was
effectively under crown control. The Kirk could have deposed any bishop from the
ministry but it could not stop him from sitting in parliament if the king chose to

ignore the caveats which, of course, he did. James Melville called for the plan of
1596 for representation in parliament to be implemented, but it was too late.83
In 1603, John Spottiswoode was appointed to the see of Glasgow. It must
have been clear by this time that the monastic prelacies were not going to be
dissolved and that the restoration of episcopacy was all that was going to occur. That
James VI had ever intended to have fifty-one members of the spiritual estate in
parliament who would have had to be freshly wooed is surely far-fetched.
In the following summer, parliament met to consider the king’s plans for
incorporating union of Scotland and England. There were appeals from the synods
that a general assembly should be allowed to meet because the parliamentary
representatives of the Kirk would have to be advised as to how they should vote and
what they should propose to parliament, according to the caveats. The synod of Fife
added the familiar call that none should vote in parliament for the Kirk save those
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who had a commission from it.84 These requests were brushed aside, the reason
given was that the Kirk’s liberties would not be put at risk in any union and anyway,
the parliament was only to choose commissioners to negotiate union.85 The alarm

of many ministers showed that they were aware that a precedent was being set; the
caveats were being ignored and they could do nothing about it. Later in that year,
the presbytery of Glasgow, perhaps because of the events of the summer, was
investigating the nature of the conditions under which Archbishop Spottiswoode
represented them in parliament, but any attempts to overturn recent developments
were futile.86
The final nail in the coffin of the ostensible scheme to restore all the prelacies
to the Kirk by granting them to ministers was driven home at the parliament at Perth
in July 1606.87 By then, every diocese had a bishop for the first time since 1586.

The ‘Act anent the restitution of the estate of bischoppis’ was passed by parliament,
omitting the caveats. The secular status of the ecclesiastical estate in parliament thus
bore no relation to its spiritual status. If the Kirk deposed a bishop from his spiritual
function, there was nothing it could do to prevent him from continuing to sit in
parliament since parliament had not recognised the Kirk’s right to do that. To
placate the nobility, seventeen abbacies were erected into temporal lordships. These
lands were thus secularised and the possibility of them ever being given to ministers
vanished. The ecclesiastical estate in parliament was thus limited to the thirteen
bishops, all of whom owed their positions to the king and they would be used as
another means to control an increasingly hostile Kirk.
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Part 2: The Attitude of the King and the Nobility.

By 1606, James had achieved what he had sought to do as far as ecclesiastical
representation in parliament was concerned. Yet examination of the previous twenty
years of personal reign suggest there was no single royal policy, a fact which has to
some extent been shrouded in the belief that it had always been James’s intention to
reintroduce the episcopate.88 Just as the attitude of certain elements within the Kirk
changed according to their changing relationship with the government, so too the
attitude of the government of James VI varied with the changing state of its relations
with the Kirk.
It is clear that, under the earl of Morton’s regency, the government’s
intention was that the episcopate would be the only remotely ecclesiastical element
in parliament, there having been no expressed intention to reform the representational
system at all, or to reintroduce clerics to monastic prelacies.89 This situation
prevailed until the later 1580s, in spite of the changing regimes of the first half of
that decade and in spite of calls from the Kirk for reform. None of these regimes
appears to have been interested, or to have had enough time in office, seriously to
consider any significant changes to the status quo. That headed by Esme Stewart,
duke of Lennox, continued Morton’s policy of makmg appointments to the episcopate
by nominating Robert Montgomery, minister of Stirling, to the see of Glasgow, a
move which precipitated conflict with the Kirk?

He did sit in parliament but the

problems created by his appointment appear to have discouraged the government
from attempting to appoint to any of the other vacant sees. The Arran regime
enhanced the status and power of the episcopate by the ‘Black Acts’ of 1584 and can
be said to have altered the system which had been introduced in 1572 by the
Concordat of Leith since it put the bishops outwith the jurisdiction of the general
assembly. The coming to the fore of the young James VI, in the last few months of

1585, appears to have seen the beginnings of a change in the attitude of the
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government, although his later, apparently dogmatic, enthusiasm for episcopacy was
not evident at this time. Evidence for the lung’s attitude towards a place for the Kirk
in parliament is much less copious than that which is available for the attitude of the
Kirk. Because the issue appears to have been allowed to fall by the wayside in the

conference at Holyrood in February 1586, there is no indication as to what the royal
opinion was at that time. He may have offered episcopal subjection to the general
assembly in return for their continued attendance at parliament.” In this sense, he
re-established the operation of the Concordat of Leith, since the power of the
episcopate was once more subject to the general assembly.

It would appear,

however, since there were no appointments to bishoprics in this period and for many
years to come,92that James did not intend to restore the episcopate? being content
to deal with the Kirk in other ways while leaving the questions of its place in
parliament, and that of the spiritual estate as a whole, to one side. In September

1586, the clergy, giving in their thirds of benefices to the government collectors,
were described as ‘of the spiritual estate’ but this appears to have been a description
of them in a purely fiscal context rather than in the narrowly constitutional one of
parliament and it would be unwise to read too much into such a ~taternent.’~
James, admittedly, was not entirely comfortable with the Presbyterian polity
of the Kirk as it stood in this period. In 1586, one English source commented that
‘Towards the discipline of the Kirk he [the lung] seems not soundly affected because
he has the impression that it takes away from princely authority, which he thinks
little enough as it is in Scotland’.94 Although James wanted to control the Kirk he
did not see bishops as the only possible way to achieve this nor, apparently, did he
see an ecclesiastical presence in parliament as helpful to this control.

Royal

acquiescence in the growth of the power of the presbyteries in the later 1 5 8 0 ~
at~the
expense of the episcopate, is evidence of James’s lack of enthusiasm for episcopacy
at that time. He may even have been waiting to see how the system worked out
91
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since it was,after all, a new one, only introduced in 1581 and effectively abolished

in 1584 before it had had a chance to become established. Not until 1586 did a
Presbyterian system come into being in anythmg approaching a national

ens se.'^

It is possible that James felt that if presbyterianism worked, in the sense that
stable relations between the Kirk and the state would result, it might reasonably be
allowed to continue. It must be remembered that, although the king was suspicious

of it, its novelty meant that no one was really to know how it might operate. If it

was successful, there would be no need for ecclesiastical representation in parliament
since an effective mudus operandi between the Kirk in the general assembly on the
one hand and parliament and the King on the other would render that unnecessary.
The bishoprics with incumbents might remain occupied and their holders could
continue to vote in parliament as a notionally spiritual estate untd they died. Since
none of the ‘abbots’ and ‘priors’ was actually a minister there would thus, in the
fullness of time, be no genuine ecclesiastics in parliament? The holders of the old
monastic lands would thus be a source of patronage and allow a ‘new nobility’ to
enter parliament alongside the ‘old’.
That James was happy, perhaps with some persuasion from his secretary,

John Maitland of Thirlestane, to give presbyterianism a chance is borne out by the
‘Act of Annexation’ of 1587. Although primarily designed to improve royal
fmances, it is difficult to portray it as the legislation of a king enthusiastic for the
restoration of epis~opacy.~~
One contemporary source noted the way in which
annexation secularised the supposedly monastic members of parliament’by erecting
much of the monastic lands into temporal lordships. The author of the Histune and

Life of King James the Sat ruefully noted that ‘the onlie proffet and commoditie that
was obtenit, the Prelatis [ie the lay holders of prelacies] gat it; for whareas before
they war callit men of benefices, now they be callit temporal1 lords, lyk to the rest

of the common sort’.’*
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Perhaps too much has been made of thls, however, especially since that
account may not have been written in 1587 but some years later. An alternative
view would see James’s entire policy towards the Kirk in general, and its place in
parliament in particular, as one of experimentation. Such an interpretation is borne
out by his failure to establish a new system of ecclesiastical representation in
parliament to replace the old one which was falling into desuetude. In spite of the
‘Act of Annexation’, no attempt was made to abolish the episcopate, the other

prelacies or the spiritual estate in parliament. The king had thus left his options
open. He could accept the new ecclesiastical polity if he felt it might fruitfully, or
at least bearably, coexist with his government. He could even take the ‘Act of
Annexation’ further by abolishing the old estate of prelacies thus formally rendering
parliament an entirely secular institution, or he could devise a wholly novel means

of parliamentary representation for the Kirk. Alternatively, if the Presbyterian
system failed to please him he could, without too much difficulty, reinstitute the
episcopate.
James appears to have been happy, for different reasons at different times,
to involve individual ministers in an ad hoc capacity in the government of the realm,
especially when such h g s as action against Catholics became politically useful.
This may well have been part of an experiment to see how co-operation on a

relatively informal basis might work - an attempt to see if an amicable relationship

could operate between the Kirk and the crown with the king happily at its head,
recognised and acknowledged as the benevolent godly prince. It may thus be the
case that James’s invitation of three ministers to the convention of the estates in June

1590, during a period of apparent amiv between Kirk and state, was another aspect
of this experiment or even an attempt to advance matters by introducing ministers to
one of the more formal aspects of government?
Such an initiative may have been planned once more, in 1592, when some
questions to the general assembly, apparently posed by someone in government,
asked among other things: ‘Quha sal1 occupie the place of the ecclesiastical1 estait
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in kingis parliamentis conventionis or counsallis & how mony'.'"

That there were

plans for clerical participation in government is further demonstrated by a rumour
at this time that some ministers were to be added to the privy council. They were,
supposedly, to be David Lindsay and Robert Bruce or Patrick Galloway who would
continue in this position for two months, following which, representatives would be
appointed by the Kirk."'

This took place about a month after a request to ban

prelates from parliament and replace them with a new form of ecclesiastical
representative and at the time of the 'Golden Act'?

It may thus have been a

gesture of compromise from the king and Maitland, a further attempt to placate the
Kirk. The king was unwilling to go as far as to give the ministers a place in

parliament but may have been planning to experiment with them in other areas of
government. The fact that there is no other evidence for this, however, must counsel
caution. Robert Bowes' report may have been just a rumour, for there is no record
of any such plans in the Register of the Privy Council during this period.103 The
explicit and precise nature of Bowes' report does, however, suggest its veracity. It
is also significant that Bruce and Lindsay were the two ministers most closely and
frequently involved with the crown at th~stime, being commissioned by the general
assembly and the king in various matters at different times during 1592 and

1593.'04 They would thus have been likely candidates for such a role.
It may also be of some significance that the new privy council nominated by

the parliament held at Edinburgh in April 1592 contained no prelates.Io5 It is clear
that James's enthusiasm for episcopacy was not great at this time; the level of
episcopal attendance at parliaments and conventions in 1592 and 1593 was very low.
'Questions to be resolved by the assembly out of the word of God, 1592', SRO, Parliamentary
Papers Supplementary, FA711 no.41.
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Only two bishops had attended the April parliament in 1592 in Edinburgh, while out
of one parliament and five conventions during 1593 there is evidence only for the
presence of three bishops at the parliament, held again at Edinburgh in April, with
none attending the conventions.lM The king could not stop the bishops fiom
attending parliament but attendance at conventions was by invitation. They were,
therefore, being excluded from these meetings quite deliberately. Although there is

no direct evidence of what the king’s opinions on the role of the episcopate in
government were, it is possible to glean from such evidence as this that they were
far from positive. James appears to have been treading cautiously, attempting to
prevent opposition from arising in the Kirk by signally failing to give very much
recognition to the episcopate.
In spite of this, and because of the king’s continued lenience towards the

Catholic earls, relations between the king and the Kirk deteriorated during 1593 and

1594. In parallel with this, bishops began to reappear in conventions of the estates
in 1594 and 1595.‘”

If James had had a scheme to include ministers on the privy

council, t h s indicates that he had probably dropped it and may have been beginning
to warm to the idea of episcopacy once more. The constant hectoring of the king
by general assemblies and informal gatherings of the ministry, urging action against
Catholics in general, and the earls of Huntly, Angus and Err01 in particular, may
have caused his patience to wear thin, although he remained unwilling to commit
himself one way or the other.
In 1595 and early 1596, during the absence of the Catholic earls and prior to
the crisis in relations between the king and the Kirk, James appears to have been
happy to seek the co-operation and advice of certain ministers, on his own terms at
least. It was not untd the end of 1596 that there is my record of a royal opinion on
the issue of ecclesiastical representation in parliament. This further confirms that it
was not until he found co-operation with the Kirk to be unworkable on his terms that
he began to consider the idea of a place in parliament for the Kirk as a serious
option. James’s principal goal was control and order. If he could have found a
~~
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means of co-operation with the Kirk, he would have had no need to institute
problematic and, in such a time of economic difficulty, probably costly,
constitutional changes. However, the persistent opposition and the frightening riot
of 17 December 1596, which may have convinced the king that at least certain
elements in the Kirk sought to overthrow the established order, convinced James that
only by taking control of the Kirk could he have peaceful relations with it. New
means of achieving this control would have to be sought; giving some ministers a
place in parliament was potentially one.
No clear indication of the royal view, however, is extant until late in 1597,
at the time of the parliament which passed the act allowing ministers, to whom the
king gave prelacies, to sit and vote in parliament.'''

This, in itself, shows how

important the events of 1596-7 were and how much they affected the views of both
the lung and of many ministers. The issue of parliamentary representation had been
raised by the governments of the regent Morton, Esme' Stewart and the Ruthven
Lords but since the coming to power of the Arran re'gime there had been no purely
governmental initiatives on the matter, save for the tentative signs of 1592.
The debate had always been initiated by the Kirk in its continual complaints
about the nature of ecclesiastical representation in parliament and its occasional
suggestions for possible new forms for the spiritual estate. Two different accounts

of royal opinion come from the time of the parliament of December 1597. One said
that the king had promised to appoint a commission to deal with parliamentary
representation for the Kirk, among other things, but that he seemed to be inclined
towards the idea of the episcopate representing the Kirk in parliament. 'Because the
ministers, he [the King] says, have not the means to bear their expenses in
Parliament and other times, he thinks the bishops may serve for them,' reasoning
that, if the ministers had a free choice of their representatives, they might choose
trouble-makers.'@ A further indication that the king had lost any faith in the
reliability of a Kirk which was relatively free of royal power comes from about the
same time. Some ministers demanded votes for the Kirk in parliament along with
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the dissolution of the bishoprics. The latter was denied on the grounds that the king
did not wish to lose one of his three estates.'"

Although the three estates existed

only in a notional sense at this time, they retained a mystical importance in spite of
the fact that, theoretically, a fourth estate - that of shire commissioners - had been
introduced in 1587."'

However, a few days later, the English ambassador

suggested that:
The King seemed willing to have yielded them [the ministers] contentment
and so they acknowledge it in pulpit and other ways. But the council was
against them, saying if they should have place in Parliament and Council it
wer meet ...that they had the title of some degree by the name
of. ..Prelate.

This might suggest that James originally intended to establish a novel form
of representation in parliament and that the conservatism of the privy council - which
included titular bishops appointed F o r to 1586, as well as nobles and officers of
state - resisted the King's reforming approach by favouring parliamentary places for

prelates with ecclesiastical as well as temporal status.'13 The latter is suggested by
the sentiment, rather than the substance, of the report by the English ambassador
since it hinted at a desire in the privy council to have, as might suit the aristocratic
viewpoint, a properly hierarchical Kirk.
According to Caiderwood' s account, the king, although ultimately successful,
appears to have had some difficulty in persuading parliament to accept the idea of
ministers who had been appointed to prelacies sitting in its midst."4 A letter by
the commissioners of the general assembly, written at the time of the December
parliament, portrayed the king as a benefactor willing to make financial provision for
the Kirk at the parochial level and an ally against the lords who resisted ecclesiastical
votes in

'
l
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very much a piece of propaganda put about by the commissioners to give the
impression that the offer of representation in parliament was worthy of acceptance.
The allegation that the nobility were resistant, although likely to contain some truth
because many of them held lands pertainting to prelacies, also showed the king in

a good light and made the arrangement agreed in parliament seem like a hard-won
victory by the lung on behalf of the Kirk.
The allegation that promises of improved stipends were used to sway certain
elements within the Kirk was voiced in relation to the debates in general
assemblies?

The king may have done this deliberately, yet it is equally likely

that James Melville and David Calderwood used it, in hindsight, as a stick with
which to beat their brethren who favoured votes in parliament for ‘worldly reasons’,
as they saw it. Greed on the one hand and the desire for every parish to have

a

decent stipend apportioned to it (as well as a kirk with four walls and a roof, and a
manse and glebe for every minister) on the other, are not quite the same thing. Such
ministers as James Melville and David Calderwood, with parishes with adequate
stipends were quick to condemn as greedy those who did not. Indeed, Calderwood
made sure of his own financial security in rejecting the charge of Traquair in 16001601.117Adequate finance at the parochal level was something which the Kirk

had been crying out for since the Reformation of 1560; the scheme of 1596, which
had included parliamentary representation, had itself involved just such
provision.
The general assembly met in March 1598 at Dundee. The king was present
and openly proclaimed his desire to restore the Kirk’s patrimony and establish its
discipline firmly. For this, he said, representatives in parliament were necessary.
The new bishops would not, he assured the Kirk, be ‘Papisticall or Anglican .119
9
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Palace in August, gave little indication of the royal view since there is no account
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of its proceedings, only its results.12o Although Spottiswoode's account is very
likely to have been clouded by archiepiscopal hindsight, he opined that the king
accepted the caverns for the parliamentary representatives only because he knew he
would be able to erode them in the future and because he wanted a swift end to
negotiations, wishing to concentrate on gaining European support for the English
succession. 121

Perhaps Spottiswoode was unwittingly depriving James of due

credit. It is likely that, by h s time, James had realised that, with the general
assembly showing much more favour than it once had to royal policy, he might have
little difficulty in having his scheme for ecclesiastical representation in parliament
accepted. It did take some prolonged negotiations but h s was the period in which
James, in his desire to find a policy which would ensure his supremacy but would

be acceptable to the majority of ministers, was just fmding his feet. He was also
keen to include in the negotiations even those who staunchly opposed his plans.
Even if, at this point, he did intend to go much further with an episcopate, he saw
the way to success through compromises.

He appears to have been intent on

conducting his ecclesiastical policy at this time with the consent of the majority of
the ministry.

No discussion of government and the views of James VI about it is complete
without reference to n e Trew Lawe of Free Monarchies and Basilikon Doron.122
The former, written in 1597, is brief and deals with royal power in very basic,
theoretical terms. It stated simply that parliament was there to advise the king and,
effectively, propose laws which he could ratify if he ~ 1 e a s e d . l ~It~outlined the
absolute supremacy of the monarch but said nothing specifically about the Kirk or
its role in parliament.
The Basilikon Doron, on the other hand, was much more detailed since it was
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a manual for kingship, written by James for his son and heir Henry. Probably
written towards the end of the summer of 1598, it shows that James had a very
jaundiced view of the more staunch Presbyterian ministers by this time. Had he
written it three or four years earlier, the tone would undoubtedly have been much
less harsh.

He went so far as to express regret about the very nature of the

Reformation itself since it was ‘maid be populaire tumulte & rebellion, & not
proceeding from the princes ordare as it did in englande’.124 His almost total loss
of regard for the ministers who stood out against royal intervention in the Kirk was
demonstrated by his extreme view of their intentions which must, again, be viewed
in the context of the period in which it was written. James felt that the ministry,
soon after the Reformation:
finding the guste of government sueit they begouth to fantasie to thame selfis
a democratike forme of gouuernement.. .[and]. ..they fedd thame selfis with
that hoape to becume tribuni plebis, & sa in a populaire gouuernement be
leading the people be the nose to beare the suey of all the reule.125
It is not too difficult to discern the royal reaction to the tumult of 17 December 1596
in this passage. He saw it as a riot of the commons led by the ‘fyne ministers’ and
if this was what would result if there was not sufficient royal control of the Kirk then
he was hostile to ‘democracy’ and terrified by it.
As far as the participation of the clergy in the government of the realm was

concerned, James recommended what sort of ministers should be allowed to be
involved.

Ths revealed both his opinions on the issue of parliamentary

representation for the Kirk and hs plans for the future, tentative though they still
appear to have been. He advised Henry to favour modest and learned ministers and
reward them with bishoprics and other prelacies, ‘annulling that vyle act of
annexation’ of 1587. He recommended that Henry should ‘banish W e [the
presbyterians’] parity, quhilke can not agree with a monarchie,[‘no bishop, no hng’
in an early form] but.. .also.. xeestablishe the aulde institution of three estates in
parliament quhilke can M otherwayes be done’. Finally, he promised ‘to make.. .a
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faire entree’ in the matter for Henry.126 This shows just how far James had come
since his attempts at co-operation with the Kirk during the later 1580s and earlier

1590s had fallen on stoney ground. He was now convinced that the best means of
being at peace with the Kirk was an Erastian restitution of the spiritual estate in
parliament. He quite explicitly stated that he had tried to reason with the ministers
who opposed the crown but that it had been in
He closed his passage concerning relations between the Kirk and the state,
and the Kirk in parliament, with the advice that Henry should suffer neither the
‘vaine puritane ...[nor]. ..proude papal1 bishoppis ’ ,12* evidence, if it were required,
that James’s priority was not so much episcopacy per se as control and the
contentment which that could bring to his kingship. It could also be said to confirm
that, when he said the same thing to the general assembly in 1597, he was not just
speaking to the gallery. To James, neither overmighty bishops nor overmighty
ministers were desirable. He wanted pliable men who relied upon him for their
status and would not forget it; he wanted men upon whom he could depend to carry
out his government, for he was becoming increasingly aware, in the final years of

the sixteenth century, that his destiny was almost upon him and that he might not be
ruling his ancient kingdom directly for very much longer.
At about the time during which James wrote his Basilikon Doron, some

contemporaries certainly believed that the king’s opinions were fashioned by the
outbursts of ministers vociferous in opposition. In June 1598, the king restored to
all hs revenues James Beatoa, the Catholic archbishop of Glasgow and an exile in
France since the Reformation.*29 This caused Patrick Simson, the minister of
Stirling, to protest from his pulpit. The English ambassador, George Nicolson,
commented that it was ‘more like to make the King more resolute anent the
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establishing of bishops.. .and the infringing of the ministers’ ampleness ’ .130 This
suggests that it was already felt by some that James intended to restore the episcopate
and that Patrick Simson’s outburst merely increased his resolve to do so. Ten days
later Nicolson’s opinion of the king’s view had strengthened when he said that ‘The
King will have it that the bishops must be’.

At about the same time he also

commented that ‘Sundry good and wise men suspect the King to have some mystery
in establishing of bishops, as also some high “platt” by restoring the Bishop of
Glasgow and putting thus at the minister~’.’~~
It is likely that these ‘wise men’
were those ministers, such as Robert Bruce and James Melville with whom the
English ambassadors were close; they, too, appear to have suspected at this relatively
early stage that there was more to the planned placing of members of the clergy in
parliament than met the eye. They feared that the king was seeking to restore an
episcopate with ecclesiastical authority by which he could control the Kirk. They
thus suspected that he saw giving some a place in parliament as a first step towards
that.
James was accused of intimidating the Kirk but it is unclear how many
ministers or lay delegates to the general assembly he would have really needed to
coerce. In January 1599, the English ambassador reported a rumour that James was
going to enforce a number of articles which included a recognition of royal
supremacy, and that he intended to withhold minsters’ stipends if they failed to
subscribe them.132 Since there is no evidence that this threat was carried out, or
even if the allegation that it was planned was true, James must either have found that
the rumour was sufficient to ensure obedience or that the opposition was so small
that pressing the issue was unnecessary.
During 1599, the general assembly was prorogued by the king in May, June
and September.133 James was attempting to gain consensus before any decision
was made. He wanted to ensure that he had enough support for his scheme before
130
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a general assembly was held so that its acceptance of the agreement would be no
formality. He achieved consensus at the synodal level by way of conferences with
delegates fiom synods. He is alleged to have sent commissioners to all synods to
ensure that the delegates to national conferences would be amenable to the scheme
for parliamentary representation and thus a deal could be meted out to present to the
general a~sernb1y.l~~
To ensure that this consensus would be effective, in March

1598, the assembly had been rendered much more representative when it was enacted
that no more than three ministers from any presbytery could attend future general
assemblies.135 In that year, the presbytery of St Andrews, which contained a
number of those ministers who were opposed to the king's ecclesiastical policy, had
shown the need for such a restriction by sending its entire clerical membership to the
assembly. 136
The final conference which attempted to achieve consensus was held in
Edinburgh in November 1599. It became clear that certain elements in the Kirk
would not compromise, which refutes the allegation that pliable delegates from
synods were ensured by means of royal commissioners.

In the face of their

arguments, the king asserted that the main reason they opposed a clerical presence
in parliament (that it would distract them from their spiritual calling) was the same
as that used by the Catholic church to justify clerical c e 1 i b a ~ y . l ~He
~ also
reminded them that they had requested votes in parliament in the past, in response
to which they asserted, falsely, that they had never asked for votes for ministers but
had suggested representation via elders or

The king, apparently losing

patience, threatened to impose the scheme which had been agreed at Falkland, with
the addition of life tenure for all the representatives, or to give them nothing at all.
He asserted that the caveats as they stood would be adequate to ensure accountability
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of the clerics in parliament and would offset any problems which perpetual tenure
might otherwise lead to. He promised to ratify the whole scheme if the general
assembly approved it but threatened to nominate new members of the clerical estate
himself, without any consultation with the Kirk, if the ministers refused to cooperate?'

This was clearly a king, who had attempted to find a via media, at his

wits' end. Fortunately, from the point of view of James VI, the more representative
general assembly was much more amenable to the agreed scheme for the
representation of the Kirk in parliament.
The turn of the century saw the return of legally constituted bishops to
parliament, but not without some difficulty. Early in 1600, there were renewed
allegations of royal intimidation. Robert Bruce was apparently threatened with loss

of stipend if he did not vote in favour of episcopacy in the general assembly.la
This, and the h g ' s threats of the previous November, could suggest that he was
trying to achieve as much unity as possible by intimidating the rump of uncooperative ministers, of whom Bruce was certainly one. James would surely not have
wasted time on such likely intransigents if coercion of the more amenable ministers
had been necessary. Minor modifications of the caveczts, rather than coercion,
appear to have been enough to win the day for the king at the general assembly at
Montrose.
The number of conferences held by the king and the number to which he
invited ministers whom he must have known were opposed to his policy is surprising

and perhaps indicative of a genuine royal desire for compromise. Even late in 1600,
delegates from synods met James at Holyrood. It was apparently at this conference
that the three new bishops were app~inted.'~'This was done in the absence of
three ministers who remained opposed to the scheme for parliamentary
repre~entation.'~~
Aware of their intransigence, the lung removed them on the
pretext of discussions about new ministers for Edinburgh. He then appointed three
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bishops and had them approved by the remaining ministers at the conference. James
had thus been able to disregard the spirit and letter of the caveats. He had set a
precedent giving h m the de facto right to appoint to prelacies without using leets
drawn up by the Kirk.
In appointing these bishops to sit in parliament, James had obtained personal
control over the choice of the personnel of the revived spiritual estate in parliament.
Although the process continued and was not completed until 1606, the crucial period,

from the point of view of royal control, was the last quarter of 1600. Henceforth,
the important issues became the practical ones of control of the Kirk through the
general assembly, the advance of the episcopate and the revelation that the
ecclesiastical estate in parliament was not going to consist of anything approaching
fiftyone, rather than the issue of a place for the Kirk in parliament per se.
In 1606, James appears to have required to placate potentially hostile landed
opinion in parliament to achieve the passage of the ‘Act for the restoration of the
estate of bischopis’ by erecting seventeen commendatorships into temporal
lordships.’43 In spite of the fact that a number of those who sat in parliament
risked substantial financial losses or the loss of their place in parliament if the
spiritual estate was to be reformed, their opinions on the matter are very difficult to
detect. The problem lies largely in the lack of evidence for the views of the nobility

on virtually everythmg. Although most nobles and many lairds were probably
literate, the survival of whatever they may have written, or had written for them, is
another matter. The vast majority of papers they kept relate directly to property and
power - precepts of sasine, charters and bonds of alliance. A letter bemoaning
impending loss of lands at the hands of a constitutional reshuffle is, therefore,
unlikely to have survived even if it was written. So much of the information which
passed between the powerful men of the period was not committed to writing
anyway, instead a formal letter would often be accompanied with the crucial
information in the mind of the bearer of the letter?
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contemporaries, however, as well as the actions of the crown in its careful, even
tentative, moves towards bringing the clergy back into parliament do give some
impressions of the feelings of the landed classes.
In July 1587, parliament passed the ‘Act of Annexation’ which removed all

the temporalities of benefices to the crown and left the holders of the benefices with
only their residences, the lands pertaining directly to them and the stipends (in the
case of prelacies) of any parish kirks annexed to them.’45 According to one
narrative source, the titular prelates were the only ones to profit from this act, since
the revenue freed by annexation did not fall to the Kirk, as it had expected, but
remained with the crown and the titular prelates, who previously ‘war callit men of
benefices, now they be callit temporall lords, lyk to the rest of the common
sort’. 146 This may be the result of the writer having telescoped history, with later

erections of temporal lordships being placed along with the annexation of the
temporalities but it certainly was the case that, in some ways at least, the ‘Act of
Annexation’ contributed to the further secularisation of the prelacies. There were

two reasons for this. A number of exceptions was made to allow many lay holders
of benefices to retain their temporal lands; some of these lands had already been
erected into temporal lordshps and, since the crown held the remaining temporal
lands, control of their distribution lay with the state which could, and did, make
further grants to nobles and barons.’47 Thus the crown had created, and could
bolster, a potential vested interest opposed to the full reintroduction of ecclesiastical
representation in parliament if such a move were ever to be considered. It had also
created a new group of nobles, reliant on the king for their enhanced position.
Further evidence of the advancing secularisation of the prelacies came in 1592
when Robert Bowes, the English ambassador, wrote to his government to tell them

of the ‘Golden Act’. He specifically noted that it had not included any form of
representation for the Kirk in parliament:
notwithstanding that they [the Kirk] pressed the same earnestly in regard that

AF’S, iii, 431-3.
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the temporalities of the prelates.. .were now erected and put in temporal
lords.. .and that the number of the prelates [ie real clerics in possession of
prelacies] remaining are few and not sufficient to serve for the Church in
Parliament.

Many of those laymen who had previously sat in parliament as bogus ‘abbots’ and
‘priors’ were now visibie in their true lay colours. Mark Ker, Lord Newbattle, had
been appointed commandator of Newbattle Abbey, a Cistercian house, in 1567. The
property was erected into a temporal lordship in 1587.*49
During this period, with no threat to the position of those laymen who sat in

parliament ostensibly for the spiritual estate, no opinions on the matter are extant.
Only once the re-establishment of a genuinely ecclesiastical spiritual estate came

firmly onto the agenda, after 1596, did a reaction fiom the nobility result. It is
likely, however, that they may have begun to get nervous in May 1594, since
parliament in that year agreed to the revocation of all erections from spiritual lands
made since 1587, although any made before 1587 would not be affected, since the
annexation of 1587 did not cover lands which had already been erected?’

To

date, most erections of spiritual lands had been made during 1587.”’ It would

thus seem that, even at the time of the ‘Act of Annexation’, there had been a
deliberate attempt on the part of the crown to avoid a hostile reaction from those
who held monastic properties. It is thus not surprising that there is no evidence of

a reaction from the nobility.
In June 1597 came the fxst indication that the tide was turning further in the

nobles’ favour. An English agent, writing from Scotland, commented that ‘the
power of the Church is less and the power of the nobles greater ’ .152 What this
means specifically is unclear but it would appear, juxtaposed with the growing power
of the crown over the Kirk and the reduction in clerical opposition to the state, that
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the risk of the ministers wielding power at the expense of the nobility, which had
been a possibility in the earlier 1590s, had receded. Later in that year, there is
evidence that the nobility held a much more conservative view of parliamentary
representation for the Kirk than that of the king. George Nicolson, the English
ambassador in Scotland, wrote that the king would have been happy to yield more
to the ministers (probably in granting places in parliament without the restoration of
a hierarchical polity) but that, as noted above, the nobles, or at least the privy
council, felt that clerics in parliament should have a prelatic title.’53 This accords
with another account, written in the early years of the seventeenth century which
does, however, portray the situation as less confrontational than is suggested by the
contemporary source. It stated that, in 1597, the king, with the advice of the nobles,
‘thot it meit to erect that loveable order of Bishopes’ who could also advise him and
sit in parliament. 154
Another view, portraying the situation between the king and his nobles as
more confrontational, was expressed in another contemporary account, although its
propagandist value might counsel caution in taking its contents at face value. The
commissioners of the general assembly wrote to all presbyteries, in December 1597,
vindicating their request for parliamentary representation in an attempt to persuade
them of the wisdom of its acceptance. The letter stated that they had asked for
parliamentary places in conjunction with financial provision for the Kirk at the
parochial fevel. They claimed that the lords had resisted but that the king was on
their side?

The commissioners were trying to portray this offer as the most

favourable they would get so that it should be siezed with both hands. They may
thus have tried to make out the deal to have been much more hard-won than it
actually was, with the lung siding with the Kirk against the nobility. It is, however,
reasonable to believe that the nobles would have been reluctant to grant ministers
places in parliament since it might have led to some of them losing their places, or
at least losing some of their property. That they might have been happy to see the
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restitution of the episcopal estate alone, rather than a new scheme to put over fifty
ministers in parliament, is much more likely.

That the nobility did indeed harbour strong misgivings about the restoration
of the spiritual estate to parliament is also apparent in the letters of George Nicolson.

In March 1598, he expressed the opinion that, even if the lung managed to persuade
the ministers to accept episcopacy, the nobles who held episcopal lands would pose

a much greater
it would ce-y

This can perhaps be extended to the abbacies too, and
make more numerical sense if it was, the number of nobies in

possession of episcopal lands was too small to overturn any decision restoring them

to the Kirk. Four months later, Nicoison reported a similar feeling saying:
The King will have it that the bishops must be, whch in end will be his
trouble whem it comes to their establishment and restoring to the living by
Parliament, which the nobility resist for their own particulars.’s7
Again this could be extended, and would make more sense if it was, to the abbacies

so that the threat to the nobility’s pockets and political power would have faced
numerically sipficant opposition. There is, however, an alternative view into
which the English ambassador’s accounts may give an insight. The fact that they
mentioned only bishops suggests that there was a feeling abroad, even at this early
stage, long before any ministers had been appointed to prelacies, that the crown’s
intention was only to restore the episcopate. When parliament passed the act in 1597
allowing any minister appointed to a prelacy, not just a bishopric, the king may have
been secretly reassuring the holders of the monastic benefices. One letter doing just
that survives. It was written by the lung to Lord Hamilton, commendator of the
abbey of Arbroath, on 21 December 1597, only five days after the act allowing the
restoration of the spiritual estate had been passed by parliament. James assured Lord
Hamilton with these words: ‘{so] that ye may have the greater proofe of my goode
will alswell [unto] you as youris I will willinglie consent that youre some sal1 brooke
[the abbacie ofJ arbrothe eftir you and that it will remaine at youre house .158
9

Even if this was a special favour, it demonstrates that James, with the ink barely dry
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on the statute book, planned fewer than fifty-one ministers would sit in parliament.
There was probably never any intention to give abbacies to ministers. After all,
abbacies had no potential role in the ecclesiastical structure and thus could not be
used as a means of controlling the Kirk. The king was probably performing a
balancing act by making it appear to the ministry that fifty-one parliamentary places
were on offer, while reassuring the nobility, without whom he could achieve nothing
in parliament, that their holdmgs would not be threatened.
Evidence for the opinions of the nobles does not surface again until 1600,
when George Nicolson reported, with a convention of the estates imminent after the
general assembly at Montrose in March, that the convention would be unlikely to
endorse the type of parliamentary representatives devised by the assembly since the
nobility favoured proper bishops with some spiritual authority denied to them by the
caveats. Added to this, of course, was the financial motive which led Nicolson to

believe that the nobles would have been unlikely to give up their ecclesiastical
As late as October, when the first new bishops had been chosen,
Nicolson remained sceptical about the filling of all thuteen dioceses because of likely
opposition from the nobility.'60
In November, with parliament imminent, Nicolson reported that the lung
feared he would be unable to get the annexations of ecclesiastical properties
annulled.'6' There is, therefore, the possibility that James was still entertaining the
possibility of the appointment of ministers to at least some abbacies and that it was
only in the face of opposition that he dropped the idea completely in favour of
simply restoring the episcopate. This is supported by another letter, admittedly also
from Nicolson, reporting the proceedings of the parliament in whch the three new
bishops first sat. Their presence was portrayed, like the act of 1597, as a hard-won
victory on the part of the king in the face of stout opposition from the nobility.
James was apparently angry with parliament's lack of enthusiasm for the restoration
of the spiritual estate and may have adopted a more gradual approach than originally
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intended because of the resistance from the landed members of parliament.'62
Unfortunately, since there are no records of parliamentary proceedings but

only of its legislation, it is only tantalising pieces of suggestive, rather than
substantive, evidence which hint at the processes involved. This, again, does suggest
that James VI may have changed his mind and moderated his scheme for
ecclesiastical representation in the face of opposition from the nobility, limiting it to
bishops alone. However, his failure to mention anything but bishops in Basilikon
D O ~ O Tcombined
Z , ' ~ ~ with the absence of any mention of abbacies elsewhere, would

tend to suggest that he had never seriously considered appointing ministers to the
abbacies.
The culmination of this deal between the lung and the nobility came in the
parliament of 1606 with the erection of seventeen abbacies into temporal
lordships?

Such a move would have made it perfectly clear to the lay element

in parliament, if they still harboured any doubts, that there was no longer the
remotest intention to provide ministers to the monastic benefices, if indeed such an
intention had ever existed. The galloping inflation of the latter half of the sixteenth
century made any fmancial threat all the greater. In this context, the erections were

a quidpro quo to ensure the support of a sufficient number in parliament to secure
the approval for the full restitution of the espiscopate. On the one hand, James was
readmitting genuine churchmen to parliament and, on the other, he was ensuring that
there would never be enough of them to cause problems for either himself or for the
nobility who were thus probably quite satisfied with this settlement.
The erection of the seventeen abbacies into temporal lordshps did, however,
have its positive consequences for the Kirk. An awareness of the need for the
augmentation of stipends had been a feature of the relations between the Kirk and the
state throughout the period. The general assembly had frequently requested action

to make ministers' livings more substantial and the king had often promised a
positive response, perhaps to relieve the pressure from the Kirk before 1596 and to
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create a positive atmosphere for his policies thereafter. Nothing of substance was
really carried out until the parliament of 1606, however, when a commission for the
augmentation of stipends under the new erections was established.’65 The
commission subsequently dealt with 133 parishes and the stipends of many of them
were raised.

This was, of course, ody a small proportion of the parishes of

Scotland but it was at least a start. The fact that the majority of ministers still had

to negotiate their stipends annually with a commission which, after 1607 was
episcopal, meant that furancial security for the ministry remained a political lever in
the possession o f the crown.’66 Although limited to a minority of parishes, the
efforts of the parliamentary commission and the existence of the annual platt
commission provided a better mechanism than was available in England at the time.
The failure of parliament to do anythmg to augment stipends there has been
described as ‘one of the most melancholy stories of Jacobean church reform’
apparently because plans were ‘wrecked on the rocks of vested economic interests
among the laity ’ .167 In Scotland, James was able to use such vested economic
interests to hs advantage and the Kirk reaped certain financial benefits as a
consequence. In England, the task was much more difficult, for the monasteries had
been dissolved long before and there were no erections available to the king there.

Conclusion.
In a study which concentrated solely on the issue of the episcopate, many

things which the broader issue of parliamentary representation reveals might go
unnoticed. The dramatic change in the opinions of certain elements in the ministry
and of the h n g on either side of the riot of December 1596 reveal a context in which
ideas were formed much more by political circumstances than by abstract theorising.
The king’s attitude to the polity of the Kirk can be seen to have been much less
dogmatic than many have supposed, since it is clear that it was not his intention from
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the outset of his personal reign to reinstitute the episcopate. Although Lee has put
forward the idea of a king forced into a policy of compromise by the wise advice of

John Maitland of Thirlestane and subsequently breakmg out of it after Maitland’s
death, this is not entirely convincing.

The final breakdown of attempts at

compromise between the Kirk and the crown did not occur until over a year after
Maitland’s death and a good deal longer after his loss of influence at court.’68 All
that notwithstanding, the reason for the change in the policy of the king was arguably
forced upon him by the circumstances of the last few months of 1596 and did not
involve a level-headed rejection of the policy which had allegedly prevailed for the
previous eleven years. The complex nature of relations between Kirk and state is
demonstrated here by the degree to which economic conditions and the power and
prestige of the nobility both played important roles. Above all perhaps, is the salient
fact that dogmas, so often stated and assumed in subsequent years by generations of
historians, were malleable, even dispensable, things which could be formed by
circumstances.
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Chapter 7.Conclusion.

In 1611, James Melville was in Berwick upon Tweed. He had been called
to court in 1606 and was forbidden to return to Scotland; instead he was confined
in Berwick in 1607. Three years before his death there in 1614, he wrote a poem
entitled ‘The Black Bastel’. It portrayed the Kirk as a woman with a glass crown,

dressed in garish clothes wfuch she did not want to wear, with a heavy yoke around
her neck

- she was ‘Rich in attire, yet silly [ie weak], leane and poore’.’ Above

her, and in authority over her, sat a red lion on a throne and she was led by two
crafty foxes and thirteen wolves. The lion was, of course, the king while the foxes
were probably the earls of Dunbar and Dunfermline, the two principal representatives

of royal power in Scotland. The thirteen wolves require explanation only by the fact
that there were thirteen dioceses. Beside the woman stood her shepherds, once bold
but now careless and unheedful of her cries. Many of them were but ‘huble buble
sheepheards hir’d and thralled’ who had participated in the assembly at Glasgow in
1610.2 On the prompting of the lion, the wolves’ power had increased and they
rejoiced, reducing the woman to tears so that she cried out that she had once been
admired throughout Europe for her purity, disciplme and learning. She lamented the
coming and advancing of the bishops, which had reduced her to ‘Babel’s harlot’?
In 1611, James Melville looked back over the previous twenty-seven years
or so with the eyes of one experiencing exile for the second time. He, along with
about twenty other ministers? had fled to England in 1584-5 to escape the
government of the earl of Arran which had pursued a strongly Erastian policy
involving the proscription of presbyteries and the enhancement of episcopal power.
Melville’s disappointment and his disillusionment resulted ftom the fact that the
policy of the Arran regime had been eclipsed and presbyteries had increased in
strength, only for much of that to be reversed until, by 1610, the power of the crown

’ ‘The Black Bastel or a lamentation in name of the Kirk of Scotland, composed by 1Mr Jam=
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over the Kirk, through a revived and powerful episcopate, was perhaps even greater
than it had been in 1584-5.
As well as expressing his disillusion in verse, Melville had produced, towards

the end of 1610, a prose account of the Kirk’s fortunes since 1596. Its revealing
title was A Tme Nanatioune of the Declyneing Aige of the Kirk of S ~ o t l a n d .After
~
a brief preamble, Melville gave a summary of the fortunes of the Kirk since the
Reformation:
The age of the Church of Scotland since she was brought out of the darknes
of poperie to the cleir light of the Gospel1 hes beine nou a pe+e Jubilie of
sevin sevins from the yeare of hir lords incamation 1560 unto this present
yeare 1610. The infancie quhairof was admirable, the grouth to full
perfection incomparabill in any kingdome. And so this dolefull decay and
almost dieing age most pitiful1 and lamentable.5

t

t

A picture was presented of the Kirk having developed smoothly after the

Reformation until it reached perfection in 1596, problems occurring only
subsequently.

The misleading picture of post-Reformation development

notwithstanding, the work of James Melville was crucial in forming the views of
later writers.

The degree to which his writings influenced anti-episcopalian

hstoriography in the context of the reign of James VI is difficult to overestimate.
David Calderwood’s History of the Kirk of Scotland is the most notable and
heavily used source for t h s period and it was clearly influenced by James Melville;
the same applies to William Scot’s An Apologetical Narration of the State and

Government of the Kirk of Scotland.6 The work of James Melville’s contemporary,
Archbishop Spottiswoode, although he wrote fiom a very different point of view, has
bolstered this impression because his portrayal used similar constructs to those

4
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employed by the ‘presbyterianC7 As a result of the personal fortunes of James
Melville and John Spottiswoode, and those of their political opinions, a misleading
picture of the politics of the Kirk in the reign of James VI developed. Their use of
such terms as ‘the better sort’ or ‘the wiser sort’ to describe different groups of
t

ministers has given the impression of factions or parties within the Kirk, whereas

t

they normally described a certain group which agreed with the author’s point of view
at that time. Melville wrote, for instance, that the general assembly of February and

I

March 1597 was ‘esteemed by the best and most godly’ to have been invalid.*
Describing the events of November 1596, Spottiswoode suggested that ‘the wiser

sort’ wanted to take a more moderate line.’ This appears to have been an attempt
by Spottiswoode, at the time of writing, to distance himself from the opposition of

1596 and to draw a veil across his radical past. A consequence of the use of these
terms has been the inference that there were clearly defrned parties in the Knk.
The predominance of ecclesiastical opposition to the state during the first
eleven years of the reign of James VI has thus led to a belief, notable among modem
historians, that a group called the ‘Melvillians’ dominated the assembly during those
years by coercion and vociferous persuasion.” It is beginning to be acknowledged
by historians that the idea of ‘Melvillian’ requires revision, yet the frames of
reference remain the same. In the context of the universities, the word has been put

I

in quotation marks by James Kirk, perhaps the foremost recent writer on the
‘Melvillians’ .

7
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The dynamic - or the spectre - of a Melvillian party in the Kirk has absorbed
many historians’ attentions. The history of the post-Reformation Church in
its vital second and third generations, between the 1580s and the 1620s, has,
as a result, often become focussed on a struggle between contending parties
within the Kirk.. . I 2
Although thrs comes closer to the thesis proposed here, it goes on to discuss the
subject of the actual progress of Protestantisation without questioning the very
premise of a ‘Melvillian’ party in the sphere of ecclesiastical politics. As a result,
such phrases as splits ‘within Melvillian ranks’ and ‘the standard Melvillian protest
vote’ continue to be used?
The simple fact of the existence of a group of ministers, supposedly centred
on Andrew Melville, remains unquestioned. Indeed, the historiographical consensus
has recently been neatly summed as follows:
First came the Union of the Crowns when James VI and his governments
were locked in a protracted struggle with the Melvillians. Then followed the
era after 1603 when the king overcame his religious adversaries and
episcopacy triumphed over Presbyterianism.l 4
Historians have been approaching their sources with too many preconceptions. They

have looked for ‘Melvillians’ in circumstances where such people might not be
found.I5 The most explicit attempt to do this, and perhaps, therefore, the most

flawed as a consequence, is a ‘Census of Melvillian Preachers’ compiled by James
Kirk. The criteria used were very loose, to the extent that many had only one

example of ‘Melvilian’ activity against their names. Moreover, such ministers as
David Lindsay and Peter Blackburn would probably have reached k s list on the
strength of their record prior to 1597 had they not gone on to become bishops, while
John Spottiswoode, later archbishop of Glasgow and then of St Andrews, was
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included.16 If they could share an opposition platform with James Melville and
David Black in the autumn of 1596, where were the ‘parties’? The situation was too
fluid for ministers to be assigned an opinion for life and thus be branded ‘Melvillian’

or ‘episcopalian’.
The prevailing historiographical frames of reference are mistaken and can be
misleading. The question ‘Which of these ministers were Melvillian?’ needs to be
replaced with an analysis which looks behind and beyond such labels.

An

investigation of the personnel of general assemblies and the shifting patterns of
opposition and obedience urges that such interpretations should be fundamentally
revised. Similar ideas of parties are being challenged in English ecclesiastical hlstory

- it is time to challenge them in S~otland.’~
The word ‘Melvillian’, or more accurately ‘Melvinian’ was, indeed one which
was coined during this period.’’

Yet the earliest instance of its use dates fiom

1610. Describing the recent meeting of the synod of Fife, Archbishop Gledstanes
mentioned that ‘some of the old Melvinian brude that remains here’ had caused some
trouble. Since this statement was made at the very end of the period, four years after
Andrew and James Melville had left Scotland, and since it applied only to Fife, its
application to the whole period and to the wider geographical picture lacks substance.
The analysis given here attempts to explain the misinterpretations, while offering a
new interpretation of the course of ecclesiastical politics during the frrst twenty-five
years of the personal reign of James VI. As has been demonstrated in detail above,
the frrst eleven years of the period were dominated by opposition to the broader
religious policy of the crown. This provided a unifying factor behind which a large
number of ministers were able to unite against the state.

That there was no

doctrinaire party line, however, is demonstrated by the lack of opposition to attempts

to reintroduce an episcopate in the years immediately after 1585. In Scotland in the
~

‘6
17

Kirk, Thesis, ‘A Census of Melvillian Preachers’, 559-665.
P. White, ‘The via media in the early Stuart Church’, in ed., Fincham, The Ear& Stuart Church, 217
where it is pointed out that many English clerics ‘did not naturally fall into either category’ (Arminian
or Puritan). The Same could be said for many Sconish ministers with the supposed divide being
between Melvillians and episcopalians.

’*‘Memories to the King his sacred Majestie’, Oct. 1610, NLS, Wodrow Folio, xlii, no.68.
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later 1580s and early 1590s, the atmosphere was laced with the constant fear of
Spanish invasion. Counter-Reformation zeal and international politics meant that

Protestantism, especially Calvinism, was under threat in much of mainland Europe.
In the Netherlands, Spanish power was a constant threat into the last years of the
century and beyond. In France, uncertainty was almost endemic. Repeated civil
wars and uneasy compromises throughout the 1560s, 1570s and 1580s were followed
by the conversion to Catholicism of Henri IV and the end of any hope for national
Refomtion there. Most frightening of all, however, was the threat to the motherchurch of Geneva from Savoy.’9 In this atmosphere, it was a desire to see
Catholicism at home decisively confi.onted which was the foremost unifying factor
in the Kirk prior to 1597.
Opposition reached a peak at the end of 1596. The coincidence of the
consequences of the return of the earls of Huntly and Err01 without their having
satisfied the Kirk and the trial of David Black led to anti-Catholic arguments
becoming entangled with the theory of two kingdoms - a challenge to the civil order

was feared by the crown. The royal reaction to this, and to the riot it sparked off,
was so strong and decisive that a number of ministers appear to have had second
thoughts about their opposition to the state. Because some continued to protest and
to resist royal policy, they have been identdied as a party, just as the minority of
ministers who resisted subscription to the ‘Black Acts’ in 1584-5 were. From these
episodes comes the view that, behind any opposition, ‘Melvillians’ were pulling the
strings. The prominence in opposition, prior to 1597, of David Lindsay, John
Spottiswde, Peter Blackburn, Patrick Galloway and others who would later be
important instruments of royal power in the Kirk undermines this severely. Also,
at the time of James VI’S absence from Scotland in 1589-90, Robert Bruce, later to
be deprived of his charge in Edinburgh and banished to Inverness, was trusted with
a role in government.” Implicit withm the idea that the ‘MelviIlians’ were defeated
19

2o

H.G. Koenigsberger, G.L.Mosse & G.Q. Bowler, Europe in the Sheenth Century, 2nd edn., (London,
1989), Ch. 12; G. Lewis, ‘Calvinism in Geneva in the time of Calvin and Beza (1541-1605), in ed.,
Prestwich, Intemdional Calvinism; M. Greengrass, ‘France’, in eds., Scnbner, Porter & Teich,
Refomtion in National Context.
See, eg, James VI to Bruce from Upslo, 2 Dec. 1589, SRO, Royal letters presented by Mr R.J. Bruce
of Elmhurst Farm, Sussex, GD 1124011 and also nos.2-4.
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after 1596, is the assumption of a lack of fluidity in clerical opinion. This sits
extremely shakily with the very fact that the arguments, the issues and the
circumstances shifted quite drastically in 1596-7.
Events changed minds - on both sides of the supposed divide. While, on the
one hand, a number of ministers who had previously been involved in opposition
became agents of the crown within the Kirk, those who continued to oppose the
policies of the king effectively shifted their ground. During the eleven years after
1585, the theory of two kingdoms was rarely voiced. The issue of parliamentary
representation for the Kirk illustrates this clearly. Throughout the period from 1585
until 1596, the views expressed in general assemblies and elsewhere were in support
of this. Even that supposed ‘Melvillian’ manifesto, the Second Book of Discipline,
advocated parliamentary representation for the Kirk. 21 James Melville described a
plan, drawn up in 1596, which involved representatives of presbyteries sitting in
parliament as ‘the best and maist exact that ever was devysit or sett down, and wald,
sum litle things amendit, [haiffJ bein glaidlie receavit be the breithring of best
judgement’.22 Within two years of this, however, the application to this question
of the separation of the two jurisdictions emerged for the first time. The mainstream
of clerical opinion remained in favour of parliamentary representation for the Kirk
but certain individuals, notably James Melville (as was shown at the synod of Fife
in the spring of 1598), had changed their minds because circumstances had
altered.23
The lack of major changes in the composition of general assemblies after
1596 also refutes the idea of the eclipse of a particular party in that period. The
king, as a result of the events of the last few months of 1596, devoted much more
attention to ecclesiastical matters. Indeed, James was more able to do this because
of the political stability which prevailed in contrast with the first eleven years of his
personal reign. The earl of Bothwell was in exile, Huntly, Err01 and Angus appear
to have lost the desire to rise in arms and John Maitland of Thirlestane, the object
21

SBD, 226.

22

Melville, Diary, 343-4.

23

Melville, Diary, 436.
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of much noble resentment, was dead. What resulted in the Kirk, largely by careful
negotiations and consultation, was a policy which was acceptable to a majority of the
ministry, as was shown by the demonstrable successes for the crown at freely elected
assemblies between 1597 and 1602. This policy involved the possibility of financial
benefit to the Kirk, attractive in such times of economic instability, through the
revision of the ecclesiastical estate in parliament so that those sitting as
representatives of the Kirk would be members of the clergy but would have strictly
circumscribed powers. A via media was found and, when Jarnes VI went south to
take up his new throne in 1603, he believed that he had left a Kirk at peace.24
Recent work on James’s English reign has begun to revise the largely negative
assessment which his ecclesiastical policy had previously received from English
historiography? The general assessment is that, in his southern lungdom, he tried
to pursue a policy of accommodation which was generally acceptable and excluded
only the extremes of Puritanism and Catholicism. The accessibility and consultation
which characterised Scottish kingship was s o m e h g which James applied in
England. The very fact that he held the Hampton Court Conference in 1604 was a
departure from the approach of his predecessor and his personal investigations of its
effects while on a prolonged hunting expedition in late 1604 and early 1605 were
quite unprecedented. Through contact with English Puritan clergy and gentry, he
discovered that they were largely ‘free from the taint of presbyterianism’ and so he
eventually adopted a more moderate drive for conformity.26
James had transferred a successful policy from Scotland to his new kingdom.
The crucial nature of the personal involvement of the monarch was, however, lost

24

See, eg, James VI to William Scot, 21 May 1606, NLS, Rodrow Folio, xlii, no.48 where James

expressed the desire to see the Kirk at peace as it had been in 1603; Report of the conference at
Hampton Court in September 1606, NLS, Wodrow Folio, xlii, no.49(a), fo. 130r where the same desire
was reported; T.M. Devine & S.G.E. Lythe, ‘The Economy of Scotland under James VI’, SHR,1. 91106, esp. at 94.
25

Fincham and Lake, ‘The Ecclesiastical Policy of James I’, in JournaZ of British Studies, xxiv, 1985,
170-188; Shnver, ‘Hampton Court Revisited: James I and the Puritans’ in J . Eccl. Hist., xxxiii, 1982,
48-71; Quintrell, ‘The Royal Hunt and the Puritans’, in J. EccZ. Hist, xxxi, 1980; White, ‘The via
media’ in the early Stuart Church’ in ed., K. Fincham The Ear& Stun Church, 21 1-230; C. Durston,
James I (London, 1993), esp. ch.6.

26

B.W. Quintrell, ‘The Royal Hunt and the Puritans‘, esp. 45.
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in Scotland. It may well have been that factor which was of primary importance in
the collapse of consent for his Scottish ecclesiastical policy which took place between
1604 and 1606.

From 1603,James put his energies into matters at hand and these, inevitably,

were English. He began to pay heed to the Kirk in Scotland only when it stood in
his way by adhering to matters which had been agreed upon prior to the regal union.

The parliament of 1604, for which the Kirk was not allowed to advise its episcopal
representatives by holding a general assembly, may have been the turning point.
Fear of incorporating union with England, continued lack of royal action against
Catholicism and repeated prorogations of the general assembly, which were probably
attempts by the crown to stave off the problems in the Kirk, led to increased
opposition. By 1606, an illegal assembly had been held at Aberdeen and the level
of support for those who had attended it, as well as general discontent, was high.
James therefore called eight of the most prominent ministers who opposed his
policies to Hampton Court, held them in England as mtual prisoners and staged an
entirely packed meeting of ministers which was not described as a general assembly
until after it had met.” From this time onwards, royal intervention in the structures
and processes of the Kirk intensified and, in the sphere of constant moderation of
presbyteries and synods, it had the effect of increasing, rather than stifling, clerical
hostility to the crown.
Opposition appears to have reached levels even greater than those of the later

1580s and early 1590s. James was able to control it only by the enhancement of the
power of the episcopate in ecclesiastical affairs and by the warding, imprisonment
and even banishment of ministers vociferous in opposition to the crown. The royal
desire for absolute authority was clear in many spheres. Attempts to enhance central
power under James VI, by the increased scope and amount of parliamentary
legislation, taxation and intervention in parliament itself, as well as in the Kirk,

27

James VI to William Scot, 21 May 1606, NLS, Wodrow Folio, xlii, no.48. This letter called Scot to
meet with James at Hampton Court in September. James wrote of the lack of peace in the Kirk,
‘maliciously disposed persons’ who defied his authority and others who justified their actions from the
pulpit, criticising both himself and the privy council. He also complained that the synods disregarded
royal requests not to discuss certain matters. The impression that the letter gwes is that James felt
things were getting out of hand.
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reached unprecedented levels2* The crown also provided itself with loyal servants
through the creation of new aristocratic titles and the elevation of ministers to
bishoprics. In the Kirk, the king sought control via the privy council, members of
the new nobility and the commission of the general assembly, which was superseded
by the new bishops. Intervention in the operations and affairs of the Kirk from 1606
onwards was exhibited in a number of crucial areas: general assemblies were
effectively nominated by the crown, in the form of the episcopate; moderators of
synods and presbyteries were either the bishops or their appointees; stipends were
under episcopal control after 1607; and finally, in 1610, the two archbishops
became the supreme court of appeal, above the general assembly, for all cases of
ecclesiastical discipline. A structure had been set in place which allowed the Kirk
to operate without regular assemblies: there were only three, arguably two,
assemblies between 1603 and 1610 and there would be only three more before 1638.
The episcopate as it stood in 1602 appears to have been acceptable to the
Kirk. It is not easy to argue the same for that of 1610. Episcopacy per se is

impossible to define and, therefore, the search for an ‘episcopalian’ minister is as
difficult and as fruitless as the search for a ‘Melvillian’ one. There was episcopacy

in Scotland before the Reformation. Bishops were not abolished in 1560 and, at the
concordat of Leith in 1572, a new form of episcopate was provisionally agreed. In

1584, the Arran regime demonstrated a desire for a powerful episcopate which fell
into complete abeyance only after some experimentation in oversight vested in
individuals at the beginning of the personal reign of James VI. For almost a decade
after that, the subject disappeared, only to be revived by James in the later 1590s.
The form it initially took was acceptable to the Kirk but the flouting of agreed
limitations of its power, the level of oversight it accrued after 1603 and the policies
it was involved in implementing undermined that acceptance. It was not so much
a question of ‘Episcopacy good or bad?’ rather it was one of ‘Episcopacy, how

** J. Goodare, ‘Parliament and Society in Scotland, 1560-1603’, esp 9-10 and ch.9; and by the same
author, ‘The Nobility and the Absolutist State in Scotland, 1584-1638” History, lxxviii, 1993, 161-182
and ‘Parliamentary Taxation in Scotland, 1560-1603’, SHR,lxviii, 1989, 23-52. See also James VI to
the earl of Mar, 7 June 1609, Mar & Kellie Papers, SRO, GD 124/10/90 in whch James asked Mar
to record the way those at parliament acted and to reward them or not, depending on their favour to
royal policy.
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strong?’. The comment that James VI’Sfamous maxim ‘No bishop, no king’ should
be reversed is almost undeniable, for it is indeed ‘unlikely that anyone other than the
king would have brought about the restoration of bishops as such.’29

The policy of James VI with regard to the Kirk in the years between 1603

and 1610 is hard to portray as one which was acceptable to the ‘vast majority’ of the
clergy.” There c e M y was much opposition to the liturgical innovations of the
second decade of the seventeenth century but the evidence as presented here suggests
that an entrenched opposition to royal policy in the Kirk can be traced f?om at least
the middle of the previous decade.31 The ecclesiastical problems which were part
and parcel of the Covenanting revolution of 1638, if Jacobean origins may be sought,
should be traced to the period almost immediately after the regal union of 1603 and
not to the 1610~.~*
Contrasts between the changes in polity of the first decade of
the seventeenth century and the liturgical innovations of the second, have been made
for ideological reasons and are not a reflection of historical reality.33

29

30

31

J. Wormald, ‘No Bishop, no King: the Scottish Jacobean Episcopate, 1600-1625’, in Bibliotheque de
la Revue d ’HistoireEcclesiastique: Miscellanea Historiae Ecclesiasticae viii, ed. B. Vogler (Louvain,
1983, 259-267, at 263. I am grateful to Dr Wormald for this reference.
Foster, Church Before the covenants, 29; see also Donaldson, Scotland, 207 where it was claimed that
the ‘great majority’ of the clergy supported the crown’s policy.
Donaldson, Scotland, 207; Foster, Church Before the Covenants, 199-200; Mullan, Episcopacy, 197.
They all portray the policy after 1610 as unacceptable, in contrast with the p o k y which came before.
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A.I. MacInnes, Charles I and the Making of the Covenanting Movement, ch.2, esp. 37-41 & 45. The
government of Jmes VI was portrayed as ‘Losing Touch’ and it was noted that ‘Charles I inherited
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APPENDICES

INTRODUCTION
Inevitably, none but appendices 6 and 7, can be exhaustive. As a result, the
information contained in appendices 1-5 must be seen as impressionistic rather than
quantitative. The data in these appendices have been gathered from as many sources
as possible, although reliance has been placed principally on BUK for appendices 1-4
and on Scott, Fasti for appendix 5. Appendices 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 have been given
in two different forms: (a) - alphabetical and (b) - chronological.
Certain abbreviated fioms have been used in the appendices.
Appendices 1-4:

‘Com’ = commissioned. ‘Y’ in this column denotes that there
is evidence that the individual concerned was commissioned to
the general assembly by a kirk session, presbytery, synod or
burgh. ‘N’ denotes that the name of the individual does not
appear in a relevant extant commission.
‘Prt’ = Present. ‘Y’ denotes the confirmed attendance at the

general assembly of the individual concerned. ‘N’ denotes
confirmed non-attendance of the individual concerned.
Appendix 1: ‘Presbytery etc’.

This indicates the presbytery from which the

minister concerned came. If no presbytery was identified, the synod
is given, denoted by a capital ‘ S ’ , if not a ‘?’ appears.
‘Uni’. ‘Y’ in this column indicates that the minister was also a
university master.

* An asterisk beside the name of a minister indicates that he shared
the same name with a different minister.
The names of presbytery records etc are abbreviated in the ‘Source’
column. Most are self explanatory except ‘Stir1 Presb*’ is Stirling
Presb. R e a . , ed. J. Kirk and ‘Stir1 Presb’ is the MS record; ‘Perth

KS’ is Perth kirk session, SRO, CH 2/521/2; ‘Loth Synod’ is Lothian
Synod, ed. J. Kirk.
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Appendix 2: Contains

only

those

university

masters,

and

one

schoolmaster, who attended general assemblies but were not ministers.
The Abbreviation ‘Scot, Narration’ refers to Scot, Apobgehcal

Narration.
Appendix 3 : ‘CR’ = Clerk Register.
‘LA’= Lord Advocate.
‘PS’
#

=

Lord Privy SeaI.

indicates

that

the

person

named

appears

in

the

appendix under another name. They are as follows:
Lord Lindsay (1)

=

Master of Lindsay; Earl of Lothian (1) = Lord

Newbattle (1); Earl of Lothian (2) = Lord Newbattle (2); Earl of
Montrose (2) = Master of Montrose.
A number in brackets after a name shows the sequence of holders of

the same title within the timescale of

&IS

thesis. NB, this does not

thus mean that ‘Earl of Montrose (1)’ was the frrst earl of Montrose,
etc.
Appendix 5: The placename whch begins each entry is the parish or, in the case

of Andrew Melville the post, of the person concerned at the time of
his being warded etc.

All

information

given

comes

from

Scott,

Farti,

unless

otherwise indicated.
Appendix 6:

+

indicates that the person named was a bishop or an

archbishop.
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APPENDIX 1.

General Assemblies - the Ministers:
(a) Alphabetical.
(b) Chronological.

e
-

Itifuuth
__I___....I ..-..June

I
-

..-_.......--..-

pu'rutsb
;.__.._.._._.
P m"-.sb
p q....LLC
.... __ ...................................
. ...-..-..
. _"......i .._.._"
.L

Perth

Jedburgh
November

Jedburgh

December
July
JdY
July

Jedburgh
Jedburgh
Jedburgh
Jedburgh

August

Wigtown

3une

July
June
JU3le

Wigtown
Hadclington

Edinburgh
Asbroat??
Arbnath

Balfour, James

August

Meigle
Meigle
Stirling
Stirling
Edinburgh
St Andrews
Jedburgh
Edinburgh

May

March

w

May
Jlme
February
August

June
May
April
May
June
M&&l
November
August

Peebles
Stir1i q

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh

March

Edinburgh

Augclst

Edinburgh
E dinbwgh
Edinburgh

July
May
APn1
May

June
March

Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

November
June
June

Edinburgh

bhY
March

Stirling

November

Stirling

July
November
April

Keiso

stirling
Stirling

Stir1ing

Lanark

March

AF
4
4
F
AF

March

AF

June

Abmcthy, John
Abernethy, John
Abernethy, John
,%erneth;r, Thomas
abernethy, Thomas
Adamson. James
Adamson, James
Adamson, John

Aird, William
Ailan,Robert
Anderson, James
Arldersan, S m e s
Anderson, James
Anderson, James
Anderson,Jamts
Psthur, T,'iTilliam
hchinleck, John
Auchmoutie, Willian1
Balcanquhal, Walter
Bal canquhal, Walter
Balcanquhai, Walter
Balcanquhal, Walter
Bdcanquhal, Waiter
Balcanquhal, Walter
Edcmquhd, Walter
Ba1c anquhai,Waiter
Balcmquhal, Walter
Bdcmquhai, '#alter
Baicanqhal, Walter
Bdfour, J m e s

Edinburgh

August

...."

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
N
Y
Y

1'
Y
Y

N
Y
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Ealfow, James
Balfour, J m e s
Ealfour, Jmes
Balfour, James
Balfour, James

Y
Y
Y

Edm Presb. 1, 16 May
BUK, iii, 798
BUK, iii, 838
BUK,iii, 856
BUK,iii, 557
BUK, iii, 975
BUK,ii,645
BTK, ii, 723
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.

Y BUK,i i , 765
Y EUK,ii,???
Y BU&ii,786
Y BTJK, iii, 795

Y

T r

Y

Y

14

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Jed Presb fo.37r
Forbes, Records, 396
Jed Presb fo.37r
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, iii, ICE38
Hadd Presb. ii, fo. 1591
BUK, iii, 851
BUK. iii. 1090
BUK, iii, 976
BUK, ii, 649
BUK,ii,701
BUK,ii, 763
BUK, iii, 075
BUK, ii, 646
B'UEL ii, 729
BUK, iii, 970
St A Presb fo.89r
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, 11, 668
EUK,11,085
BUK,ii,?lO

Y BUK,ii,730
E& Presb, i, 10 June

Y

Balfour, James
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Y
Y

Y

Balfour, James
Balfour, James
Balfour, John
Bannatyne, Adam
ESannatyne. Adam
Bmatyne, Adam
Bannatyne, A h
Bannatyne. Adam
Bannatyne, Robert
Barclay, David
Barclay, David
Barclay, David
Barclay, David

Y

Y

Balfour, Jmes

Balfctur, J m e s

Y BUK, iii, 972
Y BUK, iii, 977
3ed Presb fo.8r

Y

Kirkcudbright Aikman, John
Kirkcudbright Aikmm, John

November
May
June
November
Majj

"

Abercrombie, John
A b e r n e ~ j ,John

Y

Y
Y

E h PresG, ii, 3 0 Apr.
BUK.iii, 849
BUK, iii, 857
B W ,iii, 913
BUK, iii, 376
BUIi, iii, I089
BUK,iii, 849
Stir1Presb, iii, 4 May
Stir1 Presb, iii, 18 Jan.
BUK,iii, 975
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 975
BUK, iii, 796

Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 892
Y BUK, iii, 936

March

&Y
November
November

December

June
*t

March
March
w
s
t

St Andrews

96 j1588
97 .._.-..
;I593

"
.
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.
-
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.
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.
.
.
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1 98
1....-...-..-.......

11595

99 11590
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! 101 '1601

1+...._..-........102..-*/ 1 5 9 8

Lanark

MEi-Ch

Aberdeen

MZll-Ck.

Aberdeen

March

Aberdeen

MWCh

Aberdeen
Abenleen
Aberdeer,
Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Dalkeith

June
Allgust
biarch
May
March

March

Bennet,James

Y

Bennet, John
Bennet,John
Bennet, John
Bimie,Wiliiam

Y
Y

Edinburgh
Daikeith

Daikeith

Blackbum, Peter
B1ackbm, Peter
Blackbum, Peter
E,lackburn,Peter
Blackburn, Peter
Blackbum, Peter

Edinburgh

Edinburgh

Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinbur&
Paisley

Y
Y
Y

Blackburn,Peter
Blackburn,Peter

Y

Blackburn, Peter

Y

Y

Blackhall, Andrew

Y BUK, iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 1017

Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, ii, 046
Y BUEC, ii, 685
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BTJK. ii, 763
Y B'C/X,ii,780
Y B W iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 825
Y BUE;, iii, 84.6
Y BUK, iii, 85;?
I" BUIi, iii, 84%
Y FUK,iii, 934
Y B b J iii, 943
Y BUK. iii, 97 1

Y BUK,iii, 975

Y BUK.iii, 1037
Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUE;, ii, 6.28
Edin Presb, i, 6 Aug
Dkeith Presb fo. i 7 2r
Y BWK,iii? 849

Y EUK,ii,766
Y

N
Y

Y

Brand,John
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BTJK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 816
Y BUK,iii, 836

Y BUK,iii, 940

Blackbum. Peter

Brand, John
Brad, John
Brand, John
Bmd, John
Brand, John
Brisbane, TnJillim

Edin Presb, ii, 16 Mar
Dkeith Presb fo.I 15v
BUK,ii,765
Dkeith Presb fa 135v
BUK, iii, 978
BUX, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1090

Y

Y

Boy& Andrew
Boyd, Andrew

Y
Y

Blackburn,Peter

Blackhalt, Andrew
Blackhall,Andrew
Blackhall, Andrew

Y

Y

Blackburn,Peter
Blackburn,Feter

Kirkcudbright Blyth, David
Edinburgh
Blyth, Henry
Edinburgh
Blyth, Henry
Body, Giibert
Orkney
Boyd, Andrew
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow

Y

B irnie ,Wi! li am
Bimie, Wil Iiam

Blackburn, Peter

May
June

Pagust
May

Y BUK, ii, 765

Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Aberdeen

November
December
July
May

Y

Blackbun?,Peter

Aberdeen

BUK,iii, 979

Bennet, James

Bell,John

Aberdeen

kbroath

Y

Y BUK, iii, 975
Glasg Presb, i, fo.3 17t
Y BUK, iii, 1089

Aberdeen

st Andrews

Y BUK, iii, 972

Y

Eirstoam, William
Black,David
Black, David
Black, David
Blackbum, Archibald
Blackbum, Pschibald
Blackburn, Archibald
Blackbum, Peter
Blackburn, Peter

Paisley

May
Juie
Februmy
August

.-.--...-.I: 111 11590
AWst
112 j1602 November

1

Lanark

Abdeen
Aberdeen
Aberdeen

'i 103 '1602 November
July
t1-...__._104
"...."....11608
June
I 105 11610
\"--"--1586
June
I 107 11587
1-fO8' I$$$
August
i--J
June
109 ! 1589

I-113-'11590

hark

November
July
June

May

t

Glasgow
Daikeith
Edinburgh
Dakeith
Dakeith

Aprii
May
?!!arch

Apni

j

Glasgow

Barclay, John
Bell, John

Meigle

Dalkeith

July

I
.
.

Ayr

Exclay, David
Barclay, David

July
November
July
June
June

hw

............... .........

AF
AYr

Y

Y
Y
N

Y

Edin Presb. ii. 26 Feb.

Y BUK,iii, 969
Y Melviile, Diary, 440
Y BUK,iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 1058
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK,ii,648
Y BUK,ii,686
Edin Presb, i, 6h g
Edin Presb, i, 10 June

Y BUK,ii,749
Y BUK, ii, 765
N EUK, iii, 977

ri1611602 November

Meigle
Meigle
Dumfrrcs
Dumfrres
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June

Edinburgh

February

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

November

1- 115

June
11602 November

Atlgust

June
March
August

July
May
April

fiY
June
March

! 145 11591

Edinburb
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Brown, David

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

BUK, iii, 1087
BUK, iii, 978
BUK, iii, 978
BUK, ii, 685
BUTS,ii, 703
BUE;, ii, 729
Edin Presb,i, I0 June
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 788
BUK, ii, 786
BUK, iii, 795
BUK,iii, 838
BUK, iii, 853
BUK, iii, 872
BUK,iii, 940
BUK,iii, 949
BUK, ii, 646
EUK, ii, 635
BUK, ii, 766
BTJK, iii, 849
BUK, iii, 892
St APresb fo 89r
BUK,iii, 376
BUK,iii, 1088
BUK,ii, 646

Brown,John
Brown, Richard
Bmce, Robert
Bmce, Robert
Bmce, Robert
Bruce, Rob&
Bruce, Robert
Bmce, Robert
Bmce,Rob&

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Bmce, Robert
Bruce,Robert
Bmce, Robert

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Augwt

Dumfries

Bryson, James
Bryson, James
Bryson, James

Dumfries

Bryson, James

DumGies
St Andrews
CupW

bryson, James

*t

March

AulSust
July
April

Dumfries

cup=

St Andrews
S t Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
CWr

cup=

June

cupar

March

cupar

M3Y
March

cup=

June
June
July
JUIle

Auchterarder

March

March
May
November
July
June

cup=

Gwlrioch
Me Irose
CUP=
cups

cupx

LCUpx

cupar
cupat-

JdY

Cupw
Argyll
Brechin
Argyll

rnwt

,4-gJJ1

JUne
June
June

June
June

Argyll

Argyll
Hsddington

Y

Bmce, Robert

Euchanan, Robert
Buchanan, Rob&
Buchanan,Robert
Buchanan, Thomas
Buchanan,Thomas
Buchanan, Thomas
Buchanan, Thomas
Buchman, Thomas
Buchanan, Thomas

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Buchanan, Thomas

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Caldcleuch,John
Caldc 1euch, John
Caldcleuch,John

Caidcleuch,John
Caldcleuch, John
Caidcleuch, John
Cal dcl euch, John
cameron, John
Campbeil, Dougall
Campbell,John
Campbell, John
Campbell, Neil
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Y BUK,ii, 685
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 729
St APresb f o . 3 0 ~
Y BITK, ii, 764
Y BTJK, ii, 780
Y BUK, ii, 787
Y BUK,iii, 796
Y BUK,iii, 850
Y BUK, 111, 892
Y E L ?iii, 928
Y BUK, lit, 342
Y ELK,iii, 1087
Y BUK,iii, 1086
Me1 Presb f0.2 1v
Y EUK, iii, 856
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK,iii, 959
Y BUK,iii, 972
Y BUK,iii, 975,
Y BTK, iii, 1058
Y BUK,iii, 1088
Y 6% iii, 1090
Y BUK,iii, 1086

Y BUK, iii, 1047

Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK,ii, 752

Campbell,Neil
Carmichael, James

Y

Y
Y

Y

Bumet, Robat
Byres, George

Y

Y

Buchanm, Thomas
Blichanal&Thomas

Buchman, Thomas
Buchanan,Thornas
Bwhman, Thomas
Buchanan, Thomas
Burdoun, James

Y

k'

Bruce, R o b e
bruce, Robert

Edinburgh
DURlfries

N

Bmce,Robert

NIarch
May
June

Febnmy
144 ,1590
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Edinburgh

March
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November
June
hhy
June

i:

Edinburgh

Y

MXCh

June

1!143
f 1590
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Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Brown, David

Y

Y BUK, iii, 1090
Hadd Presb, i, f o . 2 5 ~

Month
--....
March
August
April

I
"

JUlX

March

December
June

Haddington
Haddington
Haddington
Haddirgton
Haddington
Haddington
Haddington
Haddington

May

Dundee

July
June
February
August
April
WJr
AwJJst

Dundee

Dmdee
Dundee
DundCr:

Chirnside
Chirnside

November
July

-side
Chirnside
Chirnsi de
Chimside
Chirnside

June

Chirnside

May
June

Jedburgh

May
March
March

August

&ripX-il
March
November
November
June

November
Mwch
November
Uugust

November

Jedburgh
Jedburgh
Jedburgh
Jedburgh
Dundee
Jedburgh
Aberlow

Dudemdine
Dalkeith
Dalkeith
Lidithgow
Linlithgow

June

Liniithgow

June

Glasgow

April
March
March
Pulgust
March
Er'lay
March
November

July

G1asgow
Glasgow
G1asgow
Strllng
Perth
Perth
Perth
PWtl.3

Pdh
Stirling

June

Perth

May

Edinburgh

June
August

j- ..---..-._.".... Name
"..--- _..^."_.._"
..-..-

I.-.Presbytelystc
I.-...... _--.. ..

August

Iday
November
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Haddington
Sthh
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
Dunbiane

March

i

/

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Carmichael, James
Carmichael,James
Cmnichael, James
Carmichael, James
C d c h a e l , James

Carmichael, James
Carmichael, James
Cannichael, Jmes
Carrnichael, James
Carmichael, John
Carmichael, John
Carmichael, John
Carmichael, John
Chisholm, Alexander
Christison,William
Christison, '\Ni 1iiam
Ch-istison,Willim
Christison, 'Iwilliam
Christison, Williarn
Clapperton,John
C1apperton, John
Clapperton, John
Clapperton, John
Clapperton, John
Clapperton, John
Clapperton, John

..

Y

Y

N

Y B'CTK,ii,765
Y BUK, iii, 815

Y BUK, iii, 856

Y

Hadd Presb, ii, fo.125
Hadd Presb, ii, fa.12r
Hadd Presb, ii, fo.6717
HaddPresb, ii, fo. 144r
BUE;, iii, 1088
BUK, iii, 940
EUK, iii, 967
BUK,iii, 976
BUK, iii, 1061
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 646
BUK, ii, 691
BUK, ii, 703
BUK,ii,763
BUK,iii, 796
BUK, ii, 656
BUK, ii, 729
BWK,iii, 928
BUK, iii, 943
BUK,iii, ?5?
BUK, iii, 977
BUK, iii, 1047
EUK, iii, 1089
BUK, ii, 664
BUK, ii, 701
BUK,ii, 723
BUK,iii, 796
BUK, iii, 832
BUK, iii, 975
3UK, iii, 377

Y

B W ,iii,

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Clapperton,John
Clayhills, Andrew
Clayhills, ,4ndrew
ClayhIls, Andrew

Y
Y

Claytulls,Andrew

Y

Clayhills, h d r e w
Clayhills,Andrew
C1erk, W i 11iam
Clogie, William
Col den, Jahn

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 976
Y BUK.iii, 892
Y BUK,iii, 976
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y EUK,iii, 9?6

Colt, Adam
Colt, L$dam

Cornwell, Robert
Cornwell, Robert
Camwell, Robert
Cowper, John
Cowper, John
Cowper, John
Covqer, John

k' BUK, iii, I088
Y BUK, ii, 688
Y

Y

Y
Y

Cowper,William
Cowper, Willim
Cowper, William

Y

Y

Y

Cowper, William
Cowper, William

Cowper, Wiliim
C o per,Will iam
Cornper, William
Craig, John
Craig, John
Craig, John
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Y
Y

N

Y
Y
Y
Y

EUK,iii, 796
Glasg k s b , i. f o . 6 5 ~
BUK, iii, 890
BUK, ii, 763
BTK, iii, 8512
BUIi, iii, 928
BUK,iii, 960
BUE;, iii, 967
BUK, iii, 979
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK ,iii, 1087
BUK,ii, 651
BUK, ii, 685

Y BUK,ii,730

Nmw

June

1590

Ausust
July
May

1593

fu3/

1590
1597
1598

235
236

l-%Tj

=Y

April

March
June
August

May

March

November
June
1595
June
March
1602

august

i"/

1587
1588

246 *1590

i

June
November
May
June
Augwt

March
August

July
May

April
May

=Y

Mar&

iL..-... ....^....q 1595

iI.."" 259
11598
-...
260 I1589

'
I -/

1261
.--.. 1 1590
262 i1590
_.._"

2

\-.i

263 11591
94
+.-...--"
I.I--.265
11595
---"
i 266 '1596
1

p5a-..'i

m j l 5 9 8
1 26871590
r 2 q 1605
I.-.-.
270 I1610
_._.---271 '1610
w 1 5 9 0
15%

1

bd

W q 1 6 0 6
275 11610

276 1593
b 278
1 5 1597
9 7
im/1598
280 1600

August

March
June
March

June

March
W

cups

cupw

t

July

Melrose
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews

Hamilton
Hamilton
Deer
Deer
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

June

Edinburgh

March
Wch
h@t

Haddington
Haddington
Dunblane
Deer

July
Jlltl€!

June
August

May
July
June

April

March
May
March

March

Craig,John
CraigJohn
Craig, John
Craig, John
Craig, John
Cranston, Michael
Cranston, Michael
Cranston,Michael
Cranston, William
cranston, William

Cramton, William
CWr
cup=Cranston, Willi m
Chanonry
Crombie, Andrew
Kirkcudbright ,-C
Alexander
Aberdeen
C
u
n
n
m
a
r
n
,David
Curnungham, John
Ayr
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Law, James
Linlihgow
Law, James
Lmlithgow
Law, James
Linlithgow
Law, Jarnes
Linlithgow
Law, James
Linlithgow
Law, James
Law, James
Orkney
Stiriing
Henry
Brechin
Leich, Andrew
Brechin
Leich, Andrew
Brechin
Leich, Andrew
Brechin
Leich, Andrew
ERCh
Leich, Andrew
Brecfiin
Leich, Andrew
Brechin
Leich, h d r e w
Perth
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
Lindsay,Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, Alexander
Dunke 1 d
Lindsay, Alexander
Edinburgh
Lindsay, David
Edinburgh
Lindsay,David
Edinburgh
Lindsay, David
Edinburgh
Lindsay,David

Edinburgh

Y BUK, iii, 1091

Knox, Andrew

&ox, James
&ox, John
B o x , John
Knox, John
Knox, John
Knox, John
Knox, John
Knox, John
Knox, John
Knox, John
&ox, John
Lamb, Andrew
Lamb,Andrw

Lhdsay, David
Lindsay,David
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N BUK,iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 1058

Y

Y

N
N
N

Y BUK, iii, 977

Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK,iii, 835
Y BUK, iii, 853
Y BUK, iii, 892
Y BUK, iii, 929
Y BUK, iii, 936
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK,iii, 969
Y BUK,iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Loth Synod 59
Y BUK, iii, E157

Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 967
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK,iii, 1023
Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Stir1 Presb, iii, 4 May
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK, iii, 929
Y BUK, iii, 971
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK, iii. 892
Y BUK, iii, 936
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 967
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK, iii, 1024
Y BUK,iii, 1087
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 685
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK,ii, 729
Y BUK,ii, 743
Y BUK, ii, 76s

JdY
W
Y
April
May
June
March
March

w

MFdl
March

1 626 11600
16277 1GO 1 May
! 628 11602 November
JdY
March

Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
St Andrews

June
August
November
July

Lanark
Arbroath

June
August

Arbroath

%Y
L4ugust

March
March

M d l

ArbrOath

ArbrOath

hark
Biggar
Stirling
Stirling
Stir1ing
st;liIlg

July
March

Stiriing
Peebles

June

Peebles

646
c.-..--....- 1'1602 November

Peebl es

Glasgow

I

647 11610
1 648 111610
i-Gi-9-- I 15 90

June

June
August

May
March
May
June
June

&Y

1-659-1

1594

I 660 11597

June
Mmch
A;ugust
May

M Y
July
June
April
August
May
August

M Y
June
MNCh

Peebles

Lindsay,David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, Dmid
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David"
Lindsay,John
Lindsay, Patrick
Lindsay, Patrick
Lindsay, Patrick

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N

N
Y

Lindsay, Patrick
Lindsay,Robert

Lindsay, Thomas
Livingstone,Heruy
Livingstone, Henry
Livingstone, Henry
Livingstone, Henry
Livingstone, Henry
Livingstone, Robert
Livingstone, Robert
Livurgstone, Robert
Livingstone, Wi li iam
Logan., James

Logie, J o h
Ciyd&Xm
S Loverance, John
Linlithgow
Lundie, George
Dalkeith
Lundie, George
MacBirney, John
St Andrews
Maccalman, Nicol
Argyl 1
MacCalum, John
Argyll
MicGhie, Thomas
Dunbar
MacGhie, Thomas
Haddington
MacGhie, Thomas
Haddmgton
MacGhie, Thomas
Haddington
Haddington MacGhie, Thomas
MacGhie, Thomas
Haddington
M a cGill, Walter
Jedburgh
MacIlrory, Donald
Argyll
MacKenzie, John
DlngWall
Rrladermochan,Ninian
Wigtown
MacQuorne, John
Ayr

Ayr
AF

Ayr

Ayr
Ayr

M
f
f

MacQuorne, John
MacQuorne, John
MacQuorne,John
MacQuorne, John
MacQuorne, John
MacQuorne, John
Maitland, Rob&
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Y BUK, ii, 780
Y BUK, ii, 786
Y BUK, ii, 795

Y BUK,ii,819

Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK,iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK, iii, 913
Y BUK, iii, 940
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 967
Y BUK,iii, 979

Y BUK, iii, 1057
St APresb fo.89r
Y BUK, iii, 1090

Y BUE;, ii, 763
Y BUK,iii, 975

Y
Y

Y
Y

N

G-2t-iOd-l

July
June
June

Lindsay, David
Lindsay,David
Lindsay,David

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BITK, ii, 766
Y BUK,ii, 643
Y BUK, ii, 763
Stiri Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
Y BUK,iii, 936
Y BUK, iii, 959
Stir1 Presb, iv, 20 July
Pbls Presb, i, fo,197
Pbls Presb, i, f o . 7 9 ~
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 977
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 648
Dkcith Prcsb fo.115v
Y BUK,iii, 970
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, ii, 1090
Y BUK, ii, 648

Y BUK,ii, 691
Hadd Presb i f o . 5 4 ~
Y BUK, ii, 765
HaddPresb, i, fo,9Ov
Hadd Presb, ii, fo.12r
Jed Presb fo.37r
Y BUK, ii, 1090
Y BUK, ii, 795
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 649
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 788
Y BUK, iii, 85 1
Y BUK, iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1086

673 11594

!

Perth
Perth
Brechin
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews

Malcoh, John
Malcolrn, John
Mmhall,John
Martin, David
Martin, James
Martin, James

November

st Andrews

June
July

cup=

June
PJIaY

Paisley

Mmtin, James
Martin, James
Martin, James*
MaxPrell, George
Mearns, David
Means,David
Melville, James
Melville, James
Melville, J m e s
Melville, James
Melville, James
Mtlvillc, Jamcs
Melville, James
Melville, James
Melville, James
Melville, James
Melville, James
Mehi 1le, Jame s
Melvi lle, James
Melville, Jame s
Melville, James
hfelville, James'
Melville, James"
Melville, James"
Menzies, James
Mercer, Robert
Mercheston, Richard
Methvm, Wiiliam
Methven, Wi I liam
Methven, William
Michelson, John
Michelson, John
MicheIson, John
Miles, b o n d

May

Jme
November

May
February
Ausur;t
1

1

681 11610
1682-11608

598
5 87
588

If 691
690
+..-.-

i

589
590
592

.1593

i 9 2 ' t 1594
I 693 !1595
694 11596

March
June

StAndrews

April
May
June
March
Wch

August
June

June
June
JUlle
April

3t Andrews

St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
StAndrms
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews

Arbtoath

kbroath
Arbroath
Dunkeld
Aberdeen

Brechin
DW

Duns

July
November
July
June

Duns

August

May

Aueust

June
Mal=&

M Y

March
March

' y 1 1 6 0 2 November
7231 1590
August
April
ii
-7K-J 1593
June
I 725 11595

!

st Andrews

November

November

t - I
1598
...-..727
-.-.

St Andrews

August

Movember
July
May

j1598
I 721 11600

St Andrews

June

February

MFiI-Cl-l
March

ti..--..720

Deer

St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews

May

! 719 I1597
I

St Andrews

August
March

728 11602 November

Kirkcaldy
Kirkcaldy

Kirkcaldy
Dunfermline
Mermline
Fordoun
Fordoun

Fordoun
Fordoun
Fordoun

Fordoun
Fordoun

Aberdeen s

stAn$rcws

St Andrews
St Andrews
Perth
Perth
Perth

W i n , James

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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St APresb fo.62r

St A Resb fo.8%

Y BUK, ii, 696
Y BUK,ii,712
Y BUK, ii, 745
Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 787
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 834
Y BUK, iii, 846
Y BUK, iii, 872
Y BUK,iii, 832
Y BUK, iii, 928
St A Presb fo.89r
Y BUK, iii, 949
Y BUK, iii, 976
Y BUK, iii, 1009
Y BUK, ii, 656

Y BUK, ii, 763
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

BUK, iii, 849
BUK, iii, 1087
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK,iii, 1086
BUK,iii, 7 9 6
BUK, iii, 973
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK,iii, 9 6
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1088
BUK, ii, 764
BTJK, iii, 976

Y EUK,ii,648

Milne, Andrew
Nine! Andrew
Milne, Andrew
U l n e , Andrew

Moncreiff, Andrew
Moncreiff, Andrew
Moncreiff,Andrew
Moncreiff,Archibald
Moncreiff, Archibald
Moncreiff,Archibald

Y

Y

Miles, Edmond

Mine, Andrew
Mifne, hcirew
Milne, Andrew
Milne, James

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Perth KS fo.126r
BUK, iii, 975
St APresb f0.62
BUK, ii, 652
BUK, ii, 708
BUX, ii, 764
BUK, iii, 976
BUT& iii, 1088
Deer Presb fo.1 0 8 ~
BUK, iii, 1089

Y BUK,ii,329

Y BUK, iii, 549
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK, iii, 929
Y B"K, iii, 936
Y BUK,iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y

N St APttsb fo.34r

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

3t APtesb f 0 . 5 0 ~
BUK, iii, 846
BUK, ii, 7 6 4
BUK, iii, 936
BUK, iii, 9 7 3

J-...Name
Presbyteryetc
._--. Month
..-_L..---..
-.
I

1

1590
731 I1610
1586
4
733 11601

L
J

f 738

1598
I1601

June

Perth

Ausust

St Andrews

June

StAndIWm

May

Fordoun

&Y
June

Edinburgh

June
February
March

chanorny
amorny

May
November

chanorny

June
MWCh
July
February
July
June
JUfle

April

+ - I,

749 i1598

I

1

753 t1590

May
March

June
June

August
August
May

April
1595
..--758
75-g-..1
i1596
597

-iI%?;

1

-4
r 7 6 0 i 1597
r------! 76171598

June
March
Match
May
March

March
i 763 11601
May
November
December
July
I 767--.-il588 February
I 768 11593
!
_
.
.
.
I

t-

769 I1601

April

&Y

July
May
April

December
November
June
JdY
June

March
June
June
November
June
November

Hamilton
ChZill0X-X-y

h o w r

ChfBlOnry

Tain
Tain
Kirkcaldy
St Andrews

Kirkcaldy
St Andrews
Peebles
Peebles
St Andrews

Stirling
Meigle
Meigle
Meigle
Meigle
Meigie
Meigie
Meigle
Meigle
Meigle

Meigle
Meigle
Meigle
Meigle
Meigle
Meigle

Meigle
Lothian 3
Lothian S
Lothian s
Dalkeith

Dalkeith

Dalkeith
Haddlngton
Dunbar
Caithness

Hadrfington
Caithness
Dornoch
Caithness
Garioch
Dunfermline
Linlithgow

Linlithgow
Arbroath

Moncreiff, Archibald
Monipenny, David
Moniptmry, David
Morieson, Wil li81x1
W e a d , Jmes
Mukhead, Thomas
Munro, George
Mmm, George
-0,
George

Munro,George
Munro, George
-,
Munro, John
h4Ura0, John
hfumy, William
Mumy, Will iarn
M m y , Wi 11i am
Mruray,William
Nairn, David
Nairn, David
Nairn,George
Nairn,William
Nicolson, James
Ni co1son, James
Nicolson, James
Nicolson,James
Nicolson,James
Ni colson, James
Nicolson, James
Nicolson,Jarnes
Nicolson, James
Nicolson, James
Nicolson, James
Nicolson, James
Nicoison, J m e s
Nicolson, James
Nicolson, James
NicoIson, J m e s
Nicoieon, John
Nicolson, John
Nicolson, John
Nimbill,John
Nimbill, John
Nimbill, John
Ogill, David
Ogill, %chard
Ogsbwie, Andrew
Oswell, Archibald
Pape, Thomas
Pape, William
Pape, William
Paterson, George
Paton, William
Peebles, Thomas
Peebles, Thomas
Philip, Henry
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Y
Y

N St APresb fo.34r
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK,ii, 64.6
EdinPresb, ii, 29 Apr.
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK, ii, 699
Y BUK, ii, 724
Y BUK, iii, 936
Y BUK,iii, 971
Y B I K , iii, 979
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 890
Y BUK, iii, 1013

Y BUK, ii, 7#
Y

Y BUK, iii, 1009
Y BUK,iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1087

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Loth Synod 59
Pbls Presb, i, f 0 . 7 9 ~
St APresb fo 89r
BUK, iii, 1087
BUK,ii, 697
BUK,ii, 729
BUK,ii, 763
BUK, ii, 786
BUK, iii, 796
BUK, iii, 834

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y BUK,iii, 846
Y BUK,iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 892
Y BUK, iii, 925
Y BUK, iii, 936
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 969
Y BUK979
Y BUK 1024
Y BUK 1046

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y LothSynod45
Y BUK, iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 969
Dkeith Presb fo.13 5v
Dkeith Presb fo. 147r
Loth Synod 59
Hadd Presb, ii, fo. 1441
Y BUK, iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1061
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 948
Y BUK, iii, 1086

Y BUK,ii, 656
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BTJK,iii, 976
Y BUK, 5 , 1088
Y BUK, iii, 975

t%%-!1608

July

Arbroath
Arbroath

i-78811586

1

789 11586
1587

May
May
June
February

Edinburgh

Y

August

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Font, Robert
Pont,Robert

N

June

Edinburgh

Mat-Cil
August

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

April

May
June

rB-!1596

%burp$

PO&, Robert
Pont,Robert

July
May

f 800 71'1595

Glasgow

March

-Y

Edinburgh
Edinbqh
Edinbur&
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

March

Edinburgh

March

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

May
November
May
June
August
August
April
May
August

r-8-l.q
809

Ayr
Ayr
AF

p."_._.."...-

Ayr

i-------i

i

11588

811 i1593
f 812 I1597
i

June

March
November
July
June
August

June
July
June

March

825 11593
I" ._..-_..--_,
I 826 11594

May
April
May

November
July
March
May
March

August

--..-.._..

July

/_--I

JUIX

I 835

1602 November
November
t 836 11602
June
1 837 11610
1586
May

83T

1587

Philip, Henry
Philip, Henry
Polwart, Andrew

June
August

Ayr
Ayr

A>1-

Ayr

Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Aberdeen

Aberdeen
Nairn
Mearns
Fordoun
MC3Tk.S

Dalkeith
Dalkeith
Daikeith
Dallceith
Daikeith
Dalkeith
Dundee

Dundee
Dundee
ArbrOath
Dumfries
Dumfries
Chimside
Dunkeld
Dunkeid
Elgin
Elgin
Elgin

Pont, Rob&
Pont,Robext
Font, Robert
Pont, Rob&
Pont, Robed
Pont, Rob&
Pont, Robert
Pont,Robert
Pmt, Robert
Pont, Robert
Pmt, R o b e
Pcmt, Robert
Pont, Rob&
Pont, Rob&
Porterfieid, John
Porterfield, John
Porterfi e1d, John
Portefii eld, John
Porterfield,John
Porterfield, J o h
Primrose, Peter
Primrose, Peter
Rait,David
Rait,David
Rait, David
Rait, David
b i t , James
h i t , .Tames*
Ramsay, Andrew
Ramsay, Andrew
Ramsay, George
Ramsay, George
Ramsay, George
Ramsay, George
Ramsay, George
Ramsay, George
Ramsay, John
Ramsay, John
Ramsay, John
Ramsay, Robert
Ramsay, Thomas

Ramsay, Thomas

Ramsay, Tobias
Rattray, Silvester
Rattray, Silvester
Rawson, Alexander
Rawson, Alexander
Rawson, Alexander
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Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 1047
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK,ii, 649
Y BUK, ii, 6 4 5
Y BUK,ii,685
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 729
Edin Presb, i, 1 0 June
Edin Prcsb, i, 25 Feb.
Y BUK. ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 780
Y BUK, ii, 787
Y BUK, iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 819
Y BUK, iii, 846
Y BUK, iii, 857
Y BUK,iii, 928
Y BUK, iii, 942
Y BUK,iii, 959
Y BUK,iii, 969
Y BUK,iii, 974
Y BUK, ii, 649
Y EUK, ii, 688
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK,ii, 766
Y BUK, iii, 813
Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK,ii, 766
Y BUK,iii, 1090
Aberd Presb fo.28v
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y BUK,iii, 1013
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK,ii, 763
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Dkeith Presb fo. 1 15v
Dkeith Presb fo.147r
Loth Synod 59
Dkeith Prcsb fo. 17 2r
Y BUK, iii, 976
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK, iii, 929
Y BUK, iii, 943
Y BUK, iii, 763
Y BUK ,iii,la47
Y BUK,iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 977
Y BUK,iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 697
Y BUK, ii, 763

-

Name
-

--

June

Rawson, Alexander
El&
Rawson, Alexander
November
Elgin
Rawson, Alexander
July
E
l
g
i
n
Rawson,
Alexander
June
Meigle
Ray, Thomas
August
Haddrngton
Reid, James
1586
May
Haddington
Reid, James
June
Haddington
Reid, James
December
E
l
l
o
n
Reid,
John
JdY
Ellon
Reid, John
June
Wigtown
Reid, Matthew
November
Kincardine O’Neil Reid, Rob&
JdY
Kincardine, O’Neil Reid, Rob&
June
Kincardine O‘Neil Reid, William
June
854 11610
Strathbogie Rig, John
AWJst
Dundee
Rind, Robert
June
Perth
Rind, William
June
/857?1587
Perth
Rind, William
i‘8587
-...
1590
August
Perth
Rind, Wi11iam
April
I 859 11593
Perth
Rind, Wil li am
[xrj1598 March
Deer
R o b d o n , David
July
i 861 1 1605
D
u
n
d
e
e
Robertson,J m e s
1 862 11588
Dundee
Robertson, James
i...-.1594
May
Dundee
Robertsan, James
March
1 86471598
Dundee
Robertson, James
May
Tain
Robertson, Jarncs’
August
Chanonry
Robertson, John
May
Chanorny
Robertson, John
June
Chanonry
Robertson, John
Aw-lst
St Andrews
Robertson, John*
August
Ross
Rock, Robert
June
FebruPy
Edinburgh
kollock, Robert
Edinburgh
Rollock,Robert
Aw3lJst
Edinburgh
Rollock, Robert
June
Edinburgt.l
Rohck, Rob&
March
Edinburgh
Rollock, Robert
July
Edinburgh
Rollock,Robert
May
Edinburgh
RoIlock,
Robat
June
Edinburgh
Roilock, Rob&
I!&?rch

863;

A

W

t

May
March

Edinburgh

Edinburgh
P&
November
Ellon
July
November Kincardine OZJeil
Perth
July
Aberdeen
November
Aberdeen S
June
Aberdeen
JdY
Perth
November
June
Glasgow
Dunbar

Ausust
June

MmCh

-Y
November

Dunbar
Kirkcaldy
Kirkcaldy
mcaldy
Kirkcaldy

Rollock, Robert
Rollock,Rob&
Ross, James

Ross, James*
Ross, John
Ross, John+
Ross,Richard
Ross, Robert
Rough,John
ROW,
William
Rowat, Alexander
Sanderson, William
Sanderson, Wi11iam
Scot, William
Scot, William
flcot, william
Scot, William
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jnni I Corn1 Prt 1
source-- _i
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK,iii, 974
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 763
Y BUK, iii, 648
N
Y BUK, iii, 849
Hadd Presb, ii, fo. 14-41
Y
Y BUK, iii, 1047
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 978
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, ii, 690
Y BUK, ii, 364
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 936
Y
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK, iii, 838
Y BUK,iii, 934
Y BUK, iii, 963
Y BUK,ii,762
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK,ii, 701
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y
N St APresb fo.34r
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y
Y BUK, ii, 706
Y
Y
Edin Presb, i, 6 Aug.
Y
Y
Edrn Presb, i, 10 Jun.
Y
Y
EdinPrcsb, i, 25 Feb.
Y
N BUK,ii,750
Y
Y
Y BUK, iii, 834
Y
N
Y BUK, iii, 856
Y N Y BUK,iii, 836
Y
Y B E ,iii, 928
Y
Y BUK,iii, 934
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK,iii, 975
Y Forbes, Recards, 397
Y BUK,iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y
Glass Presb i f0.540
Y BUK, ii, 648

Y BUK, ii, 765

Y BUK, iii, 856
Y BUK, iii, 960
Y BUK, iii, 972
Y BUK, iii, 976

1

898
899
900
901
902

1608

1597

July
March

Glasgow
h e

Scott, Rob&

Scrimgeour, Alexander

1603
1602
1608

1600

Spence,David

----

Spence, David
Spencc,David
Spittell, Archibald
Spottiswoode, John
Spottiswoode,John
Spottiswoode, John
Spottiswoode, John
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Y

Y

Glasg Presb ii f 0 . 5 ~
Y BUK, iii, 892

1600

March

&Y

Linlith;;ow
Linlithgow
Linlithgow
Glasgow

November
July
Glasgow
June
Dunfermline
August
Dunfermline
December
June
1610
I
:Dunfermline

m

962 11610

1-9637 1610

p

t 1596

.........

. 972
I
.
"

973 11597

June

June

June
August
June
July
June

Isles

Isles

Dumbarton
Dumbarton
Dumbarton
Dumbarton

June

Dunblane

August

Dunblane
Dunbianc
Stirling
Stirling

Aue3wt

March
March
June

ausust
MWCh
June
July

Stirling
Chimside
Chimside

Kelso
CuPW

Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 967
Y BUK, iii, 979

Spottiswoode, John

Spottiswoode, John
Spottiswoode, John
Spottiswoode, John
Spottiswoode, John
Stewart, James
Stewart, James
Stewart,James
SteaTart, Patrick

Stewart, Robert
Stewart, Rob&*
Stewart, Walter
Stewart, Waiter
Stewart, Walter
Stewart, Walter
Stirling, William
Stirling,William
Stirling, William
Stirling,William
Stirling, W il liam
Stirling,William
Storie, Thomas
Storie, Thomas
Storie, Thomas
Strachan, Alexander

Y

Y

!

August

May
November
June
November
June

Jedburgh
Irvine
Hamilton

Itvine
Wigtown
Ayr

Walker, Duncan
Walkinshaw, Patrick
Walkinshaw, Pabdc
Wallace, Michael
Wallace, Rob&

Wallace, William
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Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, ii, 764
BUIC; iii, 1020
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1091
Y BUK, iii, 1091
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK,iii, 1057
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK, ii, 699

Y BUK, ii, 737

Y

Y

Y BUK, ii, 764
Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
Stirl Presb, iii, 23 Feb.
Y BUK, iii, 1087

Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, iii, 892

hrf:arCh
March

Kincardine O'Neil Strachan,John
Kincardine O'Neil Strachan John
Kincardine O'Neil Strachan, John
May
November Kincardine O'Neil Strachan, John
December Kincardine O'Neil Strachan, John
Kincardine O'Neil Strachan, John
July
Kincardine O'Neil Strachan, John
JUne
Jedburgh
Thomson, Richard
December
Daikeith
Tuner, Patrick
June
Aberdeen
Unnamed
May
Dumbarton
Unnamed
May
Mem
Unnamed
May
Moray
Unnamed
May
Galloway S
Unnamed
March
Jedburgh
Unnamed (x.2)
June
99371610
Brech
Urmmed plural
May
AngudMearns S Unnamed plural
April
Arbroath
Unnamed plural
April
Brechin
Unnamed plural
April
Hamilton
Unnamed plural
April
Kirkcaldy
Unnamed plural
May
Deer
Unnamed plural
March
StAndrews
Ure,John
FebnrcKy
Mearns
wallcer,Adam
June

Y BUK, iii, 1046

Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK,iii, 592
Y BUK, iii, 953
Y BUK, iii, 971
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 1031
Y BUK, iii, 1058
Y BUK,iii, 1086
Jed Presb fo.8r
Y BUK,iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 9 17
Y BUK,iii, 917
Y BUK, iii, 917
Y BUK, iii, 917
Y BUK, iii, 950
JedPresb fo.811Y BUK,ii,789
Y BUK, iii, 815
Y BUK, iii, 797
Y BUK, iii, 797
Y BUK, iii, 797
Y BUK, iii, 930
Y BUK, iii, 950
Y BUK,ii,708
Y BUK,iii, 108G
Y BUK,ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 649
Y BUK, iii, 977
Y BUK,iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 978
Y BUK, iii, 1090

June
June

March
November
July
&3=t

May
December
MZCh
JLme
July
May
February
April
May

Glasgow
G1asgow
Glasgow
Peebles

Watson, John
Watson, William
Welsh,John
Welsh, John
Welsh,John
Wmyss, David
Wemyss, David

st Andrews

March

St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews

St Andrews

Wilkie,Robed

StAndreWs
St Andrews

St Andrews

3t Andrews
StAnCirm

MWCh

St Andrews

May

3tAndrcnrss

M Y
November
December
JUiy
June

St Andrews

Lanark

May

hine
hine
Stirfmg
Stiriing

Au%ust

Dunblane
Dunblane

August

April

wwt
April
May
August
April

AF

Dunblane
Dunbiane

June

Dunblane

June
A4Pt
July

Fordoun
Dunbar
7
Alford

July

Y
Y

Wrmyss, John

MWCh

Perth
Perth

N

Wemyss, DaPid

Wernyss, Patrick
Wemyss, Patrick
Wilkie, Rob&
WiIlue, Rob&
Wilkie, Rob&
Wilkie, Robert
Wilkie,Rob&
Wilkie,Rob&
Wilkie, Rob&
Wilkie, Rob&
Wilkie, Rob&
Wikie, Rob&
Wilkie, Rob&

June

1047 1605
1048 ! 1605

Wigtown
Edinburgh
Kirkcudbright
Ayr

Waterstom, Patrick

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Wikie, Rob&
Wilkie,RoberP

Wreyton,Alexander
Wreyton,Alexander
Wright,Richard
Wright, Richard
Wyllie, Matthew
Young,Ancfrew
Young, Andrew
YOun& Alldrew
Young, Andrew
Young, Andrew
Young, George
Young,James
Young,John
Youngson, Robat
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Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK,ii, 699
Y BUK, iii, 936
Y BUK,iii, 978
Y Forbes, Records, 396
Y BUK,ii, 766
Glasg Presb i fo. 174v
Glasg Presb i fo.3I7 v
Pbls Presb i fo.57r
Y BUK, ii, 690
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK,ii, 643
Y BUK, ii, 708
Y BlJK, iii, 799
St A Presb fo.62r
Y BUK, iii, 846
Y BUK, iii, 896

Y

BUK,iii,

930

'IT BUK, iii, 934
Y BUK. iii, 949
Y BUK, iii, 963
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK,iii, 103 1
Y BUK, iii, 1058
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ill, 796
Y BUK, ii, '763
Stir1Presb, iii, 4 May
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, ii, 648
Y BUK,ii, 7 2 9
Y BUK, ii,764
Y BUIC, iii, 814
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK,11,697
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y Forbes, Records, 396
Y BUK, iii, 1017

1

11586

May

Peebles
Stirling
Edinburgh
Arbroath
Aberdeen
Dalkeith

Allan, Rob&

Edinburgh
Dumfries
St Andrews

Brand,John

Dundee

Chrrnside

Y BUK, ii, 649
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 668
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 648
Y BUK, ii, 64.8
Y BTJK, ii, 646
Y BUK,ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 656
Y BUK, ii, 664
Y BUK,ii, 65 1
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK,ii,649
Y BUK,ii, 649
Y BUK,ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK,ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 664
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 64.8
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 662
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 649
Y BUK, ii, 664
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK,ii, 649
Y BUE;, ii, 648

Andenon, James
Balcmquhal,waltet
Balfour, James
Blackbum, Peter
Blackhall,Andrew

Bryson, James
Buchanan, Thomas
c3lnistison, William
Clzrpperton, John

Jedburgh

Cl&yhllS,Ancirew

Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Craig, John
Dalgleish, Nicol

Y

Douglas, Archibald
Duncanson, John
Edinburgh
Superintendent Erskine of Dun,John

Peebles

1

18 115236

Dunfermline
Ptrth
C h X I O ~

Paisiey
Turriff
brechin
7
Dunbar
Chirnside
St Andrews

Daikeith
Jedburgh
Elgin
Melrose

Edinburgh
Biggm
Linlithgow
Dunbar

m-

St Andrews

Airoath
Fordoun
Fordoun
Garioch

'/...--,43
.-".-!
i

44

Glasgow

'1586
i1586

Edinburgh
A-Y-

Elm
Hadduygton

1

I

ChXl0q

48
49

i1586
11586

Dunbar
Linlithgow

Irvine

sthdrews

Dunblane
Perth

Stirling

t-56'-/

Edinburgh
1587

Aberdeen

Ferguson, David
Galloway, Patrick
Graham, Robert
Hay, Andrew
Hay, George
Hepbum, John
Hepburn, Will i am
Hume, Alexander
H m e , David
Hunter, Andrew
Johnstone, Adam
Johnstone, George
Keith, John
Knox, John
Lindsay,David
Lindsay, Thomas
Lundie, George
MacGhie, Thomas
MacQuorne, John
Martin, James
Melville, James'
Miine, Andrew
Morieson, Willism
Paterson, George

Y BUK, ii, 648

Y BUK, ii, 649

Y B l K , ii, 652
Y BUK, ii, 656
Y BUK, ii, 648
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK,ii, 656
Y BUK,ii, 649
Y BUK, ii, 645
Y BUK, ii. 649
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, iii, 648
Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK, ii, 648
Y BUK,ii, 648

Y

Polwart, Andrew

Pant, Robert

Porterfield, John

Rawson,Alexander
Reid, James
Robertson, John
Sanderson,William
Spottiswoode, John
Walkinshaw, Patrick
WiIkic, Rob&
Young,Andrew
Abercrombie, John
Anderson, James
Bdcanguhal, Walter
Blackbun, Peter

Y BUK, ii, 649

Y BUK, ii, 649

Y
N

Y BUK, ii, 648
Y BUK, ii, 690
Y BUK,ii,701
Y BUK,ii,685
Y BUK, ii, 683

June

Edinburgh

June

Edinburgh

June

Dumfries
St Andrews

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
JUX

June

June

June

June

June

June

June
June

June
June

June

June

June
June
JlRlt

June
June

Haddington

June
June
June
June

St Andrews

chmonry
Meigle
Edinburgh
AYT
Elp

P&5
ChanOnry

Edinburgh

June

Kirkcaldy

June
June

DunbIane
Edinburgh

June

Perth

June

Fordoun

February

Edinburgh

February
February
February

Aberdeen
Edinburgh
St Andrews

February
February

Dundee
Dunfermline

February
February
February

Dumfries

February
110 !l588 February
February
.".-......--...
112 11588 February

c

Dundee

Edinburgh

June
June

I 1587

Y

Jedburgh
Glasgow
Edinburgh

JLX-ie

3une

95

Buchanan,Thomas

N

Christison, William
Clayhlls, Andrew
Cowper, John
Craig, John
Dalgleish, Hicol
EdinbW&
Duncanson, John
Edinburgfi
M e , John
BIXChin
Edrneston, '#illiam
Dunkeld
Superintendent Erslune o f Dun,Jahn
Dunfermline Ferguson, David
Fethie, Arthur
Stirling
Forrester, Andrew*
Stirling
Fraser, Paul
Brechin
Galloway, Patrick
P&h
Garden,G i l b d
Fordyce
Gibson, J m e s
Haddington
Glass, William
Dunkeld
Graham, Robert
chanonry
Hay, Andrew
Paisley
Wowieson, John
Hamilton
Johnstone, Adam
Dalkeiih
Kcith, John
Elgin
Knox, John
Mehose

June
June

i

Brand, John
Bruce, Rob&
Bryson, Jmcs

I
?

Perth
Dunbm
Dalkeith

Edinbur$h
st Andrews
St Andrews

N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y BUK,ii, 630
Y BUK, ii, 699
Y BUK, ii, 691

EJ

Y

Y

N

Y

Hepbum, Rob&
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Y BTJK,ii,699
Y BUK, ii, 697
Y BUK,ii,685
Y BUK, ii, 688
Y BUK, ii, 637
Y FUK,ii,d9O
Y BUK, ii, 701
Y BTJK, ii, 685
Y BUK,ii,690
Y BUK, ii, 699
Y BUK,ii, 699
Y BUK,ii,690
Y BUK, ii, 697
Y B m ii.710
Y BUK,ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 7 0 4

Y EUK,ii.704

Galloway, Patrick

Me lville, James

Y BUK,ii, 685

Y BUK, ii, 591
Y BUK,ii,696

Y

Blackburn,Peter

Johnstone, Adm
Lindsay,David
Martin, James

Stirl m s b Recs 266
Stirl Presb Recs 266
BUK,ii, 685
BUK, ii, 685
BUK,ii, 690
BUK, ii, 688
BUK, ii, 690

Y BUK,ii,692
Y BUK,ii,685
Y BUK,ii,691

MacGhie, Thomas

Bruce, Robert
Buchanan, Thomas
Cl-iristison, William
Fergwon, David
Fullerton, Hew

Y BUK,ii,688
Y BUK, ii, 685
Y BUK,ii, 685
Y BUK, ii, 687
Y BUK,ii, 686
Y BUK,ii,6YO
Y BUK, ii, 688

Y BUK,ii,688

Lindsay, David

Melville, James
WO
George
,
Nicolson, James
Pont, Rob&
Forterfield, John
Rawson, Alexander
Rind, T\Killiam
Robertson,John
Sirnson, Patrick
Spence,David
Stirling, Will iam
Watson, W i 1liam
Wmyss, Patrick
Young, George
Balcanquhai, Walter

Y BUK,ii,685
Y BUK,ii, 685
Y BUK,ii,685
Y BUK,ii, 691
Y BUK, ii, 701

Y
Y

Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 709
Y BUK, ii, 706
Y BUK,ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, '708
Y BUK,ii,712
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!1588

February
February
February
February
February

February
February
August
&3lJst

August

Ausust

AuguEtt
&gust
August
August
August
august
August
Atrgud
August
August
Arygust
August
AlJgust

August
AWJd
August
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i 1588
....
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143 11588
144 j1588
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1~ ~ 145
'1588
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146---.i15SS
I 88
~
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14s 11558
i,_..--149 i 1588
! 150 1588
j----pi ...._.._.........-...
151 11588
1cl-152
i 1588
i 153 11589
)-"-----(
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!,

August
August
August
hE;ust
*t

hgcrst
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

June
JIXle

June
June

June
June
June
June
June
June
June

June
March

Chan0m-y

KirkCal$y
Ldhian S
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
St Andrews

St Andrews
Stiriing
Edinburgh
Arbroath

Aberdeen
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
StAndreWS

Chirnside
Jedburgfi
EdiX-lbWgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Brechin
Dunfermline
Fordyce
Edinburgh
Paisley
Dunbar

Dalkeith
Elgin

Melrose
Edinburgh
Fordoun

bleigle
Edinburgh

AY
Dundee
ChanOnF]

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Dunblane

Dunblane
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Haddington
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Haddington
Edinburgh
St Andrews
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh

March

Dallceith

March

Edinburgh

Mkch

Edinburgh

Mwro, George
Murray,Will i am
Nicolson, John
Pcmt,Robert
Rollock, Robert
Ure,John
Wilkie, Rob&
Anderson, James
Bdcanquhal,Walter
Balfour,James
Blackburn, Peter
Blackhall, Andrew
Brand, John
B w e , Rob&
Buchanan, Thomas
Clapperton, John
Clayhills, Ankm
Craig, John
Dalgleish, Nicol
Duncanson, John
D d e , John
Ferguson, David
Garden, Gilbert
Ha11, John
Hay, Andrew
Hepburn, Rob&
Johnstone, Adam
Kcith, John

Y BlK,ii,707

Y LothSynod45

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Knox, John
Lindsay, David
Milne, Andrew
Nicolson, James
Pont, Robert
Portefiield, John
Robcrtson, James
Robertson, John
Rollock, Robert
Simson, Patrick
Stiriing, Wi 11i am
Young, Andrew
Balcanquhal, Walter
Brand, John
Bruce, Robert
Cannichae1, Jame s
Craig,John
Davidson, John

Duncanson, John
Greig, Thomas
Hall, John
Melville, James
PO* Robert
Rollock, Rob&
Balfour, James
Bennet, John
Brand,John
Eruce, Robert
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Y
Y
Y

N
N

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

N
Y

Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 706
Y BUK, ii, 708
Y BUK, ii, 708
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BU&ii,730
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK, ii, 729
Edin Presb, i,6 Aug.
EdinPresb, i, 6 Aug.

Y BUK,ii,729
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK,ii, 729
Y BUK, 11,729
Y BUK, ii, 730
Y BUK,ii,729
Y BUK, ii, 730
Y BTIK, i:,?29
Y BUK, 11,729
Y BUK, ii, 737
Edin Presb 6 Aug
Y BUK, ii, 723
Y BUK,ii, 7 2 9
Y BUK, ii, 735
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK,ii, 730
Y BUK,ii,729
Y BUK, ii, 725,
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK,ii,729
Y BUK,ii, 729
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK, ii, 729
Edm Presb, i , 6 Aug.

Y BUK,ii,730
Y BUK, ii, 737
Y BUK,i i , 729

Edin Presb, i, 10 3une
EdinPresb,i, 10 June
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
Hadd Presb, i, f 0 . 2 5 ~
Edin Presb, i, 10 Jun.
EdinPresb 10 Jun
EdinPresb 10 Jun
Hadd Presb i f 0 . 2 5 ~
Edin Presb 10 Jun
Y BUK, ii, 745
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
Edin Presb, i, 10 Jun.
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
Dkeith Presb fo. 115v
Y BUK,ii,749
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.

/-169 11590
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1 171 11590

St Andrews
Haddhgton
Sthdrews
Edinburgh
Haddington
Haddington

Dalkeith
Edinburgh
Dalkeith
Haddington
Edinburgh

Dalkeith
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
WigtOWn

Meigle
Jedburgh

Edinburgh
Dalkcith

Buchmm, Thomas
Cmnichael, James
Dalgleish, Nicol
Davidson, John
Forester, Alexander
Gibson, James
JOhnStone, adam
Lindsay,David
Lundie, Gorge
MacGhic, Thomas
Pox& Robert
Ramsay, George
Rollock, Robert
Simson, Patrick
Adamson, James

3 Andrews
H m i lton
Edinburgh
Dunbiane
Jedburgh

Fordoun
Brechin

Dunkeld
Dunfermline

Dunfermline
Dumfries
Arbroath
Duns
Fordyce
Dunkeld
Arbruath

Dunkeld
Haddington

P&
Edinburgh
Kirkcudbright

Y
Y
Y

N

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
P
Y
Y'
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

HaddPresb i f o . 5 4 ~
Dkeith Presb fo. 115v
BUK, ii, 749
Dkeith Presb fo. 1 15v
Hadd Presb i f o . 5 4 ~
Edin Presb, i, 25 Feb.
Dkeith Prcsb fo.1 15v
Edin Presb, i, 25 Feb.
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
BTJK, ii, 766
BUK, ii, 763
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, ii, 765
%UK,ii,'765
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 763
BUK,ii, 766
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 365
BUK,ii,766
BTJK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 762

Y BUK. ii, 765

Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK,ii, 705

Y BUK,ii,763

Y BUK,ii, 765
Y BTJEC, ii, 7 6 4

Y

Y BUK,i i , 766
Y BUE;, ii, 764

Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUTS, ii, 765
Y BUIi, ii, 7 6 4
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK,ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 763

Douglas, Adarn
Douglas, James
Durie, John
Ebneston, William
Fairfoul,John
Ferguson, D a d
Fullerton, Hew
Fullerton, John
Gaits, Patrick
Garden, Gilbert
G1ass, Wi11iam
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Y
Y
Y

Curmingfiam, John
Dalgleish, Ni c o 1
Dmoch, Robert
Davidson, John
Davidson, John*

-1, John
Hamilton, Jarnes

Y

Y

Auchmoutie, William
Balfour, James
Bermet, Jamts

GItdstants, Gcorqc
t3mhm, George
b i g , Thomas
Guthie, Heray

Y BUK, ii, 747
Y BUK,ii,747
HaddPresb i €0.54~

Y

Anderson, James

Bennet, John
Dalkeith
Blackburn, Peter
Aberdeen
Kirkcudbriefit Slyth, David
Brand, John
Edinburgh
Bruce, Robert
Edinburgh
Bryson, 3ames
DmG-ies
Bucfiman, T h ~ r r ; a ~
standrm
Campbell,Neil
Argyll
Cannichael, James
Haddington
Chisholm, Alexander
EuntjfZU1e
Christison, Wi I1i am
Dundee
Cornwell, Robert
Linlithgow
Cowper, William
Stirling
Craig, John
Edinburgh
Cranston, 'Nilliam
cup=

AF

Y

St APresb f o . 3 b
Hadd Presb, i, fo.54v

Y BUK,ii,763

Y BUK, ii, 764

Y BUK, ii, 764

Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, iii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 766

Y

Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK,ii, 763
Y BUK,ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK,ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 766

Hamilton
Paisley
Turtiff
Brechin
Dalkeith

Chirnside
Chide
A !
Elgm
Pais 1ey

Dalkeith

Melrose

Brechin
Edinburgh
Arbroath

Lanark

Stirling

Clydemnfhx s
Haddington
'gigtown
Ayr
St Andrews

3t Andrews
Arbroath

Dunfermline
St Andrews
Perth
St Andrews

Meigle
Edinburgh
Ayr
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275 1590
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AF
Nairn
Arbroath

Elgin
Meigle
Strathbogie
Perth
Tain

St Andrews

Dunhar
Edinburgh
StirlG
Melrose

Hamilton
Lmlithgow

Dunfendine

Dumbarton
Dunblane
Chide
Jedburgh
Glasgow
k-vine

Stirling

Dunbiane
Dunbar

Hay, Andrew

w,
h o w
Hepburn, John

Hen-ies,John
Hislop,Robert
Hume, John

hglis, John
Innes, John
Jack, Thomas
Johnstone, Adam
Lauder, Alexander
Leich, Anctrew
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, Patsick
Lindsay, Robert
Livmgstone, Hewy
Loverance, John
MacGhic, Thomas
MacKlennochan, Ninian
MacQuorne, John
Martin,James
Melville, James
Melville, James'
Miles, Edmond
Moncreiif, Andrew
Moncreiff, Archibald
Monipmy, David
Nicolson, Jarnes
Pont, Robert
Porterfield, John
Primrose, Peter

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y BUK, iii, 763

Robertson, James'

Young, Andrew
Young, James
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Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK,ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK,ii,766
Y B W ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK,ii, 764
Y BUK,ii, 763
Y BUK,ii, 764
N St APresb fo.34r
Y BUK,ii, 764
N St APresb fo.34r
Y BUK, ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 763

Rig, John
Rind,William

Spottiswoode, John
Stewart, James
Stewart, Walter
Stirling,William
Storie, Thomas
Walker, Dutlcan
Wemyss, David
Wreyton, Alexander
Wright, Richard

BUK, ii, 763
BUK, ii, 763
BUK, ii, 765

Y BUK, ii, 766

Ramsay, Robert
Rawson,Alexander
Ray, Thomas

Spittell, Archiba1d

BUK,ii, 766

Y BUK,ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 766

Rait, James

Robertson, John'
Sanderson, William
Simson, Patrick
Smith, James
Smith, John

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y BUK, ii, 763
Y B W ,iii, 763
Y BUK,ii, 763
Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 762
N St A Presb fo.34r
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK,ii, 765
Y BUK,ii, 763
Y BUK,ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK,ii,765
Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK,ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 766
Y BUK, ii, 763

Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 765

piq
r284

1591
1591

1591
1591

I------1

I 287 11591
91
I
T
1591
290 11591
1591
1591
1-%%-115

1-291

d

Edinbur@
St Andrews
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Bennet, John
Blackburn, Peter
Bruce, Robert
Buchanan, Thomas
Craig, John
Dalgleish, Nicol
Davidson, John
Duncanson, John

July

PCl-th

Wloway, Patrick

July
July
July
July
July

Edinburgh
Dalkeith
Edinburgh

Hall, John
Johnstone, Adam
Lindsay, David
Nimbill, John
Pont, Robert

July
July
July
July
JdY
July
July
JdY

JdY

July
July

%Y
May
May

'1592

;--1-302

I 303 / 1 5 9 2

May

rn

May

May
592

592
592
592

hhY
Iday
May

Dallceith

Aberdeen
Edinburgh
St Andrews

Dalkeith
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Stirling
Edinbqh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
CUPw
Edinburgh

St Andrews
Dunfennlinc
Prnth
Dalkeith
Dalkeith
Edinburgh

&-

592

',h/Lalr
May
May
May

St Andrews
Meigle
Ddkeith
Edinburgh

592

EjLay

Dallceith

May
May
April
Apri 1
April
April

Glasgow

592
502

---..-.--.
316 j1592
ip-.-.--i 317 i1592
f 318 i1593
1

+-----1

Brechin
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
II.....319
......-..(11593
1 32.0 I 1 5 9 3
Ayr
St
Andrews
..-....-.... I 1593
April
Aberdeen
322"-- i1593
Edinburgh
April
j:
323
-11593
....
.-..I
1 324
CUpW
-1
-..........15593
Haddington
April
325 11593
Apri I
Dundee
r' -..-........-.-.
326 411593
i"'-327 I 1593
Jedburgh
April
t-----.-l
April
Glasgow
1 328 1593
i-"s25- 1593
April
Edinburgh
April
St Andrews
IF-"1593
April
Melrose
I 55i 11593
April
Brechin
k 3 % f1
l 1533
St Andrews
Aprii
i 333 i1593
April
Dunkeld
1 3 3 4 11593
April
Dunfermline
April
Fordyce
*
"
.
.
_
I

s
3
2
1
7
t

+
.
I
-

i
,

Rallock, Rabert
Sharp, Patsick
Simson,Patrick
Bdcanquhal, Waiter

Y
Y

Y

N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Balfour,James

B w e , kobert
Buchanan, T h o r n
Crai& John
Dalgleish, Nicol
Ferguson, Davi d
Oalloway, Patrick

Y
Y

Y

Hariaw, Nathaniel
Johnstone, Adam
Lindsay, Daaid

MacQuorne,John
Melville, J m e s
Nicolson, J m e s

Y

Y

Cannichael, James
Ch-risti son, W i 11iam
Cl&yhillS, Andsew
Cowper, John
Cranston, Mi chae 1
Dalgleish,Nicol

Ferguson, David

Garden, Gilbert

323

Y BUK, ii, 786
Y BUK, ii, 787
Y BUEC, ii, 788
Y FUK, ii, 786
Y BUK, ii, 788
Y Perth KS fo.62r
Dkeith Resb fo. 147r
Dkeith Presb fo. 147t
Y BUK, ii, 786

Y BUK,ii, 786

k'

Y
Y

Y
Y
N

1-

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Douglas, AlexmW

Durie, John
M e , Rob&
Edrneston, William

EdinFresb 1Jun
Dkeith Presb fo. 135v
Y BUK, ii, 780
Dkeith Presb fo. 13 5v
Y BUK, ii, 780
N BUK,ii,780
Y BUK, ii, 779
Y BUEC, ii, 781
Edin Prcsb, i, 16 May
Y BUK, ii, 786

Y BUK,ii, 788

Blackburn,Peter
Eruce, Robert
Buchanan, Thomas

BUK, ii, 785
Y BUK,ii,779

Y BUK, ii, 7237

Y

Nimbill, John
Pont, Robert
Ramsay, George
Sharp, Patrick
Unnamed plural
Balcanquhal, Walter
Balfour, James
Barclay, David
Black, David

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Dkeith Presb fo. 135v
BUK, ii, 780
BUK, ii, 780
BUK, ii, 780
BUK, ii, 784
BUK, ii, 779
BUK, ii, 779

Y

Dkeith Presb fo. i B'ir
Y BUK, ii, 787
Dkeith Prtsb fo. 147r
Y BUK, ii, 788

Y BUK, ii, 7 8 9
Y
Y

BUK,iii, 798
BUK,iii, 735

Y BUK, iii, 7 9 6
Y BILK, iii, 816
Y BUK, iii, 795

Y BUK,iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 746
Y BUK, iii, 815
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 796
Loth Synod 59
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK,iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 796
St A Presb fo. 5 Ov
Y BUK,iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 795

.-_.--_.. lYenr1
...._......337 I1593
1593
I 339 11593
p"a-11593
t 341 11593

Month L P r.--__..
e r b....p r y.__-.I
etc .-----

_
I
-

pi]

Haddington
Haddmgton
Dunbat
Dunbar
Fordoun

Paisley

1~343

Liniithgow
Edinburgh
Dingwrall

1

StAndrews

1-

11593
3M-! 1593
1593
- = - " - ! .-.1593
f
347 11593

Duns
St Andrews

Peebles
Meigle

Lothian s

Dalkeith
Edinbur@

Ayr

............

3607 1593
t-361 11533
j^2-l
i ..---....--.
593
, - - - - , I 363 11593
iL..-364
11593
".-.-.--I 365 i1593
i,_..^_..___-_._...
366 11593
!i 367 11593
'i 368 *i1593
1 369 11594
i
1-v
q
1594
1 371 11594
1372"y I594
15 94
'

'

;
.
.
.
.
I

1-m

r3w71594
375 11534
i""..376..i94
i1
I -....__.--..
377 1'1594
L
! 378
-..-".. 11594
c^.....-.-..-.
379 71594
I 380 11594
{

r3gfT I594

!1__._..-_382 4/1594
383 11594
384 A1594
--......-.
1385 11594
386 1594

I

l--zi%--i
1594

NIune

]unijcomiPrti. -.-.. .Source
......
....---Y
Loth Synod 59
Y
Loth Synod 59
Y
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y
Loth Synod 59

1

I

"
.
.
_
_
.
.
_
^
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
_
_
I
.
.
.
.

Gibson. James
Hay, Walter
Hepbum, Rob&
Hume, Alexander
Keith, Alexander
Knox,Andrew

Y BUK, iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 813

Law,James

Y

Lindsay, David
MadKenzie, John
Melville, James
Methven, Wiliiam
Moncreiff, Andrew
Nairn, David
Nicolson, James
Nicolson,John
Mimbill, John
Pont,Robert
Porterfield, John

Y

Daikeith
m a y , -0-e
Rmd, W i lliam
Perth
Sharp, Patrick+
Linlithgow
Simscm,
Archibald
Dalkeith
Simson, Patrick
Stirring
SDottiswoode, John
Linl ithgow
-earns
S Unnamed plural
Unnamed plural
Arbroath
Unnamed plural
Brechin
Urmmed plural
Hami 1ton
Willue, Rob&
St Andrevs
Wreyton, Alexander
Irwine
Wyllie, Matthew
Ayr
Young,Andrew
Dunblane
Balcanquhal, Waiter
Edinburgh
Balfour, James
Edinburgh
Black, David
St Andrews
Blackburn,Peter
Aberdeen
blackhall,Andrew
Dalkeith
Bruce, Robert
Edinburgh
Craig, John
EdinbWgh
Dalgleish, Nicol
St ,Andrews
Davidson, John
Edinburgh
Douglas, Alexander
Elgin
Durie, Rob&
St Andrews
Dunfermline Ferguson, David
Forbes, Alexander
Fordoun
Kmg's Mlrllster Galloway, Patrick
Gibson,James
Haddington
H
ay,'fiilliam
Haddington
Hme, Alexander
Dunbar
Johnstone, Adam
Dalkeith
Lamb, Andrew
Kirkcaldy
Edinburgh Lindsay, David
MacGhie, Thomas
Haddington
Malcolm, John
Perth
Martin, David
St Andrews
Mearns, David
St Andrews
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Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

N
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Loth Synod 59
Y BUK,ii,795
Y BUK, 3,795
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 796
St APresb f 0 . 5 0 ~

Loth Synod 59

Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 795
Loth Synod 59
Y BUK, 5 , 7 9 5
Y BUK, iii, 813
Loth Synod 59
Y BUK,iii, 796
Loth Synod 59
Loth Synod 59
Y BUK,iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BUK,iii, 815
Y BUK,iii, 797
Y BUK, iii, 797
Y BUK, iii, 797
Y BUK, iii, 799
Y BUK, iii, 796
Y BTK, iii, 796
Y BUK, iii, 814
Y BUK, iii, 838
Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
Y BUK, iii, 836
Y BUK, iii, 828
Dkeith Presb fo.172r
Y BUK, iii, 838
Y BUK, ii, 838
St A Presb fa.62r
Y BUK,iii, 836
Elgn Recs ii 37
St APresb fo.62r
Y BUK, iii, 838
Y BUK,iii, 838
Y BUK, iii, 819
Hadd Presb i fo.9Ov
Hadd Presb i fo.9Ov
Y BUK,iii, 836
Dkeith Presb fo. 172.r
Y BUK, iii, 835
Y BUK, ii, 819
Hadd Presb, i, fo.9Ov
Y BUK, iii, 820
St APresb fo.62r
St APresb f0.6Zr

May

*jj

1594

i 395 11594

m,1594

May

&Y

&Y
W Y
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

409 1595
410 i1595

l--zlT1595
-!

w/

1535
i 416 11595
p_..-..-...-......

June
June
June

June

June

Meldle, J m e s

Meigle
Edinburgh
Dalkeith

Nicolson, James

Dundee

Edinburgh

simson, Patrick
St Andrews Wilkie, Robert
Kirkcudbright Aikman, Jahn
Balcanquhal, Walter
Edinburgh
Balfour, James
Edinburgh
Bannatyne, Adam
Strling
Aslr
Aberdeen

Dalkeith
Edinburgh
Dumfi-ies
cup=

cups

Haddington

Chanoq
Kirkcudbright

June

St Andrews

June
June

Deer
Edinburgh

June
June

Brechin
Dunfermline

Jme
June
June
June
June
JUle
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Mekoce

Fordoun
Dumfries
Dunkeld
Arbroath

Hamilton
Haddington
Arbroath
Perth
Edinburgh
Ayr
V&l

St Andrews

kbroath
Fordoun
St Andrews

June

Meiglt

June

Edinburgh
Elgm
Haddington
Edinburgh

June
June
June

Pont, Robat
Ramsay, George
Robertson, James
Rollock, Rob&

Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 834
Y
Y

Y BUK, iii, 819
Dkeith Presb fo. 172r

Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 834
Y BUK, iii, 813

Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 838

Stirling

June
June
June

June
June

1444 11595

St Andrews

June

Glasgow

June
June
June
June

Kirkcaldy

Dumbarton
St Andrews
DLvlblane

March

Edinburgh

Md-l

Edinburgh

March

Edinburgh

N

Y

Bmclay, David
Blackburn, Peter

Blackhall,Andrew
Bruce, Robert

Bryson, James
Buchman, Thomas

Y

Y

Caldclcuch, John
Carmichae1, Jame s
Crombie, Andrew
Cunningham,Alexander

N

Daec, Jamec

N

Glass, William

Gledstanes, &wge

Hamiiton, Gavin
Hay, %'alter
Lamb,Andrew
Lindsay, Alexander

Hicolson, Jamcs
Pont, Rob&
Rawson, Alexander
Reid, James
Rollock, Robert
Rowat, Alexander
Scot, William
stewart, Walter
Wilkie, Robert
Young,Andrew
Balcmquhal, waiter
Balfour,James
Bennet, James

325

Y BUK, iii, 851
Y BUK, iii, 856
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK, 5,849
Y BUK,iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 846

Y BUK,iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 853
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK,iii, 850
Y BUK, iii, 856
Y BUK, iii, 856
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK,iii, 850
Y BUK, iii, &I9

Y BUK, iii, 856
Y BUK, iii, 849

Dal gl eish, Nicoi
Davidsan, Duncan
Dasridson, John
Durie, John
Ferguson, David
Forbes, Alexander
Fullerton, Hew

Lindsay, David
MacQuorne, John
kdi;tlcoini,John
M elvi 11e, Jarnes
Melville, James*
MiIne, Andrew
Moncreiff, Andrew

St APresb fo.62r

'r'

Y
k'
Y

Y
Y

N
N
Y

Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 833
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUIC, iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUIi, iii, 853
Y BUK,iii, 849
Y BUIIC, iii, f X 3
Y BUK.iii, 853
Y BUK, iii, 84s
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 851
E'etth E 3 53.1Z6P
Y BUK, iii, 846
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 849
Y BUK,iii, 556
Y BUK, iii, 846
Y BUK, iii, 846
Y BUK, iii, $43

Y BUK,iii, 849
Y BUK, iii, 856
Y
Y

Y

Y
N
N
Y

Y
Y
Y

GlasgPresb 1 f 0 . 5 4 ~
BUK, iii, 856
BUK, iii, 849
BUK, iii, 846
BUK, iii, 849
BUK, iii, 857
BUK, iii, 857
Edin Presb, ii, 16 Mar

1 449 11596

March
March

March
453 11596
1 3 5 7 1596
'

I

455 /1596
456 11596
1596

4571

l1?Sy

--....
1596
...--45911596
1

460 (1596
461
i-r:1596

&--l

'

463
462

1596

,-.,-..--..-..-I

j

1,-"..G5-..j
4 6 4 1 1596
596
-....--"-J
1596

! 467 !1596

-"i

t 468 11596

March
March

March

March
March
March
March

MXCh
March

March

i 482 !3597

March
March
March
March
March
March

March
March

March
March
March

March
March

March
March
MEnch

1597

Dalkeith

Ayr

481 !1597

-1

Cannichael, Jmes
Cowper, John
Dalgleish,
Nicol
St Andrews
Davidson, John
Haddington
Dunfermihe Ferguson, David
King's Minister Galfoway, Patrick
Gibson, James
Haddmgtcm
Hall, John
Edinburgh
Hay, John*
Haddington

March

March
March
March
March
March
March
March
Mmch

March
March

March

Match
March
MWCh
Match

Y

Bruce, Robed

Y
Y
Y
Y

Haddington
Glasgow

Match

March
March
March
March
Mal-Ch
March
t--

Edinburgh

Melrose
Liniithgow
Edinburgh
Stirling

March
March
March

March

1

Aberdeen

St Andrews
Meigle

Edinburgh
G1asgow

Stirling
Stirling
Ayr

abfdeen
Dumfries

Y
Y
Y

Y

Johnstone, Adam
Knox, John
Law,James
Lindsay, David
Livingstone, Heray

MacQuorne, John
Melville, James
Nicolson, James
Pod,Robert
Sharp, Patrick
simson, Patfick
Stirling, William
Earclay, Paaid

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

326

EdmPresb 16Mar
Hadd Presb i fo.1 2 5 ~
Y BUK, iii, 857

Y BUK,iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 857

Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
Y BUK,iii, 857

Y BUK, iii, 872
Y BUK, iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 857
Glasg Presb i f 0 . 6 5 ~
Stirl Presb,ii, 3 W.
Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 Mar.

Y BUK,iii, 892

Y BUK, iii, 892

Blackburn,Peter

Bryson, James
Buchanm, Thomas
Cup%
Caidcleuch, John
CUP=
Clayfulls, Andrew
Jedburgh
Colt, Adam
Dalkeith
Cowper, John
Glasgow
Cowper, Wi 11i am
Perth
Douglas, A l e x a n d e
Melrose
Douglas, Arcfubaid
Peebles
Duncanson, John
Edinbd
Forbes, Alexander
Fordoun
King's Minister Galloway, Patrick
Gledstanes, George
Arbroath
Hamilton, Gavin
Hamilton
Howie, Robert
Aberdeen
Knox, John
Melrose
Lamb, Andrew
Arbroath
Leich, Andrew
Brechin
Lindsay,Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, David
Edinburgh
Melville, James
St Andrews
Milne, Andrew
Fordoun
hhrn-0, John
Tain
Nicolson, James
Meigle
Ramsay, John
Dundee
Rollock,
Robert
Edinburgh
Scrimgeour, Alexander
hine
Sharp, Patrick
Glasgow
Spottiswoode, John
Linlithgow
Stirling, William
Stirling
Storie, Tlm-nas
Chirnside

Y BUK, iii, 872
Hadd h s b , ii, fo. 1251
Glasg Presb, i, f0.65~
Y BUK, iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 857
Y BUK, iii, 872
Hadd Presb i fo. 12%

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BLK,iii, 892

Y

Y
Y

Y BUK, iii, 892
Y BUK, iii, 892
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK,iii, 832
Y BILK, iii, 892
Y BUK. iii, 896
Y BTTIi, iii, 892
Y BUK, iii, 892
Pbls Presb i fo.6r
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK, iii, 592
Y BUK, iii. 896
Y BUK,iii, 896
Y BUK,iii, 892

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

N

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

BUK, iii, 892
BUK, iii, 896
BUK, iii, 892
BUK, iii, 896
BUK, iii, 892
BUK, iii, 896
BUK, iii, 890
BUK,iii, 892
BUK, iii, 896
BUK. iii, 896
BUK, iii, 892
BUK, iii, 892
BUK, iii, 892
Stirl Presb, iii, 23 Feb.

Y BUK, iii, 892

I

iYeari

i

1

505 11597

--

!

?-"-.-...._..I

...

! 528 11597

541 11597

I

i^-

11538
546 I1598

L..-.......-..._.,
545

1

I

550 "11598
551 il598

Month

i

Presbvbrvetc

-i Name

Kincardine O'Nei1 Strachan, John
St Andrews
Wilkie, Robert
Edinburgh
Balfour, Jamcs
Stirling
Bannatyne, Adam
Buchanm, Thomas
m
a
r
Haddhgbn
Carmichael, James
Clapperton, John
Chide
Perth
Cowper, Wi 1 liam
Cranston,William
CupW
StAndrew5
Daigleish, Nicol
Melros e
Douglas,Alexandefl
Stirling
Duncanson,James
Duncanson, John
Edinburgh
Dunfermline Fairfoul, John
Dunfermline Ferguson, David
Kmg's Minister Galloway, Patrick
At-broath
Gledstanes, George
Haddugton
Hay, Waiter
Stiriing
Htnryson, Malcolm
Arbroath
Lamb, h d r e w
Stirling
L
a
m Henry
Brechin
Leich, Andrew
Edinbur&
Lindsay, David
Haddington
MacGhie, Thomas
St Andrews
Melville, J m e s
Fordoun
Milne, Andrew
hfeigle
Nicolson, James
Edinburgh
Pont, Rob&
Porterfield, John
Ayr
Dundee
Ramsay, John
Edinburgh
Rollock, Robat
Glasgow
Sharp, Patrick
Stiriing
Sirnson, Patrick
Aberdeen
Unnamed
Dumbarton
Unnamed
Mearns
Unnamed
Moray
Unnamed
Kirkcaldy
Unnamed plural
St Andrews
Wikie, Robert
Stiriing
Wripsh, Richard
St Andrews
Auchinleck, John
Stirling
Bannatyne, Adam
Barclay, David
A .
Arbroath
Black, David
Aberdeen
Blackbum, Peter
Orkney
Body,Gilbert
Edinburgh
Bruce, Robert
St Andrews
Buchanan, Robert
Buchanm, Thomas
CuPW
St Andrews
Cannichael, John
Chlmsidc
Clapperton, John
Cranston, Wi 11iam
CupW
St Andrews
Dalgleish, Nicol
Hamilton
Darroch, Robert
Deer
Davidson, Duncan
Haddington
Davidson, John

source

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

/
.
.
"
'
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
I
-

i

1

554 11598
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Y
Y

Y

Y BUK, iii, 892
Y BUK, iii, 896
Y BUK, iii, 913
Stirl Presb, iii, 4 May
Y BUK, iii, 928
Hadd Presb, ii, fo. 12r
Y BUK, iii, 328
Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK, iii, 930
Y BUK, iii, 913
Y BUK, iii, 928
Stirl Presb 4 May
Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK, iii, 930
Y BUK, iii, 913
Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK,iii, 928
Hadd Presb ii fo. 12r
Stir1 Presb 4 May
Y BUK, iii, 923
Stirl Presb, iii, 4 May
Y BUK,iii, 929
Y BUK, iii, 3 13
Hadd Presb, ii, fo,12r

i

Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK, iii, 929
Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK,iii, 928
Y BUK, iii, 325
Y BUK, iii, 929
Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK, iii, 928
Y BUK, iii, 913
Y BUK, iii, 917
Y BUK, iii, 9 17
Y BUK,iii, 917
Y BUK, iii, 917
Y EUK,iii, 930
Y BUK, iii, 330
Stirf h s b , iii, 4 May
St A R e s b fo.89r
StKl Presb, iii, 18 Jan.
Y BUK,iii, 936
Y BUK, iii, 940
Y BUK, iii, 934
Y Melville, Diary, 440
Y BUK, iii, 940
St A Resb fo. 8%
Y BUK, 111, 942
Y BUK, iii, 940
Y BUK, iii, 943

Y BUK, iii, 936

Y

-1

St A Presb fo.89r
BUK,
iii, 936
Y
Y BUK,iii, 936
Y BUK, iii, 947

May

Melrose

November

Melrose

%ox, Andrew
Knox, Andrew
Knox, James
€box,John
Knox, John
k o x , John
Knop, John
Knox, John
Knox, John
Kilo& John
Knox John
Kiiox, John

Meirose

&ox John

July

Isles

June

Isles

June

Kelso

May
June

Melrose

Alagust
MWCh

March

March
March

July

May

June
March

May

March
March
lMay

July
June
JUie
August
Jime
iiprii
kh-Ch
FdXCh

May
Ncvernbe r
Decernber
July
Juqe
May

-AU#pst
hkch

Iday
May

November
JdY
June

June
March
IvfXL\
Mal-&
Ma~7
NOVemt,U

December
June
May
June
February
*4lgust
March
.-.......616-..... ! 1500

mwst

Me!rose
Melrose
Melrose
klelrose

Ideimse
&f e lrose

Kirkcaldy
kbroath

Arbroath
Arbroath
Arbroath
Arbroath

mbroath

Bre&in

Brechin

Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth
Perth

Perth
Perth

DunkeId
E.dinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

'I BTUK,Ii,646

Y BTJK,ii,691

'r* BUK,ii.730
Y ETJK, iii, S5?

Y Ei-iJK, iii, 892
Y BUK,iii, 936
'
1 E L ? , iii, 959
Y ELK,iii, 972
Y BUK,iii, 377

Y

Lamb, Andrew

Y BUK,iii,

1046

Y EUK. iii, 835
Y B-iJii. iii, 853

Lamb, Andrew
Lamb, Andrew

BUK,J i i , 892
k' ELK,iii, 329
Y BUK.iii, 936
Tr' 5-'
iii, 353

'41

L a b , -4ndrew
Lamb, Andrew
Lmb, Andrew

k- bUI(, iii, 364

Lmb,Andrew

King's Minister Lamb, h d r e m
Lamb, Andrew
Brechin
Lam@nt,N a n
Kirkcaldy
Lauder, Alexander
ldelrose
Lauder, John
DlXlbX
Law, Jarnes
Linlitkgos;;
Law,James
Liniithgow
Law, J m e s
Lir,lit\gow
Law, James
Liniithgow
Law, James
Lidithgow
Law, James
iiniithgow
Law, Jarnes
Lid ithgow
Law,J m e s
Orkney
Layng, Henry
Stirling
Leich, ,4ncfrev
Brechin
Leich, Andrew
Brechin
Lei ch, An&zw
Brechin
Erechin
Erechin

Y ETX, iii, 1058
Y BUE;, iii, 1041
Y BUK,iii, 1959

Y BTX,iii, 1946
'r' BLK, iii, 1086

V FTJK. iii, 1088
E;T'J'J& ii, 755
Y BUK, iii. 1088

'
1

E'

Loth S;;nOd 5s
Y ETTi. iii, 857

Y EL?(=,iii, 959
1' B
K
L',
iii, 367
Y PUK,iii, 979
Y 3LK, iii, i 023
Y B T X , :ii, 1046
Y BUEI, iii, 1085
Stir1 Presb, iii. 4 May

Y BTX,ii, 7€3
'r' B W .iii, 896
Y B T X iii, ?2?
1- 3UK, iii, 9'7 1
Y ETJK, iii, 975
Y EUK,iii, 11346
Y BUK,iii, 1086

Leich, Andrew
L.eich,Pndrew
Leich,Andrew
Leich,Andrew

Lindsay, Alexander

Y BLX,iii, 843

Lindsay, Alexander
Lindsv, Akxander
Lindsay, Alexander
Lindsay,Alexander
Lidsay, Aexarider
Lindsay, Alemnder
Lindsay, Akxander

Y BUK, iii, 935
Y BUii, iii, 959
Y FVK, iii, S67
Y ELK, iii, 979
Y EUK,iii, 1024

Lindsay,David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay,David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David
Lindsay, David

320

Y BUE;, iii, 892

'i

N
N
14

E m ,iii,

1087

Y BUK, ii, 646
Y BUK,ii,655
Y BUK, ii, 703

Y BUK,ii,?Z?
Y BUE;, ii, 749
Y EUK,ii, 765

March

March

March
March
March
March

March
March
MWch
Mmh
March
March
March

March

March
March
March
MWch

March
March

March
March
March

March
March

Y BUK, iii, 962
Forbes, Alexander
King's Minister Galloway, Patrick
Gledstanes, George
St Andrews
Glen,Archibald
Glasgow
Hall, John
Edinburgh
Hamilton
Hamilton, Gavh
Howie, Robext
Dundee
Knox, Andrew
Paisley
Knox, John
Mekose
Lamb,Andrew
Arbroath
Linlithgow Law, James
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, David
Edinburgh
Livingstone, Hemy
Stirling
Melville, James
St Andrews
Milne, Andrew
Fordoun
Nicolson, James
Meigle
Pont,Rob&
Edinburgh
Rait, David
Aberdeen
Scot, Wiliimn
Kirkcaldy
shmp, Patrick
Glasgow
Simson, Patrick
Stirling
Spottiwoode, John
Linlithgow

March

Galloway s

March

Deer

Wilkie, Rob&

iday

St Andrews
Jedburgh

Mq7

Edinburgh

,May

mJ

May

May

May
May
May
May

May
May
May
May
May

May
May

May
May

M Y
May
May

Y

M

Abernethy, John
&thur, Wif!iam

Bwc-clay,David
EIackburn, Peter
Aberdeen
Edinburgh Blyth, Henry
Caldclcuch,John
&Pm
Cannichae1, Jame s
Haddington
St Andrews
Cannichael, John
C owpw, Wi 11i arn
Perth
Douglas, Alexander*
Melrose
Duncanson, John
Edinburgh
Dunfermline Fairfoul,Jolm
Forbes, Alexander
Fordoun
King's Minister Galloway, Fatrick
Gibson, James
Haddington
Gledstanes, George
St Andrews
Hall, John
Edinburgh
Hamilton, Gavin
Hamilton
Hay, John
Paisiey
Hepburn, John
Brechin
Hewatt, Peter
Edinburgh
Knox, John
Melrosc
Lamb, Andrew
kbroath
Law, James
Lidithgow
Leich,Andrew
Brechin
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
Lindsay, David
Edinburgh

N
Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

AF
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Y
Y

Y

Unnamed plural
wemyss, John

March

Y

Unnamed

Peebles

March

Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 949
Y BUK, iii, 959

Fordoun

N
Y

Y

N
Y

Glasg Presb i fo. 1488
BUK,iii, 959
BUK, iii, 359
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK,iii, 959

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y BUK,iii, 959
Y BUK,iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 949
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK,iii, 959
Aberd Presb f o . 2 8 ~

Y BUK, iii, 960
Y BUK,iii, 949
Y BUK, iii, 949
Y EUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 959
Y BUK, iii, 950
Y BUK, iii, 950
Pbls Presb I fo.571Y BUK, iii, 943
Y BTK, iii, 972
Y E.UK, iii, 970
Y BUK, iii, 972
Y BUK, iii, 971
Y BUK, iii, E69
Y BTK, iii, 972
HaddPresb, ii, fo 67v
T9 BUK, iii, 967
Y BUK, iii, 967
Y BUK,iii, 97 1
Y BUK, iii, 972
Y BUK,iii, 969
Y BUK, iii, 971
Y BUK, iii, 963
Hadd Presb 1 fo. 67v
Y BUIC, iii, 966
Y BUK, iii, 963
Y BUK, iii, 972
Y BUK, iii, 972
Y Scott, Fasti, v, 374-5
Y BUK, iii, 969
Y BUK, iii, 972
Y BUK, iii, 969
Y BUK, 111, 967
Y BUK, iii, 971

Y BUK, iii, 967

N

Y BUK, iii, 967

-

i

.
.
I
Name
uni
i
Corn
i
Prt
i
Source
._-.I_.,.._----...--.--_L......-. . . . . .L. .
.........
-----..----i
Peebles
Livingstone, Rob&
Y
Pbls Presb, i, f 0 . 7 9 ~
Y BUK,iii, 970
MacBimey, JOIXI
St Andrews
Y
Fdin h s b , ii, 29 Apr.
Edinbb
Muihcad, James
Y BUK, iii, 971
George
ck~anorsy -0,
Y
Pbls Presb, i, f o . 7 9 ~
Peebles
Nairn,David
Y BUK,iii, 969
Meigle
Nicolson,James
Y BUK, iii, 969
Lothian S
Nicolson, John
Y BUK, iii, 969
Edinburgh
Pont, Robert
Y BUK, iii, 963
Dundee
Robertson, James
Y BUK, iii, 972
Kxrkcaldy
Scot, William
Irvine
Scrimgeour, Alexander
Y BUK, iii, 972
Glasgow
Sharp, Patrick
Y
Y
Y BUK, iii, 963
Stirling
Simson, Patrick
Y BUK,iii, 963
Llnlithgow
Spottimoode, John
Y BUK, iii, 967
Kincardine O'Neil Stt-achan, John
Y EUK, iii, 97 1
Glasgow
Wemyss, David
Y
Glasg Presb i fo.174v
St Andrews
WiIkie, Robert
Y
Y BUK, iii, 963
Jedburgh
Abernethy, John
Y BUK, iii, 977
Edinburgh
Aird, W i h m
Y BUK, iii, 976
Meigle
Anderson, James
Y BUK, iii, 975
Edinburgh
Balcanquhai, Walter
Y BUK, iii, 976
Edinburgh
Balfour, James
Y EUK,iii, 976
Stirling
Bannatyne, Adam
'r' BUK,iii, 975
LXlark
Bannatyne, Robert
Y BUK, iii, 978
Y BUK, iii, 979
AV
Barclay, David
Y BUK.iii, 975
Barclay, John
Meigle
Y BUK, iii, 978
Lanark.
Birnie, William
Blackbum, Archibald
Y
Y BUK, iii, 975
Aberdeen
Y
Y BUK, iii, 975
Aberdeen
Blackburn,Peter
Y
Y BUK, iii, 977
Glasgow
Boyd, Andrew
Y
N BUK,iii, ?77
Pais 1ey
Brisbane, William
Y BUK, iii, 975
Meigle
Brown, David
Y BUK,iii, 978
Dumfries
Brown,John
Y BUK, iii, 978
Dumfries
Erown, &ciwd
Buchanan, Robert
Y
Y BUK,iii, 976
CupW
hPW
Caldcleuch, John
Y BUK, iii, 979
St Andrews
Carrnichael, John
Y BUK,iii, 976
Y BUK, iii, 977
Chirnside
Clapperton, John
Dundee
Clayiuils, Andrew
Y BUK,iii, 975
Jedburgh
Clerk,Wlliam
Y BUK, iii, 977
Dunferrnline Colden, John
Y BUK, iii, 976
Dalkeith
Colt, Adam
Y BUK, iii, 976
Y BUK, iii, 976
Llnlithgow
Cornwell, Robert
Y B W iii, 979
Cowper, Wi 11i am
Pehh
CJPW
Cranston, William
Y BUK, iii, 376
Melrose
Daes, James
Y BlK,iii, 977
Melrose
Douglas,Alexande
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK, iii, 976
Douglas, Thomas
cup=
Y B E ,iii, 978
Dunbar, George
A Brechin
Durie, Joshua
Y BUK,iii, 975
St Andrews
DLIt-ie,Robat
Y BTK, iii, 976
hchterarder Edmeston, John
Y BUK, iii, 9 7 5
Mearns
Erskine, John
Y BUK, iii, 975
Dunfermline Fairfoul, John
Y BUK, iii, 976
Fordoun
Forbes, Alexander
Y BUK, iii, 975
mine
F'ullerton, Hew
Y BUK, iii, 978

'

Year1
Month
P&bgeryetc
........................................................

........
6
r
7
3 j1601

May

May
May
May

M Y
May
May
May
May

&Y
&Y
&Y
May
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
Nowember
November
November
November
November
NoVt3llbtX
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
November
l?Jovember
November
November
November
Noamber

November
November
November
November
November
November

November
November
November
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..---".."r-..--i

.._.._..I

! 729

1602

1

Month
l._ll__...__.._..

i
Presbytexy
I
-.._.. .. _......-..-etc
....
W i e , Artfnrr
November
Arbroath
Gaits, Alexander
Dulls
November
Glass, William
Dunkcid
November
St Andrews Gledstanes, George
November
Hall, John
Edinburgh
November
Hamilton, G-avin
Hamilton
November
Hamilton,Wi lliam
Kirkcudbright
November
Hay, Alexander
Elgin
November
Hay, John
Paisley
November
Hepbum, Edwzrd
Haddington
November
Howie, Robert
Dundee
November
Howieson, John
H m i lton
November
Hume, Alexander'@
Dunblane
November
Hunter, Robert
Dunfries
November
Inglis, George
Linlithgow
November
Inglis,Nathan
November
Ayr
Ken-,John
Peebles
November

November
November
November
November
November
November

November
November
November
November
November

Paisley
Erlcirose

Lidithgow
Brechh
Perth
Edinbur&
Arbroath
Glasgow
Brechin
St Andrews
St Andrews

1

.....................

Y BUK, iii, 977

Y BUK,iii, 9 7 5

Y

Leich, Andrew

Y BUK, ill, 977
Y BUK,iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 978
Y BUK, iii, 976
Y BUK, iii, 978
Y BTIK, iii, 977
N BUK,iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 977
Y BUK,iii, 979
Y B I X , iii, 475

Y BUK,iii, 97?
Y BTU€&iii, 379
Y BUK,iii, 975

Lindsay, .r?i exmder
Lincisay, David
Lindsay, Patrick
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Y BUK, iii, 977
Y BUK,iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 974
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y EUK, iii, 979
Y BUIC, iii, 978
Y BUK, iii, 975
IT Y BUK, iii, 977

Knox, Andrew
Knox, John
Law, James

Livingstone, Wi Iliam
Marshall. John
Martin, James
Melville, J m e s
r---------M e t b ~ r iWiflim
,
Duns
1 757 I1602 November
1602 Navember
Micheison,
John
i(lrkcaidy
).._............ ^...._..
Dunfermline Plliles, Edmond
i
759 /1602 November
Mlne, James
Aberdeen 3
November
Moncreiff, Archibald
Perth
November
Munro, George
L%anonry
November
Nicolson, Jmes
Meigle
November
Ogill, Richard
Dunbar
November
Peebles, Thomas
Linlithgow
November
Philip, Henry
Arbroath
November
Pont, Robert
Edinburgh
November
Rait, David
Aberdeen
November
Ramsay, George
Ddkeith
Nou ernber
Ramsay, Tobias
Chirnside
November
Rattray, Silvester
Dunkeld
November
Rawson, Alexander
Elgm
November
Reid,
Matthew
TMigtom
November
Ross, James
Perth
November
November Kincardine O'Neil Ross, John
Ross, Richard
Aberdeen
November
Row, W
i1li am
Perth
November
Scot,
William
KifkCddY
November
Scrimgeour, Alexander
Irvine
November
sharp, Patrick
Glasgm
November
Sibbald, Abmharn
Deer
November
Sibbald, James
Meams
November
Simson, Archibald
Dalkeith
November
Simson, Patrick
Stirling
November

[Ts-..l

1 ... .-.Source
"LUni
__._
iComiPrt
.--..______
L"
Y BUK,iii, 375

N
Y
Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y BID& iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 375
Y EUK, iii, 376
Y BUK,iii, 976
Y BUK,iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 376
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y BUK,iii, 975
Y EUK,iii, 975
Y BbX,iii, 979
Y BUK979
Y BUK,iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 376
Y BUK,iii, 975
'1' BUK, iii, 934
Y BUK,iii,?75
Y BUK,iii, 976
Y BUK, iii, 977
Y ELK,iii, 375
Y BUK, iii, 974
Y BUK,iii, 938
Y BUK. iii, 975
Y EUK, iii, 9?5
Y BIK, iii, 975
Y BUK,ill, 975
Y BUK, iii, 976
Y BUK,iii, 979
Y EUK, iii, 977
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 975
Y BUK, iii, 3'76
Y EUK,iii, 9721

,

... i

!-78!5

! 1602 November
November
November

Mekose

Kkkcaidy

Y BUK, iii, 977

Smith, John
Space, David

Linlithgow
Spottiswoode, John
Kincardine O'Neil Strachan, John
Wallcinshaw, Patrick
Hamilton
Wallace, Robert
Wigtown
November
Welsh, John
November
Ayr
Wilkie, Rob&
St Andrews
November
Erskine, Willim
S t h h
JdY
Melville, James
St Andrews
July
Murray, William
sthdrews
July
Abernethy, momas
Jedburgh
July
Blackburn,Archibald
Aberdeen
July
Davidson, William
Deer
July
Dmcan, Andrew
St Andrews
July
M e , Rob&
Sthdrews
July
Fenne, Charles
Deer
July
Forbes, John
Alford
July
Forbes, William
Alford
July
Greig, James
Irvine
July
Hmlaw,
Nathaniel
Dalkeith
July
Henderson, Abraham
Kirkcudbi&
July
Howison, David
Deer
July
Inglis, Nathan
AF
JdY
bang, James
Alford
July
Munro, John
Tain
July
Rait, David
Aberdeen
July
Kincardine O'Neil Reid, Robert
July
Robertson, David
Deer
July
Ross, James*
Ellon
July
ROSS,
John*
Perth
July
Rough, John
Aberdeen
July
Sharp, John
st Andrews
July
Sirnon, Archibald
Dalkeith
July
Strachan, Alexander
July
cup=
Welsh,
John
July
Ayr
Young, John
?
July
Youngson, Robert
aiford
July
Abernethy, John
Jedburgh
December
Bell, Jahn
GISgoW
December
Blackburn, Peter
Aberdeen
December
Carrnichael, James
Haddington
De c a ber
Dunfermline Fairfoul, John
December
Dunfermline Forrester, Andrew
December
King's Minister Galloway, Patrick
December
Hall, John
Edinburgh
December
Hay,John
Paisley
December
Howie, R o b e
Strathbogie
December
Law, James
Linlithgow
December
Lindsay, Alexander
Perth
December
Nicolson, James
Meigle
December
Ogill, David
Haddington
[ 837 11606 December
Philip, Henry
Arbroath
December
Reid,
James
Haddington
December
S h q , Patrick
Glasgow
December

Y BUK, iii, 976

November
November
November
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Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK, iii, 9'75
Y BUK, iii, 977
Y BUK,iii, 978
Y BVK, iii, 978
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK,iii, 1009
Y BUK, iii, 1009
Y BUK, iii, 1009
Y Forbes, Records, 396
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK,iii, 1017
Y BUK, iii, 1016
Y BUK, iii, 1013
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK, iii, 1013
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y Forbes, Records, 3 96
Y Forbes, Records, 396
Y Forbes, Records, 396
Deer Presb fo.5 5 (a>r
Y Forbes, Records, 396
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK, iii, 1013
Y BUK,iii, 1013
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK, iii, 1013
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y Forbes, Records, 397
Y BUK, iii, 1017
Y BUK,iii, 1013

Y Forbes, Records, 3 96

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

N

Y

Y
Y

Y BUK,iii, 1017
Y Forbes, Records, ?96
Y Forbes, Records, 396
Y BUEL, iii, 1017
Jed Presb fo.8r
Glasg Presb, i, fo.3 171
Y BUK, iii, 1031
HaddPresb, ii, fo. 1441
BUK,iii, 1020
BUK, iii, 1020
Y BUK, iii, 1023
Y BUK, iii, 1031
Y BUK,iii, 1031
Y BUK, iii, 1024
Y BUK,iii, 1023
Y BUK, iii, 1024
Y BUK 1024
Hadd Presb, ii, fo. 1441
Y BUK, iii, 1024
Hadd Presb, ii, fo.1441
Y BUK, iii, 1024

Y

Kincardine ONeil Strachan. John
Thomson, Richard
Jedburgh
December
Wemyss,David
Glasgow
December

December

E
l
1 845

1606 December
July
July
.TUlY
JdY

July
JdY
July
July
July
July
July
July
JdY

+-...
...-........ :

1

864 11608

1-..-.._.... - 1608
865j

! 866 11608

Lanszrk

Birnie, William
Blackbum, Peter
Boyd, Andrew
Byres,George
Caidcleuch, John
Campbell, John
Carmichaef, John
Clapperton, John
Cowper,Will iam
Douglas, Alexander
Douglas,Willi am

CUpW

Argyll
St Andrews
Chirnsi de

Juiy

July
July
July

Elgin
Fordoun
Wine

July
July
July
July
JdY
JdY

JdY
July

July
JdY
July
JdY
July

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

N

Y
Y

Y

Y

Forbes, Alexander

Y
Y

Y
Y

Glendirning,Rob&

Y

Graham, George
Perth
Hall, John
Edinburgh
Kirkcudbright Hamilton, Gavin
HmlIton, Vrrillisn
fLrkslL&ri&
Hay, George
Turriff
P aid ey
Hay,John
Hepbum, Eciward
Dunbar
Hewatt, Peter
Edinburgh
Robert
Howie,
Strathbogie
Hume, Dauid"
DWIS
Kerr, John
Haddington
Kinnem, John
St h d r e w s
Knox, Andrew
Isles
Knox, John
Melrose
KlI-&s hdinister Lamb, Andrew
Law, James
Linlithgow
Leich, Andrew
Brechin
Lindsay, David
Edinburgh
Lindsay, Patnck
Arbroath
Livingstone, Henry
Stirling
MacGill, Walter
Jedburgh
MacQuorne, John
AYT
Martin,James'
Deer
Methven, William
Duns
Michelson, John
Kirkcaldy
Nicolson, James
Meigle
Oswell, Archibald
Haddington
Philip, Henry
Arbroath
Ramsay, Andrew
Fordoun
Dalkeith
Ramsay, -0rge

Y

Kirkcudbnght

.

Y

Y

Fullerton, Hew
Futhie, Arthur
firoath
King's Minister Galloway, Patrick
Gledstanes, George
St Andrews

July
July
July
July

I------July

Adamson, John

Bannatyne, Adam

Stirling
Eigm

July

Wilkie, Rob&
Abernethy, John
Abernethy, Thomas

Stirling

Melrose

Juljr

i 884 11608

Haddington

Glasgow

July
July
m y
July
July
July
July
Juiy
July
July
July
July
July
608

Jedburgh
Jedburgh

Aberdeen

July

t883i

St Andrews

Y
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Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

BUK, iii, 1020
BUK, iii, 1031
Jed Prcsb fo.8r
Glasg Presb i f0.3 17 v
BUK, iii, 1031
Jed P m b fo.37r
Jed Presb fo.37r
Hadd Presb, ii, fa 1S9r
BUK, iii, 1053
BUK,iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1058
Me1 Presb fo.2lv
BUK, iii, 1058
BUK,iii, 1047
BUK, iii, 1061
BUK, iii, 1047
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1058
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK,iii, 1046
BUK,iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1047
BUK,iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1045
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1047
BUE;, iii, 1047
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1037
BUK, iii, 1047
BUK, iii, 1047
BUK, iii, 1058
BUK, iii, 1046
Hadd Presb, ii, fo.1591
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, I058
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK,iii, 2046
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046
Stir1Presb, iv, 20 July
Jed Presb fo.37r
BUK, iii, 1057
Deer Presb fo. 108v
BUK,iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046

Y
Y
Y BUK 1046
Y BUK,iii, 1061
Y BUK, iii, 1047
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK,iii, 1057

Manth

898

&
I-!%%1608
-/
1608
1608

i 901 11608

909

1608

July
JdY
July

July
JdY
July

sbp
-1...._P"...r.. e...-..
."--q e t c j--.-.--...

Dumfries
Elgin
Ellon
cups
Glasgow
Irvine

July
July

Glasgow
Melrose

JdY
July
July
July
JUlY
JdY
July
June
June
June

Deer
Stirling

Glasgow
Dumbarton
Kincardine OYTeil
Perth
St Andrews
Wigtown

Glasgow

June

Lanark

June
June
June
JUX
June
June
June

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

June
June
June
June
June

June

June
June

June

950 1610

June

951 11610

June

June

Ramsay,Thomas
Rawson,Alexander

Reid,John

Scot, William
Scott, Rob&
Scrimgeour, Alexander
Sharp, Patrick
Shaw, Pattick
Sibbald, Abraham
Simson, Patrick
Spottiswoode, John

Y
Y

Paisley
Aberdeen
Glasgow

Meigle

Y

L+m

Douglas, Thomas
Dnunmond, Andrew

Edinburgh
Orkney

Arbroath
Elgin
Moray S
Moray S

Y BUK, iii, 1089

Birstoam, William
Blackburn,Archibald
Boyd, Andrew
Brown,David

Douglas,Alexander

Perth

Y BUK, iii, 1090

Birnie, William

Elgin

cupw
Argyll
Brechm
Arprl I
Argyll
Haddingm
Chirnside
Aberlour
Linlitlgow

Dundas,James

Dundas,Patrick
Dundas, Thomas

Durie, Simeon
Brechin
Elliot, James
Caithness
Forbes, Alexander
Dunfermline Forrester, Andrew
Arbroath
Futhie, Andrew
AberdeenS
Garein,John
Linlithgow
Gilmour, Robert
St Andrews
Gledstanes, George
Kirkcudbright Glendimhg, Rob&
Stirling
Graham, George

St Andrews
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Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 1047
Y BUK, iii, 1058
GlasgPresb ii f0.h
Y BUK, iii, 1047
Y BUK,iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 105?
Y BUK,iii, 1057
Y BUK,iti, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 1058
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 1058
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1089

Bell, John

Kirkcudbright

hchterarder
Garioch

Y
Y
Y

Stewatt, Waiter
Strachan, John
Wemyss, Patrick
Wilkie, Robert
Adamson, Jarnes

Buchanan, Rob&
Burdoun, James
Burnet, Robert
Caldcleuch, John
Cameron, John
Campbell, Dougall
Campbell, John
Campbell, Neil
Cannichael, James
Clapperton, John
Clogie, William
C 3m-m11, Rob&
Cowper, William
Cranston, Mchael
Dishington, Andrew
Donaldson, James

CupX

Y

Y

Kirkcudbright Aikmm, John
Kelso
Balfour, John

June
June

Name
-I-..I"

-__.

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

BUK, iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1089
BUK, iii, 1087
BUK, iii, 1088
BUK,iii, 1087
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK,iii, 1.088
BUK, iii, 1090
BUK,iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1090
BUIC, iii, 1090
BUK, iii, 1088
BUK, iii, 1089
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1058
BUK $1, 1087
BUK,iii, 1088
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1090
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK,iii, 1088
BUK, iii, 1087
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1087
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1086
BUK, iii, 1088
BUK,iii, 1087
BUK,iii, 1086
BUK,iii, 1088
BUK, iii, 1087
BUK, iii, 1090
BUK, iii, 1083

1

953 11610

F%q
9%

June
June
June
June

1610

June

1610

3me
June
June
June
June

1610

June
June
June
June
1i--g966
6-,-i 11610
1610
June
June
1610
I-"--'
June
t 969 11610
i-o[1610
June
1

Caithness
Alford
Meigle

Dunbar

Edinburgh
Hamilton

June

I>umfriCS

b973? 1610

June

Dunkeld

;

1 974

June

Dumfries

11610
975
!............. il610
>
! 976 11610

June

Linlithgow

i

June

Wigtown

1610

June
June

Dundee
Meigle

978 11610
...........-..

June

Ides

June
June
June

Kelso
Brechin
Kirkcaldy
Dunbar
Orkney

1

p'"

i 97911610
i,.---980 il6lO

i+"--981 11610

-

I

j ......982
gEi3-..... ;I610

61
ii.__........._...-.
954 i11610
1 985

11610

f-------i

986
r.._..I.-."
._-....4j1610

i

fI ........................
987 116'10
988 11610

rF&T 1610

June
June

June
June
June
June
June

994 !1610

June
June
June
June
June
June

i---.J
ir"-" 9......_........
% I1610

June
June

-----(

.--.--..-.I

! 990 11610

--b
j

1

99171610
992""'1 61

*
1 99<11610
..........

!

!
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
I

1

1-gs-I

16 10

.d

!

997 i16lO

..-..--.-... ..".

June

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Y BUK, iii, 1086

Guthrie, Alexander
Guthie, Henry
Guthrie, John
Arbroath
Hair, William
Orkney
HalI, John
Edinburgh
Hamilton, Archibald
Paisley
Klrkcudbngfit Hamilton, Gmin
Hamilton, James*
Hamilton
Kirkcudbright Hamilton, William
Turriff
Hay, George
Hay, James
Turtiff
Paisley
Hay, Jahn
D h e s
Hemyson, Robert
Dunbar
Hepburn, Edward

fp----..971 !1610

972 11610

Gray, James

Brechin

Dunkeld
Lanark
Art.rroath
P eeb 1e s
Yeebies
Gxioch

Argyll
Argyll
Argyll
Ayr
TUITiff
cupm

Paisley

Dunkeid

Aberdeen

Brechin
Kirkcaldy
Perth
sthdrcws
Hamilton
ChanOnrY

Ki&Calb>t

St Andrews
Stirling

Y BUK, iii, 1087

Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK,iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1091
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK. iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1088
'JI" BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1086

Hepbum, Thomas
Hewatt, Peter
Howieson, John
Hunter, Rob&

Ireland, Alexander

Johnetone, Simeon
Keith, Alexande?
Kinnaird, George

Kinnear, David
Kinninmonth, Alexander
&ox, Andrcw

Knox, James

Lamb,Andtew
m m t , luan

Lauder, John
Lm, James
Leich,h d r e w
Lindsay, Alexander
Lindsay, John
Lindsay,Patrick
Livingstone, Robert
Logan, James
Log+, John
MacCahan, Nicol
MacCalun, John
MacIlrory, Donald
MacQuorne, John
Maitland, Robert
Martin, J m e s

Maxwell, George
Menzies, James
Mercer, Rob&
Mercheston, Richard
Michelson, John
Moncreiff, Archibald
Monipcnny, David
Mwhead, Thomas
Munro, George
Mumy, William
Murray, William
Nairn, William
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1090
Y BUK, ii, 1090
Y BUK, ii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1090

Y

Y

Y

BUK,iii,

Y BUK,iii, 1086
Y BUK,iii, 1088
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y EUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, ill, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUJS, iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUTS, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1087

June

June

I1022 11610

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Caithness
Caithness
Caithness

Dunfermline
Ldithgow
Arbroath

AF

Aberdeen
Mearns
Mearns

Irvine
Hamilton
SlaSgOW

Deer

Glasgow

Sue

Dunfermline
Isles

JUlle
June

June

JLUX

June
June

June

Isles

Orkney
Dumbarton

Stirlmg
Kelso
Kincardine O'Neil
Dalkeith
Jedburgh
Mearns
hine
Ayr

Orkney
Wigtown
Laflark

Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1086

Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1088
Y BUK, iii, 1087

Primrose, Peter

Rait, David
Rait,James'
Ramsay, Andrew
DumEries
Ramsay, Thomas
Dunkeld
Rattray, Silvester
Elgin
Rawson, Alexander
Ellon
Reid,John
Kincardine, O'Neil Reid, Robert
Kincardine O'Neil Reid,VJillim
Rind, Robert
Dundee
Ross
Rock, Robert
Abcrdcm 3
ROM,Rob&

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
Jui-e
June

Ogsbwie, Andrew
Pape, Thomas
Pape, William
Patcm, William
Peebles, Thomas
Philip, Henry

Y

Scrungeour, Alexander
Sharp, David
sharp, Patriclr,
Sibbald, Abraham

Spottiswoode, John
Stewart,James
Stewart, Patrick

Stewart,Rob&
Stewart,Rob&+
Stewart, Walter
Stirling, William

Storie,Thomas
Strachan, John
Tumer, Patrick
Unnamed (x2)
walker,Adm
Wall ace, hfichael
Wall ace, Wiili am
Watmtoun, Patrick
Watson, John
Wilkie, Rob&+
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Y

Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK,iii, 1086
Y BIT& iii, 1086
Y BUK,iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUX, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1087
Y BUK,iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1086

Y BUK,iii, 1090
Y BUK,iii, 1089
Y BUK, iii. 1089
Y BUK, iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1089
Y BUK,iii, 088
Y BUK,iii, 09 1
Y BUK,iii, 091
Y BUK,iii, 085
Y BUK, iii, 089
Y BUK, iii, 087
Y BUK, iii, 1089

Y BUK, iii, 1086

Y BUK, iii, 1088
Jed Presb fo. 8 1r
Y BUK,iii, 1086
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK,iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK, iii, 1090
Y BUK, iii, 1090

APPENDIX 2.

General Assemblies - the Doctors.

(a) Alphabetical.
(b) Chronological.
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May
August
June
April
June

March
March

'9' 1586

L F !

August

1587
1588
1588

June
w
s
t
1 12 1
F e w
1590 March

ITi

1590

........---.

-2

b
1
6

1

I 117

[

1

1591
1593
1594

18
1595
1 19 t 1596
!-30-1 1597
21 11598
1 22
I 1590
LP-, ! 1593
1 24 i 1593

-+

August

July
April
May

June
March
March

March
August
Apri1

April

St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews

Blair, Homer
Duncan, Andrew
Howie, Robert

Y

Johnstone,John

Y

St Andrews Johnstone, John
St Andrews Johnstone, John
St Andrews J o h t o n e , John
St Andrews Mmche, Willim
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Mefville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew

N
Y

St Andrews Melville,Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Patrick

St Andrews Meiville, Patrick
Schoolmaster Yuil, Robert
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Y BUIC, iii, 856
Y BUK,iii, 857

N

Scot, Narration, 100

Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 651
Y BUK,ii, 685

Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK,ii, 747

BUK,ii, 764
Y BUK,ii, 780
Y

Y
Y

St Andrews Melville, Andrew

3t Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Andrew

St A Presb fo.6 3
Y BUK,ii, 764
Y BUK,iii, 1087
Y BUK, iii, 801

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

BUK,iii, 795
Y BUK,iii, 819
Y

Y BUK, iii, 846
Y BUK, iii, 857
St A Presb f o . 7 8 ~
N St An& Presb, f0.89~
Y BUK, ii, 764
St A Presb foa5 Ov
STAKSR, ii, 748-9

I

1

1 1586

May
June

February
PJJgUst
March
A4ugust
m
t

tT_l...-.;
L-4
i 12

'

1591

1593

I 1593

August
August

July
April

April

Ppi1
Ii" 14
1 15

~.j

1593
i 1594

April
May
June

June
MaI-Ch

March
March
March
March
JlIX

Melville, Andrew
Melville, Andrew
Melville, Andrew
Melville, Andrew
Melville, h & e w
St Andrews Duncan,Andrew
St Andrews Marche, William
St Andrews Melville, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Patrick
StAndrem Melville, AncireW

StAndreWs
St Andrews
St An*
St Andrews
St Andrews

St Andrews Johnstone, John
St Andrews Melaiile, Andrew
St Andrews Melville, Patrick

Schoolmaster Yuil, Robert
St -4ndrews Blair, Homer

St Andrews Meiville, Andrew

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

BUK,ii, 685
BUK, ii, 703
BUK,ii, 729

BUK,ii, 747
BUK,ii, 764

Y BUK,ii, 764
Y BKii.764

Y
Y
Y

Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, ii, 780
Y BUK, iii, 801
Y BUK, iii, 795
St APresb f 0 . 5 b
SIYKSR, ii, 748-9
St P,Presb fo.62r

Y

Y BUK,iii, 8 19

Y
Y

St Andrews Johnstone, John

Y BUK, lii, 856

Jotmstont, John

N

Melville, Andrew

Y

Y BUK,iii, 346
Y BUK.iii, 857
Y BUK,iii, 557

St Andrews
9t Andrews
3t Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews
St Andrews

Melville, Andrew

Melville. Andrew
Johnstone, John
Melviile, Andrew
Howie, RRobert
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St APresb € 0 . 7 8 ~

Y
Y

bT Scot, Marration, 100

Y

N
Y

St An& Presb, fo.89v
ETJK, iii, 1OfV

APPENDIX 3.
General Assemblies - the Barons.
(a) Alphabetical.
(b) Chronological.
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II-..--- 1

*I-...--YenrlMonth

t

1606

Name
_
_
.
_
_
_
.
I

--..

-~cam'
Prt
..... "_L..
.
.
.
.
I
,
"

December ~ockbum,Richard(PS)
June
Cockbum, Samuel
Augwt Colvdle, James of Ochiltrct
February Constable of Dundee
July
Constable of Dundee
August Douglas, Archibald
Dougias, Sir George
May
August Dundas o f that ilk,George
February EarlM.arischal
December Earl o f Abercorn
June
Earl of Abercorn
February EarlofAngus

March
June

Earl ofArgyll
Earl o f Caithness

Y
Y

Y

December Earl of Cassillis

w,

.

I
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BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK,ii, 703
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK,ii, 765
Dkeith Presb fo.172r
Y PUK, ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 7 0 4
Y BUK, iii, 1022
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK, ii, 7 0 4
Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 March
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK, iii, 1028
Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK, iii, 1022
Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK,iii, 1025
Y BUK, iii, 1022
Y BUK, iii, 1046
'i BUK, iii, 1085
Y EUK, i i i , 1022
Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK, iii, 1085
Y BUK, iii, 1022
Y

Y

July
Earl of Crawford
ir-+17 I 1606 December Em1 of Dunbar
!
18 I 1608
July
Earl of Dunbm
June
EariofDunbar
December Earl of Eglinton
December Earl of Glencairn
July
Earl of Glencairn
June
Earl of Glencairn
December Earl ofKinghorn
July
EarlofKmghorn
June
Earl of Kinghorn
December Earl o f Linlithgow
July
Earl of Linlithgow
December Earl o f Lothm (1)#
July
Earl o f Lothian (1>#
June
Em1 o f Lothian (2>#
February EarlofMar
ALlgUst EarlofMar
March EmlofMar
December Earl o f Montrose (I
June
Earl of Montrose (2>#
March Earl o f Morton (1)
August Earl of Morton (I)
May
Earl of blorton (1)
July
Earl of Morton (2)
December Earl of Orkney
December Earl of Wjgtown
3uly
Earl o f Wigtown
June
Earl of Wigtown
August Elphmstone, James
Goodman of Carberry
-3
GoocfmanofCarbeny
June
47 I 1589
MaITh Goodman of C d e r r y
48 11590
i 49 ! 1590 August GoodmanofCarbeny
Goodman of Carberry
July
.
1591
4
GoodmanofC&erry
May
August GoodmanofStravithie
December Hamilton,Sir John
December Hamilton, Sir Thomas (LA)
August Johnstone of Elphinstone
August Johnstone, Adam

BUK,iii, 1091

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

BUK,iii,

1057

BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, ill, 1046
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK,ii, 704
BUK,ii, 763
S t r l Presb, ii, 3 March
BUK,rii, 1022

BUK,iii, 1085

Dkeith Presb, fo. 123r
BUK,ii, 764
Dkeith Presb, fo.172r
BUK, iii, 105?
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK. iii, 1085
BUK,ii, 764
EdinPresb,i, 6 Aug.
EdinPresb, i, 10 June
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
BUK, ii, 765
Edin Presb, i, 29 June
D k c i t h h s b , fo.172r
BUK, ii, 7 6 4
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, ii, 729
BUK,ii, 765

I

__i

Year!_.-__.___^__
Month
.-__.._..-

I

1590
1 59 f 1593
1594
1-___._
61 I1590

i 607

--b

June
August

Name
i
Lairdof Merchiston
_____._-____l-l_.

LardofAbbotshall
LairdofAbbotshall
May
LairdofAirdrie
August LairdofAirth
May
LairdofAirth
April
LairdofAirth
1594
May
Laird o f Atton
1606 December Laird ofBalcomie
May
Laird of Balcomow
1590
August LairdofBalfour
1590
August LairdofBalhhmd
June
Laird of Balmain
April

July
May

Laird o f Balmanie
LairdofBalmounth
72 i 1594
Ji-me
Laird o f Balnamoone
December Laird o f Balvaird
July
Laird of Bdvaird
August Laird of Balwearie
March Laird of bmciocht
August Laird o f Blanshe
June
Laird of Blanshe
May
Laird o f Blebo
June
Laird ofBlythswood
June
Laird o f Bombie
August Laird of Braid
June
Laird o f Braid
hfarch Laird of Braid
August

LairdofBraid

July
May
June
March
July
June

Laird of Braid
Laird ofBraid
Laird of Braid
LairdofBraid
Laird of Bromouth
LairdofBrunstane
March Laird of Bmnstane
May
Laird o f Bufie
June
Laird o f Caldwwood
August Laird o f Cambo
April
Laird of Cambo
May
Laird of Cambo jnr
February Laird of Caprington
August Laird o f C d e i t h
May
Laird of Carnbie jnr
February

Laird of Camell

July

Laird o f Carnell

August
August

May

April
March

June
August
hgut

March

LairdofCarse
LairdofCarse
LairdofCarse

1

l
source
__!corn]
.._.._._--.-._-~ r t'--__-..---------- ---- I
Y
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

LairdofCarse
Laird of Cashkelpie
Laird of Cashkelpie
Lairdof Cleich

LairdofClerklntom
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Y BUK, iii, 1091

BUK, iii, 1091
EdinPresb, i, 6 Aug.
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
EdinResb, i, 25 feb.
Y BUK, ii, 765
EdinPresb, i, 29 June
Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
EdinPresb, ii, 10 June
Edrn Presb, ii, 16 Mar.
Y BUK,iii, 1057
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June
Edin Presb, ii, 16 Mar.
St A Presb, fo.62r
B
I K , iii, 1091
Y
Y BUK, ii, 764
Y BUK, iii, 795
St APresb, fo.62r
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 766
St APresb, fo.62r
Y BUK, ii, 703
Y BUK, iii, 1046
Y BUK, ii, 729
Y BUK, ii, 763
Stirl Presb, ii, 16 May
Stiri b s b , ii, 17 Apr.
Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
HaddPresb, i, fo.25v
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK,ii, 764
Hadd Presb, i, f 0 . 5 4 ~

Y

Y

LairdofCarst

GIasg Presb, i, fo.65r
Hadd Presb, i, fo. 1 l r
Hadd Presb,i, f o . 2 5 ~
St A Presb, fo. 62r

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

BUK, ii, 764
BUK,iii, 795
St A Presb, fo. 62r
BTJK, xi, 763
Stiri Resb, ii, 16 May
Stirl Presb, ii, 17 Apr
BUK, iii, 836
BUK, iii, 3022
St A Presb, f0.62r
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, iii, 1091
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1046
St A Presb, fo.62r
BUK,iii, 109 1
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1057
BUK, ii, 764

j115I 1594
116

124
,

125

1 1588

I

1596
1588

590
594
596
600
590

594
590
591

LairdofCleriuntoun
Laird of Closebun
LairdofCockpen
February Laird of Coldmgknowes
Augwt LairdofColinton
Laird of Colinton
June
March Laird of Colinton
August Laird of Colinton
July
Laird of Colinton
May
LainlofColinton
June Laird of Colinton
Match LairdofCoiirrton
February Laird of Colluthie
augusrt LairdofColluthie
August LairdofColluthie
April
Laird of Colluthie
March Laird o f Corstorphine
August Laird o f Corstorphine
May
Laird of Cotfield
August Laird of Craigcassie
August
August
May

May
Mzurh
March

March
May
August

Laird o f Dalrnahoy

May

Laird of Dalmahoy
Laird of Dalmahoy
Laird of Dalmahoy
LairdofDnlmlarrrig
LairdofDnwnlmrig
Laird o f Dundas
Laird o f Duntreath

August
June

August

I

!...-...._...-._..I

Laird of Craiglm$ ...I
Laird of Dairsy jnr
Laird o f Dalhousie
Laird of Dalhousie
Laird of Dalmahoy

July

June
March

k-=--"-i
148 i 1594
1 149 1 1593
I
I ----150
"..-! ! 1608
' 151 i 1588
i 152 I 1589
+--1
! 153 i 1590

Laird of Craighall

June
April
May
April

July
August

Y

Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK, ii, 766

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

St A Presb. fo.62r
GlasgPresb, i, fo.65r
3t APresb, fo. 104v
Dkth Presb, fo. 1 15v
Dkth Presb, fo.1'7 2r
BUK, ii, 765
Edin Presb, i, 29 June
Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
Edin Presb, ii, 113 June
Edin Presb, ii, 16 Mar.
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, iii, 1091

Y

EUK,ii, 735

Y

BUK, iii, 1091
St A Presb, fo.5 Or
St APresb, fo.62r

Y
Y

1-

Y
Y
Y

Y

LairdofDurie
LairdofDurie
Laird of Earlhall
Laird o f Edmiston
Laird of EIphinstone

Laird o f Elphinstone
March Laird of Elphinstone
August Laird of Elphinstone
March Laird o f Faudonside
August Laird of Faudonside jnr
August Laird of Gargunnoch
august h r d of Gariies
August Laird of Glennegies
June
L,aird of Glenorchy jnr
June
Laird of GrandtuIly
August LairdofHalhll
March Laird of Hatharundale
March LairdofHinnanstoun
July
Laird o f Houston
December Laird o f herwick
December Laird o f hverquharity
August Laird of Keir

June
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Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Dkeith Presb, fo.17 2r
BUK, ii, 704
E& presb, i, 6 Bug.
EdinPresb, i, 10 June
Edin Presb, i, 25 Feb.
BUK, ii, 765
EdinPresb, i, 29 June
Edinh-esb, ii, 30 Apr.
EdinPresb, ii, 10 June
EdinPresb, ii, 16 Mar.
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 730
BUK, ii, 764
St A Presb, fo.5 Or
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
BUK, ii, 765
Edin Presb,ii, 30 Apr.
BUK, ii, 766

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

St A Presb, fo.5 Or
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, ii, 729
Hadd Presb, i, fo.2%
H a d d Presb,i, f o . 5 4 ~
BUK, ii, 765

Hadd Presb,i, f 0 . 5 4 ~
Hadd Presb, i, fo. 1lr
BUK, ii, 763
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, iii, 1091
BUK, iii, 3.091
BUK, ii, 764
Dkeith h s b , fo.1 15v
HaddPresb, i, f0.548
BUK,iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1022
SRO, GD 20511/26
BUK,ii, 764

1 170 I 1594
1 171 i 1594

177

1 1593

May

Laird of Kembok

Laid of Kilconquhar
December Laird o f Kilsyth
July
Laird o f Kilsyth
June
LairdofKilsyth
March Laird of Kilsyth jnr
April
Laird o f Kinaddie

May

April

LairdofKinaddie

LairdofKincapie
May
LairdofKincraig
k--1 180 I 1590
August LairdofKinnaddie
181 1606 December Laird of Kinnaird
i 182 1 1608
July
LairdofKirmaird
!--183-(
1 590
August LairdofKinnear
May
LairdofKirkton
[ y T i1594
1593
April
LairdofLmpw
Wch LairdofLangtoun
......186
-.."....-' i 1590
187 I 1594
May
LairdofLqo
Laird of Largo jnr
April
August L a r d o f Lochinvar
1907i 1588 February Laird o f Lochleven
1...........-........-...
191 4i 1588
August Laird of Lochleven
192 i 1590
August LairdofLumdiesnr
April
Laird of Lundie
May
LitlrdofLmdie
/-.........-...-.
1%
I
1588
August
Laird o f Merchston
L"-"June
Laird of Merchiston
I 1% i 1589
Idarch Laird of Merchiston
&gust
Laird of Mwchston
Laird o f Mmhiston
July
April Laird of Merchiston
May
Laird o f Merehiston
March Laird o f Mmchiston
May
LairdofMuton

1

April

i Coml Prt 1
source
I
Y
Stir1Presb, ii, 3 March
Y
St APresb, fo.62r
Y BUK, iii, 1022
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

1

i

I

St APrcsb, fo.62r

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

St A b & , f0.62r
St A Presb, fo. 5 Or

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

March Laird o f Mint0
June
July

LairdofMinto
Laird of Montonhall
March Laird o f Newbyres
August Laird o f Northberwick
June
Laird of Northbenwick
July
Laird o f Northberwick
June
Laird of Northberwick
February LairdofOrmiston
March Laird o f O d s t o n
213 1590
1i---2-i3"...l
214 I 1590
96
August Lairdoformiston
March LairdofOnniston
-!
1606 December Laird of Ormiston
August LairdofPilrig
June
Laird of Pilrig
March LairdofPikg
July
Lard o f Pilrig
May
Laird of Pilrig
June
Laird of Pilrig
March LairdofPilrig
August Laird of Pitmillie

1 1
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Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

BUK, iii, 1046
BUK,iii, 1085
Glasg Presb, i, fo.65r
St APresb, fo.SOr
STAKSR, ii, 748-9
STAKSR, ii, 748-9
St APresb, fo.62r
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, ii, 764
St APresb, f0.621STAKSR, ii, 748-9
Dkeith Presb, fo.115v

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

BUK, ii, 766
BUK,ii, 703
BUK, ii, 729
BUK, ii, 764
St A Presb, f0.5 Or
St APresb, f0.62r
Edin Presb, i, 6 Aug
Edul k s b , i, I0 June
Edin Presb, i, 20 Jan.
BUK, ii, 765
Edin Presb, i, 29 June
BUK,iii, 798
Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
EdinPresb, ii, 16 Mar.
Dkeith b s b , fo. 172r
Glasg Presb, i, fo.65r
BUK, iii, 1091
EdinF'resb, i, 29 June
Dkeith Presb, fo. 1 15v
Hadd Presb, i, fo.1l r
Hadd Presb, i, f 0 . 2 5 ~
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1091
BUK, ii, 707
Dkeith Presb, fo. 115v
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, iii, 861
BUK, iii, 1022
Edin Presb, i, 6 Aug.
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
EdinPresb, i, 29 June
Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June
Edin Presb,ii, 16 Mar.
BUK,ii, 764

1

ComLPrt

source

I

July
April

July

I

1593

234 I 1594

August
August
August
April

April
May

August

June

May
March
August

June
March
AugLlst

July
May
August

April
August

Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK,iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 1056
Y BUK,ii, 765

Laird o f Polwarth
Laird of Powric-ogilvic
Laird of Preston

Laird of Priestfield
LairdofRaithjnr

Y

LairdofRaithsnr
LairdofRaithm
LairdofRires
LairdofRires

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

LairdofRochbank
Laird of Saltcoats
LairdofSanford

Y
Y
Y

Laird of Sauchie
Laird of Smeaton
LairdofSrrleaton
Laird o f Smeaton

Y
Y
Y
Y

Laird o f Smeaton
Laid of Smeaton
Laird o f Smeton
LairdofSpott
Laird o f Stravithie

Y

Y
Y
Y

Lairdofthelle
December Laird o f T o m e
August LairdofTouch

April

Y
Y
Y

Y

L a i r d of Touchadam

March Laird of Touchadam
588
August Laird o f Trabroun
June
Laird o f Trabroun
589
March Laird of Tuilibody
596
606 December Laird o f Wauchton
June
Laird o f Wauchton
61 0
588 Februmy Laird of Wedderburn
April
Laird o f Weddehurn
258 1 5 93
,-.-..._-....-...March Laird of Wedderburn
i 259 ! 596
L'r
.-.-""I - 2 6 0 1590
August Laird o f Wemyss jnr

i

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

261
.^_._..
.' 1588

February Laird o f Whittinghame
April
Laird o f Wilmeston
263 1 1534
May
Laird of Wiimiston
15813 February Lindsay, John
2 6 j 7 1590
August ~ g a n , J h
December LordB1anty-e
"

f 262 1 1593

i

1
I

L W

i

I U l V

!

LU7

I

IUVU

July
June
July

Y
Y
Y

Y

LordBlantyre

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

LordKintail

LordLindsay(l)#
December Lord Lindsay (2)
July
Lord Lhdsay (2)
June
Lord Lindsay (3)

Y
Y
Y
Y

August

...-..".--

Y

Lord Blmtyre

Lord Buccleuch
December Lord Buntisiand
December Lord Culross
August LordDrummond
July
Lord Grahm
December Lord Holyroodhouse
July
Lord Holymodhouse
June

Y

Y
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BUK, ii, 764
BUK,ii, 764
STAKSR, ii, 748-9
St A Presb, fo.5 Or
St A h s b , fo.62r
BUK, ii, 765
Hadd Fresb, i, f 0 . 2 5 ~
St A Presb, fo. 62r
Stkl Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
EdinPresb, i, 6 Aug
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
BUK,ii, 765
EdinPrcsb, i, 29 June
Dkeith Presb, fo. 1?2r
BUK, ii, 765
St APresb, fo.5 Or
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, ii, 763
Stirl Presb, ii, 17 Apr.
Stirl Presb, ii, 3 h4a.r.
Hadd Presb, i, fo. 1l r
Hadd Presb, i, f 0 . 2 5 ~
Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1091
BUK,ii, 707
BUK, iii, 738
BUK, iii, 873
BU-E;, ii, 764
BUK,ii, 703
St A Presb, fo.5 Or
St A Presb, fo.62r
BUK, ii, 703
BUK,ii, 764
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, ii, 764
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1085

1

July
1608
1608

128:

12861
d

i 287

289

I

JdY
Mmh
August

1606 December
1588 Februmy
1606 December

1 1590

July
August

December
July
June
February
March
July

I----/
i

August
June

Lord Loudom

Y
Y

Lord Lovat

LordN&attle (1)#
Lord Newbattle (I)#
Lord Newbattle (2)#
Lord Ochiltree
Lord Ochiltree
Lord Saltoun
Lord Sanquhar
Lord Scone

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Lord Scone

Y
Y

Lord Scone
Lord Sinclair
Lord Sinclair
Lord Torphichen
Lord Yester
Lord Yester

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

March Lord Yester
299 1 1588 February Master of Lhdsay#
august Master of Lindsay#
December Master o f Montrose#
August Master of Sinclair
Master of Tullibardine
June
August Porteous, Rob&
December Preston, John (Collector}
Preston, John (Collector)
July
Ramsay, G-eorge
May
Ijecember Skene, James (CR)
Skene, James (CR)
June
February Tutor of Pitcur
Tutor of Pitcur
Watson of 7
April

1590
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Y
Y

Y
Y

N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK,ii, 766
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK,ii, 704
BUK, iii, 861
BUK, iii, 1057
Hadd Presb, i, fo. 1 lr
Hadd Presb, i, f0.258
Hadd Presb, i, f0.54~
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 729
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1046
St AResb, fo.62r
BUK, iii, 1022

OL,i, nacxliv

Y
Y
Y

Y

BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1057
Dkcith Presb, fo. 1 15v
BUK, ii, 765

BUK, ii, 703
EUK, ii, 725,
St APresb, fo.56r

1
2
3

4

11588
i 1588
i 1588

"! 1588

February
Febrtrary
Febnrary
February
February
February
February
February
February

February
February

75-1
14

i 1588

1588
16 --..1 1588
17 i 1588
1588
19 1 1588
20
1588
21
1588
:

I
.

1

-22
-

1 1588

23 i 1588
24 I
1588
-.-. 25
..__..., 1588
26
i 1588
_...
J.-,.-". 27 -! 1588
1588
--.....-.28
...
1558
.-.-- 29
1588
.. 30......
31
1588
32
1588
---.-.--..
33
-- 1588
34 "..,I 1588
35 f 1588

Constable o f Dundee
Earl Marischal

Y
Y
Y

Earl o f Angus
Earl o f Mar
Laird of Caprington
Laird o f C m e l l
Laird o f Coldingknowes
Laird o f Colluhie
Laird o f Lochleven
Laird of Ormiston
Laird of Wedderburn
Lalrd o f Whittlnghame
Lindsay, John
Lord Ochltree
Lord Sinclair
Master o f L;ldsay#
Tutor of Pitcur

Febiuary
February
February
Febw
February
Februmy
August Goodman o f Carberry
August Johnstone o f Elphinstone
Awiw Laird o f Blanshe
August Laird of Braid
Al-lgust Laird o f Cane
August Laird of Colinton
W d Laird of Colluthie
Laird ofDundas
*t
August Laird o f Elphinstone
August Laird o f Faudonside jnr
Aueust Laird o f Lochleven
'4Llgust Laird o f Merchston
August Laird of Northberwick
August Laird o f Pilrig
August Laird o f Smeaton
August Laird of Trabroun
August Lord Yester
AwJst Master o f Lindsay#
A%wt Tutor o f Pitcur
Goodman of Carbeny
June
Laird o f Blanshe
June
Laird o f Braid
June
Laird o f Cashkelpie
June
Laird of Colinton
June
Laird o f Elphinstone
June
Laird o f Merchiston
June
Laird o f Northberwick
June
Laird o f Pilrig
June
Laird o f Saltcoats
June
Laird o f Smeaton
June
Laird o f Trabmun
June
Lord Yester
June
MWCh Earl o f Morton (1)
March Goodmm of carbtny
March Laird o f Braid
March Laird of Clerkintom
March Laird o f Colinton
March Laird of Corstorphine
March Laird of Dalhousie

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

I-..-..---.

I
1

^
I
.
.
.
I
_
_

.
.
I
.
-

38
39

1589

j 1583

40 1
41 A
-.._...-..
42 i
-.-........-...
_^...433
44 i
..--..-.---.- 45

!

1589
1589
1589

1589
1589

1589
.....46
....- 11589
47

{

! 1589

1589
49 f 1589

"
I
-

53 I 1590
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Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
0

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 704
BUK, ii, 704
BUK, ii, 704
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 704
BUK,ii, 703
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 707
BUK, ii. 707
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 703
BUK,ii, 704
BUK, ii, 703
BUK, ii, 703
E h Presb, i, 6 Aug.
BUK, ii, 729
Hadd Presb, i, fo. 1l r
EdinPresb, i, 6 Aug.
BUK,ii, 729
Edin presb, i, 6 Aug.
BUK, ii, 730
BUK, ii, 735
BUK, ii, 729
Hadd Presb, i, fo. 1 lr
BUK, ii, 729
EdinPresb, i, 6 Aug
Hadd Presb, i, fo.1 lr
Edin Presb, i, 6 Aug.
Edin Presb, i, 6 Aug.
Hadd Presb, i, fo.1 lr
Hadd Presb, i, fo. 1 l r
BUK, ii, 729
BUK, ii, 729
EdinPresb, 1, 10 June
Hadd Presb, i, f 0 . 2 5 ~
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
Hadd Presb, i, f o . 2 5 ~
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
Hadd Presb, i, f o . 2 5 ~
EdinPresb, i, 10 June
Hadd Presb, i, f 0 . 2 5 ~
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
Hadd Presb, 1, f o . 2 5 ~
Edin Presb, i, 10 June
HaddPresb, i, f0.25~
HaddPresb, 1, f 0 . 2 5 ~
Dkeith Presb,fo.123r
E d i n h s b , i, 25 Feb.
EdinPresb, i, 25 feb.
HaddPresb, 1, fo.54~
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
Edin Presb, i, 25 Feb.
Dkth Presb, fo. 1 1%

Laird of Elphinstone
Laird of Faudonside
Laird of Hatharundale
Laird of Hirmanstoun
Laird of Langtoun
Laird of Merchiston
Laird of Newbyres
Laird of Ormiston
Laird of Pilrig
Laird of Smeatcm
Lord Newbattle (1>#

I

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Lord Yester

Y
Y

Colville, James o f Ochiltree
Douglas,Archibald
Dundas o f that ilk, George
Earl of Mar
Earl o f Morton (1)
Elphinstone, James
Goodman of carbtny
Goodman o f Stravithie
Johnstone, Adam
Laird o f Abbotshall
Laird of Airth
Laird of Balfour
Laird of Balintrard
Laird of Balwearie
Laird o f Braid
L a r d of Cambo
Laird o f Carkeith
Laird of Came
Laird o f Cashkelpie
Laird o f Cleish
Laird of Clerkintoun
Laird of Closebm
h r d of Colinton
Laird of Colluthie
Laird o f Corstorphine
Laird o f Craigcassie
Lard of Daimahoy
Laird of Dmlanrig
Laird of Elphinstone
Laird of Gmgunnoch

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

8

Y

Y

Y
Y

BUK, ii, 764

Y

BUK,ii,765

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Laid of Garlies

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Lard of Glenneejes

Y

Laird of Halhll
Laird o f Keir
Laird o f Kinnaddie
Larrd of Kinnear
Laird of Lochinvar
Laird of Lumdie Snr
Laird of Mcrchiston
Laird of Ormiston
Laitd of Pitmillie
Laird o f Priestfield
LairdofRaithjnr
Laird of Raith s i l ~

Y

.

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
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HaddPresb, i, f 0 . 5 4 ~
Dkeith P i t s b , fo. 1 1%
HaddPresb, i, f 0 . 5 4 ~
Dkeith Presb, fo.115v
EdinPresb, i, 20 Jan.
Dkeith Ptesb, fo,1 15v
Dkeith Presb, fo.115v
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
EdinPresb, i, 25 Feb.
Dkeith Presb,fo. 1 15v
Hadd Presb,i, f o . 5 4 ~
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 7 6 5
BUK, ii, 765
BUK,ii,763
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 7 6 4
BUK, ii, 7 6 5
BUK, ii, 7 6 4
BUK, ii, 7 6 5
BUK, ii, 764
BUEL, ii, 763
EUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 764

BUK,ii, 766

BUK, ii, 763
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 766
BUK,ii, 765
BUT$ ii, 764
BUK, ii, 7 6 5
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, ii, 7 6 5
BUK,ii, 766
BUK, ii, 765
BUK,ii, 763
BUK,ii, 766

BUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 764

BUK, ii, 764
BUK,ii, 764
BUK, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 766
BUK,ii, 7 6 4
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 7 6 5
BUK, ii, 7 6 4
BUK,ii, 765
BUK,ii, 764
BUK, ii, 764

1 113 i 1590
115

i

1590
1590
1590

/ T A 1590
'-67

ri-s! 1590

IF19
.--"f
1 1590
120 1 1590
L1590
122 1 1590
---".I.
123 f 1590
1590

b

--"--I

129

1

1591

1591
131 i 1591
1591
1 133 1591
r-iG-7 1592

_-f,r

136 ! 1593

August
August
August
August
August
August
August

w3ust
August
August
August
August
August
JdY

July
July
July
JdY

July

July
July
RfIW
April
April
April
April
April

1i"1.4-5-..--i
I44 1
i

146
147

i

1

1593
93

April
April
Apri 1
Apri 1
April

1593
1593

April

Apri 1

Apri I
Apri 1
April
April

Apri 1
April
April
April

f 160 1 1594

April
April
May
May
May
May
&Y
MV

May
May

May
May
May

A

Y

Laird of Smeaton
Laird of 8pott
Laird o f the Ile
Laird of Touch
Laird of Wemyss jnr
Logan, John
Lord Drummond
Lord Lindsay (I)#

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Lurd Newbattle (1)#
Lord Smquhar
Master o f Sinclair

Y

Porteous, Rob&
Goodman of C d e f i Y
Laird o f Braid
Laird o f Colinton
Laird o f Dalmahoy
Laird o f Merchiston

N

Laird of Montonhall
Laird o f Pilrig
Laird o f Smeaton
Laird of Airth
Laird o f Cane
Laird o f Abbotshall
Laird of Airth
L d o f Cambo
Laird of Carse
Laird o f Colluthie
Laird o f Durie
Lard o f Earlhail

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

.Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Laird of Kinaddie
Laird o f Kinaddie
Laird of Kincaple
Laird of Langraw

Laird of Largo jnr
Laird of Lundie
L a r d of Merchiston

Laird o f Poimie-Ogilvie
Laird o f Raith mn
Laird o f Rires
Laird of Stravihe
Laird o f Touchadam
Laird o f Wedderburn
Laird of Wilmeston
Watson o f 7
Douglas, Sir Gorge
Earl of Morton (I)
Goodman of Carbeny
Laird o f Airdrie
Laird of Aitton
Laird of Balcormow
Lad o f Balmounth
Laird of Blebo
Laird o f Bmid
Laud of Bufie
Laird of Cambo jnr
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Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
E'
Y
Y

Y

Y
'Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, ii, 763
BUK,ii, 764
BUK, ii, 764
BUK,ii, 764
BuIi, ii, 764
BUK, ii, 765
BUK, ii, 766
BUK, ii, 7 6 4
BUK, ii, 765
Edin Presb, i, 29 June
EdinPresb, i, 29 June
EcfinPresb, i, 29 June
EdinPresb, i, 29 June
E h P r e s b , i, 29 June
EdinPrcsb, i, 29 June
EdinPresb, i, 29 June
Edin Presb, i, 29 June
Stir1Presb, ii, 16 May
Stir1 Presb, ii, 16 May
EUK, iii, 793
Stirl Presb, ii, 17 Apr
BUK, iii, 795
Stirl Presb, ii, 17 Apr.
St A Presb, fo.5Or
St APresb, fo.50r
St A Presb, fo.5Or
St APresb, fO.50r
STAIG"R, ii, 748-9
STAKSR, ii, 748-9
STAKSR, ii, 748-9
3t A Presb, fo.5 Or
St A Presb, fo.5 Or
BUK, iii, 798
BUK,iii, 795
STAE;SR, 11,7484
3t A Presb, fo.5Or
St APresb, fo.5018tkl Prtsb, ii, 17 Apr.
BUK, iii, 798
St APresb, fo.5Or
St APresb, fo.50r
Dkeith Resb fo. 172r
Dkeith Presb, fo. 1 7 2
Dkeith Presb, fo.172r
St A Presb, fo.62r
BUK,iii, 836
St APresb, f0.62r
St A Presb, fo.62r
St A Presb, fo.62r
EdinPresb, ii, 30 Apr.
St APreob, fo,62r
St A Presb, fa.62r

---

f

Year
-....

f

7
(b)
Month
Nnme
--............--1
---.
L
a
i
r
d
of
Carnbie
jnr
May
Laird of Cockpen
=Y
Laird of Coiinton
M Y
Laird of Cotfield
May
Laird of Craighall
May
Laird o f Dalhousie
May
Laird of Daimahoy
May
Laird o f Durie
May
Laird of Kembok
=Y
Laird of Kilconquhar
May
Laird o f Kincraig
May
Laird of Kirkton
May
Laird of Largo
May
Laird of Lundie
May
Laird o f Merchiston
May
Laird of Merton
W Y
May
Laird ofPilrig
Laird of Pitmilly jnr
Laird of Rims
Laird of Sanford
May
Laird o f Smeton
May
Laird o f Wilmiston
May
Ramsay, Gorge
W Y
June
Laird of Merchiston
June
Laird of Braid
June
Laird of Bnmstane
June
Laird o f Colinton
June
Laird of Dalmahoy
June
Laird o f Pilrig
March Earl of Argyll
March Em1 o f EXm
March Laird o f Banclocht
March Laird o f Braid
MWh Laird o f Brunstane
March Laird of C m e
March Laird o f Colinton

___I-

I
_
I
.
.
_
"

1594

1594
1594

1594
1594

! 174 !

1594
1594
1594
1594

1594
1594

1594
1594
1594
1 183 i 1594
1594
1594

1594
1594
1594
1594

j .....................
203
I 204

7

1594
1594
1595
1595
1595
1595
1595
1595
1596
1596
1596
1596
1596
1596
1596
1596
1596
1596

1596
1596

March
March

March
March

1596

March
Mmch

I----

i"jl-f--l1596

Wch

F""83y
1596

March

I 212 1 1596

March

March

March

March

March

I

March
December
22013 1606 December
1606 December
222'
1606 December
223 I 1606 December
Decemher

---....

~~~

"
"
"
^
I-

--^_I

Laird ofCraiglorna[...I
Laird o f Dalmahoy

Laird o f Keir

Laird o f Kilsyth jnr
Laird of Merchiston
Laird o f Mint0
Laird o f Ormiston

LairdofPilrig
Laird of Sauchie
LairdofTouchadam
Laird ofTullibody
LairdofWedderburn
Lord Sinclair
Laird of Dairsy jnr
Cockbun, Richard (PSI
Earl o f Abercorn
Earl of Cassillis
Earl of Dunbar
Earl of Egiinton
Earl o f Glencairn
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icomi ~ r i t
source
Y
St APresb, fo.62r
Y
Dkeith Presb, fo. 172

EdinPresb, ii, 30 Apr.
Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
St A Presb. fo.62r
DkthPresb, fo. 172r
EdinPresb, ii, 30 Apr.
St A Presb, fo. 62r
St A Presb, fo. 621St APresb, fo.62r
St APresb,fo.62r
St APresb, f0.621St APresb,fo.62r
St APresb, f0.621Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
Dkeith Presb, fo.1 7 2
Edin Presb, ii, 30 Apr.
St A Presb, fo. 621St A Presb, fo.62r
St APresb, fo.62r
Dkeith Presb, fo. 1 7 2r
St APresb, fo.62r
St APresb,fo.62r
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June
E d i n h s b , ii, 10 June
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June
Edin Presb, ii, 10 June
Stir1Presb, ii, 3 March
Stirl Presb,ii, 3 March
Glasg Presb, i, fo,65r
Edm Presb, ii, 16 Mar.
Edin Presb, ii, 16 Mar.
Stirl Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
Edk Presb, ii, 16 Mar,

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
*Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Glasg Presb, i, fo. 6%

Y

E d h Presb, ii, 16 Mar.
Stirl Presb, ii, 3 March
Glasg Presb, i, fa.65r
Edin Presb, ii, 16 Mar.
Glasg Presb, i, fo. 6%
BUK, iii, 861

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Edin Presb, ii, 16 Mar.

Y

Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
Stiri Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
Stir1 Presb, ii, 3 Mar.
BUK, iii, 873
BUK,iii, 861
St APresb, fo. 104v
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1028
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1028
BUK, iii, 1022

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

i

i

(b)

I
_

m
-I_.___-

d-.- Mod- i--

...__-

I

.-"_---I

.-"..-"--

Name

1 225 i 1606 December Earl ofKinghorn

ec

1606
1606
1606
1606
1606
231 i 1606
1606
1606
1606
1606

227

1

rB1
I----I

i

1606

1606
1606
1606
1606
1606

1606
1606

1606

1606
1606

1606
1606
1606
1606

1606
1606

1605
1608
1608

1608
1508

1608
1608
1608
1608

1608
1605

1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1505
I608

1608
1608
1608

1608

1608
1608

1608
1608

1608
1608

.
-IC-..-L---&
omi Prt 1
'

--__-

Y

December Earl ofLinlithgow
December Earl ofLothian (1)#
December Earl of Montrose (1)
December Earl of Orkney
December Earl o f Wigtown
December Hamilton, Sir John
December Hamilton, Sir Thomas (LA)
December Laird of Balcomie
December Laird o f Baimanie
December Laird of Balvaird
December Laird of Itmerwick
December Laird o f Inverquharity
December Laird of Kilsyth
December Laird of Kinnaird
December Laird o f Onniston
December Laird o f Torrie
December Laird of Wauchton
December Lord Blantyre
December Lord Burnti sland
December Lord Culross
December Lord Holyroodhouse
December Lord Lindsay (2)
December Lord Newbattle (2>#
December Lord Ochiltree
December Lord Scone
December M a s t e r o f Montroselif
December Preston, John (Collectorj
December Skene, James (m.)
July
Constable of Dundee
July
Em1 o f Crawford
July
Earl o f Dunbar
July
Earl o f Glencairn
July
Earl ofKhghorn
July
Earl of Linlithgow
July
52~1
o f Lothian (1 j#
July
Earl of Morton (2j
July
Earl of 7jVi#own
July
Laird o f Bdmanie
Juiy
Laird o f Balvaird
July
Laird o f Brmouth
July
Laird o f Camel1
July
Laird o f Edmiston
July
Laird o f Houston
July
Lairdo f Kilsyth
July
Laird of h a i r d
July
Laird o f Northberwick
July
Laird o f Polwarth
July
Laird of Preston
July
Lord Blantyre
July
Lord Bucclcuch
July
LordGraham
July
Lord Hoiyroodhouse
July
Lord Lindsay (2)
July
LordLoudoun
July
Lord Lovat
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.

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

7

Source -----

BUK, iii,
BUK, iii,
BUK,iii,
BUK, iii,
BUK, iii,

1022
1022
1022
1022
1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
SRO, GD 205/1/26
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK,iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK, iii, 1022
BUK. iii, I057
BUK,iii, 1057
BbX,iii, 1046
BUK,iii. 1046
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK,iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046
BUIi, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046
3VI iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 105?
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046
EUK,iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK,iii. 1046
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, I057
BUK,iii, 1056
BUI(, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK,iii, 1046
BUK, 111, 1046
BUK,iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1057

_-J

I

July
July
July
July

285

1610
1610

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
.Tune

June

June
June

June
June

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
JUX

June
June
June

Lord Scone

BUK, iii, 1091
BUK,iii, 1091

Y

Earl of Caithness
Earl of Dunbar
Earl of Glencairn
Ear1 of Kmghorn
Earl of Lothian (2)##
Earl of Montrose (2)#
Earl of Wigtown
Laird of Balmain
Laird o f Balnamoone

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

laird of Blythsurood

Laird of Bombie
Laird o f C a l d m o o d

Y
Y

Laird of Drurniartrig

Laird of Duntreath
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Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Cockburn, SamueI
Earl of Abercorn

Laird o f Glenorchy jnr
Laird of Grandtully
Laird of Kilsyth
Laird o f Minto
Laird o f Northberwick
L a r d of Wauchton
Lord Blmtyre
Lord Ktntail
Lord Lindsay (3)
Lord Scone
Master o f Tullibardine
Skene, James (a)

Y

BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1057
BUK, iii, 1046
BUK, iii, 1091
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK,iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK,iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1091
BUK, iii, 1092

Y

Lord Torphichen
Preston,John (Collector)

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

BUK, iii,
BUK, iii,
BUK, iii,
BUK,iii,

1091
1091

1091
1091
BUK,iii, 1091
BUK, iii, 1085

BUK, iii, 1091
BUK,iii, 1031
BUK, iii, 1091
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
BUK, iii, 1085
OL,i, nacrrliv

APPENDIX 4.

General Assemblies - the Burgesses.
(a) Alphabetical.
(b) Chronological.
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1

f 1594

2

May

Mmh
April
April
April
June
April
May
August

June
June
April

f

41
1I 42

1586

I

1587

i 1610
33
1590

i-4---; 1593
i

1----ii~-i
15 94
~-+
t46 1602

i 1588
m?"?
1590

!

_-__...._.._
'

47

.

Edinburgh
%Andrews

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Kitremy
Kilrenny
Stirling
Edinburgh

Y

AdamsOrlJohn
Alexander, Rob&
h o t , John
Balfour, Duncan
Bmnatyne, John
Barclay, James
Barcl ay, Willi am
Barclay, William
Bruce, Atthur
Charteris, Henry

Edinburgh

Charteris, Henry

StAndrews
StAndrews

Cok,William

Dalgleish, David
June
Perth
Dalyel, Win
March Edinburgh
Dobie, Richard
November Dundee
Ferguson, Wii li am
June
Dundee
Ferguson, Willi am
June
Glaspw
Forrest, James
August Stirling
Foster, David
June
Unburgh
Galbraith, Edward
August Edinburgh
hlbraith, Edward
November Burntis1and Greiff, Patrick
August wi$tom
Hannay, John
June
Haddmgton Hay, Nicol
May
Edinburgh
Heriot,cJorge
November Edinburgh
Heriot, George
Houston,John
July
Glasgow
March Edinburgh
Hume, Alexander
Inglis, James
July
Glasgow
Johnstone, Adam
August Dalkeith
&fay
Edinburh
Johnstone, John
Feb&
Edinbur&
Johnstone, John
Johnstone, John
August Edinburgh
June
Edinburgh
Johnstone, John
Johnstone, John
July
Edinburgh
June
Edmburgh
Johnstone, John
Johnstone, John
May
Edinburgh
Ker, Clement
Apd
Edinburgh
June
E.dinburgh Ker, Edwmd
June
Haddrngton Ker, J&n
June
S t A n d r e w Knox, J o b
August Leith
Kyle,John
April
Sthdrews Lamonth, Wi lliam
Lindsay, Alexander
May
Edinburgh
November Leith
Lindsay, Jerome
&gust
Edinburgh
Lindsay, John
Little, Wi I1iam
August Edinburgh
L
ittle,Wi 11i am
April
Edinburgh
June
Edinburgh
MacCall, Mungo
Menteith. William
August Leith
March Edinburgh Miller,Alexander
July
Edinburgh Nepier, Wi1li am
March Edinburgh
Misbet, Henry
July
Edinburgh
Nisbit, James
November Leith
Orok, David
April

f 32

Edinburgh
Stirling

Adamson, John
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Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

SBD 288

8th-I Burqh, 220
Y BUK, iii, 798
St APresb fo.50r

SBD 288
SBD 288
St APresb fo.5ot
St APresb f0.62
Y BUK, ii, 767
Y SBD 286
. SBD287
Y BUK, iii, 517
St APresb fo.501-

Y BUK,iii, 1091
SBD 288

Y BUK, iii, 978
Y BUK, iii, 1091
Y BUK, iii, 1091
Y BUK, ii, 767
Y SbD 286
Y BUK,ii, 767
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK,ii, 76?
Y BUK, ii, 695
Y BUK,iii, 971
Y BUK,iii, 978
OL, i, n o , l m
Y BUK, iii, 873
Y GlasgExtr, i, 286
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y SBD 286
Y BUK,ii, 703
Y BUK,ii, 730
SBD 287
Y BUK,ii, 780
SBD 288
Y BUK, iii, 971
Y BUK,iii, 798
Y BUK,iii, 1091
Y BUK, ii, 695
Y BUK,iii. 1091
Y BUK,ii, 767
STAKSR, ii, 748-9
SBD 288
Y BUK, iii, 979
SBD 287
Y BUK,ii, 767
Y BUK,iii, 798
Y BUK, iii, 1091
Y BUK, ii, 767
SBD 288
Y BUK, iii, 1057
SBD 288
Y BUK,iii, 1056
Y BUK,iii, 979

(a>

Year1 Month

March

Edinburgh

August Edinburgh
1590
March Edinburgh
1596
August Dalkeith
1590
~ - 6 1 " 1589
June
Edinburgh
f 6 2 1 1594
May
Edinburgh
-..-....--.*
63 f 1588
august Edinburgh
64 i 1594
May
StAndrews
lli - 1602 November Edinburgh
i 66 1 1593
April
StAndrews
1593
April
St Andrews
1 68J 1600
March St Andrews
1602 November St Andrews
70
June
Aberdeen
I--.-."
......-..-1 1610
71
1589
June
Edinburgh
1591
July
Edinburgh
.-73 I 1594
May
%Andrews
L-;
1594
May
St Andrews
1 ?5--4 1588 February Dundee
August Wigtown
76
1590
April
I
---.
77 i 1593
Kilrenny
May
Kilrenny
1 78
I 1594
t--May
i 79
1594
St Andrews
Edinburgh
May
1592
Leith
April
L' -81
- -- I 1593
i 82 i 1608
July
Perth
July
StAndrews
1608
!-.- -.i 84 i 1608
July
Edinburgh
!85.
i 1594
May
St Andrews
.A

c--f

mT

l-%---i
-

1

[ Bury@

r--a-';
1

!--a-"-l

<Oustean,Alexander
Nnm8 -- --lComjPrt/
Y
SBD 287

__.------..-.SOUrc0

Oustean,Alexander

Y

OusteaqAIexander
Porteous, Robert
Primrose, Gilbert
h o t , John
Hume,kiexander
Ramsay,George
Robertsan, John
Russel,David
Russel, William
Russel, William
Russel, William
Rutherford, Alexander
Sandeiands, Patrick
Sandeiands, Patrick
Sandilands,Andrew
Scott, William
SCtirngcour, Alexander
Stewart,P,lexander
Strang,Robert
Stran&Robert
Trill, Jarnes
Unnamed

Y
N
Y

N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N

Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Welands, Willmm
Wood, Andrew
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Y
Y

i

N BUK,ii,767

SBD 288

Y BUK,ii,765
SBD 287
Y BUK, iii, 836
Y BUK,ii,730
St A Presb fo.6Zr
Y BUK, iii, 978
St APresb fo.5&
St A Presb fa5 Or
STAKSR, ii, 921
Y BUK, iii, 979
Y BUK, iii, 1091
SBD 287

SBD 287

St A Presb fo.6Zr

St APresb f0.6Zr
Y BUK,ii, 703
Y BUK, ii, 767
S t A Presb fo.5 Or
St APresb f0.62~St AFresb fo.62r

Y BUK,ii,?89
Y BUK, iii, 795
Y BUK, iii, 1057

Y BUK, iii, 1057
Y BUK,iii, 1057
St A h s b fo.62r

June
June

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Haddingtm
Haddington

June
June
February Edinburgh
February Dundee
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

i 1593

t34-7

1593

I 1593
.i-- 35
36? 1593

t---------l
II-.-.-.-...--...
37 j 1593

*

1

I

I
.
-

k!

Ker, John
Johnstone, John
Scrimgeour, Alexander
H m e , Alexander
Johnstone, John
Lindsay, John

N
Y

Y

Johnstone,John
h m o s e , Gilbert
Sandelands,Patrick
A d m o n , John

Y

Edinburgh
Stirling

Chutean, Alexander

Wi#OWn

Dalkeith
Leith

Edinburgh
Leith
Edinburgh
Daikeith
Wigtown
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
St Andrews
Edinburgh

Kilrenny
3thdrcws
St Andrews

Edinburgh
.i
38 1 1593
St Andrews
Edinburgh
ti--40
39-.... +i i 1593
593
St Andrews
I
St Andrews
I-.-.41
..”...-. [ 1593
KilfCTlIly
iI 42
1593
y------*
Leith
1 43
1593
Edinburgh
I 44 1 1594
I------.l
Edinburgh
45
1594
Kilrenny
---..46 i 1594
Edinburgh
i 47 1 1594
St Andrews
1594
St Andrews
St Andrews
Kilrcrmy
St Andrews
St Andrews
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Stirling
~

Hay,Nicol

Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh

Edinburgh
33

Y

Charteris,Henry

Stirling

i

Y

Edinburgh

Edinburgh
590
590
590
590
590
590
590
590

Charteris, Henry
Galbraith, E d w d

Y

1-

Y
Y

Bruce, Arthur
Foster, David
Galbraith,Edward
Hannay, John
Johnstone, Adam
Kyle,John
Littie, Wi 11i am
Menteith, William

Y
Y

Y
Y

Oustean, Alexander

Portcous, Robed
Stewart, Alexander
Johnstone,John
Sande lands, Patri ck
Unnamed
h o t , John
Balfour, Dmcm
Bannatyne, John
Barclay, \Villiam
Cok,William
Dalgleish, David
Ker, Clement
Lermonth, Wi 11iam
Little, William
Russel, David
Russe1,Willi am
h g , Rob&
Unnamed
Adamson,John
h o t , John
Barc1ay, Wi 11i am
Lindsay, Alexander
Ramsay, Gorge
Sandilands, Andrew
Scott, Willi am
Strang, R o b e
Traill,Jmes
Wood, Andrew
Barclay, James
Johnstone, John
Alexander, Robert
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N
Y

Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

SBD 286
SBD 286
SBD 286
BUK, ii, 695
Y BUK, ii, 695
Y BUK,ii, 703
Y BUK,ii,703

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y BUK,ii,730
Y BUK, ii, 730
3BD 287
SBD 287
SBD 287
SBD 287
SBD 287
SBD 287
SBD 287

Y BUK, ii, 767
Y BUK, ii, 767

Y BUK, ii, 767
Y BUK,ii, 767
Y BUK, ii, 765
Y BUK, ii. 767
Y BUK, ii, 767
Y BUK, 11,767
N BUK, ii, 767
Y BUK,ii, 7 6 5
Y BUK,ii,767
Y BUEC, ii, 780
SBD 287
Y BUK,ii, 789
Y BUK,iii, 798
St APresb fo.50r
SBD 288
St APresb fo.50r
Y BUK,iii, 817
St APresb fo.50r
Y BUK,iii, 798
i i , 748-9
Y BUK, iii, 798
St APresb fo.50r
3t AResb fo.501St APrcsb f o . 5 k
Y BUK,iii, 795
SBD 288
Y BUK, iii, 836
St A Presb fo.62r
SBD 288
St A Presb fa 62r
St A h s b €0.62
St APresb f0.6Zr
St A Presb fo.62r
St A h s b f0.62
St A Presb fo.621SBD 288
3BD 288
Stirl Burgh, 220
~~

r

f 57
1,)- S I

64

1 .--....

-..

1 1596
1596

11601
1602

-

sur@
._.." .
--. Name
.
I
1 ComiPrt!
-Source
-....iMarch Edinburgh Hume,Alexander
I
Y BUK,iii, 873
March Edinburgh
Oustean, Alexander
Y
SBD 288
March Edinburgh Dobie, Richard
Y
SBD 288
MBrch Edinburgh Miller, Alexander
Y
SBD 288
March Edinburgh Nisbet,Henry
Y
SBD 288
March StAndrews Rwsei, W
Y
illiam
S
T
m ii, 921
Y Y BUK, iii, 971
May
Edinburgh Heriot, George
Johnstone, John
Y Y BUK,iii, 971
May
Edinburgh
November Dundee
Ferguson, William
Y BUK,iii, 978
November Burntisiand Greiff, Patrick
Y BUK,iii, 979
November Edinburgh Heriot, George
Y BUK,iii, 978
November Leith
Lindsay, Jerome
Y BUK, iii, 979
November Leith
Orok, David
Y BUK,iii, 979
November Edinburgh
Robertson, John
Y BUK, iii, 978
November St Andrews Russef, Wifliam
Y BUK,iii, 979
Jdy
Glasgow
Houston, John
Y
OL,i, n 0 . h
July
Glasgow
'Inglis, James
Y Y GlasgEhtr,i, 286
July
Edinburgh
Napi er, Wi Iliam
Y Y BUK,iii. 1057
July
Edinbd
Nisbit, James
Y BUK,iii, 1056
July
Perth
Unnamed
Y BUK, iii, 1057
July
StAndrews Unnamed
Y BUK,iii, 1057
July
Edinburgh
Wel ands, Wi lliam
Y Y B E ,iii, 1057
June
Perth
Dalyel, Gavin
Y BUK,iii, I031
June
Dundee
Ferguson, William
Y BUK,iii, 1091
June
Glasgow
Forrest, James
Y BUK, iii, 1091
June
Edinburgh
Ker, Edorrard
Y
Y BUK,iii. 1091
June
S t h d r e w s Knox, John
'r BUK,iii, 1091
June
Edinburgh
MacCall, M q o
Y Y BUK,hi, 1091
June
Aberdeen
Rutherford, Alexander
Y BUK, iii, 1091

--Month i

.
.
I

! 66

11602

1 68

'1602

67

1602

l69-1 1602
1 4
i

70 i 1602

i 79 , 1610
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APPENDIX 5.

Ministers warded for opposition to the crown’s religious policies, 1605-1610.
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James Balfour

Edinburgh. Summoned to London, May 1606; 8
March 1607 petitioned to return to Scotland &
was warded in Cockburnspath then Alford;
returned illegally to Edinburgh, removed from
there in January 1610; d 1613.

Robert Bruce

Edinburgh. Ordered outwith 4 mile radius of
Edinburgh August 1600; warded in Inverness
1605-9, spent some time in Aberdeen but was
commanded back to Inverness in 1610.

John Boyle

Eckford. Warded in his own parish, 14 July 1608
for resisting Bishop Law’s visitation of
Jedburgh presbytery . RPC, viii, 126.

David Caldenvood

Crailing. Resisted Bishop Law’s visitation in
1608; banned from presbyteries, synods and
general assemblies and warded in his own
parish in July; banished from Scotland 1617.

John Carmichael

Kilconquhar. Summoned to London, May 1606;
given leave to go home, February 1607 but not
to attend presbytery or synod and confined in
hls own parish. Released in 1614.

Adam Colt

Musselburgh. Summoned to London, May 1606;
after ten months in England he returned to
Scotland to be warded in his own parish.

William Cranston

Kettle/Latlmsk. Put to the horn in 1607 for
resistance to constant moderation of the synod
of Fife. Warded in his parish, November 1607.
RPC, viii, 16.

Andrew Duncan

Crail. Attended 1605 assembly in Aberdeen;
warded in Blackness; tried in January 1606,
found guilty of treason and banished but
returned to Scotland in 1613.

Robert Durie

Anstruther Wester. Attended 1605 assembly in
Aberdeen; tried in January 1606, found guilty
of treason and banished. Died in Leyden in
1616.

John Fairfoul

Dunfermline. Called before the privy council in September
1606 for praying for those warded for attending the Aberdeen
assembly; warded in Dundee but freed and admitted to
Anstruther Wester in August 1610.
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Charles F e m e

Fraserburgh. Attended 1605 assembly in Aberdeen; warded in
Dome Castle, then in Kintyre and was restored to his parish
‘after 1609’.

William Forbes

Kinbathoch. Attended 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; warded in
Blackness, Stirling Castle and then ordered to go to Shetland;
on his refusal to go he was confined to his own parish and
banned from attending the Kirk’s courts.

James Greig

Loudoun. Latecomer to 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; warded
in Dumbarton, then ordered to ward in Caithness but was
released in July 1607 on his submission and admission of fault.

John Hepburn

Cranshaws. Warded in Blackness November 1607for resistance
to constant moderators. RPC, viii, 12.

William Hogg

Ayton. Warded in Blackness November 1607 for resistance to
constant moderators. RPC, viii, 12.

Nathan Inglis

Cragie. Latecomer to 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; warded in
Dumbarton Castle but freed on his submission in July 1607.

James Wing

Tough. Attended 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; ordered to ward
in Orkney but refused to go; warded in his own parish then
transferred to ward in Monymusk.

George Johnston

Ancrum. Resisted Bishop Law’s visitation in 1608; warded in
his own parish in July. RPC, viii, 72.

William Livingstone Kilsyth. Warded in his own parish October 1607 for
denunciation of episcopacy; freed 1612.
Andrew Melville

Principal of St Mary’s College, St Andrews. Summoned to
London, May 1606; imprisoned in Tower of London in 1607;
left Britain 1611.

James Melville

Kilrenny. Summoned to London, May 1606; warded in
Newcastle May 1607, moved to Berwick in 1610 and died
there in 1614.

John Munro

Tain. Attended 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; warded in Doune;

ordered to ward in Kintyre but escaped to minister in his own
parish; privy council ordered magistrates of Tain to imprison
htminMay 1610.
\

John Murray

Leith. Warded in Edinburgh castle for a sermon critical of the
king, April 1608; ward moved to Newabbey, March 1609;
allowed to be minister of Dysart in 1611. RPC, vii, 72 & 5634; Calderwood, History, vii, 18.
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Tobias Ramsay

Foulden. Ordered to ward in Blackness in October 1607 for
resisting constant moderators but went- into hiding ‘for a time’
instead.

John Ross

Blairgowrie. Latecomer to 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; warded
in Stirling but ‘liberated soon after’.

William Scott

Cupar. Summoned to London, May 1606; allowed to go home
in March 1607; warded in his own parish then released
(attended 1608 assembly) warded again 1609-14.

John Sharp

Kilmany. Attended 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; tried in
January 1606, found guilty of treason and banished; went to
Bordeaux, returned 1630.

John Smith

Maxton. Warded in Blackness in 1607 for resisting constant
moderators.

Alexander Strauchan Attended 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; warded in Blackness;
tried in Jmyuary 1606; found guilty of treason, banished and
died at Middleburg in 1607.
Robert Wallace

Tranent. Summoned to London, May 1606; allowed to return
in May 1607 and warded in Lauder then ward moved to his
own parish in September where he died in 1617.

William Watson

Bumtisland. Summoned to London, May 1606; allowed to
return in March 1607 and warded in his own parish but freed
in 1608 ‘when certain articles were agreed’.

John Welsh

Ayr. Attended 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; warded in
Blackness; tried in January 1606 found guilty of treason and
banished; went to France, returned to London 1622 and died
there.

Robert Youngson

Clatt. Attended 1605 assembly at Aberdeen; refused to be
warded on Arran so was warded in his own parish.
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APPENDIX 6.
The commission of the general assembly, 1597-1608.
(a) Alphabetical.
(b) Chronological.
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1601 BUK, iii, 972
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1601 BUK, iii, 971
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1597 BUK,iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK,iii, 959
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 971
1602 BUE; iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1597 BUK,iii, 928
1598 BUK,iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK,iii, 9'72
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
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Name
47 Pledstanes, George
48 /Gledstanes,George
49 pledstanes, Georget
50 Gledstanes, Gorge+
..-.51 iGledstanes, George-t
t
5 2 l e d s t a n e s , Georget
53 bdl, John
. 1John
;?%
l~"-'..-John
5 6 3 1 , John
John
Iton, Gavin
Iton, Gavin
lton, Gavin
-61 m l t o n , O a v i n
--.--62%amilton, Gavin+
..-.I-63
...._"_.
b y , George
"..64 bay,John

i

1 ~ e a - l Source
1597 BUK,iii, 928

-I-"-.".-

1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK,iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1608 BUK,iii, 1059
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059

----/

owie, Robert

--.--.

-..-.....,....
67 .....i howie,

Rabert
-"---68 owie,Robert
69 &e,
David
.."..__
70 b e , D a v i d
........
71
--..-..-[jKnox,Andrew
.- 72 P o x , ~ n d r e w
---73 box,Andrew
_-74 box,Andrew+
._..........-..-...,
75 knox,John
..- 76 P o q J o h n
I
-

i

I
.
.
.
.
-

1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 939
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK,iii, 1059
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1602 BUK, iii, 996

-"-

78
ox, John
-..---79 .+b o x , J o h n
--"
8O_jLamb, Andrew
-..%1>b,
Andrew
--I-.-..

...---.-..-.-.-..

.i

.,...-..-84 kw,James

85 Law,James
aw,James+
eic4Andrew
ich, Andrew
itch, Ancirew
Alexander

92 jL,indsay, Alexander

1608
1600
1601
1602
1608
1602
1608
1601
1598
1600
1601
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BUK, iii, 1059

BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 972
BUK,iii, 996
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 971
BUK. iii, 943
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 972

i
Name
-......"-I-"---.
....-.""...--.,
93

iYearI Source
1602 BUK, iii, 996

--.-

L - - I - . . -

~ay,Aiemder
94 indsay, Alexander
95 indsay, David
indsay, David

............"105
.---...-.

helville, James
--..106 Milne, Andrew
-.107 :wiine, ~ndrew
1 0 S ; ~ l m r o Gorge
,
109
-....-.-. $Gcolson, James
...-.ll*icolson,
James
.--....---(
111 Nicolson, James
-^..---112 bJicoison, James
..,..............
113 Nicolson, James
-.-...-.
114 kont,Robert
115-!Pont,Robat
.f

.
.
.
.
.
.
I

.",

:

I
.
.
.

-...
-".118

pont,Robert
1 19-korterfield, John
.....-.
120
"..- Ramsay, John
.--..-..
121
-_ kollock, Robert
.^........_
122;Rollock, Robert
123 $cot, Wiliiam
."---.....
1247Scot,
-...
Wihm
125-..: $crimgeour, Alexander
-..-*
126 Sharp,Patrick
127
Sharp, Patrick
4
^......__.......'
128 $harp,Pabrick
-129
.......-...-.- simson, Patrick
--130imson, Patrick
131 Birnson, Patrick
pottiswoode. John
,e, John
.e, John
).....-..- 134 ~pottiswooc
,e, John+
m
.-.......-.I

.
.
.
.
.
_
I

.-.

lD.
"
_
_
.
.
.
I
.

hn
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1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK,iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK,iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 971
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 971
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1601 BUK,iii, 972
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1602 BUK,iii, 996
1608 BUK,iii, 1059
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK,iii, 1059
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 971
1602 BUK, iii, 996

i

1

---

Name

1

1Yeari Source i
1608 BUK, iii, 1059
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1601 BUK, iii, 972
1602 BUK, iii, 996
1608 BUK,iii, 1059
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1

-A

26 JTamilton, Gavin
+
27.
&ox,Andrew
-.I
i!._..-._..-...

1,__._...._.."
28 Knox,John
_.I..

i.......29
.....

~

bdsay,AIexander

1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK,iii, 928
1597 BUK,iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK,iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK, iii, 928
1597 BUK,iii, 928
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK,iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUTC iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK,iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii. 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK,iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii. 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1598 BUK, iii, 943
1600 BUK, iii, 959

30 fliodsay,David
j"-- 31 !Livingstone,Hemy
+--..32 b4ilne7Andrew
i' .......-..-...-.
33 ~ i c o l s o nJmes
,
1c-...--..34 pont,Robert
35 jliamsay,John
i 36 iRollock,Robert
j. .._."....
i!._" -.._....
37 $arclay,David
1600 BUK, iii, 959
1-.
1 ----- 38 -$3ruce, Robert
1600 BUK,iii, 959
j:
39 rCaldcleuch,John
I
1600 BUK, iii, 959
I 40 rClamerton.John
i!/...-..-..- I....1

I

!.

1

-+

.
.
.
I
_
.

1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
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BUK, iii, 959
BUK,iii, 959
BUK,iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959

r 4 8 0 w i e , Robert

I 53 flindsay,Alexander

indsay, David+
Henry
5*e
lville, Jame s
1 7 ih?[iine,hhw
1-"?83icolson,
"I-James
59 pont,Robert
I--i
I 60 bpottiswoode,John
1 61 rStrachan,John
p-4
62 Wilkie.Robert
)._-----

arclay,DaVid
lackbum,Petert
i
rI 66 /Caldcleuch, John
'-.'-ST-\~ouper,Willim

+..-..

j..... ....-..-.-.
i 68>0uglas.
&.-+"-"! 69Jorbes,
"

Alexander

,41exander

I 70 GaIloway,Patrick
,_..-..--..-I

1

71 "..-IGledstanes, George-t
II........*.-..7 2 9 a l 1 , John
i 73 ~ l t o n , G a v i n
r-7--..:mox,
!I 74 May, John
John

.
.
.
.
.
.
I
.
*

^

I---

......"-..-.-..-

f 76 :b.,
James
.......
\+"-77 ileitch, &drew
iI......-...-..
783indsay, Alexander
j
79 $.,indsay,David+
1i.--..--..-.,
80 'punro,George
i 8 1 picolson, Jmes
r ..._........._
82 Pont,Robert
...I

"_.I_....

h

i

i

John

1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601

BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK,iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK, iii, 959
BUK,iii, 972
BUK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 971
BUK, iii, 9'72

1601

BUK,iii, 972
BIK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 972

BUK,iii, 972
1601 BUK,iii, 971

1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601

1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1601
1602
1602
1602
1602

BUK, iii, 972
BUIC, iii, 972
BUK,iii, 972
BUK,iii, 971
BUK,iii, 972
BUK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 971
BUK, iii, 971
BUK,iii, 972
BUK,iii, 972
BUK,iii, 972
BUK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 971
BUK, iii, 972
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK,iii, 996

1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1602
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
1608
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BUK, iii, 996

BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996

BUK, iii, 996

BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK, iii, 996
BUK,iii, 996
BUK,iii, 996
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK. iii, 1059
BUK,iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK,iii, 1059
BUK,iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK,iii, 1059
BUK,iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK,iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK,iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
BUK, iii, 1059
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APPENDIX 7 .

Subscribers of the protest against episcopacy, July 1606.
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Jedburgh
Linlithgow

IwineiAyr?
?

1

7 iCdderwood,David
i 8 " k a m p b e l l , Colin
i----..--,-.--.-1 9 ~Carmichae1,Joh.n
i....--...-..
lOlColden, John
!

Auchterarder
Auchterarder
Jedburgh
Meigle
St Andrews
Dudemline
Ddemline
Perth

11 Colville, Robert
Iq 12
. 3-.-.. touper, Wiliiam
-......-.- ..-ICranston, William
cup=
f 14$avidson, James
Wigtown
i 15 Davidson, John
Auchterarder
1["...."i7--".bes,
16 t[)uncan,Hetny
John
Dundee
St Andrews
-........._...
j1.....-18
-.- "Dskine, William
St Andrews
j 19 French, John
?
Ip."20
.-._.....-.,Gillespie, John
Stirling
/... ............-....21 .,R o g g , ~ i I i i a m
Chirnside
iL..-"22.... Keith, Williarn
?
j 23 KennedyJohn
?
1-?43alcohn,
,..__.-...-_.._
John
Perth
i1,........-.... ..
beiville, Andrew
St Andrews
26 Melville, James
St ,4ndreWS
j+--..-27 fMercer, James
DunkeId
i ....-......28 ^_.,
Mercer,Robert
Ellon
1 29 .....1hdiles,Edtnond
Perth
t ...._..__.__..
:..30 witchell, John (nos.?)
Ellon
1!..-"----,
31 IMuirhead, James
Edinburgh
i 32 Ogdvie, John
Meigie
i-----"'
i 33
,-..--..
..-. ...-.
k o s s , James
Perth
I1-..."...34 Kow,James
Perth
1 35 vow, John
Dunfermline
r
7
j 36 Row, William
Perth
/-yy-.bcot, Willim
cupw
,".... ........_.....
II-"-"-"-, 38 ~crimgeour,John
Kirkcaldy
1 39 iSirnson,Pairick
Stirling
1ii 40 iStrauchane, James
?
I'-'4i"--;'Wallace,
.-"_-",
Robert
Hadclington
f}---.42 weems, John
Brechin
1 43 - j ~ o u n gwilliam
,
Perth
i---.-

Ayr in 1602 OA sederunt
Not in Scott. Fasti
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4--- . - . -p
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Not in Scott, Fasti
Not in Scott, Fasti
Not in Scott, Fasti
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?..........I.._I

Aberdeen Presbytery fo. 177v
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Not in Scott, Fasti

